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TESTIMONY OF WALLACE R. WOODEiUY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation Realtors' Washington
Comittee and a Vice-President of the National Association
of Real Estate Boards, before the Senate Finance Coamittee

September 26, 1969

Introduction: Several provisions of H.R. 13270 viii have an intensely adverse effect
on everyone connected with real estate, whether as property owner, investor, builder,
broker, tenant, or Just as resident or worker in an urban community.

MAKES Position on Tax Rgform Endorses the concept of minimum tax provided that all
sources of s-called ta preferences be included in order not to impair real estate's
already precarious competitive role in the private investment market. The limit on
tax preferences (LTP) in the bill does not meet this criterion. House-approved and
Treasury-recomended exceptions would lake real estate the principal if not sole
target of LTP.

pouglas Comislion on Urban Problems recommended that an income tax system should
include special preferences to housing investment ... warned that any "loophole-
closing" ...if applied only or more strenuously to this (real estate) than to other
competitive investment fields, would probably curtail the flow of resources and
managerial efforts into this area."

Critical Condition of Real state Industry: For 15 years construction has been
accounting for a slowly declining proportion of gross national product. This has
made the "problems of the cities" the nation's primary domestic concern. It is
essential that the development of commercial structures, industrial and warehousing
facilities, as well as housing, keep pace with population growth and the trend toward
urbanization, and opportunity for replacement and renewal.

H.R. 13270 will have a depressing effect on real estate construction, improvement
and maintenance. It will occur at a time when shortages are developing in residential
and non-residential properties, and our national housing goal of 26 million units in
10 years is receding from view,

SUIDARY OF ARGUMNETS AND RECGIENIATItS

Depreciation: The 150% depreciation method now available for existing buildings
should be restored. Limiting existing buildings to the straight-line method has
already had a serious restricting effect on the resale market,

Present accelerated methods (200, double declining balance and sum-of-the-years
digits) should be available to non-residential new construction. Elimination of
such methods will result in rediced yields to investors. In a competitive financial
market investors will seek out other high yield and less risky sources than real
estate investment.

Should the Congress enact a provision to recapture a greater portion of depreciation
taken in excess of straight-line as ordinary income, there is no logical basis for
discouraging real estate investment and construction through-denial Of existing
accelerated methods.
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Recapture: The proposal in the bill to recapture as ordinary income all depreciation
taken in excess of straight-line, without limitation as to time, is an extremely
harsh measure which does not differentiate between a lon&-tarm investor and a short-
term holder of real estate. The Comittee might consider a provision that for the
first five years all depreciation in excess of straight-line be recaptured as ordinary
income, then reduce the percentage of gain taxed as ordinary income 1% per month.
Certainly an investor who has held property for more than thirteen years is entitled
to full capital seins.

The House-approved bill purports to retain an incentive for new residential construc-
tion and for rehabilitation of low and moderate income housing by allowing more rapid
depreciation. Such incentive is almost completely neutralized by the harsh recapture
provision in the bill.

Ltsit on lax Preference: The LTP should be abandoned altogether unless all sources
of so-called preferential income are included. The House has eliminated the oil
industry; the Treasury wants to eliminate tax-exempt interest on local and state bonds
and appreciated value of assets donated to charity. This leaves real estate and the
so-called gentlemen farmer as the only targets for LTP -an unnecessary and inequitable
discrimination that should be repudiated by the Committee.

Limitation on Deduction of Investumn Interest: The Treasury Department has properly
recommended that this provision be eliminated from the bill. The provision is dis-
criminatory, unworkable, and would discourage holding unimproved land for future
development.

installment sales: As presently drafted the proposal on installment sales reporting
would discourage the development of unimproved property because builders must await
development and adequate outside financing before they can pay fully for the land
and incur tax liability. The House bill greatly over-reaches the problem at which
it is aimed anU its retroactivity is unconscionable. The provision should be deleted
until a provision can be formulated which would not interfere with legitimate and
necessary methods of financing real estate transactions.

Hobby Losses: Loose general language in this provision would deter the holding of
property in deteriorating neighborhoods because lack of current profit would create
a presumption that the venture is not profit-motivated and all deductions would be
disallowed. Abandoned buildings are proving a tremendously vexing problem to urban
areas; this provision in the bill would aggravate this problem because it would have
the effect of further increasing the cost of holding property in blighted areas.

Allocation of Deductions: The Comittee should recognize that interest, taxes, and
casualty losses for rental real estate are business deductions and should not be
subject to allocation; also, interest and taxes on unimproved real estate held for
development should be considered business deductions and not subject to this
allocation provision.

2



Statement of Wallace R. Woodbury, a Vice-President of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards and Chairman, Subcommittee on
Taxation of the Realtors' Washington Committee, before the Senate
Finance Committee, regarding H.R. 13270 as it affects real estate

September 26, 1969

INTRODUCTIO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee--

I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf of the National Association of

Real Estate Boards in these hearings on H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

First, by way of background, I am a Realtor engaged in the business of real

estate brokerage, management, development, appraising, and mortgage banking in

Salt Lake City. I am a Vice-President of the National Association of Real Estate

Boards and Chairman of the Subcommittee on Federal Taxation of its Realtors' Washington

Committee. Our Association consists of more than 89,000 Realtors who are members of

more than 1,500 boards of Realtors located in every state in the Union. Our members

are engaged primarily in the business of brokerage, management, and appraising.

However, the activities of our membership involve all aspects of the real estate

industry, such as mortgage banking, home building, and commercial and industrial

development.

Our Association is familiar with the problem of the large number of individuals

and corporations who take the risk of developing and operating real property. The

problems of the real estate industry affect not only the risk takers who participate

in development and operation of real estate, but also the hundreds of thousands of

people who depend upon the construction industry for their livelihood, and the

millions of individuals and corporations who rent or own real property.-

Several provisions of this bill will have an intensely adverse effect on every-

one connected with the real estate industry, whether as property owner, investor,

builder, broker, tenant, or just as resident or worker in an urban community. This

1/ $7.3 billion of multifamily residential housing was put in place in 1968;
commercial construction in 1968 amounted to $8.3 billion. Real estate
construction provides employment for more than 3.2 million people.
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is our first opportunity to comment on these provisions. The House Ways and Means

Committee requested testimony on the possible modification in the treatment of real

estate where accelerated methods of depreciation are used, and we testified on that.2/

The bill before this Committee is not limited to this provision, but it attacks the

real estate industry in a variety of ways with a number of novel and complex pro-

visions:

1) Severe limitations on the availability of accelerated depreciation;

2) A harsh and unfair rule for recapture of accelerated depreciation on
disposition of the property; S

3) Application of the Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP) with particular
emphasis on real estate deductions;

4) Application of the allocation of deductions with particular emphasis
on real estate deductions;

5) Limitations on deductibility of.investment interest; and
6) A "hobby lose" rule designed for gentleman farmers which literally

would apply to all real estate which fails to produce taxable income.

We believe it is desirable for this Comeittee to evaluate the operation of these

proposed adverse changes in the light of their actual impact on private property

ownership and the real estate industry today.

However, before discussing the status of the industry, I believe it is desir-

able for the Committee to be aware of the position our Association took last winter

on the question of tax reform. We also wish to call attention to the report of

the Douglas Comission on Urban Problems with respect to our industry and the tax

laws.

POSITION AS TO TAX REFO
TAKEN BY NARED IN MARCH 1969

Probably the single most significant fact with respect to the consideration

of tax reform Vas the disclosure by Acting Secretary of the Treasury Joseph Darr

in January 1969 that for the year 1967 there wer 21 individuals with adjusted

gross incomes in excess of $1,000,000, and 154 individuals with adjusted gross

2/ The sole real estate issue proposed for testimony by the Ways and Means
Committee read: "As to possible modification In the tax treatment of
real estate where accelerated methods of depreciation are used."
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incoses in excess of $200,000 who paid no federal income tax.

It should be noted that the principal causes of this result for these taxpayers

were the deduction for charitable contributions (49 cases), personal interest (72

cases), anJ state and local income taxes (12 cases) (Treasury Tax Reform Proposals,

April 22, 1969, page 67, table 5). These cases could not have resulted from accele-

rated depreciation of real estate and capital gains, since these item are taken into

account before arriving at adjusted gross income.

Some of the provisions of the tax reform bill are directed toward preventing

these results. Many other provisions appear to be not so directed.

In March 1969, prior to the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee

on tax reform, the Realtors' Washington Committee of the National Association of Real

Estate Boards met to consider an official position to recommend to the Board of

Directors of our Association on the subject of tax reform. Notwithstanding the fact

that representatives of various industry groups were taking the position that no

changes in the tax laws were necessary, the Realtors' Washington Committee responsibly

recognized t at there were some tax inequities and recommended a positive approach to

prevent these inequities. Specifically, the following resolution was recommended for

adoption by the National Association's Board of Directors:-/

"The National Association of Real Estate Boards urges that no changes be
made in the tax laws which will impair the competitive position of real
estate in the investment market.

"To assure that all persons assume a share of the burden of taxation, we
recommend that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to provide for a
minimum Income tax, which would be applicable if it exceeds tax liability
under the regular rates. Such a minimum tax should be based on an expanded
income base, which must include the following without exception: (1) the
excluded one-half of long-term capital gains, (2) tax-exempt state and
local bond interest, (3) percentage depletion in excess of cost depletion
of property, (4) excess of fair market value over basis of property con-
tributed to charity, (5) intangible drilling expenses, and (6) excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation (with appropriate
adjustments to basis). Such expanded income base should be subject to a
graduated rate not in excess of one-fourth of the regular ordinary rates.

I/ Approved March 26, 1969 by HARES Executive Committei. Subsequently approved by
the Board of Directors May 13, 1969, with an amendment to add the following to
the end of the second paragraph: "We recommend a 5-year carryover of any dis-
allowed deduction as an offset to future income from the six items recited above."
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"We vigorously oppose the imposition of a capital gains tax on the appreciated
value of capital assets at the time of death of an owner; but we support a
change in the tax law so that heirs and legatees succeed to the cost basis of
the decedent with an appropriate adjustment for inheritance or death taxes paid."

RAES continues to adhere to this position. We favor the approach now known as

Limit on Tax Preferences (LP), which has the same purpose as the minimum income tax,

which would get at these inequities provided that the approach is applied across the

board to all areas considered productive of potential tax inequity and not directed

primarily toward real estate. We would similarly favor alternative approaches directed

at accomplishing the same goal, particularly if simpler than the intricate, complex

provisions of the House bill.

We have serious dbjections to the bill as passed by the House and to Treasury

proposals made to this Committee, not because we object to changes to prevent tax

inequity but because under the proposals essentially only real estate (and so-called

gentleman farmers) would feel the hot breath of LTP. As passed by the House, five

items would be included in LTP:

1) tax exempt interest;
2) certain farm losses;

3) the excess of the value of property contributed
to charity over adjusted basis;

4) the excess of accelerated depreciation of real
property over straight-line depreciation;

5) the 507, long-term capital gains deduction.

specifically omitted were percentage depletion and intangible drilling expenses.

Further, Treasury now proposes to omit from LTP tax-exempt interest and the

excess value of appreciated property contributed to charity. Treasury proposes to

add percentage depletion and intangible drilling expenses plus two real estate items:

(a) the excess of losses'during the construction period over income and (b) the excess I
of rapid amortization of rehabilitation expense on low and moderate income property

over straight-line depreciation which deduction was created by Section 521 of the bill

itself.

If the Treasury proposals are adopted and the House view prevails on the oil

industry, the only areas reached by LTP provisions would be real estate (three separate

provisions plus the long-term capital gains rule) and the so-called gentleman farmer.

0
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REPORT Of THE NATIONAL CO9IISSION ON URBAN PROOLENS
(DOUGlAS COMISfSSO) AS TO REAL ESTATE AND THE TAX LAWS

Moreover, the provisions of H.R. 13270 are also inconsistent with the Report of

the National Commission on Urban Problems. In Chapter 7 at pale 10 the Commission

stated:

S...our special concern here is with the effect of present arrangements
upon incentives for investment in housing, and it seems clear (1) That
existing tax provisions have been 'institutionalized' into a complex
set of economic relationships that involve a large volume of investment
as well as the provision of rental housing for about one-third of all
American families; and (2) That any 'loophole-closint' efforts, if
applied only or more strenuously to this than to other competitive
investment fields, would probably curtail the flow of resources and
managerial efforts into this areas. ... " (emphasis supplied)

The provisions of LP which apply "loophole-closing" more strenuously to real

estate than to other competitive investment fields will do exactly what the Douglas

Commission said it would do, that is, curtail the flow of resources and managerial

efforts into this area - at the same time that this area needs greater efforts

rather than less.

The Douglas Commission (page 11 of the same chapter) recognizes that "the

Nation has an obvious stake in adequate investment in commercial as well as resi-

dential plant." It goes on to state that because of the particular public and

social concern with housing, the question arises whether the income tax system

should include some special preference to housing investment, and this question is

considered in the final section of the chapter where the Commission makes its three

recommendations.

The first of these recommendations is that the Treasury Department make an

intensive analysis and submit explicit findings and recommendations concerning tax

law changes best suited to provide materially more favorable investment in new

residential construction (including major rehabilitation) than for other forms of

real estate investment. This recommendation does not mean that the income tax laws

should be changed in the manner proposed by H.R. 13270, so as to impose severe

burdens on all real estate investments with slightly lesser burdens on housing.
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Such provisions seriously impair the competitive position of real estate as an invest-

meat. Rather, the Comntsston appears to contemplate only those changes in the tax

law which would give new preferences to investments in residential construction.

Such new preferences are more specifically identified in the other recoendao

tions of the Douglas Comission - that preferential depreciation allowances or

investment credits be provided for Investment in governmntally-subsidised low and

moderate income housing and that there be especially generous tax treatment of

investor-owners' expenditures for maintenance and rehabilitation of older rental

residential structures (for example, the rapid amortization of rehabilitation provided

by Section 521 of the House bill).

. CRITICAL CONDITION OF TlE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY

We believe that at this point it is desirable for the C=mittte to consider

the present state of the real estate industry.

Necessity for Commercial and Industrial
as Well as Residential Real Estate

First, as we discuss in more detail below, the proposed bill attacks all aspects

of the real estate industry but places special additional burden on comercial and

industrial real estate as compared to residential real estate. This is inconsistent

with the needs of the country.

We are not a nation of dormitories. Although housing is it critically short

supply, the development of livable communities entails more than the erection of

suitable living quarters. Unless a concept of the "total community" remains viable,

through equal treatment and encouragemnt of residential, comrcal, and Industrial

development, we shall find ourselves unable to provide effective housing relief.

Those who need housing the most will be unable or unwilling to remove themselves to

a sterile community which is inaccessible to employment, shopping, and services.

* Today, about 757 of our population live In an urban environment. If current

projections materialize, 85% of the population will be living in and around cities

by the year 2000. It is essential that the development of commercial structures,

8
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industrial and warehousing facilities, as veil as housing, keep pace with population

growth and the trend in urbanisation, and provide opportunity for replacement and

renewal.

By coion consent the problem that we lump together as the "problem of the

cities" are the nation's primry domestic concern. Solutions to these problems are

being sought under program that we know as urban renewal, model cities, and other

actions to rebuild vitality into the heart. of our cities. None of these program

can succeed if the end product must be confined to providing new residential dormitory

space around the fringes of these areas. An era of true urban renewal and rebirth of

our great city centers must rest on a balanced program of providing facilities for

every type of urban land use, including needed commercial and industrial development

and upgrading of existing facilities 1;o make the result a viable community.

Impact on Now Construction

Secondly, these provisions of H.R. 13270 will adversely affect construction

of buLldings, an essential alnent for the replacement and renewal of the nation's

physical plant in general, and the urban comunity in particular. Construction by

the private sector of the econwray has not been keeping pace with the current boom,

and it will suffer even ore under the proposed provisions.

over the Bast 15 earasonstruction has been accounting for a slowly declining

Proportion of gross national Product. Construction's share in current dollars

dropped from almost 12% in 1955 to l0 in 1967 and held at that level last year.

More significantly, while public construction more than kept pace with the rise in

gross national product, private construction failed to enjoy a similar increase in

rate.

Despite accelerated depreciabion as an investment attraction, the rate of

growth fell behind other sectors of the economy, whether viewed as a share of

gross national product or as a share of gross private domestic investment.

9
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Shortage of Supply

Third. the depressing effect of these new provisions of H.R. 13270 on real

estate construction, improvement, and maintenance is occurring at a time when there

is developing a real shortage of supply in both residential and nonresidential

properties.

OccupanLy rates in habitable residential properties are higher than at any

time since the period immediately following World War 11. Rates are impressively

high also in commercial and industrial structures.

Results of the Census Bureau's sample survey of residential vacancies show a

decline in the rental vacancy rate from 7.2% in the first quarter of 1960 to 5% in

the same quarter of this year. Our routine NAREB market report indicates a similar

level of scarcity at all price levels.

Similar occupancy trends have been experienced in the nonresidential component

of the market. Our Spring 1969 report indicated that the demand for commercial and

industrial space more than kept pace with additions to the inventory over the past

four or five years. The market readily absorbed the volume of office space added

by both new construction and renovation, with the result that, last spring, vacancy

rates in prime location center city buildings were 2% or less in nearly one-half

(47%) of the nation and 3%-5. in 317. In office buildings located in the suburbs

a vacancy rate of 27 or less was reported for 45% of the nation and 3%-5% for 42.

At the same time, the demand for industrial space is accelerating and vacancies in

both manufacturing and warehousing structures and single-story design were lower

than the previous year in more than three-fourths of the country. The Building

Owners and Managers Association's survey of office space occupancy showed continu-

ation of the upward trend this year. An increase of 2.7% in occupancy over Key

1968 was reported.

Those who desire to occupy residential and nonresidential property will be

the sufferers as a result of the effect of the new tax provisions in reducing the

supply of new real estate or usable improvements to real estate.

10
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Furthermore, the Ways and Means Comaittee made at least one significant factual

error in its decision. The House Report (page 16b) states: "The present /depreciation7

treatment creates a tax environment favorable to frequent turnover which tends to

disoirage long-range 'stewardship' and adequate maintenance." In our Judpent.

there is no factual basis for this statement. The truth is exactly the reverse.

It is precisely the owner who is going to sell who must maintain his property in

order to make it as attractive as possible to prospective purchasers; if he does not,

he will either be unable to sell or he will have to take a substantial discount

because of poor maintenance. It is precisely the owner who is going to hold for a

long time (either by choice or because he is "locked in") who can skimp on mainten-

ance, doing only enough to keep tenants minimally satisfied.

Finally, It should be noted in the revenue considerations applicable to these

provisions that the one certainty of the government obtaining revenue is the case

where the taxpayer will sell his property at a gain. Discouraging such sales is

bound to decrease the federal revenue. No revenue is obtained because of increases

in value in the absence of a sale. It is true that decreasing the depreciation

deduction may improve revenue collections, but this is true only to the extent the

taxpayer is in fact operating his property at a profit, so that the depreciation

deduction offsets what would otherwise be taxable income. The taxpayer must reduce

his tax basis by allowable depreciation regardless of whether or not it produces

a tax benefit. Accordingly, this depreciation deduction (whether or not it produces

a tax benefit) does tend to result in a potential gain on the sale of the property

if the property does not decline in value as rapidly as the applicable depreciation.

The tax on this gain (and in the usual case on the greater gain which results from

appreciation in value of land) is not obtained by the government except in the

event of sale.

Thus, we have two situations which are not taken into account in this bill.

One is the fact that discourAg8ng sales may result in property not being properly

maintained. Secondly, it will tend to decrease revenue because of the postpone-

ment of collection of the tax now collected when sales are made at a gain.

11
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Importance of Real Estate
Industry to the Economy

The enormous potential impact of a cutback in real estate construction on the

economy can be seen from the following figures:-/

Private Nonfarm Contract Construction
Private Construction Housing Starts Employment
(In Billions) (in Thousands) (in Millions)

1963 $ 43.9 1,581.7 3.0

1964 45.6 1,502.3 3.1

1965 $0.3 1,450.b 3.2

1966 51.1 1,141.5 3.3

1967 50.b 1,268.4 3.2

1968 1.0 1,483.6 3.3

TUB ECONOMIC IMPACT Of HR. 13270

The newspapers are full of stories that the main effect of the tight money

policies of the Federal Reserve System, inaugurated in the beginning of thin y-re.

has been felt by real estate. Mortgage money is less and less available and at

higher and higher cost. The financial squeeze has caused a real estate recessioi

which has already caused untold hardship to tenants, to home owners, to construction

workers and suppliers. The ripple effect from them to the rest of the economy is

substantial. Tight money was the first punch against real estate in 1969.

If the tax reform bill is enacted as approved by the House, and even more so

if the additional Treasury proposals recemended at the eleventh hour are enacted,

these proposals will be the second punch. Taken together this one-two punch will

cause a serious real estate depression with grave consequences for the entire

economy.

/ Source: Census Bureau, Department of Commerce; Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Department of Labor; Department of Research, HARES.
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ANALYSIS of ADVEKRS PROVISIONS OF jtK, 13270

We shall now address ourselves to some oi the major provisions of the pending

bill lhich will cause the adverse effect onl real estate which we have described above.

Ijpreciation of 1eal Estate

congress s thoroughly considered the application of .accelerated depreciation to

real estate in connection with the Revenue Act of 1964. As a result of its con-

lider.at ion, the Congress decided to leave unchanged the provisions for accelerated

depreciation of real estate. It did enact ia recapture provision now incorporated

in Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code. Under this provision, gain on the

sale of a building, to the extent of depreciation taken, is taxable as ordinary

itcome in full if the property is sold in the first year, and to the extent. of all

or .i portion of the excess of the depreciation taken over straight-line depreriation

if the building is sold after the first year and before the end of the tenth year.

Thes excess is treated as ordinary income under a sliding scale dependent on the

period the property is held, starting at 1007. for the first eight months after the

first year, and decreasing 17. a month from the 20th month until the end of the

tenth year.

This is the existing law. It provides .an adequate solution of the problems

considered by the Comittee. The 19h4 law recognized that the problems arise only

when there is a too rapid turnover of the property. Depreciation does in fact take

place; buildings are in fact based tip and are subject to obsolescence. After pro-

perty has been held a substantial period of time, such as the period recognized

in Section 1250, its sale at a gain does not represent any error in the computation

of depreciation, but instead represents an appreciation in value of the remaining

property which is the result of the same economic factors that cause appreciation

in value of other investments (often appreciation in value of non-depreciable land).

S/ It was for this reason that the Ways and Heans Committee in 1962 decided not to
act on a Treasury recommendation for fall recapture of real estate depreciation.
"...Comittee decided not to apply this treatment to buildings or structural
components of buildings at this time because testimony before the Committee
indicated that this treatment presents problems where there is an appreciable
rise in the value of real property attributable to a rise in the general price
level over a long period..." ll.Rept 1441. 87th Cong., 2nd Seas. (1962), p. 67.

13
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Usually these factors are either inflation, a good income-producing record, or

scarcity. This appreciation in value arises not from the property used up with the

passage of time, but the remaining property. This appreciation in value is as much

a capital gain as the appreciation in value of vacant land held for a number of

years, or the appreciation in value of stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

It might be noted that many listed stocks represent interests in corporations which

take substantial deductions each year for depreciation, depletion, or both, and

there is no recapture provision applicable to such stock.

An additional reason why accelerated depreciation is proper is because the

Treasury requires real estate to use antiquated, unrealistically long useful lives

which have not been revised for 27 years./ The combination of accelerated depre-

ciation and overly long useful lives produces a barely adequate, not an excessive,

deduction.

6/ The Tredsury in 1962 provided guidelines as to the useful life of property.
For property other than buildings, these were far more liberal than the
previous administrative rules (which were last revised in 1942) and repre-
sented a realistic acceptance of the increasing impact of technological
obsolescence. This obsolescence is also true of buildings. The Treasury
guidelines in 1962 recognized obsolescence for farm buildings by reducing
the prescribed useful life of farm buildings from 50 years to 25 years.

However, in the case of all other buildings it either retained or increased
the previously prescribed useful life, requiring the use of periods that
run from 40 to 60 years, and also eliminated the advantages of the building
component method for shorter life portions of the building. The past
Administration's Treasury Department officials have admitted that this
was not an adverse factual determination by the Department but merely its
reaction to Congress not adopting its 1961 recommendation as to real estate.
"Since no action was taken by the Congress to provide recapture of excess
depreciation on real estate, the administrative revision of depreciation
guidelines in 1962 was confined, in effect, to personal property. While
guideline lives were provided for buildings, they were essentially the
same as those in Bulletin F with the exception of farm buildings." -
Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, U.S. Treasury Department (February 5,
1969). p. 447.
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We might further note that the law enacted in 1964 has been in effect for

only a little more than five years. There has been no new information produced

before this Congress to indicate that any change in the law is necessary. On the

other hand, we feel that the changes now incorporated in this bill would be

disastrous for the real estate industry, as well as for millions of people

affected by it.

First, this bill would change the existing laws relating to the depreciation

deductions allowable for real estate. Presently, all new real estate construction

(residential, commercial, and industrial) is eligible for the double declining

balance or sum-of-the-years digits method of depreciation. All used buildings are

presently eligible for the 150 declining balance depreciation method.

The bill would continue double declining balance and sum-of-the-years digits

methods of depreciation only for new residential rental housing. Other new con-

struction would be limited to 150. declining balance depreciation. All used

property (residential, commercial, and industrial) would be limited to straight-

line depreciation.

Furthermore, the bill would change the recapture provisions of existing law

so as to eliminate the provision under which recapture decreases over a 10-year

period. Instead, it would treat as ordinary income all of the gain on the sale

of a building - whether residential, commercial, or industrial, and whether new or

used - to the extent of the excess of accelerated depreciation taken after July

24, 1969 over straight-line depreciation.

The bill does have one provision that provides a new incentive for rehabili-

tation if made to older residential property with low and moderate income tenants

where unit expenditures for rehabilitation are between $3,000 and $15,000. Such

rehabilitation costs would be written off on the straight-line method over a five-

year life. However, the Treasury has requested this Committee to neutralize almost

all of the benefits of this provision by providing that such deductions for renova-

tion be treated as excess depreciation to be recaptured as ordinary income when

the property is sold.
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We cannot be too emphatic in our assessment of the adverse effect of the

provisions limiting depreciation and increasing recapture. The depreciation

deduction is directly related to the effective yield of an equity investment in

real estate. In turn, the effective yield is an important factor in determining

the value of the real estate investment. Hence, the reduction of the depreciation

allowance results in a reduced yield; and the reduction in yield results in a

reduced value. New construction is at a cost level which does not justify its

being undertaken for the type of yield that would be available if this bill were

enacted. The immediate effect of this bill will be that investors, who will seek

the same yield they are presently receiving for the type of risk they are taking,

will no longer invest in new construction. They will seek other sources of invest-

ment which are available to them, many of which have been considered in connection

with this bill and left undisturbed.

We have already noted above the serious adverse effect on the nation from a

drying up of new construction and a slowing down of the real estate industry. We

are convinced that the House-passed bill contains the seeds of erosion of the

privately financed real estate industry. We believe that this Committee must come

to grips with the needs of the country for continuation of a healthy urban environ-

ment by rejecting the House approach.

Furthermore, the one area of buildings not subject to cutback in accelerated

depreciation - that is, residential construction - is in fact penalized almost as

much as other types of construction because of the recapture rules. Double declin-

ing balance depreciation will not be the needed adequate incentive for residential

construction if the benefits given with one hand are taken away with the other

hand by the harsh recapture rule of the House bill. indeed, the President's Com-

mittee on Urban Housing (the Kaiser Committee) concluded that.recapture under

existing law had an adverse effect on investment in low and moderate income housing

and recommended deletion of the present recapture rule for low and moderate income
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housing. ("A Decent Home" - Report of the President's Committee on Urban Housing,

pp. 83-85) Similarly, the advantage purportedly given through a five-year useful

life for rehabilitation costs would be largely removed if the same recapture

provisions are applicable to these expenses.

The cotal recapture of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-

line depreciation will virtually freeze or "lock in" any new investments which are

made in real estate, and quickly stagnate the flow of capital into the industry,

at the same time cutting down the flow of revenues to the Treasury. Obtaining

equity financing is becoming very difficult if not prohibitive. The equity invested

in real estate is a non-liquid asset. It is not traded on an established exchange

or in an~established market. It may or may not be readily saleable. This signifi-

cantly increases the risk as compared to other investment opportunities, and demands

a commensurately higher projected yield on the investment. The recapture provisions

of the bill will significantly reduce the yield in the event of sale and greatly

increase the cash payment requirements, while the allowance of only straight-line

depreciation to a potential buyer will drastically reduce the already inadequate

market for used buildings. The combined effect of these provisions will be,

initially, a sharp acceleration of the present drop in real estate construction and

development (because the return is inadequate). This must ultimately be followed

by sharply increased rents to restore a competitive return to the investor before

a belated increase in construction. This is highly inappropriate at a time when

construction of housing units is less than 60, of the national goal. Many hundreds

of thousands of persons will live in inadequate housing during the adjustment period.

It is our firm belief that existing methods of depreciation of real estate

must be continued in order to maintain and increase the flow of equity capital into

the real estate industry, consistent with the national housing goals and the main-

tenance of a viable real estate industry.
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However, our Association recognizes that some changes may be made in the

Section 1250 recapture period without producing an excessively drastic effect on

real estate. The present Section 1250 provides for total recapture of the excess

of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation during the period from

the 12th through the 20th month, declining 1% per month thereafter, so that at the

end of ten years there is no recapture. If the Committee deems it necessary, the

period of total recapture of such excess could be extended for four years, from the

12th through the 60th month, thereafter declining 1% per month. We believe that

any capital gains thereafter resulting would surely be a consequence of capital

appreciation and not unrealistic depreciation deductions. The market adjustment

which such a change would necessitate, though adverse to real estate, might, we

think, be within acceptable limits.

This change could be made very simply by changing the number "20" in Section

1250(a)(2) to "60". This change would eliminate eight pages of complex provisions

in Section 521 of the bill, leaving only those provisions which grant a five-year

write-off for certain rehabilitation costs.

Limit on Tax Preferences

The limit on tax preferences (LTP) provision has been publicized as the

"minimusm income tax" which sets a 50 limitation on the use of certain "tax pre-

ferences." The President has hailed the original proposal as a "major step toward

assuring that all Americans bear their fair share of the federal tax burden."

(Message from the President, April 21, 1969) However, the present posture of LTP

is that it means "Let Them Pay" - and "Ithem', we regret, are primarily investors

in real estate.

We have supported, and we continue to support, a minimum tax proposal which

would apply equally to all forms of income, and would maintain the equilibrium

among investment opportunities.
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As originally reco mended by the Administration, the preferences included in

LTP were:

(a) Percentage depletion on minerals and intangible drilling and exploration
expenses in excess of normal deductions under regular accounting rules;

(b) The excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation
on buildings;

(c) Farm losses arising from unrealistic accounting methods;.

(d) The excess of market value over basis of property contributed to charity.

The LTP proposal which is contained in HR 13270 added tax-exempt interest on

state and local bonds to the items of tax preference recommended by the Treasury,

and deleted percentage depletion and intangible drilling and exploration expenses.-/

The Treasury Department, in its statement of September 4, 1969, has again insisted

that tax-exempt interest be excluded as a preference item, and the Department has

changed its mind regarding the preference status of gifts of appreciated property

to charity by urging its deletion from the list of tax preferences. Furthermore,

the Treasury has recommended the addition of two more real estate items to the

list of tax preferences: interest, taxes, and rents paid on real property during

the period of construction of improvements thereon, and the rapid amortization of

rehabilitation expenditures for low cost housing.l/

Thus it appears highly possible that all that will be left of the widely

touted minimum tax proposal is a higher tax on real estate investors (and some so-

called gentleman farmers), while buyers of tax-exempt bonds, owners of oil proper-

ties, and donors of appreciated property to charity will continue to have sub-

stantial opportunity to escape income tax. The result of this situation would

V The bill also includes as a tax preference the excluded one-half of long-
term capital gains, but it has been acknowledged that this is virtually
meaningless because it would rarely affect the tax liability of a taxpayer.

./ In addition, the Treasury ha recommended that tax preferences should include
accelerated depreciation in excess of straight-line depreciation on certain
leased personal property, and percentage depletion and ingangible drilling
costs in certain cases.
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inevitably be an outflow of equity investments in real estate toward these other

opportunities for investment where current yields and market prices will remain

stable. This is not tax reform but tax discrimination against real estate.

This is an intolerable situation for the real estate industry. The current

market for various investment opportunities has been developed over the years so

that investment yields are balanced in the context of relative risk, liquidity,

management problems, and other factors which enter into one's judgment in choosing

among available investment opportunities. In addition to upsetting the established

investment yields from real estate through the drastic cutback in depreciation

allowances and provisions for recapture contained in the bill, the present status

of the LTP proposal singles out real estate as the almost exclusive object of LTP.

Further, the mechanics of LTP are such that it is quite impractical to attempt

to compute its effect on a projected investment yield. LTP only affects tax lia-

bility when the items of "tax preference" exceed other income. Therefore, a tax-

payer must (1) project his other income for each year of his projected investment

in real estate - usually an impossible feat, (2) project the amount of his "tax

preferences" for each such year -also usually impossible, and (3) compute the

effect on his tax liability for each such year. Aside from the effect on the

market price of real estate, it seems obvious that it would be simpler to choose

a form of investment which is not subject to LTP rather than make these complicated

and estimated computations in order to determine the merits and desirable terms of

a real estate investment.

We, therefore, believe it is inappropriate, and misleading to the public,

to impose a "minimum tax -- on investment in real estate," and we believe that

enactment of the LTP in such form woulA result in an unprecedented upheaval in

the real estate industry. If there is to be a minimum tax, it should be a true

minimum tax, which treats all investments alike. It would also be desirable if

such an approach were mechanically much simpler than the complex LTP proposal.
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Limitation on Deduction of Interest

Section 221 of the bill would impose an annual limitation on the amount of

the allowable deduction for interest expenses paid by non-corporate taxpayers on

funds borrowe to purchase or carry property held for investment. The maximum

interest deduction each year would be $25,000 plus a taxpayer's net investment

income and his het long-term capital gains.

The apparent purpose of the limitation on the interest deduction is to

provide a "matching" of interest expense deductions with the income from the

investment in respect of which funds were borrowed giving rise to the interest

expense. It is assumed that a taxpayer would thereby be precluded from offsetting

other income with interest expenses for an investment which is not yet producing

income. The approach adopted in the bill is in lieu of an actual tracing of an

interest expense to a particular investment, which would obviously be adminis-

tratively unworkable.

However, the House-passed provisions do not work, and the Treasury Department

has recommended their deletion.

This provision discriminates between a taxpayer who has current income-

producing investment and a taxpayer who incurs an interest expenseibut has no

current investment income. In the former case, the taxpayer may deduct his

interest expense to the extent of his investment income even though. the income-

producing investment is unrelated to the interest expense, while the deduction

may be denied to the taxpayer who is making his initial investment even though

he has other non-investment income. Even worse, the carryover provisions of

the bill do not allow the interest expense to be offset against the income from
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the investment at such time as the taxpayer receives it.-

If a taxpayer buys unimproved real estate and an interest deduction (for

the mortgage loan incurred to carry it) is disallowed under the bill, he will not

be able subsequently to deduct the interest from future income from any improve-

ments he puts on the property (unless it is under a net lease), because the rents

are considered business income against which the "investment interest" may not be

a deduction. Whether or not the deduction will be later available will turn on

whether or not the taxpayer net leases the property in the future. This startling

result is obviously unfair. Also, the taxpayer has the unanswered question of

whether there is proportioning if the taxpayer builds a shopping center and some

stores are under a net lease and others are not, such that all of the income is

reportable but only a portion of the actually paid expenses would be deductible.

Installment Sales

Section 412 of MR. 13270 would amend the provisions of the Code relating to

the installment method bf reporting income from the sale of real property by pro-

viding a definition of an installment transaction which precludes from installment

treatment those transactions in which the payments are not spread out in a pre-

scribed manner over the installment period.

9/ Some of the anomalies of the provision are: (1) The bill provides that the
disallowed interest deduction may be carried over from one year to the next
only to the extent a taxpayer has taxable income (which cannot be offset by
the interest deduction) for the year of disallowance. If a $100,000 interest
deduction is disallowed in 1970 when a taxpayer has $80,000 of taxable income,
only $80,000 may be carried over to 1971; and if the taxpayer has only
$20,000 of earned taxable income in 1971, only $20,000 of the original
$100,000 originally disallowed interest would seem to be available as a
carryover to 1972. (2) Also, it appears that even though an interest
deduction has been disallowed in one year, the carryover may be disallowed
in a subsequent year under the allocation of deductions rules of the bill.
(3) Furthermore, the bill discriminates against taxpayers who have investments
in two or more partnerships as opposed to a single partnership because the
disallowance provisions apply at the partnership level first and then a
second time at the partner's level. Therefore, the interest deduction of a
taxpayer from one partnership may be prevented from offsetting his investment
income from another partnership.
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Although the primary purpose of this provision is to preclude deferral of

income in a corporate "reorganization" transaction where the acquiring corporation

gets a stepped-up basis for the acquired property, the definition is drafted so

that it inappropriately affects the legitimate purchase money financing of many

real estate transactions. For example, it is common in real estate transactions

for sales to be made with relatively small payments to the seller for a substantial

period, such as during the development of unimproved property, thereby allowing

the buyer to use his resources for the development until adequate outside financing

can be arranged. The provisions of the House bill would preclude this type of

financing arrangement by imposing an immediate income tax liability upon the seller

in such cases even though he has not received the proceeds of the sale to which

the tax liability is attributable.

We submit that it is not an abuse of the installment method to allow this

type of financing, and that the remedy contained in the House bill greatly over-

reaches the problem at which it is aimed. We urge the Committee to examine this

matter and to formulate a provision which will not interfere with the legitimate

and necessary methods of financing real estate transactions.

Hobby Losses

Section 213 of H.R. 13270 would provide a new "hobby loss" provision which

would deny a taxpayer the deduction for losses from a business activity where the

activity was not operated with a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit

from it. In addition, where an activity has been carried on at a lose in excess

of $25,000 for three out of five consecutive years, it would be deemed - unless

shown to the contrary by the taxpayer -that the activity is carried on without

a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit.

Although included in the provisions dealing with farm losses, the provi-

sions would literally apply to real estate.
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The purpose of this provision is to preclude the utilization of losses by

taxpayers to offset their other income where the losses are not incurred in a

bona fide business activity.

It is submitted, however, that the test provided for determining the validity

of a "business" activity fails to take into consideration an increasingly common

business situation where there is no realistic expectation of realizing a profit

but with respect to which a deduction should nevertheless be allowed: the case

of a business property which has so declined in value that there is no reasonable

expectation of selling it at a profit, and the taxpayer is holding it for sale at

a loss or is waiting for some improvement in the market which will reduce his
10/

loss.--"

One effect of the "hobby loss" provision would be to accentuate urban blight

by destroying the market for many properties in difficult geographic areas.

There are 12,000 to 15,000 abandoned buildings in New York City alone, presumably

because the cost of demolition exceeds residual value. Many more abandonments

would follow enactment of the hobby loss provision since it would have the effect

of further increasing the cost of holding property in blighted areas.

Furthermore, the presumption that there is no reasonable expectation of

realizing a profit from an activity when there are losses in three out of five

consecutive years poses an unfair burden upon the legitimate real estate developer

of unimproved property, where rezoning, development, and "rent-up" costs may pro-

duce losses for an extended period. Although this presumption may be rebutted,

it is an inviting sword to be used by the government in highly inappropriate

cases - "You have losses and are therefore deemed not to have a reasonable

expectation of realizing a profit." The Commissioner of internal Revenue already

10/ The Treasury proposal of September 4, 1969, that "profit" be defined to
include any reasonably anticipated long-term increase in the value of property
does not seem adequate to cover those cases where there is no existing market
for the property and where the property may even be expected to decline in
value during the period when a buyer is being sought. It would tend to
create "panic" sales.
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has a general presumption of correctness in his favor when he asserts a tax

liability. The addition of a new statutory presumption in this fashion would be

an invitation for Revenue agents to conclude that hard, factual analysis of each

situation is unnecessary; the presumption gives the answer.

It is therefore submitted that if there is to be a test relating to expec-

tation of profit, this added presumption is unnecessary and likely to cause undue

controversy because it implies the rejection of factual analysis.

Allocation of Deductions

This provision is directed at personal deductions. We believe it desirable

that the Comittee recognize that interest, taxes, and casualty losses for rental

real estate are business deductions not subject to this section, and that interest

and taxes on unimproved real estate held for development as rental property are

also business deductions not subject to this section.
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS
Before The

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON H.R. 13270

September 26 1969

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

A. Provisions of H. R. 13270

1. Retention of accelerated depreciation for new rental housing
(Section 521(a));

2. Elimination of increased recapture of depreciation on real property
(Section 521(b));

3. Elimination of restriction to straight-line depreciation by second
owner of rental housing (Section 521(a));

4. Elimination of the treatment of excess of accelerated depreciation
over straight-line on rental housing as a "tax preference" for
purposes of the Limit on Tax Preferences of individuals (Section 301);

5. Elimination of the treatment of excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line on rental housing as a factor in computing the allocation
of deductions (Section 302);

6. Elimination of rehabilitation expenses (under Section 521(a)) from the
computation of depreciation recapture on the disposition of low-cost
rental housing (under Section 521(c));
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Summary of Statement

7. Modification of the limitation on installment method to exempt sales
of real estate purchased and used for the construction of single-
family or multifamily housing (Section 412); and

8. Elimination of limitation on deductions of certain non-exempt
membership organizations (Section 121).

B. Recommendations for Additional Provisions

1. Allowance of an investment account for dealers in real estate;

2. Exclusion from gross income of the first $750 of interest income
on deposits in thrift institutions;

3. Preferred tax treatment for interest income from single family
residential mortgages; and

4. Condition continued tax exemption of income earned by pension
funds on investment of a percentage of assets in residential
mortgages.
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STATEMENT OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Before The
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

on
H.R. 13270

September 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Louis B, Barba. I am First Vice President and Chairman of

the Legislative Committee of the National Association of Home Builders. I have

with me our Tax Counsel, Mr. Leonard L. Silverstein, and our General Counsel,

Mr. Herbert S. Colton.

The National Association of Home Builders consists of approximately 51, 000

members in 473 affiliated state and local associations. Our members build over

75% of the residential construction in this country, including both single family

housing and apartments. They thus perform a vital economic and social function --

a function which the Congress has recognized and encouraged for the past 35 years.

Attached as an appendix is a more extensive statement of our views on

several portions of H. R. 13270. Since our time is limited, I can sum up these

views in a sentence or two: -- H. R. 13270 would completely cancel that 35-year

effort insofar as rental housing is concerned. It would drastically curtail the flow
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of investment capital at the very time when our industry already faces critical

credit problems.

1. Recapture of Depreciation

While the bill would retain 200%o accelerated depreciation on new rental

housing, it would almost completely negate this (1) by the provisions which greatly

increase recapture: (2) by restrictions on depreciation which may be taken by a

second owner; and (3) by inclusion of accelerated depreciation in the limited tax

preferences and the related allocation of deductions.

The bill would practically destroy the resale market for depreciable real

estate. Owners of "locked in" rental housing could not afford to sell their property

at any point prior to the end of its useful life, which could be 40 years or more.

This is because under the bill any sale prior thereto would result in recapture

as ordinary income of the entire amount of excess accelerated depreciation over

straight-line. Facing such a "lock in" developers would not dare build; investors

would not find rental housing attractive; and those few who did invest would not be

able to revolve their funds for reinvestment in new construction.

We oppose Section 521(b) which removes the present concept of a cumulative

percentage reduction in depreciation recapture.

2. Restrictions on Depreciation

We also object to and recommend elimination of the provisions in the bill

which would limit "second owner" depreciation on rental housing to straight-line.
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We recommend the existing 150 percent depreciation for-second owners of residential

rental housing be retained.

This would be consistent with the proposed retention of 20016 depreciation

on newly constructed rental housing.

Limitation to straight-line depreciation on property in the hands of a second

user penalizes rather than encourages ownership of rental housing in that the

differential between the rate applicable to the first owner and that applicable to the

second owner is greater for rental housing than for other types of buildings.

The total impact of the proposed increased depreciation recapture plus the

restriction to straight-line depreciation on used rental housing, and the interaction

of these two proposals, will assuredly have a disastrous effect on the housing

industry. Owners of rental housing will not sell (because of the substantial

depreciation recapture) and potential purchasers will not be interested in buying

(because of the limitations to straight-line depreciation). Investment funds will

be diverted from new rental housing -- always and inherently a highly dubious

investment on a pure economic basis oo into other more attractive forms of

investment.

3. Limited Tax Preference and Allocation of Deductions

The home building industry supports the concept of a minimum income tax.

We believe everyone in the United States should pay a fair share of taxes.

However, we think the captioned proposals would further significantly

diminish the stimulation of accelerated depreciation for residential rental housing,
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in that it includes the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line.

The potential damage is compounded by the failure of the bill to relate the

LTP proposal to the bill's other proposals to increase depreciation recapture, as

discussed above. As now proposed, an investor partner in rental housing would

be required to recognize ordinary income twice on the same dollar of accelerated

depreciation: first under LTP in the year when excess depreciation is claimed

on a property and a second time upon the later disposition of the property.

This is the "coup de grace" to an industry which would be already well-

nigh mortally wounded by the recapture and second owner depreciation provisions.

We recommend that this double penalty for investment in rental housing be eliminated.

Under Section 302 of the bill, individuals would be required to allocate

otherwise allowable personal deductions in such a fashion as to result in disallowance

of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line. This would further

deter equity investment in rental property.

We recommend elimination of the excess of accelerated depreciation over

straight-line as a factor in computing the allocation of deductions.

We also urge the Committee to reject the recommendation made by the

Treasury to expai d LTP to include as a "tax preference" the amount of excess

interest, taxes, and rent over receipts (if any) from unimproved real property

during the period of construction. This militates directly against new construction.

Such expenses are integral elements of the total costs of construction and take place

prior to receipt of rental income. They should not be penalized. The proposal

completely ignores the economic realities of construction.
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4. Rehabilitation Expenses

NAHB supports the proposals in the pending bill (Section 521(a)) to provide

special depreciation benefits for rehabilitation of low-cost rental housing.

However, the incentive for such rehabilitation -- the proposed 6-year

write-off of expenditures -- is also substantially destroyed by the inclusion

of such expenditures in the computation of depreciation recapture under

Section 1250.

We recommend that rehabilitation expenditures which qualify under this

proposal be excluded from the application of depreciation recapture under

Section 1250.

We also urge the Committee to reject the proposal of the Treasury that

such expenditures be included as a "tax preference" within the LTP concept.

Inclusion of such expenditures would deter owners of low-cost rental housing

from incurring rehabilitation expenses and completely frustrate the purpose of

the proposal.

5. Installment Sales

We object to the proposed limitation under Section 412 of the bill in the

use of the installment method of reporting gain to the extent that this limitation

would operate on the sale of unimproved land to be used for residential construc-

tion. The proposed limitations on the installment method should be amended

expressly to exempt a sale which involves unimproved real property where the
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taxpayer establishes that the property is bought and will be used for the

construction of single family or multifam ,y housing.

Builders are hard-pressed to arrange for the acquisition of land on

economically feasible terms. They need the greatest possible flexibility in

the payment terms for such acquisitions. Buying land for subsequent housing

developments ordinarily involves payments to the owners over a long period of

years. The proposed percentage limitations under Section 412 of the bill will

arbitrarily limit builders unnecessarily in their negotiations. We doubt that it

was the purpose of the House that these installment method amendments apply

to land purchases.

- 6. Non-Exempt Orgfanzations

NAHB strongly objects to the enactment of Section 121 of the bill which

would limit the deductions incurred by a membership organization in furnishing

services to its members to the amount of income derived from members or from

transactions with members. Such provision would, if enacted, severely curtail

the performance by NAHB, as a membership organization of, its sole function

of furthering the interests of the home building industry. It would similarily

affect many of our affiliated state and local associations.

The problem presented by Section 121 of the bill arises with respect to

the income derived by NAHB from the conduct of its Annual Convention, which

constitutes one of the largest trade shows conducted in the United States. It is

undertaken for the sole purpose of educating its members; it presents to its
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members the new products and techniques in the home building industry to

enable them to construct better and more efficient housing.

Income from the Convention is derived from the rental of exhibit space

to manufacturers and other organizations directly related to the home building

industry which, through exhibits, display such new products and techniques.

While a member of NAHB seeing a product which is of interest to him may request

to be contacted by the respective exhibitor at a later date, there are no sales

transacted at the Convention and it cannot, therefore, be considered as a

"sales facility".

Except in the "sales facility' situation, the underlying concept of a

"trade show" is that it represents an event designed to permit the interchange

of knowledge for the benefit of all of its members. The exhibits represent

practical workshops at which the dissemination of information as to new develop-

ments and techniques is undertaken in order to educate the members of the

industry and increase their technical competence.

The "trade show" often makes it possible for members of the industry to

become aware of new products and materials which have not otherwise been

introduced in their geographical area. In addition, the ability to see the new

products and materials in use provides a method whereby the member of the

industry can determine the practical application thereof in improving the products

or services of such member and his colleagues in the industry.
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The non-sales facility "trade show" thus is undertaken for and in fact

serves to promote the common business interest of its members through education

and informationon new products, materials and techniques. Moreover, in most

industries the rapid technological advance which this country has been experiencing

makes it imperative that the associations provide such "trade shows" in order that

their members be kept abreast of the new developments and techniques in order

to effectively operate and thereby improve business conditions in their industry.

Indeed, the association conducting such "trade show" would thereby be directly

promoting the common business interests of its members and more nearly

achieving the purpose for which it was formed.

The proposed limitation on deductions should thus be inapplicable where,

as in the case of the NAHB Convention, the income is derived from an activity

which "contributes importantly' to the performance by the membership organi-

zation of its express function.

7. Incentives for Housing

This bill before you presents Congress with a unique opportunity to

provide the people of the United States with improved opportunities for attaining

the Nation's housing goals. The great problem facing the industry currently is

a severe lack of mortgage funds. There is every reason to believe this will

continue in the foreseeable future.
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We propose that this Committee add to the pending legislation an amendment

which would allow a taxpayer to exclude from income the first $750 of interest

income on deposits in thrift institutions.

Thrift institutions, primarily savings banks and savings and loan associations,

are the primary source of funds for the home building industry. They are finding

it increasingly difficult to attract consumer savings because of the competition from

other sources offering higher rates than thrift institutions can afford to pay.

The Internal Revenue Code currently provides a deduction for stock

dividends as encouragement for investment in stocks. We believe savers require

similar treatment.

Further we urge the Congress to increase the attractiveness as investment

instruments of mortgages on single family housing by giving preferred tax treat-

ment to interest income from single family home mortgages.

The single family mortgage instrument in today's economic and inflationary

climate has completely lost its attractiveness to investors, The national monetary

policies for controlling inflation have fallen with catastrohpic impact upon the

source of mortgage funds for single family home mortgages. The nation can ill

afford to have the single family housing industry largely destroyed or curtailed

during this current period. Such preferred tax treatment would not only be

consistent with the stated national policy of encouraging home ownership, but it

will also enable the single family home industry to better ride out periods of

severe monetary restraint such as we are now in.
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We-propose that Congress condition the continued tax exemption of the

income earned by pension, retirement, and similar funds on investment of a

p rcentage of assets in residential mortgages.

Pension funds are the fastest growing pool of savings in the country. The

Congress should determine whether their high percentage of investment in equity

risk securities is sound and in the long-term public interest. We believe that

residential mortgages, now almost completely neglected by pension funds, could

and should become a much safer investment resource for pension funds and that

conditioning their continued tax exemption on such investment is necessary

to achieve the needed shift in their investment emphasis.

# #N
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APPENDIX

DETAILED STATEMENT OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

before the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

on H.R. 13270
September 26, 1969

The National Association of Home Builders is the trade associate of the
home building industry. Our membership totals approximately 51, 000 members
who are grouped in 473 affiliated state and local associations and who build
over 75 percent of the residential construction in this country. As such, our
members have a basic interest in providing adequate housing (both single and
multifamily) for all Americans in all income levels at prices and rents they can
afford.

Our members therefore have a vital interest in several of the provisions
of H. R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which we feel would substantially
impair the flow of investment funds into, and the construction of, multifamily
rental housing units which this country has committed itself to by the enactment
of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. We are concerned that the
enactment of these provisions would drastically diminish new multifamily
construction and require substantially higher rents on the small amount that
would be produced, thereby, of course, rental levels generally. It would thus
be contrary to the national policy, repeatedly stressed by the Congress, to
encourage the construction of necessary housing. It would materially add to
the economic difficulties faced by this vital industry in the current critical
inflationary crisis.

I. Provisions Affecting Home Building Industry

1. Accelerated Depreciation for Residential Housing (Sec. 521(a) of the
Bill) -- We endorse the provisions of Section 921(a) which ostensibly recognize
the importance of residential housing within the economic structure of this
nation by retaining the availability of accelerated methods of depreciation with
respect to rental housing. This retention of accelerated depreciation with
respect to housing is vital in order to provide the flow of investment funds
necessary for construction of such property.
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However, the purpose underlying the retention of accelerated depreciation
for rental housing is almost completely negated by the interaction of Section
521(a) with the following provisions of the Bill: (i) increase in depreciation
recapture (Section 521(b)); (ii) restriction on depreciation by purchaser
(Section 521(a)); (iii) limit on tax preferences for individuals (Section 301);
and (iv) allocation of deductions by individuals (Section 302).

2. Recapture of Depreciation (Sec. 521(b) of the Bill) -- Under present
law, gain on the sale of buildings is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of
the depreciation taken on the property after December 31, 1963; however,
after the property has been held 12 months, only the excess of accelerated
depreciation over straight-line is "recaptured" as ordinary income. The
amount of recapture is then reduced after 20 months at the rate of 1 percent
per month so that there would be no recapture where the property has been
held for ten years.

Section 521(b) of the Bill would amend Section 1250 of the Code to remove
the percentage reduction of the amount of recapture. Thus, where a building is
sold after July 24, 1969, the entire amount of accelerated depreciation in
excess of straight-line taken after July 24, 1969 would be recaptured as ordinary
income to the extent of the gain realized on the sale, regardless of the length
of time for which the property was held. The effect of such provision would be
to apply to real estate depreciation recapture rules which are substantially
similar to those applicable to personal property. However, this ignores the
fact recognized by this Committee in 1964 that the circumstances of price level
changes in real estate are far more severe than occurs in the case of personal
property. Asserted gains which occur with respect to realty held for long
periods of time often, in fact, represent mere price level changes. In such
event, no economic gain, justifying a reversal of a previously granted deduction
occurs. This is especially true in times of rapid inflation such as we are now
experiencing.

The economic effect of this provision would be to substantially reduce the
yield otherwise available from an investment in real estate and thereby impede
the flow of necessary capital into the construction of rental housing. Moreover, I
the enactment of such a provision would produce a significant "lock in" effect,
in that owners of existing rental housing would be unwilling to sell the property
at any point prior to the end of its useful life (40 years or more), since a sale
prior thereto would result in recapture as ordinary income of the entire amount
of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line. This is particularly
true where the asserted gain arises from mere price level changes. This will
have a substantial impact in the case of rental housing held for ten to twenty
years. The owner's investment in such property will thus remain non-liquid and
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unavailable for investment in the construction of new residential rental property
which will be necessary to meet the needs of our expanding population at such
future time.

3. Restriction on Depreciation by Purchaser (Sec. 521(a) of the Bill) --
The likelihood of a "lock in" effect produced by the full recapture of the excess
of accelerated depreciation over straight-line regardless of the period for which
the building is held is enhanced by the provisions of section 52 1(a)(4) which
would limit to straight-line the depreciation which could be taken on section 1250
property, including rental housing, acquired after July 24, 1969, where the
original use of such property does not commence with the taxpayer.

We are mindful of the fact that under our tax laws, depreciation available
to a "second user" of property has been at a rate less than that available to the
original user. Under present law, the second user cannot avail himself of the
double declining balance or sum-of-the-years digits methods of depreciation on
such property, but is instead limited to a maximum of 150 percent of straight-
line. Consistent with such past precedent, since the Bill limits depreciation on
buildings other than rental housing to 150 percent of straight-line, it would
appear appropriate to apply the straight-line limitation to the second user of
such buildings. However, since the Bill retains the availability of the accelerated
methods of depreciation with respect to rental housing, the proposed limitation
on depreciation to straight-line of such property by the second user in fact
penalizes rather than encourages ownership of rental housing by curtailing
depreciation by the second user at a rate which is in fact greater than the
curtailment with respect to the second user of other buildings. Since H.R. 13270
specifically recognizes the economic necessity of a preferred status for rental
housing, it is clearly inconsistent therewith to penalize the second user of such
rental housing by providing identical treatment to that of the second user of
other buildings.

The interaction of increased depreciation recapture and the restriction on
depreciation to straight-line in the hands of the second user would have an
adverse effect on the housing industry since owners of rental housing will not
sell (in view of the substantial depreciation recapture) and potential purchasers
will not buy (in view of the limitation to straight-line depreciation on such
property). This "lock in" effect will result in channeling of investment funds
into more attractive forms of investment and preclude construction of necessary
new rental housing in later years.
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4. Limit on Tax Preferences of Individuals (Sec. 301 of the Bill) -- The
continued availability of accelerated depreciation for rental housing would be
further and significantly eroded by the proposed limit on tax preferences (!ILTP')
which treats the individual's share of the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line taken on section 1250 property, including rental housing, as one of
several designated "tax preferences". Under this formula, an individual investor
who provides equity capital to a partnership for the construction of rental housing
would be required to treat as a "tax preference", in each taxable year, his
proportionate share of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
taken on the rental housing owned by the partnership. The taxpayer would then
determine the total of his "items of tax preference" for such year and the LTP
would be the greater of one-half of the sum of (I) the items of tax preference and
(it) the adjusted gross income, or $10, 000. The excess of tax preferences over
the LTP would be the disallowed tax preference which amount would be required
to be added to gross income in determining the taxpayer's taxable income for
such year.

The effect of treating accelerated depreciation over straight-line on
rental housing as a "tax preference" for purposes of the LTP computation will
be to discourage the investment of equity capital required for the construction
of this much needed housing. Rather than invest in rental housing with all its
otherwise attendant economic risks, an outside investor, faced with additional
taxable income in the form of the excess depreciation, will instead channel
his funds into other forms of investment which would not generate such additional
taxable income, thereby depriving the housing industry of the needed source of
outside capital. This will impede rather than permit accomplishment of our
housing goals as reflected in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.

Moreover, the potential damage to rental housing is compounded by the
failure of the Bill to completely interrelate the LTP mechanism with the
previously described increase in depreciation recapture. Assuming, as is
most often the case, the rental housing is owned by a partnership, the investor
partner may be required to include in gross income under LTP his proportionate
share of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line in each year.
When the partnership later disposes of the property (e. g., after 12 years),
there will be full recapture at ordinary income rates on the excess of accelerated
depreciation over straight-line taken by the entire partnership to the extent of
the gain realized on .such disposition. By operation of the partnership provisions
of the tax law, the partnership is a conduit and it is the partners who bear the
burden of depreciation recapture.
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However, no complete mechanism is provided to permit the investor
partner to receive full credit, against his share of ordinary income represented
by depreciation recapture upon the disposition of the residential rental property
by the partnership,for the amount of ordinary income which he was required to
include in gross income under LTP in each of the years during which the
partnership held the property prior to sale. The Bill provides that the disallowed
tax preferences attributable to accelerated depreciation will increase the "basis
of the asset to which they relate" for purposes of determining gain or loss upon
the disposition thereof (and not for purposes of computing depreciation thereon).
In a factual situation involving a partnership, the "asset" for this purpose would
likely be the rental housing itself, so that the investor partner's interest in such
property would be increased by the disallowed depreciation required to be
included in his income under LTP. (This result is by no means certain since
the "asset" in question could be the investor's partnership interest). Under this
approach, the partner's share of gain on the disposition of the property by the
partnership would be reduced by reason of the increase in his share of the basis
of the property. However, since depreciation recapture would be the lesser of
gain or the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line, the increase
in basis will not provide the'partner with an offset to depreciation recapture
where the gain is greater than the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line taken on such property.

The investor partner may thus be required to recognize ordinary income
twice on the same dollar of accelerated depreciation, I. e., first, under LTP,
in the year in which the excess depreciation over straight-line is claimed on
the property by the partnership, and, second, on his share of depreciation
recapture upon the later disposition of the property by the partnership. This
result would serve to deter the flow of investment funds into rental housing and
negate the objective sought to be achieved by retaining the availability of
accelerated depreciation for such property.

5. Allocation of Deductions (Sec. 301 of the Bill) -- A further deterrent
to investment in the construction and ownership of rental housing is provided
in section 302 of the Bill which would require the allocation by an individual of
otherwise allowable personal deductions (including interest, taxes, charitable
contributions, and medical expenses) and result in a disallowance of the portion
thereof attributable to allowable tax preferences, including the excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line on residential rental housing. The
portion of the excess of the individual's share of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line for a taxable year which is not disallowed and added to his gross
income under LTP is used in determining the portion of such deductions which
is disallowed for such taxable year. The portion of the otherwise allowable
deductions for such expenses (other than charitable contributions) to be
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disallowed by reason of the individual's share of the excess of accelerated
depreciation over straight-line on rental housing (and other tax preferences)
could not be carried forward and claimed as deductions in a later taxable year.

The effect of the enactment of the above-described provisions would be to
impose severe tax restrictions which, together with present financial restraints,
would seriously impair the ability of our industry to provide the necessary rental
housing for our fellow citizens.

Instead of assisting the home building industry in its efforts to meet the
critical housing needs of this Nation, the enactment of these provisions would
effectively deter equity investment in the construction of residential rental
housing. These proposals (a) penalize the equity investor by utilizing the
excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line on rental housing to
result in a double inclusion of income by such investor (through LTP in each
year and through increased depreciation recapture in the year of disposition),
and a disallowance of personal expenses wholly unrelated to his investment in
the rental housing, and (b) create a "lock in" effect as to investment in existing
rental housing.

It is therefore imperative that this Committee, recognizing the critical
nature of the Nation's housing needs, significantly revise the above-described
provisions of H. R. 13270 which would operate to deprive the home building
industry of equity capital which is the life blood of its continued operation.

Moreover, we urge that this Committtee rejer. the recommendation made
by the Treasury representatives during their presentation before this Committee
to expand the LTP concept to include as a "tax preference" the amount of the
excess of interest, taxes and rent over receipts (if any) from unimproved real
property during the period of construction of improvements. The Treasury
indicated that such amounts are "part of the economic cost of the improvement
and when allowed as a deduction result in excessive tax benefits to some high-
bracket investors". The treatment of such expenses as tax preferences so as
to result in additional income to the investors will serve as another severe
deterrent to the flow of investment funds into the construction of rental housing
and thereby contribute further to the decline in the construction of such housing.

Such expenses are incurred as integral elements of the overall cost of
construction at a time which of necessity is prior to completion of the improve-
ments on such real property and thus prior to the receipt of rental income to be
derived from the improvements. These expenses are a necessary incident to
the construction of the improvements and should not be subject to penalty solely
by reason of the fact that they are of necessity incurred prior to the production
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of income from the improvements. The treatment of such expenses as a "tax
preference" fully ignores the economic realities of the construction of rental
housing and other improvements and fails to recognize that the investment
of owner is earning no return during the construction period. The excessive
tax benefits asserted by the Treasury to result from such expenses are instead
an ordinary and necessary part of the construction activity and their effective
disallowance (by the treatment thereof as additional income to the individuals)
will serve to further preclude the Nation from meeting its commitment for the
construction of necessary housing.

6. Rehabilitation Expenses (Sec. 52 l(a) of the Bill) -- The Bill provides
for the depreciation on straight-line method over a period of 60 months of
expenditures (having a useful life of 5 years or more) for the rehabilitation of
low-cost rental housing, up to a maximum of $15, 000 per dwelling unit
(apartment). The purpose of this provision is to stimulate and encourage
rehabilitation of buildings for low-cost rental housing. NAHB has consistently
favored the enactment of a provision of this type in order to provide an incentive
for improvement of the living conditions of the economically deprived members
of our society.

However, the incentive for such rehabilitation provided by the five-year
write-off of rehabilitation expenditures is substantially negated by the inclusion
of such expenditures in the computation of depreciation recapture under section
1250. Under Section 521(c) of the Bill, the amount of depreciation recapture
upon the sale of low-cost rental housing would include the entire amount of
rehabilitation expenditures to which the five-year write-off was applicable or,
where the housing was sold after one year, the excess of the depreciation under
the special write-off over the depreciation which would have otherwise been
allowable on such expenditures, if the useful life had been determined under
normal rules. Thus, the owner of such low-cost housing would be required to
recognize ordinary income solely by reason of improving the facilities in such
low-cost housing.

The inclusion of rehabilitation expenditures to which the special five-year
write-off would be applicable within the operation of depreciation recapture is
contrary to both the technical requirements of section 1250 of the Code and the
purpose underlying special write-off of rehabilitation expenditures. Section 1250
by its terms is intended to recapture only the amount of depreciation which is
claimed in excess of the amount otherwise available if the straight-line method
were utilized. Section 1250 was never intended, and does not in fact operate,
to result in depreciation recapture where depreciation on the building is deter-
mined under the straight-line method. Since the special write-off of rehabili-
tation expenditures expressly provides that it is a depreciation under "the
straight-line method" using a useful life of sixty months, there is, in fact, no
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amount of depreciation in excess of straight-line to which section 1250 should
be applicable. Furthermore, since the purpose of the proposed write-off of
rehabilitation expenditures is to encourage such expenditures, the fact that the
taxpayer will be faced with ordinary income (in the form of depreciation
recapture) upon the disposition of such low-cost rental housing will significantly
deter his incurring such rehabilitation expenditures and thereby defeat the
underlying purpose of the special write-off.

We therefore recommend that the rehabilitation expenditures which
qualify for depreciation under the five-year write-off provided in Section 521(a)
of the Bill should be excluded from the application of depreciation recapture.

Moreover, we urge this Committee to reject the proposal made by the
Treasury during its testimony before this Committee that the rehabilitation
expenditures under the five-year write-off be included as a "tax preference"
within the LTP concept. The allowance of depreciation on such expenditures
over a five-year period was not recommended by the House in order to create
a "tax preference" which could result in additional income under LTP as a
result of incurring such expenditures, but rather as a recognition of the
necessity for a tax incentive to encourage the improvement of existing low-cost
rental housing. The potential ordinary income which would result from the
combined effect of treating such rehabilitation expenditures as part of LTP and
as part of depreciation recapture would produce an "over kill" which would dbter
the owner of low-cost rental housing from incurring such rehabilitation
expenditures and thereby completely frustrate the purpose underlying this
provision.

7. Limitation on Installment Sales Provision (Sec. 412 of the Bill) -- We
object to the proposed limitation of the election of the installment method of
reporting gain to designated "installment transactions" to the extent that such
limitation would operate to preclude installment reporting of gain on the sale of
unimproved land to be used for the construction of housing, both single family
and multifamily. Under Section 412 of the Bill, the installment method of
reporting provided in section 453 of the Code would be available only to gain
on a transaction in which payments of principal or principal and interest are
required to be paid periodically and in such amounts over the installment
period as prescribed under regulations by the Secretary. Such requirement
will be deemed satisfied if (I) such payments are required to be made at least
once every two years in relatively even or declining amounts over the install-
ment period; or (it) at least 5 percent of the principal is required to have been
paid by the end of the first quarter of the installment period, at least 15 percent
of the principal is required to have been paid by the end of the second quarter of
the installment period, and at least 40 percent of the principal is required to
have been paid by the end of the third quarter of the installment period. The
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Ways and Means Committee Report provides that this "latter safe-haven rule
should protect legitimate installment sale transactions."

We believe, however, that the importance of ensuring the availability
of an adequate supply of land for the construction of housing necessary to meet
the Nation's housing needs should be given special consideration in qualifying
for installment method of reporting gain on the sale thereof. In view of the
substantial increase in the cost of land created by our inflationary economy,
builders are hard-pressed to arrange for the acquisition of land on terms which
are economically feasible. Acquisition of land under such adverse economic
conditions requires that the builder have the flexibility to make the acquisition
on terms which permit payment over a period of years other than within
prescribed percentage limitations while still permitting the seller to report
the gain on the installment method. A limitation on the qualification for
installment reporting to sales involving periodic payments qualifying within the
strict confines of designated percentages as proposed in Section 412 will
substantially impede the ability of builders to acquire land for construction of
housing which is desperately needed in this country.

We therefore believe that the proposed limitations on the installment
method should be amended to expressly exempt therefrom a sale involving
unimproved real property where the taxpayer establishes that the property is
purchased and will be used for the construction thereon of housing.

II. Provisions Affecting NAHB

Limitation on Deductions of Certain Non-Exempt Membership Organiza-
tions (Sec. 121 of the Bill) -- NAHB strongly objects to the enactment of
sectior 21 of the Bill which would limit the deductions incurred by a member-
ship organization in furnishing services to its members only to the amount of
income derived from members or from transactions with members. Such
provision would, if enacted, severely curtail the performance by NAHB, as a
membership organization, of its sole function of furthering the interests of
the home building industry. The provision could have the same effect on many
of our affiliated local and state associations.

The problem presented by section 121 of the Bill arises with respect to
the income derived by NAHB from the conduct of its annual Convention. This
Convention, which constitutes one of the largest trade shows conducted in the
United States, is undertaken for the sole purpose of educating its members as
to the new products and techniques in the home building industry so as to permit
its members to construct better and more efficient housing. The income from
the Convention is derived from the rental of exhibit space to manufacturers and
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other organizations directly related to the home building industry which,
through exhibits, display such new products and techniques. While a member
of NAHB seeing a product which is of interest to him may request to be
contacted by the respective exhibitor at a later date, there are no sales
transacted at the Convention and it cannot, therefore, be considered as a
"sales facility".

Except in the "sales facility" situation, the underlying concept of a
"trade show" is that it represents an event designed to permit the interchange
of knowledge for the benefit of all of its members. The exhibits represent
practical workshops at which the dissemination of information as to new
developments and techniques is undertaken in order to educate the members
of the industry and increase their technical competence. The "trade show"
often makes it possible for members of the industry to become aware of new
products and materials which have not otherwise been introduced in their
geographical area. In addition, the ability to see the new products and materials
in use provides a method whereby the member of the industry can determine the
practical application thereof in improving the products or services of such member
and his colleagues in the industry.

The non-sales facility "trade show" thus is undertaken for and in fact
serves to promote the common business interest of its members through
education and information on new products, materials and techniques. More-
over, in most industries, the rapid technological advance which this country
has been experiencing makes it imperative that the associations provide such
"trade shows" in order that their members be kept abreast of the new develop-
ments and techniques in order to effectively operate and thereby improve
business conditions in their industry. Indeed, the association conducting such
"trade show" would thereby be directly promoting the common business interests
of its members and more nearly achieving the purpose for which it was formed.

It is submitted that the proposed limitation on deductions should thus be
inapplicable where, as in the case of the NAHB Convention, the income is
derived from an activity which "contributes importantly" to the performance
by the membership organization of its express function. The purpose of section
121 of the Bill is to preclude the use of investment income to offset the loss
from conduct of membership operations. Where, however, the income is derived
from the performance of an activity (rather than a passive investment) which is
related to the fulfillment of its functions, the membership organization is not in
fact utilizing unrelated income to offset operating expenses.
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Since the purpose of the Convention which generates such income is
directly related to, and contributes importantly to, the performance of the
underlying purpose of NAHB itself, there should be no limitation placed on
the application of such income against expenses of operation of the organiza-
tion. Indeed, such result would be inconsistent with judicial decisions
permitting such offset and would, in the case of NAHB, do violence to its
purpose by impeding its ability to provide its members with a form of
services, i.e., the knowledge of the latest techniques and products, which
would thereby improve the quality of the housing which this country so
desperately needs at the present time.

I1. Other Recommendations

I. Investment Accounts for Dealers in Real Estate

We recommend that as part of its consideration of the overall subject of
tax reform, this Committee add to H. R. 13270 a provision of vital importance
to the home building and real estate industry which would provide for invest-
ment accounts for dealers in real estate.

Unlike persons who deal in securities, persons who engage in the realty
and home building businesses have no statutory grant (such as provided in
section 1236 of the Code for dealers in securities) to earmark realty as
investment property, and thereafter dispose of such property as a capital
asset.

As a result, the courts have generally precluded home builders from
capital gains treatment on realty even under circumstances where the property
involved was purchased and sold in an unimproved state. The home builder may
prevail under present law only by introducing facts sufficient to establish that
such realty was not held principally (or of first importance) for the purpose of
sales to customers in the ordinary course of business. The judicial decisions,
however, create substantial uncertainty as to the tax treatment of realty
acquired for investment rather than for development purposes in a given factual
situation.

The purpose of such provision would be to remove the existing uncertainty
and create express statutory rules which, if satisfied, would permit an electing
home builder to make genuine investments in realty and thereafter dispose of
such property with a clear assurance of taxation on the gain thereof as a
capital gain. Under this provision, in the case of a dealer in real property,
the gain derived from the sale of certain property, could, at his election,
qualify for capital gains treatment as gain derived from the sale or exchange
of a capital asset.
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Adequate safeguards would be provided in the proposal in order to insure
that such provision would be applicable only to realty which was held for
investment purposes. The category of real property which would qualify under
this provision would be limited to property held by the taxpayer for more than
18 months, on which no substantial improvement (i.e., expenditures of no more
than 15 percent of the market value of such property) was made during the holding
period, and as to which the taxpayer, within 30 days of acquisition, clearly
identifies such property as real property held for investment. The manner of
such identification would be prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate.

Legislation generally similar to the above is now part of the Code (section
1236) and applies in the case of securities dealers. NAHB believes that home
builders and dealers in real estate should be entitled to the same certainty of
tax treatment.

2. Incentives for Housing

This bill presents the Congress with a unique opportunity to provide the
people of the United States with improved opportunities for attaining the Nation's
housing goals. These goals, set out in the Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1968, call for the construction and rehabilitation of 26 million housing units
over a ten year period from 1968 to 1978. To meet these goals, it is necessary
to produce at an average annual level of 2.6 million housing units. Today we
are producing at less than half of that needed average annual level.

The home building industry, because of tight money and excessively high
interest rates, is unable to produce anywhere near the volume required to meet
these goals and in fact every month is falling further and further behind with an
ever declining production level. To encourage the availability of the mortgage
money needed to enable our industry to construct the housing needed and desired
by the citizens of this country, it is recommended that the following three tax
incentives be enacted:

a) Allow a taxpayer to exclude from income the first $750 of
interest income on deposits in thrift institutions -- Thrift
institutions, primarily savings banks and savings and loan
associations, are the primary source of funds for the home
building industry. They are finding it increasingly difficult
to attract consumer savings because of the competition from
other sources offering higher rates than thrift institutions
can afford to pay.
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b) Give preferred tax treatment to interest income from
single family home mortgages -- The single family
mortgage instrument in today's economic and inflationary
climate has completely lost its attractiveness to investors.
The national monetary policies for controlling inflation
have fallen with catastrophic impact upon the sources of
mortgage funds for single family home mortgages. The
Nation can ill afford to have the single family housing
industry largely destroyed or curtailed during this current
period. Providing preferred tax treatment on the interest
income earned on these mortgages is believed fully
consistant with the stated National policy of encouraging
homeownership. It will also enable this industry to better
ride out periods of severe monetary restraint such as we
are now in.

c) Condition the continued tax exemption of the income
earned by pension, retirement, and similar funds on
investment of a percentage of assets in residential
mortgages -- Pension funds are the fastest growing pool
of savings in the country. The Congress should determine
whether their high percentage of investment in equity risk
securities is sound and in the long-term public interest.
We believe that residential mortgages, now almost
completely neglected by pension funds, could and should
become a much safer investment resource for pension
funds and that conditioning their continued tax exemption
on such investment is necessary to achieve this needed
shift in their investment emphasis.

0 # 0 # 0
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Summary of the Principal Points of the Statement

of

Carl M. Halvorson, President,
The Associated General Contractors or America'

The 9000 member firms of The Associated General Contrao-

tore of America comprise one of the most significant and most basic

of industries. The economic history of the last twenty years amply

demonstrates the intimate connection between our health and that of

the entire American economy.

As the Congress and the nation undertake this significant

reexaminatioof national tax policy, the members qf our association

have become increasingly erned ov multiplicity of recessive

measures, not ful thought through in terms o he tax policy, whose

primary effec will be upon the co~rcinban

Should) hetal ed fo All Roi1 Estate

Section'521 of H. I d denyiil acceler ted depre-

ciatio to used property as lit preclatio of new n esiden-

tial roperty tthe 150 ent declini g, balance method.

Indo9 8,; 1 5 t gn greatest economic

vast of real ropert ccurs ith ly years of owners ip, and

that d uble decl ning bala e arldqu the s-digits d precia-

tion ar necessary o allow reco of his capi, I shrine age. Al-
though op onents of acesl ~ed da recia Ion r on dat 'which shows

reaepric In exe~Ortdjuste basis, his spread s true capital.

gains, fully'aO hunted for by the immense inflc io in construction

costs -- more than percent in the last fiv ears and 15 percent
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Just since January 1968 -- and by the growing scarcity of urban land.

The cash flow produced by depreciation -- the other factor said to

support Section 521 -- is amply Justified by the need to service

mortgages in an ever tightening money market and the needs for re-

serves which are constantly used to renew the property.

Section 521, furthermore, misses the abuses at which it

is supposedly aimed. For sound reasons apart from tax policy, new

residential construction is exempted from the proposed strictures

on accelerated depreciation, even though it is such real estate that

is most open to the rapid turnover which is the key to any tax abuse.

This part of Section 521 would apply only to industrial and commer-

cial structures, where the opportunities for abuse are negligible

and where restrictions on depreciation will greatly decrease the

ability of American business to meet foreign competition. Indeed,

in this respect Section 521 is directly at odds with the approach

of Section 221 of the House bill. That part, in establishing limita-

tions on the interest deduction, recognizes that expenses incurred

in a trade or business are not susceptible to abuse and expressly

exempts interest incurred in the conduct of a trade or business.

Nor has any cogent case been made for the recapture rules

that Section 521 would impose. We did not oppose the adoption of

Section 1250 in 1964 because we believed then and believe now that

it provides a rational and fair inhibition upon the tax abuse that

can exist in this area by measuring the recapture of depreciation

into ordinary income by the length of the taxpayer's holding period.

Section 1250 presents a carefully designed tool that is entirely
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responsive to the difficulties that existed. H.R. 13270, on the

other hand, would convert all depreciation above straight line to

ordinary income upon the sale of real estate, and thereby penalize

a bona fide long term investor who has not abused the tax laws and

seriously restrict the amount of capital that will be placed Into

construction of modern facilities.

The Need For
Reform of Capital Recovery Rules

The most notable and most serious omission from H.R. 13270

is the absence of the long promised general reform of our capital

recovery system. Against the background of the proposed repeal of

the investment credit, this reform is more necessary than ever.

The cost of machinery Is a major factor in the construc-

tion industry, and the five year life applied to most of our equip-

ment ignores the extraordinarily abusive working conditions and rate

of technological change that makes our equipment substantially useless

after a year or two of use. For much of the last several years, the

investment credit has compensated for the unrealistic useful lives

applied in our industry. If, contrary to the repeated assurances we

have heard in prior years, the credit is not to be a permanent part

of our tax structure, there must at the same time be a general reform

of capital recovery rules for all industry.

That reform must recognize three principles.

First, average lives must be based upon the optimum prac-

tice for each industry. Otherwise the tax code will forestall In-

dustrial modernization and build obsolescence into American industry.

All American business will suffer an increased disadvantage in
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competing abroad, where rapid capital recovery has long been a

principal tenet of tax and economic policy.

Second, depreciation rules must recognize that some tax-

payers have a particular need for rapid replacement. Now that the

moratorium on the reserve raio test is ended, revenue agents will

see themselves free to renew the endless haggling over depreci-

able liven that marked audits for so many years$ unless the Congress

emphasizes that a businessman's reasonable decision of how to manage

his own business should be given the strongest weight.

Third, changes in the depreciable lives must not be viewed

as revenue gathering or contracyclical devices. For thirty years our

economy was hampered by restrictive depreciation rules based on a

depression decision to raise more money by lengthening useful lives.

This is poor tax policy and disastrous economics. Depreciation re-

form should provide a context that invites steady capital investment

and provides an assured permanence of statutory structure.

The specifics of depreciation reform should start with

four proposals which the machine tool industry previously described

for this committee.

Two, elimination of the reserve ratio test and the amend-

ment of Section 167 to eliminate the need to establish salvage value#

would simplify tax accounting, eliminate endless controversies on

audits and recognize that in the construction business as elsewhere

there is no predictable or readily available salvage market for many

capital goods.
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The third proposal, to codify the guideline depreciable

lives, is highly meritorious, but the Congress should recognize

(1) that the guidelines are unnecessarily restrictive in their

treatment of the construction industry; (2) that three years

rather than five years is a realistic average life for construc-

tion equipment; and (3) that some contractors in some situations

require even shorter lives.

The fourth proposal -- to eliminate the $10,000 ceiling

upon the additional first year depreciation allowance of Section

179, with a possible reduction in rate -- would help compensate for

the loss of cash flow that will follow repeal from the investment

credit. An amendment of Section 179(d)(1) to grant the allowance

without regard to the useful life of depreciable property would be

particularly equitable in its application to the construction in-

dustry.

Interest on the Obligations of State and

Local Governments Should Remain Tax Exempt

A significant portion of the business of members of our

association consists of public construction. By disrupting the

financial market for state and local securities -- and the financial

press shows how severely the House passage of H.R. 13270 has re-

stricted the marketability of these securities -- the inclusion of

interest on these obligations within the tax preference provisions

of the bill will destroy the ability of local governments to supply

necessary facilities and services.
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We agree that each American should pay some taxes on his

economic income. It is incorrect, however* to include interest on

state and local securities in the catalog of items not carrying

their fair tax burden.

The holder of these securities pays a silent tax, measured

by the difference between the interest he receives and the greater

interest available on nonexempt securities. Interferences with the

tax exempt status of public securities will require a compensating

increase in state and local taxes, and there will not be commensurate

increases in federal tax collections. This "reform" will increase

everyone's taxes and decrease no one's; there is no justification

for its enactment.

The Existing 5 Percent Depletion Rate

for Sand and Gravel Should Not Be Reduced

For reasons that are unexplained, H.R. 13270 would impose

a 20 percent reduction in the smallest depletion rate in the tax

code: the 5 percent rate accorded sand and gravel.

Sand and gravel producers face a staggering need to find

and develop new supplies in the last third of this century. The

average annual output must be doubled to satisfy projected demands.

Cost of development and production are particularly high, since

deposits must be developed near construction sites and their proximity

to metropolitan areas requires extensive expense for rehabilitation

after the sand and gravel is removed.

The proposed reduction in depletion rate can only increase

the cost of construction contractors, who are the primary consumers
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of sand and gravel. Both considerations of tax policy and the

economics of an industry that has already suffered immense inflation

in cost require continuation of the 5 percent rate.

The "Country-By-Country" Limitation

on Poreign Tax Credit Should Not Be Changed

Section 431 of the House bill would impose an addi-

tional inhibition on the ability of smaller businesses -- those who

lack a large base of foreign income -- to compete abroad. The danger

perceived -- the possibility of a double tax benefit for those who

have loss years followed by successful years in foreign countries --

exists only for activities in countries not allowing loss carryovers

in their tax structure.

But the effect of the denial of the carryover is to increase

the effective tax rate in those countries* and the limitation of the

American tax credit in turn would increase the effective total tax

burden beyond the amount the American tax code would impose on the net

results of the foreign business. Thus, this provision not only would

impair the United States' position in foreign commerce, but it also

would frustrate a prime function of the foreign tax credit.

H.R. 13270 Would Subject the Construction Industry

To a Multiplicity of Recessive Yet Inflationary Pressures

Each of the parts of H.R. 13270 which I have discussed would

inhibit new construction, raise the cost of construction, or both.

H.R. 13270, if not changed, will subject the construction industry to-

gether with the entire economy to a multiplicity of pressures that are

both recessive and inflationary. These parts of H.R. 13270 are not

sound as tax reforms, they are economically dangerous, and they should

not survive the scrutiny of the Senate.
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Statement of Carl M. Halvorson, President,

The Associated General Contractors of America

Before The

Senate Finance Committee

on H.R. 13270

September 26, 1969

My name is Carl 1. Halvorson, and I am a gen-

eral contractor in Portland, Oregon. I appear before the

Finance Committee in my capacity as President of the

Associated General Contractors of America.

The Associated General Contractors, as our name

suggests, is a trade association of construction contrac-

tors. We have about 9,000 member firms who come from all

fifty of the United States, the District of Columbia, and

Puerto Rico. Our business includes all manner of heavy

construction; our members build about 75 percent of the

contract construction in the United States. I need not

dwell at length on the place the construction industry

has in the American economy. We are among the most basic

of industries. The health of the construction business

is essential not only to the contractors of our associa-

tion and their employees and suppliers, but as well ".:

every economic activity in the Nation.
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We appreciate the Committee's courtesy in ex-

tending to us the opportunity to express our views on

H.R. 13270. This, of course, is one of those periodic

occasions when our country re-examines and reassesses

its tax policies. The decisions of this Congress will

establish national tax policy for many years to come.

This consideration, above all else, causes us to view

with no small measure of alarm five pending tax pro-

posals, which we believe are poorly founded as a matter

of tax policy, inconsistent with a goal of orderly eco-

nomic growth, and unusually discriminatory in their

cumulative impact upon the business of the members of

our association.

Existing Depreciation and Recapture Rules

Should be Retained for all Real Estate

Section 521 of H.R. 13270 makes two important

changes in the depreciation of real property which are

the source of our gravest concern about H.R. 13270.

Above all other provisions of this Bill, Section 521 will

inhibit the formation of new capital for investment in

construction and have a serious recessive effect upon the

economy.

The first change would deny accelerated depre-

ciation to used property and restrict depreciation on

new nonresidential property to the 150 percent declining
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balance method. The double declining balance and the sum

of the years-digits methods would be forbidden. In addi-

tion, the Bill would require that all accelerated de-

preciation taken on all buildings after July 24, 1969,

be converted to ordinary income when the building is sold.

These changes do not constitute rational tax policy and

do not respond to the supposed evils that are cited in

their support.

The proposals are premised on the abuses which

can occur upon the use of accelerated depreciation fol-

lowed by rapid resale of real property. We all know that

this combination presents an opportunity for the deferral

of ordinary income and its conversion to capital gains.

Such tax avoidance devices were becoming common at the

time Section 1250 was added to the Internal Revenue Code

in 1964 for the purpose of restricting capital gains treat-

ment of accelerated depreciation to owners who held prop-

erty for a reasonably long period of time. The general

approach of Section 1250 is a rational and fair one and

we did not oppose its enactment. But we believe the

present proposal suffers from a host of defects.

First, it is economically unsound to conclude

that only straight-line depreciation reflects economic

wastage. The greatest risk of loss and the greatest physi-

cal deterioration occur in the early years of ownership.
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The initial owner -- the person who puts up the capital

to construct a facility -- takes these risks. At no

time since the adoption of accelerated depreciation meth-

ods in 1954 has anyone produced persuasive evidence to

indicate that this is not so or that double declining

balance and sum of the years-digits overstate the eco-

nomic wastage inherent in these initial risks.

Historically, two factors have been relied on

by those who nevertheless argue for elimination of these

methods. First, they point to resale prices, which gen-

erally exceed adjusted basis. Second, they point to the

existence of cash flow in excess of the amount needed to

service the mortgage. Although both premises are re-

peated in the House report, each is fallacious.

Comparison of resale prices to adjusted basis

fails to take account of inflationary pressures on real

property values. Enormous increases in costs of land,

labor, and materials have inflated property values even

beyond the general rate of inflation. This is reflected

in the report which the Bureau of the Census issued this

month entitled value e of New Construction Put in Place.w/

n Construction Reports, Value of New Construction Put
Place July 1969 (issued September 1969), United States

Department of Commerce Publication C30-69-7.
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That report, in evaluing recent construction in terms of

1957-1959 dollars, shows an inflation of over 40 percent

in the last ten years. Construction costs have increased

by 30 percent since 1964 and at least 15 percent just

since January 1968. V Thus, a building built in 1964

should have increased in value by at least 30 percent to

keep pace with the inflation in building costs. The

squeeze on urban land should increase the value even more.

It is, therefore, not surprising that resale

price often exceeds adjusted basis. But this only proves

the great inflation we have suffered in the last five

years. It does not show that accelerated depreciation

methods are now overly generous. Rather the increases

in property value are true capital gain because they rep-

resent a true increase in the dollar value of the invested

capital, an increase caused by .the combination of infla-

tionary pressures and the growing scarcity of land.

Insofar as the excess of cash flow is concerned,

the first critical point is that the tighter money becomes,

the smaller that excess is. The second point ignored in

the House is the need of a cash reserve for repairs and

maintenance. The creation of such a reserve is the prime

See Tables 2, 3, and 18 of Publication C30-69-7.
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economic function of depreciation, and, in a soundly

managed operation, the reserve Is constantly being used

for renewal of the property.

My next point is that the real estate provi-

sions of this Bill are not responsive to the abuses its

sponsors claim to perceive. Rapid turnover is the key

to any tax abuses which exist. The feared deferral and

conversion of ordinary income occurs only if the property

owner holds real estate for a short period of time and

resells it without making the repairs necessary to ac-

count for the physical deterioration occurring during his

ownership. This abuse is most readily achieved and most

commonly occurs in residential property. For purposes

of national policy with which we agree -- to encourage

the badly needed expansion of the housing supply -- H.R.

13270 exempts residential structures from the proposed

restrictions on accelerated depreciation. The tax con-

sequence, however, is that the double declining and sum

of the years-digits depreciation would continue to be

available in the area that is most susceptible to abuse

and would be denied only to industrial and commercial

structures, where rapid turnover is not as likely and

long-time ownership is the rule.

Oddly enough, this treatment is exactly the op-

posite of that provided in Section 221 of the Bill, which
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limits the deduction of interest on loans used to carry

investment assets. Section 221 directly recognizes that

expenses incurred in a trade or business do not lend

themselves readily to abuse, and interest paid in the

conduct of a trade or business is exempted from the limit-

ations established in Section 221.

The same approach should be applied to real

estate. Industrial and commercial facilities do not in-

vite turnover and do not allow postponement of repairs

in the manner of residential housing. They are simply

not the proper target for restrictions on accelerated

depreciation.

The restrictions of Section 521 would also in-

crease the competitive disadvantage American busineso

experiences in foreign markets. Tax structures abroad

place high priority on the rapid recovery of capital in-

vestment, even allowing depreciation writeoffs substan-

tially in excess of economic wastage. America must

compete for the construction budgets of domestic and

foreign industries, and the inevitable result of Section

521 would be to encourage domestic capital to go abroad,

and foreign capital to remain beyond our boundaries.

These factors all show the unreason of restrict-

ing the depreciation available to industrial and commer-

cial facilities. Since there are other sound reasons for
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not applying this part of Section 521 to residential hous-

ing, it simply should not be enacted.

The recapture provisions of Section 521 are

equally unjustified. This part of the Bill and the exist-

ing provisions of Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue

Code are both intended to inhibit the rapid turnover that

facilitates the use of accelerated depreciation to con-

vert ordinary income into capital gains. Here, however,

the similarity ends. While Section 1250 uses the care-

fully designed method of measuring the recapture of de-

preciation into ordinary income by the length of the tax-

payer's holding period, Section 521 would recapture all

accelerated depreciation, whatever the length of the tax-

payer's holding period.

The hearings and the reports are entirely devoid

of any justification for this change. There is no demon-

stration that Section 1250 has worked badly and there is

no reason to believe that it has. Surely, Section 1250

should be left as it is until there is acceptable evidence

that the statute still leaves room for abuse.

But if the rules are to be changed, the basic

structure of Section 1250 is the only one consistent with

sound tax policy. All should agree, I believe, that the
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man who holds real property for ten years is not the

source of tax abuse. The problem is to determine the

minimum holding period necessary to deter avoidance. We

believe that the twenty month minimum now established in

Section 1250(a)(2) is long enough, since the section re-

tains a prorated recapture for holding periods between

twenty months and ten years. If the Congress concludes,

however, that abuse still exists, it would not be a fair

or rational solution to penalize the bona fide long term

investor as H.R. 13270 would. The proper response would

be to extend the minimum holding period, while adjusting

the rate of recapture to retain ten years as the holding

period when recapture ceases to apply."

e If, for example, the minimum holding period were ex-
tended to 36 months, 1.2 percent per additional month of
ownership would then represent an appropriate adjustment
to recapture.

*/ In addition to these difficulties, the recapture pro-
vision of the new Bill is most inequitable. Real estate
is a relatively risky and nonliquid investment. Persons
placing money in real estate must plan for a relatively
long period. The amount of depreciation available and
the presence or absence of recapture is one of the de-
terminants that influences the investment decision. This
Bill changes the rules in mid-stream for all existing or
committed real estate, since the recapture rules apply to
depreciation attributable to periods after July 24, 1969,
regardless of the acquisition date.
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The Need for Reform of
Capital Recovery Rules

We recognize that today is not the appropriate

time to present testimony relating to the proposed repeal

of the investment credit. I must, however, start with

that as background, for heavy machinery is one of the

major costs in our industry, and repeal of the investment

credit without adoption of long needed reforms or our cap-

ital recovery system will impose a substantial and un-

warranted tax increase upon our industry.

Most of our machinery and tools are now treated

as having a five year useful life, Superficially this

appears to be generous. When viewed against the demands

of the construction business, however, this rule, which

revenue agents refuse to vary on audit, ignores the ac-

tual shorter useful lives of our equipment and therefore

artificially exaggerates the true income of the construc-

tion business.

The purchase price of construction equipment is

high, yet its useful life is relatively low. It is worked

hard and it is worked out of doors under widely varying

conditions. The life of this equipment is shortened by

differences in the competence of operators, the unavail-

ability of proper maintenance in the field, and the in-

herent difficulty of excavation and other aspects of

I
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construction work. For any one contractor, the useful life

of his equipment varies with the type of work he does and

the abilities of the men in his employ. The same machine

may be useless after six months on one kind of Job, but

have a life of several years in other work. Our continu-

ing need to find and accept technological change further

quickens the obsolescence of our tools and equipment. And

to compound these difficulties, many members of our associ-

ation are called upon to do specialty and nonrecurring work

which requires equipment that is useful only to that con-

tractor and only on that Job.

The end result 'is a great need for depreciation

rules realistic enough to accommodate the unusual circum-

stances of our industry. The five year useful life now

generally applied to us is not a reasonable expectation

for the average piece of construction machinery. The use

of this life has denied us deductions that reflect true

costs of operation. The investment credit has helped

!/ The far longer 12 year life applied to equipment de-
signed for maritime construction constitutes an extreme
imposition upon the economics of the construction induRtry.
In addition to all the problems of land based construction,
maritime equipment is exposed to unusually inhospitable
and corrosive working conditions. It should have no longer
a depreciative life than land equipment, and often should
be depreciated over its use in a particular Job.
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compensate for this defect, so long as it has existed.

If the Congress now allows the administration to with-

draw from the repeated assurances that the investment

credit would be a permanent part of our tax structure,

then it is essential that the Congress at the same time

provide a general overhaul of our capital recovery struc-

ture.

I emphasize that we do not seek specific relief

for the construction industry. Rather, we see our prob-

lem as one facet of a general pattern of unrealistic tax

depreciation rules which repeal of the investment credit

will impose on business. We believe that adjustments to

the rules for our industry should be part of a general

reform of the capital recovery structure.

That reform should begin with recognition of

three essentials of any rational capital recovery policy.

First, depreciation lives must be based on the

best practice which recognizes the problems inherent In

each taxpayer's business. Whatever average lives are

used as benchmarks must account for and depend upon the

best practice for the industry. A technological revolu-

tion is fully upon us, in an unprecedented sweep. In

construction and every other business, scientific inven-

tion speeds progress beyond prediction; equipment becomes

obsolete and requires replacement with amazing frequency.
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Unless depreciation lives are consistent with optimal re-

placement practices which keep pace with technology the

tax code will build obsolescence into American industry.

Here again, American business would be disadvantaged in

foreign competition. American firms seek construction

Jobs abroad; success benefits the American economy, while

diminishing balance of payment and gold flow problems.

The principal foreign industrial nations, as a foremost

matter of tax policy, provide depreciation methods de-

signed to give the maximum possible incentive to renewal

of capital equipment. We cannot compete meaningfully

abroad unless depreciation reform in the United States

eliminates our continual lag behind the practices of

other countries and provides us with the cash flow neces-

sary to maintain a competitive technology.

Second, depreciation reform must recognize that

some taxpayers must replace equipment even more rapidly

than the industry optimum. This is particularly so of

the construction business. Up to the early 1960's, the

construction industry, more than any other, suffered con-

tinual harrassment from Internal Revenue agents who

refused to recognize the depreciation problems of individ-

ual contractors. Now that the moratorium on the applica-

tion of the reserve ratio test has ended, we have every
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reason to expect a renewal of hostility on the part of

auditing agents. The need for a realistic approach on

audit will be even greater if the investment credit is

lost, yet repeal of the credit may well serve to encour-

age the Internal Revenue Service to return to practices

that for thirty years inhibited capital investment. De-

preciation reform must therefore reiterate that the special

problems of individual taxpayers must be recognized; a

businessman's reasonable decision of how to manage his

own business should be given the strongest weight.

Third, changes in depreciation lives must not

be viewed as a revenue gathering or contracyclical device.

Ever since Bulletin F was adopted during the Great Depres-

sion, the tax collector has been tempted to raise more

money by lengthening useful lives. This very thought was

suggested this year as one of the reasons for changing

the rules for real estate depreciation. This approach

runs counter to every basic of rational tax policy. As

a matter of economic policy, it invites disaster. The

question is one of confidence. Orderly economic growth
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requires a climate for orderly capital investment. The

planning which must underly rational investment is im-

possible if depreciation rules are hostage to unpredict-

able change. Only meaningful depreciation reform, in a

context which provides permanence of structure, can re-

store the confidence shaken by a retraction of the assur-

ances that the investment credit was here to stay.

The specifics of depreciation reform should start

with the proposals offered to this Committee on September

11 on behalf of trade associations representing the ma-

chine tool industries. Two of the proposals, elimination

of the reserve ratio test and the amendment of Section 167

to eliminate the need to establish salvage values, would

simplify tax accounting and eliminate endless controver-

sies of no lasting significance with revenue agents. The

elimination of salvage values is particularly essential to

our members, for the economic fact of life is that these

values are generally nil in the construction business, and

for many of our items there is no predictable or readily

available salvage market.

We also agree that the guideline depreciation

lives of equipment should be codified, but with recogni-

tion of the economic realities of the construction business.

Three years rather than five years should be established as
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a realistic life for construction equipment, and the

codification should expressly allow for those instances

where the practices of particular taxpayers require

shorter lives.

The fourth proposal was that Section 179 be

amended to eliminate the $10,000 ceiling upon the addi-

tional first year depreciation allowance, with a possible

reduction in the rate of that allowance from 20 percent

to 15 percent. Such a change would be particularly equit-

able if applied to the construction business. Therefore,

we urge that Section 179(d)(1) be amended to allow the

application of the provision to depreciable property with-

out regard to its useful life. As short lived as our

equipment is, the greatest amount of wear and tear oc-

curs in the first year of use. A great amount of the

equipment is virtually useless and unsalable at the end

of the first year. Such an amendment would help compen-

sate for the loss of cash flow that would follow repeal

of the investment credit, cash that is necessary to enable

us to keep our tools and equipment modern and usable.

Interest on the Obligations of State and Local

Governments Should Remain Tax Exempt

A significant portion of the business of members

of our association consists of public construction. That

construction depends on the existence of regular and orderly
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financial markets where local governments may market their

securities. The experience of the money markets over the

last several months demonstrates that unfortunate portents

for public finance inhere in the inclusion of interest on

the obligations of state and local governments within the

definition of tax preference items in Section 301 of H.R.

13270.

We do not disagree with the basic purpose of Sec-

tion 301 -- to require each American to pay some tax on

his economic income. We dispute, however, the inclusion

of interest on state and local obligations as an item

that does not bear a fair share of the national tax burden.

As a formal matter, the holder of these obliga-

tions pays no tax on his interest income. As a consequence

of the present tax exemption, however, the holder receives

a lower yield. In substance, he pays a silent tax measured

by the difference between the interest he receives and the

greater interest available from securities not enjoying an

exemption.

In addition, unlike the other items included in

the definition of tax preference, this is not a situation

where the elimination of one man's exemption will decrease

his fellow citizens' taxes. The obvious and expected ef-

fect of the proposed legislation will be a significant
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increase in the yields on state and local obligations.

That increase must be satisfied through increases in the

taxes imposed by the issuer of the obligation. And it is

not realistic to expect that the Federal tAxes paid by

purchasers of these obl'gations will exceed the additional

burdens being placed on state and local taxpayers. It ts

more likely that high bracket taxpayers will take their

money out of state and local securities and place them

either in other tax exempts or in situations that offer

a potential for capital gains. This is already being

demonstrated, for nearly every day the financial press

reports instances of the difficulties state and local gov-

ernments have been having in borrowing funds since the

House passed H.R. 13270. Thus, this is a so-called "re-

form" that will increase everyone's taxes, and decrease

no one's, achieving all this while diminishing the ability

of state and local government to provide needed facilities

and services.

The Existing 5 Percent Depletion Rate For

Sand and Gravel Should Not be Reduced

The proposed 20 percent reduction in depletion

on sand and gravel is the fourth aspect of .. 13270 of

concern to the construction industry. Sand and gravel now

have the smallest depletion rate in the tax code: 5 per-

cent. In contrast to most minerals, depletion rules
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provide sand and gravel with a less favorable method of

capital recovery than would be available if the ordinary

capital gains treatment were available. Nevertheless,

Section 501(a) of the House Bill would reduce this modest

depletion rate to 4 percent.

The House Report focuses on petroleum. It

fails to offer a single word of explanation or Justifica-

tion for changing the rate for sand and gravel. This

smallest of depletion rates seems to be a victim -- per-

haps an unintended victim -- of the emotions stirred by

oil and gas depletion rates.

We in the construction industry are the pri-

mary consumers of sand and gravel. It is a basic construc-

tion commodity. The demands for it are enormous. Produc-

tion now exceeds 900 million tons annually. As large as

that is, the United States Bureau of Mines, in a study

entitled "Cumulative Demand Projections For Sand and

Gravel," projects a demand during the last thirty years

of the twentieth century "in the range from 57.2 to 65.6

billion tons." This means that the annual output of sand

and gravel must be doubled during the last third of this

century, even though a study conducted in 1963 showed a

life expectancy for reserves of only 24 years.

In consequence, sand and gravel producers face

a staggering need to find and develop new supplies between
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now and the year 2000. Furthermore, the high costs of

transporting this material requires that deposits be de-

veloped near metropolitan areas; this in turn adds further

to the cost, for the proximity of the site to urban areas

requires extensive cost for site rehabilitation after the

sand and gravel is removed.

This, I submit, constitutes the strongest of

cases for not lowering the already low depletion rate for

sand and gravel. The proposed reduction in rate can only

increase the cost of sand and gravel and thereby increase

the cost of construction. The construction industry is

already suffering from a rate of inflation far higher

than the national average. Here H.R. 13270 would add to

that inflation without the slightest Justification in tax

policy or economics.

The "Country-By-Country" Limitation on
Foreign Tax Credit Should Not Be changed

Section 431 of H.R. 13270 would impose an

additional burden on United States contractors who seek

to do business abroad by imposing new restrictions on the
"country-by-country" foreign tax credit. The hardship

would be particularly severe for the contractor least

able to bear it -- the one doing his initial work over-

seas or who has a limited amount of overseas work in only
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a few countries. He is the one who normally uses the

country-by-country limitation, since he lacks the large

base of foreign income available to companies with more

developed business throughout the world. The effect,

moreover, would be particularly magnified in its influ-

ence on the balance of payments, for these are the same

businessmen who most tend to repatriate investment and

profit.

The asserted Justification for the proposed

changes is that a United States' taxpayer with losses in

a foreign country may receive a double tax benefit if, in

the year of the foreign loss, he offsets it against

domestic income, and then in a better year takes a credit

for foreign taxes. This danger, however, is mostly

theoretical, and where the danger is real, the effect of

H.R. 13270 would be to impose a form of double taxation

on American businesses doing business abroad.

The asserted double benefit cannot be realized

in respect of activities in countries which provide for

loss carryovers in their tax laws, since the taxpayer

sets off losses before taxes become due to the foreign

authority. The problem can only arise in those countries,

usually undevelopedshich do not allow loss carryovers in

their tax laws. The result in those cases is an increased
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effective tax rate in profitable years. The existing

United States law allows a taxpayer to mitigate the impact

of this increased effective rate by the use of foreign tax

credits. This well serves the function of foreign tax

,credits -- to allow United States business to conduct

international trade in a climate where the combined

foreign and domestic tax burden does not exceed the United

States rate. Because the proposed change in the country-

by-country credit would apply only where the foreign

country imposes an increased effective rate, H.R. 13270

would create a form of double taxation by imposing a

total tax burden in excess of the United States rate.

We strongly urge that this limitation be deleted

because its impact will be on smaller business and the

result will be a deterioration of the American position

in foreign markets. If it remains, however, it should be

amended so that the United States recapture" will not

bring the total foreign and United States taxes above

what the United States taxes would have been if the

foreign operations in all the years in issue had been

carried on in the United States.
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H.R. 13270 Would Subject the Construction
Industry to a Multiplicity of Recessive

Yet Inflationary Pressures

To this point in my presentation, I have focused

on specific aspects of H.R. 13270. Now I should like to

view them from the perspective of the Bill's overall impact

on basic construction.

The changes in rules for depreciation and the

changes in the tax exempt status of interest on state and

local obligations will serve to decrease the amount of new

construction. At the same time both changes will increase

the costs to users of new property. The repeal of the in-

vestment credit without compensating depreciation reforms

and the reduction in depletion on sand and gravel will

directly increase our costs. The Bill also would impose

new and serious impediments to the investment of foreign

capital in the United States and to the ability of

American businesses to compete in foreign markets. Tight

money and construction cutbacks have yet an additional

negative impact on our industry.

The Bill then has the recessive effect of inhibit-

ing construction while at the same time adding to infla-

tionary pressures. Each of these aspects of the Bill feeds

upon and re-enforces the other, and they are further
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multiplied by the other contracyclical measures the

Administration has taken. Although H. R. 13270 is called

a tax reform bill, the features I have discussed here

simply cannot be justified as attacks on demonstrated

abuses. They are poorly conceived, dangerous to the

American economy, and should not survive the scrutiny

of the Senate.
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FRIDAY, BUTMEN 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee:

General considerations

I appreciate this opportunity to add to your consideration of one of the most

momentous economic and financial measure in many a year. The Bill in its present

form contains many essential and desirable provisions. But I shall concentrate

upon what I regard to be the need for improvement, as that should be most constructive

and helpful to this Committee. Clearly Implied in these comments will be m attit-

ude toward those provisions which appear to me to be sound and good.

The major portion of my testimony relates to general economic and financial

considerations and their bearing upon the general provisions of teh Bill, because I

am profoundly convinced that we all tend to pay too little attention to these ultimate

matters when considering tax proposals. In these phases, I appear independently, as

I have so many times previously before this Committee. V$ specialized comments

bearing upon the provisions of the Bill dealing with housing and other real estate

investment is made on behalf of the Realty Committee on Taxation, although m con-

clusions in this area are also arrived at independently, and I hope objectively.

The past is prelude, and m previous testimony before this Comittee and else-

where on the massive tax cuts and concessions of 1962-1965 is highly relevant to

the current Bill. I felt in the years gene by that these massive tax cuts and con-

cessions were grievously misdirected in large degree. They surrendered too much

Federal revenues, in terms of national and international needs dependent upon public

spending; misallocated resoures between investment and consumtion so as to impair

Pbf7mr Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers. Consulting economist and
attorney.
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economic equilibrium and work against maximum economic growth, production, and

employment; and aggravated inflation and the balance of payments problem by ignoring

the real causes thereof. On both ecoaottc and social grounds, they helped too much

those who needed help least, and helped too little those who needed help mot, both

on the individual and business entity side.

I submit that the more recent developments have very substantially vindicated OV

earlier concern. Although inflation is now rampant, our real rate of economic growth

since 1,66 has been ,w'h too low, is much too low now, and this in itself aggravates
and adds to unemployment.

rather than curbs inflationary pressures, / The most urgent of our domestic priorities

are being relatively neglected. Fiscal policy is still highly contributory to

resource misallocation. Tho current Bill, if properly corrected, affords a tremen-

dous opportunity to use the riphty we.non of fiscal policy to learn by experience,

correct the errors of tho pa.-t,a" d put us on the right cou-se.

But the Bill in i's cur.ent fo-.i, in v,ry large measure, does not do this. On

equitable grounds, it makes a highly iltproper distribution of tax relief, especially

when added to the gross inequitien of t, 196!. ensure in this respect. On economic

grounds, it does not go nearly f'ar enouif1 ii th. direction of redressing the imbalance

between investment and con.fulptton. "; ,;p.citnli.ed or ad hoc provisions discrimin-

ate against those lines of endeavor which reed ront to be stimulated greatly, most

especially housing and s-uppo,'tiv nr'.dntil construction investment,

while dealing lightly or even favorably with Ji. Lt of endeavor which have been and

now are running relatively much too fast.

Misallocation of investment provisions of the Bill

Specifically, excluding the tax reforms, the House Bill does not appreciably

affect net investment allocations nu affected' by tax policy, and the Treasury proposal

increases them by 1.1 billion dollar.. This is ironical, in view of the proposal
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tn repeal the investment tax credit on the ground that investment in general is gross-

ly excessive. Even with the reforms, the House Bill reduces the allocation to in-

vestment us affected by tax policy by only 3.9 billion dollars, and the Treasury

proposal by only 2.5 billion. 7his is not nearly enough. I favor a tightening up

on the net allocation to investment as affected by tax policy by about 6 billion

dollars, vhich would leave much more room for reconsideration and revision of some

of the provisions bearing down upon the tightening up of investment upon housing and

also nonresidential construction, for reasons which I hall subsequently disclose.

Inluitable features of personal tax cut provisions

The inequitable features of the current Bill, also highly undesirable from the

functional economic viewpoint, are as follows: Without the reforms, neither the
1 01

House Bill nor the Treasury proposal gives more than .8 percent of the personal

tax cuts to those with incomes up to $5,000 who constitute 17.0 percent of total

returns, while they give 13.4-17.2 percent to those with incomes of over $50,000 who

constitute only 0.4 percent of all tax returns. The distributions between these two

extremes are subject to the same type of inequity. I believe that the provisions

viewed without reforms are more important than those viewed with reforms. The

reforms are more debatable and uncertain of enactment; they do not impact equally

upon all those in any given group; and we know from experience that, if the reforms

are modified or mutilated, the regular rates do not tend to be adjusted accordingly.

But even with the reforms, the distribution of the tax cuts is highly inequitable.

And by the far more meaningful test of effect upon after-tax or disposable

income, the House Bill with or without the reforms increases such income by less for

those from $5,000 to $20,000 than for those with incomes from $20,000 to $50,000.

Without the reforms, the House Bill increaa!%, disposable income by immensely more

for those over $50,000 than for any other group. The Treasury proposal is far more
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regressive in these respects. Even with the reforms, by this vital test, both the

House Bill and the Treasury proposals are not nearly progressive enough, especially

in view of the imperative need to counteract in part the highly regressive features

of the 196. tax cuts. This imperative need in best illustrated by the fact that,

taking all forms of nationwide taxation into account, those with incomes between

$3,000 end $1,000 pay a higher share of t1eir incomes in total taxes of all kinds then

any other group up to $15,000, and almost as high a share as those with incomes

between $15,000 and $20,000. Those still higher up, by all equitable tests of

progressivity, do not pay a sufficiently higher proportion of their incomes in taxes

of all types.

All things considered, I suggest not reducing at all the personal tax rates,

before reforms, of those with irco:Ls of $50,000 and over, and I seriously question

whether there should' be substantial, or perhaps even nay, such reductions for those

at $20,000 and over.

The amounts thus saved should be used fol further reductions for those lower

down in the income structure, with emphasis on progressivity.

Liin on page
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General comments on defects in provisions relating to housing
and nonresidential construction investment

The extent to which the foregoing provisions of the Bill depart from

desirable allocations of tax changes, both on economic and social grounds, are

paralleled by comparable departures with respect to the more specific or ad hoc

features of the Bill, especially those bearing upon housing and what I regard

tp be the intimately associated factor of investment in nonresidential construc-

tion. And because our economy and the problems of our people are a seamless

web (and so is fiscal policy), the generalized and specialized departures from

desirable tax changes have mutual and cumulative effects.

The widespread impression that the Bill draws a sharp dichotomw between

housing and nonresidential commercial construction investment is erroneous. As

I shall disclose, the preponderance of the provisions of the Bill inimical

to real estate generally are also inimical to housing.

Even more important, we are here again dealing with a seamless web. Urban

rescue and renewal do not depend upon housing alone. Housing, especially for

the poor and others of low income who cannot move out of cities, is Intimately

associated with and supported by commercial structures -- stores, community

and recreational facilities, and professional space.And investment in all of these

can provide vast expansion of employment in sectors where such expansion is

essential in the years ahead, to counteract the trends toward technological dis-

placemnt in other key sectors.

The alarming long-term decline in housing and nonresidential construction investment,

especially when related to current and future national needs

The data which I shall now present demonstrate the absolute contrast

between the severe and prolonged deterioration in these vital sectors and the pro-

visions of the Bill designed to provide them with even less tax incentives than

they now have. This, although on all sides, including other long-range Federal
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programs involving scores of'billions of dollars over the years ahead (in declarations

of Congressional intent, but not in actual appropriations),ve have been proclaiming

that the rescue and renewal of our urban areas is our most critical domestic priority.

Private nonfarm housing starts declined, on a seasonally adjusted annual basis,

from 1,845 thousand units in January 1969 to 1,314 thousand units in July, or

28.8 percent, and the end is not yet. The ratio of housing and commercial con-

struction investment (combined) to GNP declined from 7.13 percent in 1950, and

5.93 percent in 1959, to 4.39 percent in the second quarter in 1969; as a percentage

of gross domestic Investment, the decline was from 10.8 percent in 1954, and 39.4

percent in 1958, to 29.0 percent in the second quarter of 1969. During 1961-

1968, measured in uniform dollars, the average annual growth rate in investment

in commercial construction was only 4.9 percent, and in housing only 0.5 percent,

while it was 5.2 percent for GNP, and 9.9 percent for investment in producers'

durable equipment. In contrast, and in line with balanced goals for the whole

U.S. economy, the annual average rate of advance through 1977 in commercial

structures should be 5.9 percent, and in residential structures 11.2 percent, com-

pared with 5.3 percent in GNP, and 4.1 percent in producers' durable equipment.

Disparities in Federal stimuli provided

The vital areas needing the most help have been given the least, and, in the

main, vice versa. In 1966, of the 43.1 billion dollar value of depreciation and

depletion allowances, 4 percent went to manufacturing, and only 5.8 percent

to real estate. During the fiscal years 1954-1969, viewing more than 6.7 billion

dollars of average annual net expenditures for Federal subsidy programs,

57.9 percent were going to agriculture, 10.5 percent to air transportation, and

only 2.9 percent % housing.
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The lowly financial position of real estate

Contrasted with the belief that real estate is "in clovr", that industry is

doing worse by various financial tests than any of seven other basic industries

vhich I have analyzed. Viewing net income as percentage of net vorth, the figure in

1965 for real estate was 3.5 percent, compared with 6.0 percent for finance and

insurance, 10.3 percent for manufacturing, and 8.2 percent for all industries.

The toll of rising interest rates

The impact of rising interest rates ha borne most severely upon housing and

other aspects of real estate investment, because, in real estate, long-term debt

comes to almost 50 percent of total assets, compared with 12.2 percent for al

industries. Since 1952, rising interest rates alone have imposed an excess cost

agregatingmore than 17 billion dollars in connection with mortgages on 1 to 4

family homes. The rising interest burden imposed upon housing and supportive non-

residential commercial inventmient has exceeded many, many times the total benefits

flowing to these sectors throu. a1l types of Federal tax concessions.

Under these conditions, it would seem to be an upside-down public policy, or

fiscal policy, to make the public stimuli available to these sectors, including

those in tax form, even less favorable than they are now, and increasingly discrim-

inatory as against other sectors. This is true, not only in terms of economic and

social considerations, but also in terms of the revenue problems of the Federal

Government viewed more narrowly. Any recoupment of Federal revenues by further

tightening up in these sectors would be a mere bagatelle, compared with the poten-

tials for recoupment along beneficial rather than damaging lines when measured in

terms of economic activity and human well-being.

Specific provisions of the Bill relating to housing and nonresidential
commercial investment

There is not room, in this very abbreviated Rumnary of cW testimony, for me to
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deal fully with the specific provisions of the Bill which would have these delet-

erious effects. But briefly, the provisions which would be damaging to both housing

and nonresidential construction investment include substitution, in the case of used

buildings, of straight-line depreciation for the presently allowable 150 percent

declining balance method (sec. 521); the recapture provisions (sec. 521); the

treatment of "excess" depreciation under LTP and allocation of deductions (sees. 301,

302); the limitation on interest deductions (stc. 2Z1); the "additional preference"

're.sury proposal; and certain retroactive features of the Bill. Applicable to

new nonresidential structures tut not to

housing, there is also the undesirable substitution of 150 percent declining balance

method for the double declining balance method. These technicalities are dealt with

in detail in W full testimony.

Swrmmry related to housing and nonresidential commercial investment

If there were time, I respectfully submit that this Committee should be dealing

with methods to accelerate housing and nonresidential commercial investment, instead

of adding to its present plight. The least that should be done now is not to do

the latter.

The difficulty with some of the so-called reform provisions of the Bill, relating

to housing and nonresidential commercial investment, is that the baby is being

thrown out with the bath. In the laudable desire to catch those who are "getting

away with something", scores of thousands of worthy and essential enterprises will

be hit who are not now getting away with anything, but instead serve the national

interest. Indeed, while the Bill in its present form attempts to catch those who

are getting away with too much in some industries, by delimiting some of the special

tax incentives they have enjoyed, such as ar,elerated depreciation, it does not

apply the same method to those in other industries who are generally or even to a
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greater degree getting away with something. The Bill makes this distinction on

the ground that these are the industries requiring stimulation. But that is no

justification for anyone getting away with something in such industries.

The appropriate method to catch those who are getting avay with something is

by limiting total allowable deductions, so as to permit none to pay too small a

percentage of their incomes, or zero percentage, in taxes. The provisions of the

Bill intended to do this should be further strengthened. But the enlargement or con-

traction of special tax incentives should relate to the condition of the industry

affected, and its relationship to national needs. That has been forgotten thus far,

in the treatment of housing and nonresidential commercial investment. I earnestly

hope that thiR Committee will help to correct this dangerous imbalance.
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Kr. Charm a t Sl Noe or the CMite.e:

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you, during your coasideraton

of oo of the most Isporlat tax tasures, ad in fat oe of the met Importa

cmoOc € € esvs, in may a year. '&Use in the Congress and elsewhere bo haew thus

far toiled so diligetly this year to we our Federal tax sy9tm re equitable,

&%d to impsove it " a fiscal veapn toward ,chievno and mnntaising the oum

ealoy nt, production, ad purchasing power objectives of the Wloymet Act of

19W,, doeer" the eemadtios of tll thoughtful citisens. I be big% bopes that

cuase in the 5111 now before this Comltte will bring about isprovemts in it

vhlch are sll vitally needed.

qparal Considrations

I appear here todsy on behalf of the fealty Committee on Taation (a Appendix

to W testliMI describes this Comittee) vth respect to those prtlaiml *,A the

Dill bearing upon housing sad other aspects of re. estnV Investmnt, aithoui& all

of W a slysis ad conclusions have bee" rriv4 at independently', and I believe In

the public interest. However, a major portion of mW tvstimmAY 4eals with Portioas

of the Bill other than those affecting real state . This 19 i part beeme I

believe tis is essential to shed adequate light upon the portioes dealing with heus-

is# and other aspects of real setse inwetmnt, and in part because I cannot refrain

free this opportunity once sain -- a may time in the pst -- to bring W gMerGl

SRT lr~ airus Co cil of comoSic Advisers. Consulting econosist and attorney.
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econtoe ad (lscal vi"w bfo this CoNlatte. hiis jor portion of W tretinwiy

its offered, not on behalf of the O.,lty Coittee on ,,atio,.but rather In ow in-

4"lanrs't caacity as 4n econoist twn hu e tried to devote a major portion of his

tior and efforts La protole o'f the Awrican rcisW antd Ute American pe.4c.

Nw proviolon. o' Uw I1. even as It now stands. would Itrretly uqprove the

equity of the te structure, wai help to close sw unconsc.lonble tax loophoe,

which hae persisted for far too lcae. Put vie ed its a bole, the DIL, in sW Jwno.

met does sot *o nearly far rhoulh in U. &rrertUmn of tqrovins the equity of the

Federal teax structure. In "ditton, (M net beranct , the allocation of the various

tax chewars roped, baoe as the re upon faulty economic 4"naosis. woul4 worsen

rather then improe the reaoie equilibrium, and thus ailitate against restoration

of manum eqploynt, production, an4 purctasin# gower. An4 In the nam uf rerom.

somW of the pn als it enacted. especially those bearinR upon housina m4 related

cowwrea.l construction, are ill-4rtsiw4 mad ill-timed. would further distort the

treatumt of our 4reat national priorities, would .mfliet seriouwly with other

proarem and objectives to which the Federal government t on a long-rane bots is

comIttinA billion of dllars. ,Ad would seriously inervo. ,jinywnll nt d vork

aalost economic trth. he net relinquishment of federal revenues whch vould

result from the bill as non 4rwn miht n't be too laGr If the ecqposition of the

proposals wre 4rastically chan*ed, but is mch too larxe so Ion* as these poposals

retain their current composition. M tois becauev soe of the reuction an con-

eedbions are uwarrated both economically and sociallY,. on4 should have, subtituted

for them a larer prospective revenue tan by the Federal Goverrmlt and the slocs-

tion of these revenues to the services of our greet dotetic public priorities. 11

all of these connections. I shall say smthing about the problem of inflation.

We are far too prono to consider current tax proposals without an adequate
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"'viev nf the lesson$ of thw pest, sAd Vithuut setting these tax proposals in the

,wtrollila perwrtiv# of our overall uewc ie and raticlmail capabilities a4 nreeis.

a vell 4s our social objectives as 4 matiin a4 a puipl1. In vr4pr to help restore

tu., almc to three srorrs. I shell refer, at various states in W testimony, to IV

slt$es VA findings in oppshtif to lit mmsiv- tax c"its of 104k, ,ad tn4ee4 to

thr whole series ,of chmpes in the ii4prsl t~a system dursntr 10,-IVO. At vriouw

twSi In the l ast, these studies .:4 fii4instv have- 1tenh brought to the attevltior of

thip Cwsittre, by cV Urect trstimy an) otherwise.

In brief, m line (if %rcumat has consistristly beet that these VW-1965 tax ruts

m4 ccohcssionsa ad especially those in ll'posmail4 un4ubtedly sti lete the erCLSW

for a while after their enoctm-t. out i points4 out insistently that, in the

lotger rua. they vould work against a4e'quate .ovoosir orawUt, b4eau4s the ailocationi

of the cuts mad r€acessions wvere so far out of lia vitt, the requirme to for eaonomie

equlhibrim at reasonably full resource use. I %tso forecast that these tax

artitig would increase the problem of Inflation %ntf the balance of pawyorts, because

th..y were founded upn Incorrect daptmsis of t ot. . I.*I.ere prilca. I insisted

that thr eUstribution of thrse tAx cuts an ceAcessims wvr ind4efensIblr free the

TIvOiat ef equity. last Lut not least, I t,,ch the postrio that diah $,O4Ae aW.-tV

,f tat cuto mad concessicns WrE at the eapnse of prativwly needed 4oarstic

priortty-optn4lp. pvtra which, in words but tit in action, hid long been declared

for by almiot ill responsible Armope, including the Federal (o nramint itself.

becase in W Juatwat so of these errors are oov being repeate4 In the current

aill as jv drm, and because they are highiy u,,avaat Vt sis&ml i'O. - .h.rt

if housing md other apoets of real estate investwnt, I feel justified in th

review of developmnts to 4ate, wtich 1 , , I., :. 1 1" ,A..
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The Coe Pmoble9 f 2 n at4 t lo, cop c growth

I Me" I show tat v havw rale" far short or ,ctifvis the 4o6l of Wjetain4

OW Optlm ecomftic growth. From the eftactmnt of the msive t"a cut$ to 19 to

the middle of IV65 or thereaouta, the rate of real eccoe Vrowth wu rswardingly

hbig. *ut by the . definite sim$ or serious raltering were clear. but we were
Nsw4d" for a tim by the vast and wiexpecte4 increase In tefne apen4kat due to the

Vietna wa (by which I imply no evaluation or cur intwekation a polities). However.

eves vith these vest increases in eease spem4ins, the real grove rate of the

ecor.o dropped to Z.5 percent from 1966 to 1961. w4 averaged annually only 3.1 per-

cent during )) 4 968, compared with the 5.1 percent averaged anually during 1960-

196b vith rem bly stable price level@. It is now estimted that the real rat.

of eceomic arwtf during 1969 my be only In the nei&borhood or 3 percent, sad

might gt even lower before it gets better. This isa danerously poor performance.

i view of our do mstic an international obligations wd burdens, ad in view or the

fact that asusteamc. or so low a grwth rate ror such looser will lead to serious

iecreass in .amloymnt. tvwn today, uneqloymnt, when fully maaswe d, is tar

to high eon4 vulnerable grps, sd v% w hol4 4l1 kow by nov whet this tiports

In term of civil ad social unrest ead disorder, *part rrom beion wncceptble an

all other iorvds.

Considering also that plats in general sre now operating on te averWae at only

about 8h percent of capacity, when they should be rumsine veil obov 90 percent, the

clwr about mm "overtmeted" ecnoqr is a profoud md costly error, in term of the

reletiomebip between our hu m d other production cepebilittes end our actual

production of pods end services. Ie term overheated4" is properly applicable to

the excessive price Inflation, tut it is utter comfusion -- for reasons which I shall
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4eoastriste -- to mistake this rmpant price mtflatio for an "overheated or ov, r-

strasned ecocer in a true sense. Entirely t* the contrary, the rampnt inflation

is in litre masure due to tne very fact tv.it the ecroom is rot perforwing adequate-

ly in real term.

W hart 2 depicts the cost* of 4'fictcnt ecion c .rowth in the U.C. ecoo@W.

I estate that. during the period 9i.-m as ta whoie, v forfeited nore than 117

w1lion dollars of total national joooduction (massirid in 1970 dollars), ad l,.:.t

=r than 38 million am-yeers of emplymt upportumity, in consequence of the

deficient averaw annual ecea.oie grvvtn rate. In IWO ace, our ecomoey vs

operating almst a billion dollars below total national production, end this was

6Mc.ujL4d by mr. thn to 0illio a,#-yearJ or eXCCSsiVQ Uwe *Oyinlat (bwlMs qco

the true level of Unemploymnt, includir.6 full-tir unemploymnt, the full-tim equiv-

aleet of part-tim weulopymnt, and crcniraed unemploymnt in the form of noparticip-

aton in the civil labor force due tn scarcity of .'oh opportunity . And if the rate

: reel aconomc growth during 1969-1977 should avcrp ,&nual approuimtely the am

w durias 1953-1968, vy would forrelt ocnsiderAtay mre than a trillion dollars of

total national production, ani experience more thn 31 million em-yeare of woploy-

oct in excess of toe inismam neanluyjwnt consstent vith maxima employment. Wben

w see and hear an a1 sides the v -de c- o a r.otfo torn by the perilous conflict

between those who insist that vs -c .!. k affur" t, keep our guard up In the vor14

If We atteqt to vSndicLV our S.geat domestic priorities, and those who Insist that

we "cannot arford" to vindicate our peat oomstic priorities unless ve let down

our ga al over the world, I as saased that coimoasts and others have in so great

degree loot sidlt or the potentials aId I1plication, of the great nonsecret weapon

uf Amwdra. productive power If fully fa1c€ 'orth.

I1W,
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To indicate then. potntials, W Chart setis forth a balanced series of goals

for the U-0. econo. projected from actual levels 4r 1968 to the years 1972 sad

19?7, an4 set forth at the fiscal 19*4 price Ilevul so estimated at Ii. tiJe of the

Prsident's fiscal 1970 butipt submission. Cur &&;,wet of this portrayal, which to

especially relevant to the bIll now before th4 '*uattet. are the urilquely has

rates of expansion set forth as needed for resiJertial co-truction. Another aspect,

extremely relevant to the current bill in getsvral, are those portions of the chart

vhich indicate bow much we can afford tvithout appreciable chanpes in tax rates at

the Federal level, and without 4istorting tra4iticAel ratios twtvii, private and

pubIli endeavors) tonlae tou l. Aate DAt id local levels those types of

public spending which are the only wens of vinhdicating the wst urgent of our 4omest.

icpriorities -- it only we restore n3 msintain the meamm rate of reel economic

gowth to which we ae ronAitted by the tplymnt Act of 194.6, and even more

importantly are committed to by the realities apparent everywhere on the current

scene.

Ugcoami tgulibrin An$ T-a Policy

To maintain tne economic equilibrili avqd4uad for optimal ecoaolie growt, we

mst examine the requiremunts for equilibrium, %nd ls e*xmhe the hillb relevance

of Federal tu policy to the maintenance of such equilibrus. In this conection,

IN 9 sets torth a series of balance opals for the Federal Budt, geared to

econaoe growth and priority needs. I will not dilate here upon the various program

set forth in this model Federal budget, except to say that their realgation would

bring us close by 197? to a land In which we no longer suffered from substantial

poverty, slum living for one-sixth of our p. %Ole, poisonous airs and waters and
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, lcctvi natural r,,'Wcsri, vait Jspar.ties it, saricuituur I rual hr. rem-

sa. ickle amd uwmerstufre1 pul'c ct achxas, an, braltJ servile$ t7uyi the reach cr

s,ores or rudirlia jr jut yvi'oi ti ,t c-itA vttit, m ,ri," rmn.. A l1stil.ctivr

ft iturr otf s rart Is m.e iadiciti,. ttat le iral outlay recoamen'd for 1977

v. 4 t,, smaller In rativ to ou r f.atiohl prturtior. thst, in 19'. Another feature

! Ulis pr ojecte) 1977 Y,.ler-l bula.t to that, i fit oblut. ewkwnts, qulte rvesonabl,

,.r ,een liberal ulluwatc,'q are mmi. f ir atc, im Jefenar, space technology, eil till

t,',T, tIoiti, vith.ut ny 34crfit* *,r ti,. M ' gr,.t *lotwstAv priorities. Looxinr at

t:.. co positior cf "hc tax c.nd.s propose4 in tre rurretit bll ui it now stwaas, I

.waut belivve ULit thse prugopaas stem frre an s4quate walysls of (,ur :tI, ,

tn c.aind socilI protite and 1itentials in run |wrspcctiw.

Must seriously r all, : ac, hot teiiLve that the proposalsa in the current bin!

I:, its present form are 4esaigd tco stimulate and activate Ve full but not ..t., .

iv. rate of real ec iosi growth which we nrve4 aM chn actiev. The loof trmi

J.-arture from adequate eConctae growth, not sily to -i -xtraurdir.my- extent durims

1,' -lAJ , but alse to a lesser although serio4s extent 4uritsir 196O-196'), ha tNel

o miuauned funduaentAlly by a ogrtss zinallocation of economic activity aind ie

ircjws suppjortliag n induci.m such activity, rro. h' vivoilt of ,-conomic Cquil-

ltriua. Lach period of real economic" sl'w,-(wn or stmpiitiol or recession has

tI.tn preceded by a relatively excessive expansion of the ability to produce ma

rpmented by private Lusiness Inve, iUnt, %n4 especially private investent in

plmnt 4 equipmt, it t~Se expense vr relatively inadequate expansion or ultimate

C1nsuotiot in the form of private coisumr spending am public spending at all

levels, combined. it dewnstrates this for tm period 1961-196. Iasured

in constmnt dollars, while total national *rvductlon gr only 42., percent, private

business investunt in plant and etquipnt grew 65.5 percent. Vhile vwgs and
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salaries grew only 4.5 percent and farm proprietors income only 3.6 percent, corpor-

ate profits gr ew 55.4 percent, personal dividend income grew 58.0 percent, and personal

interest income grow 84.9 percent. During 1967-1968, a reaction set in, which almost

brought to a halt the expansion of private investment in plant and equipment, due to

obvious overcapacity; but even so, corporate profits grew 7.1 percent while wages

and salaries grew only 5.6 percent and farm proprietors' net income only 1.4 per-.

cent. We all know that, during 1969 to date, private investment in plant and equip

ment is again proceeding at a fantastically high and dangerously nonsustainable rate

relative to the rest of the econovw, while progress in the real incomes of wage-

earners and farmers and millions of other people of lower and moderate incomes has

bean virtually brought to a halt, or even set back in real term, due in large part

but not entirely to rampant price inflation.

Federal spending for some of our public domestic needs is being cut back drastic-

ally. Total Federal spending on the domestic scene is being held far below either

our economic equilibrium or our social needs. And total Federal spending, in fact,

is insufficient to close a reasonable portion of the gap between other types of

spending and the spending requirements for maximum employment, production, and pur-

chasing power and optimum economic growth.

Certainly, these disparate trends all along the line must be promptly and

vigorously corrected, lest we instigate an even more deficient real economic perform-

ance than Is currently in process, instead of moving in the directions we ought to go.
All of these considerations, as I shall show, are directly related to the portions
of the Bill bearing upon housing and other real estate investment.

Current Tax Bill. Investment And Consumption Allocations

Bearing these considerations in mind, I turn now to specific consideration of

the current Bill, beginning with an analysis of its allocations between the invest-

ment finction and the consumption function, which, as indicated above, I hold to be
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funadmental to all other considerations. First of all in this connection, I call

the Committee's attention to my Chart 6, making manifest sW early protest against

the unsound nature of the allocations between the consumption function and the invest-

ment function, as embodied in the tax cuts and concessions during 1962-1965. In

view of what has happened since, I hardly see how many responsible economists could

now challenge the validity of the position I then took, although I had migh~fev

supporters at that time. Be that as it may, I feel that the proposals in the

current Bill, while loss egregiously so than earlier, run counter to the considera-

tions of an appropriate and viable balance between investment and consumption.

This crucial subject is dealt vith on m Chart 7. Excluding the proposed

tax reform, it indicates that, on net balance, the House Bill would increase the

after-tax benefits to investment only nominally, while the Treasury proposals would

increase the after-tax benefits to investment by 1.1 billion dollars, in both inst-

ances allowing for the effects of the repeal of the investment tax credit. Taking

into account the entire train of events to date as I have discussed then above, and

the allocation to the investment function in the neighborhood of 8.6 billion dollars

by the tax actions of 1962-1965, 1 cwa find no justification whatsoever for the

current proposals, excluding the proposed tax reform. It seems to me highly

inconsistent and ironic that, despite all of the furor about excessive investment

and the need to restrain it by repealing the investment tax credit (which repeal I

hiebly favor), the effect of without reforoof the House Bill is to cancel out

a major part of the impact of the repeal of the investment tax credit by other

concessions to saving for investment purposes, while the net effect of the Treasury

proposal is to far more than counteract such repeal (for details, see third

following paragraph).

I deem this analysis of the Impact of he current proposals excluding the tax

reform to be more significant than the analysis including such reform. The
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reforms are more controversial than the other sections of the proposed Bill all

experience indicates that there is much more doubt as to how the reforms will cow

out in the final legislation, and besides, some of the so-called reform are highly

undesirable for reasons which I will disclose as my testimony proceeds.

However, if the tax reforms are included, as shown on the lower portion of my

Chart 7, the House Bill would result in a net after-tax tightening up on the invest-

ment function in the amount of 3.9 billion dollars, and the Treasury proposals would

do this in the amount of 2.5 billion dollars. These provisions do not go far enough.

My own suggestion is as follows: the investment tax credit should be repealed.

The additional tightening up on investment (related both to after-tax funds available
personal income saved for investment purposes

directly for investment and after-tax/)as embodied in the Hc4se Bill, including the

reforms, should be enacted, subject to some modifications which I set forth belov.

Investment in many basic areas is far too ebullient. Profit margins in general

are high enough and in many key instances far too high. And even from the viewpoint

of investment and profits in the long-run, the best results will be obtained by more

accent upon private and public consumption to restore the economic equilibrium, and

thus to promote the higher rate of real economic growth, in which business shares

very generously. It follows that, while I favor the small additional incentives to

investment in the form of accelerated depreciation for ani-pollution efforts, etc.,

I favor neither the 2.0 billion dollar after-tax benefits to investment embodied in

the House Bill (with or without the reforms), in the form of the estimated impact

upon personal seving for investment of personal tax cuts less the impact upon

individuals of the repeal of the investment tax credit, nor the 3.3 billion dollar

after-tax benefits to investment embodied in the Treasury proposals (with or without

the reform), including also corporate tax relief. The about 6 billion dollar
decrease in the after-tax allowance to investment which I favor could beneficially be

utilized in the form of additional Government revenues distributed to the great
priorities of our domestic needs, which are now being so seriously starved. Even
this would be beneficial to investors in the long run by adding to economic growth,
human Juntice, and social
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contentment. As I shall make abundantly clear as I proceed, while I favor this
amount of net Sightening up on investment, a comments are not applicable to housing
and related real estate investment. Further desirable tightening up in other areas
would yield this 6V billion dollar net without tightening up on housing and related
real estate investment.

Equitable Considerations In The Tax Bill

I turn now to equitable consideration, as distinguished from the purely

economic equilibrium considerations set forth above, although I must stress most

emphatically that the whole pDblem of departures from economic equilibrium is

at bottom a problem of serious income maldistribution. Improved income distribution

would do more than anything else to help restore and maintain that balance between

investment and consumption whih is essential to optimum economic performance, and

to the achievement of the enlarged public revenues (at any given tax rates) which

flow from such optimum performance.

In this context, I turn first of all to my Chart 8, which indicates as of 1967

the annual money incomes before taxes of various income groups, as these groups

relate to poverty, deprivation, comfort, and affluence. I will not linger upon this

demonstration, except to state that it indicates dramatically the need to use Federal

tax policy to improve income distribution. The chart also shows 1972 and 1977 goals

for the reduction of poverty, within the model for balanced economic growth earlier

set forth in this testimony. MV Chart 9 shows even more vividly the terribly

indefensible income distribution in the U.8. from 1947 to 1966, and further indicates

a totally unacceptable amount of improvement over the years. In 1966, as to

families, the top one-fifth income grouping received 11 percent of total income; the

two top fifths received 65 percent of total income; the lowest fifth received only

5 percent; the lowest two-fifths only 17 percent; and the three fifths counting

from the bottom received only 32 percent. As to unattached individuals, the situ,

ation vas, in some respects, very much worsr

To divert for a moment, this whole problem of income distribution and the need
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for vast improvemnt is intimately associated with housing conditions, home con-

struction, urban renewal, and related aspects of other real estate investment. These

activities not only increue incomes directly by adding to employment opportunity,

but increase it indirectly by income-aids to many forms of housing, and by removing

the oppressive housing condition which impair morale, health, productivity, and

incentives. In due course in my testimony, I will develop the truly dangerous

extent to which a number of provisions in the current Bill, as now written, would

devastatingly affect these lines of enterprise.

In viev of rapid inflation end other developments, it may well be that the

distribution picture in 1*69 is even more uhocking than it was in 1966.

Mindful of this core problem of income distribution, I have not only emphasized

for many years the value of maintaining e highly and even increasingly progressive

Federal tax structure, but also have called attention to how misleading it is --

though many who knov better do so -- to look only at the Federal income tax structure,

in appraising whether or not we have anythi~ag approximating an equitable tax struct-

ure in the U.S. In 1966, as shown on my Chart 10, scrutiny of the Federal income

tax structure alone would indicate a eoderately progressive tax system, although not

nearly as progressive as I think it should be. But people do not only pay Federal

income taxes. They also pay social sectrity tares- State and local income, sales,

and gasoline taxes; ani personal property and rer.l estate taxes. Taking all of

these types of taxes into account, those with incomes under $3,000. in 1966 paid

1I.1 percent of their Incomes in taxes of all kinds, contrasted with the 3.7 percent

which they paid if one looked only at the Federal income structure. To be sure,

these people and some others ill pay no Fee .ral income taxes if the proposals now

before this Committee are enacted, and that is all to the good. But taking into
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account what has been happening to other types of taxes theeee people will probably

pay a higher percent of their income in total taxes :after thin Bill is enacted than
in 1966.

Turning again to 1966, those with incomes of $3,000-3,999 paid 19.3 percent of

their incomes in all former of taxes, or more than those in the groups running from

$4,000 up to $14,999, and almost as much an those running from $15,000 to $19,999.

Those from $20,000 to $49,000 paid 24.2 percent of their incomes in all kinds of

taxes, contrasted with 19.3 percent for those from $3,000 to $3,999, while if one

looks at the Federal income tax alone the contrast would appear to be between 18.7

percent and 6.6 percent. Those with incomes at $50,000 and over paid 38.8 percent

of their incomes in all forms of taxes, which in wy view was not nearly enough when

compared with some of the other groups, particularly in view of the unique opportun-
may within

ity which )these groups have to avoid it' not to evade taxes. Further, comparison

between this 38.8 percent figure and the 33.6 percent figure which indicates the

share of these peoples' Incomes which they pay in Federal income taxes alone shows

vividly how much less heavily other types of taxes serve (proportionately) to

increase the tax payments of these people when compared with those down in the income

structure.

These were the reasons why, prior to enactment of the massive tas reductions in

1964, I protested the distribution of the tax :ute on the grounds that they were

grossly inequitable. I insert in the record, at this point, my Charts 11, 12, 13,

and 14, shedding light upon what happened fn 1964. It is true that these charts

were developed in 1963, and are not exactly in accord with what actually happened

in 1964. But they are close enough to tell the essential story. And it should

be remembered that moot of the reforms were sidetracked in 1964, so that the protray-

ala without the reforms are the really siXni,!.eant ones.

The current consideration of what is hailed as "the greatest tax reform bill on
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record" provides a challenging opportunity, not only to avoid repeating in full

maure the errors of 1964, but to commence to redre3s vigorously the worsening of

the tax structure then accolished, by a really progressive treatment of say tax

changes put into effect henceforth. But by this entirely fair test, the Bill in

its current form is woefully deficient.

P sW Chart 15 shows, looking at both the House and the Treasury proposals,

and also looking at the Bill without the reforms and the Bill with the reform, those

vith income under $3,000, aggreating 38.8 percent of all tax returns, would receive

only 9.0-13.7 percent of the totpl tax cuts. Those with incomes of $3,000 to

$5,000, aggregating 16.2 percent of total returns, would receive only 7.8 -

14.1 percent of the total tax cuts. 1cnr.hile, those with incomes of $20,000 to

$50,000, coming to only 2.3 percent of total ta: returns, would receive 10.6-16.1 per-

cent of the total tax cuts. Those with income:' of $5,000 to $10,000, aggregating

33.9 percent of total ,%ax returns, would receive Lnly 22.1-30.7 percent of the total

tax cuts. Those with incomes of $10,000 to $0,00, aggregating 16.4 percent of

total tax returns, would receive 28.5-34.h percer,t of the total tax cuts.

Without the reforms, thoae with i-acom.s of $50,000 and over, coming to only

0,4 percent of the total tax returns, voul. recei'a 13.4 percent of the tax cuts

under the House 1ll ,mnd 17."' percent unde:' the Trr sury proposals. And in many

wys, the comparison shown on the chart without the tax reforms are more significant

than those shown with the tax reform. This is because the tax reforms are the

mest debatable and the most uncertain as to enactment; because we know from experi-

ence that, when the refomrs are dropped or mutilated, there are likely to be

corresponding adjustments with respect to the general tax rates; and because the

tax reform bear down so very differently ut .n different people in the ae Income

groupings, depending upon the n.iture of their incomes. For example, under the
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Treasury proposal, those in the $10,009 to $20,000 incae group vould get a much

higher percentage of the total tax reductions vith the reforms then without them,

while the owr-$50,000 income group would receive en immensely greater percentage

without the reforms then vith them.

I know that it vii be argued, as it has been, that under a progressive tax

system, it Is "natural" that a larger percentage of the tax cuts (relative to numbers

of taxpoers) should go to those higher in the income structure than those lover

dovn. The first answer to thio is that it is hardly true. It is perfectly feasible

to realign the composition of the tax cuts in the current Bill to achieve the reverse.

In the second place, even if it were true, this would merely cast doubt upon tax

cutting as the desirable measure nov to be used, in either economic or social terms.

If under tax cutting, it were not feasible to direct a larger percentage share of

the benefits of total action taken by the Government to those lover dovn in the income

structure then the current Dill does In Ito present fnrm, in that event devices other

than tax cutting should be used toward these essential ends -- for example less tax

cutting In the higher ;arts of the structure, and more Federal spending directed

toward the needs of the poor and deprived.

Beyond all this, the really meaningful thing is not the percentage tax cut, but

the percentage increase in after-tax ino Me., As shown by my Charts 13 and l4 already

referred to, I indicated how bad the 1964 tax action was by this test. And as shown

by s Chart 16, while it would appear by looking at the percentage cuts in their

taxes which would be applied to various income groups that the proposals in the Bill

are quite progressive, the true end very different picture I* shown by looking at

the percentage increases in after-tax income, vhich is what really comts.

Looking first at the House Bill as is 0 'wn on the lover half of Chart 16, with

or without the reform, the income groups under $5,000 would be treated relatively
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veil, though not nearly well enough. But tMose in the $5,000 to $10,000 groups w ul4

be treated the saw as those in the $20,000 to $30,000 groups, and less favorably the

those in the S20,000 to $50.000 group. Thoe above $50,000 would be treated immense.

ly more favorably than others If one excludes the reform, and in sow wrVs the

exclusion of the refor. is very pertinent, if not most pertinent. For as I have

nild, robodJy know whAt is poing to happen to the reforms; we have learned from

experience that the general changes in the structure am not revised when reforms ire

dropped In the process of legislation; and beyond all this, there will be many in

the owr-$50,O00 group who villa not be affected by the reforms in a degree creuble

to others in this saw g'oui,.

Coming over to the ;ressury proposal, as sho',n on Chart .11, those in the income

group $20,000 to $50,000, in term of percentage increase in after-tax income, would

be treated mach more favorably than those between $3,000 and $20,000, with or without

reforms. Without the reforms, those at $50,000 aid over vould be treated imwnsely

more favorably than rill otlitra.

V :oevition on this entire issue is extremely simple. To me the tax structure

more equitable, to serve better our itconomic equilibrium needs, and to commence to

redress sow of the gross regressiveness brought into being by the 1964 tax changes,

I submit that this is not the time at all to reduc" one iota the personal tax rates,

before reform, applicable to those with Incomes of $50.000 and over. All things

considered, I have considerable doubts as to whether such tax reductions, before

reform, should be extended to those with incomes over $20,000. The amounts saved

by foregoing these types of tax reductions should be used toward increasing the tax

reductions or concessions lover down in the structure, vith emphasis upon progress-

ivity. With respect to thtee over $50,0C', he only group where the reforms as

11(;
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sainst the tax reductions vithuut the rerorms changed the picture such, I do not

believe that any or the reforms inacte4 to apply to these group, should result in

their getting any tax reductions oithc4ut reference to the reform. The need for

reforms does not depend upon the general tux structure 4s applied to these group .

ed those sarg them vo are getting way vith what the reform are desind to

avert should not, thereby be esitited to reductions In their general tax rates.

Everything else bein,- equal, tax reduction of all kinds is fine for everybo"y.

lut everything else is not equal. Whit I am urging in essence is that, an all

valid xrounds, ye should use any changes to be made in the personal income tax struct-

ure. whether considered with or without the effective reform, to begin to redress

the gross maldistribution of income aftor tuei, which is nov so unfair to our people

gnd injurious to the economy. This I itnelf ioud be the greatest reform of all,

vJ a Bill which does not really So this anywhere near adequately is using the

laorM' vord "reroi" to mask the real results which vould flow from its enactment.

In addition, I believe that the minimum tax provisions in the Bill should be

very considerably strengthened. Arono other advantages of doing this, it vould

reduce the real or alleged need for oce of the no-called reform, with which I shall

deal in detail when I come to thoce provisions in the bill which treat housing and

related aspects of real estate investment.

I think also that there shou!J bei a more effective closing of the loopholes

related to capital gains, as I have long held the :aev that it Is wrong on all grounds

tbat unearned speculative Income should be Lreated more favorably than earned income.

Butas I later discuss, housing and other real estate investment should not in this

connection be singled out for discriminatory treatment.

I also feel that the maximow tax proves' an should be eliminated or very sub-

stantially modified, for reasons going to the general issue of restorinot a sifficient

degree of progressivity in the Federal tax structure.

IIT
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On revenue and other grounds, these changs vould leaIve much more/room for re-

construction of the so-called reform bearing upon housing and related aspects of

real estate investment , although this reconstruction Is essential in any event.

Another net consequence of W proposals in their entirety is that they would

result In somewhat lose net forgoing nf Fedel revenues then the Dill in its

present form, even assuming that tu relief for those in tho low and lower-middle-

income brackets vere carried, u they should be, further than the Bill proposes in

its current form.

On the score of general fiscal considerations, I am not interested is improving

the revenue position of the Federal Government Mr e as, for reasons fully stated

above, I believe that the economW needs net stimulation, net net restraint. But

things being what they are and views being what they are, I feel that the improve-

ments 's the Foderal revenue picture vhich would result from oW proposals in their

entirety would leave more room for more realistic consideration of the so-called

reform beart.us w.o hoslinR and other aspects of real estate Investment, which I

shall treat very fully later on in W testimony.

The Problem Of Inflation

The problem of rampant inflatirn is now at the center of the stage of national

attention. It certainly deserves consideration in connection with fiscal policy.

In view of the import of m entire testimony, to the effect that we should seek at

once to accelerate the rate of real economic growth, I deem it essential to attempt

to cet the problem of inflation in a more ualytic and realistic perspective than
highly unsuccessful

I think is represented by recent and current/efort. to deal with inflation. The

materials which I bring before this Comittee in this phase of my analysis have

been called to its attention by me a number of times in recent years. Only because

1 its
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tbe issue is so imortant do I d&,* it appropriate to say, in passing, that actual

economic developments to date have verified to a remarkable degree those conclusions

vt.ich I commence4 to set forth many yeuas 4W, and which vere viewed with very vide-

spread skepticism when first I set them forth.

Essentially, and contrary to the nore comeon view, I hold that the inflation In

the U.$. since the end of the Korean war has been augmented by a deficient rate of

real economic growth, rather than sparked by an "overheated" econoW. I feel that

the effort, through tight money and rising interest rates, to fight inflation has

ro;ressed moat undesirably the real rate of economic growth, even Ohile it has added

greatly to the inflation Itself. I feel further that this policy of tight money and

risiDg interest rates has distorted the economic equilibrium, by allocating too much

lncame and incentives to the wrong lines of economic endeavor, Pnd subtracting too

nutc. income and incentives from those lines of economic endeavor which require large

acceleration, in the interest both of economic equilibrium and our grat national

priorities. The tight money and rising interest rates have also contributed might-

ily to the distribution of income. As I have frequently commnted, they have

fed the fat and starved the lean.

There is no better exmple of this then ine housing industry and related aspects

of other real estate investment. Here I am not, and for a long time have not been,

in a minority. practically all informs4 persons have recognized the monstrosity of

tight moey and rising interest rates as applied to these economic sectors. But

they have argued that the policy is necessary, nonetheless, to fight inflation by

repressing economic growth. That argument also enters into the provisions of the
current Bill pointed toward these sectors.

I villa not here go into all of W reasons why tight money and rising interest

rates are highly inflationary p se, but only set them forth very briefly. An

increase in the price of steel is more inflationary than an increase in the price of
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bananas, because steel enters into more products. Money and the cost of money

enters into more products then anything else, and thus Increases in the cost of money

will pyramid into rising costs and prices, including a large portion of those

increases in vae demands which are related to that part of the increased cost of

living due to rising interest rates all along the line. Tight money and rising

interest rates, by repressing the rate of real economic growth and leading to ex-

cessive idleness in plant and manpower, reduced seriously the rate of productivity

gains. This in itself is inflationary for many reasons, including the reason that

it changes adversely the ratio between the trends in labor costs and the trends in

money-wage gains.

Instead of elaborating further on a theoretical basis, as to why the repression

in the econo vhich results from tight money and rising interest rates is inflation-

ary ter so, I now call attention to oW Chart 18, which is emirical in that it looks

at what has actually been hppening, instead of indulging in classical theories

Which do not square with modem realities.

During 1952-1955, as shown on this Chart 18, the average annual rate of consumer

price Inflation was only 0. 3 percent, when the average annual rate of real economic

growth was 3.5 percent, and unemployment as officially counted averaged 4 percent.

During 1955-1958, the average annual increase in consumer prices was 2.6 percent,

although the average annual rate of real economic growth was only 0.8 percent, and

unemployment averaged 4.9 percent. During 1956-1958, the vergee annual increase

in consumer prices was 3.1 percent, while the average annual rate of real economic

growth was only 0.2 percent, and unemployment average 5.1 percent. During 1958-1960,

the average annual rate of consumer price inflation fell back to 1.2 percent, while

the average annual rate of real economic ro"h was 4.3 percent, and unemployment

averaged 6 percent. During 1960-1968. the average annual rate of real economic growth
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rose to 4.8 percent, sad the average annual increase in consumer prices was only

.' percent. Unemployment average 4.) percent, but wns reduced greatly to 2.6 percent

ty 19b. ,ring 1960-1966, the average annual increase in consumer prices was only

1.6 percent, while the real rate of economic growth averaged 5.1 percent. Uneaploy.-

r.vnt averaged 5. 3 percent, but was reduced to 3.8 percent by 1966. During 1966-1968,

the average annual rate of increase in consumer prices was 3.7 percent, although the

average annual rate of real economic growth fell to 3.5 percent. Unemployment aver-

aged 3.7 percent, or almost the same as the 1966 level. Tlhe trends i, wholesale

prices zmd industrial prices are shown on the sane chart, but I do not analyze them

in detail because they tell basically the sawm story.

Certainly, these trends in the main indicate an inverse or negative rather than

a positive correlation between the rate of real economic growth and the rate or price

inflation. Nor do they indicate in thu ain that a mo:.ment toward reduction in un-

cmployAnt promotes an increase in price Inflation.

But it may be argued that, while a higher rate of real economic growth or a

lower level of unemployment does not in itself promote inflationary tendencies, in-

flation is nonetheless promoted by an economy moving toward reascuab.y full or ontimu"

resource use. However, this thesis is also discredited by the trends depicted above.

iur exaplc, during 1956-lq58, with unemploymnt averaging 5.1 percent, and with

the sharpest recession since 1952 occurring within that period, the average annual

rate of "onsumer price inflation of 3.1 percent was about twice as fast as the I.(

percent average during 1960-1966 when unemployment averaged 5.3 percent, or about the

sam. From 1966 to 1967, the price inflation was 2.8 percent, and unemployment

stood at 3.8 percent.

The analysis could be further complicat-., and m conclusions might be somewhat

-2dified, by the introduction of time-lag factors and some others. But I submit
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that qr analysis and conclusions are in the main sustainable, and most assuredly

do not justify the unalloyed policies which are at times deliberately sought to

generate excessive deviations from optimum real economic growth, and at least to

tolerate excessive unemployment, in the pursuit of a nonsustainable proposition

bearing upon the relationship between price trends and these other factors.

W~r own explanation of inflationary trends -- which I comenced to set forth in

the mid-1950'. before future experience lent much further support to my position --

runs as follows: In an economy characterized so largely by administered prices, an

inadequate volume of real economic activity and insufficient employment, or even the

clear prospect of these ,tends to generate protective efforts to compensate for these

deficiences through the managerial price-making process. This thesis is perhaps

most clearly borne out by the resumption of a relatively high rate of price infla-

tion from early 1966 forward, when the signs became large and umistakable that the

economy was entering a period of severely reduced real economic growth, and when

recession talk was in the air.

In some other areas, such as medical care and housing, and at times in the

area of farm prices, rising costs or prices have been due to entirely different

factors. In the medical field, there have been shortages of facilities and personnel

relative to the real need, engendered by long neglect of adequate public spending for

these purposes, such neglect being fomented by the avowed desire to fight inflation.

In the area of housing, rising costs have not been due to excessive aggregate demand

for housing relative to the Nation's needs, but instead have been due In large

measure to the fantastically rising interest rates, again allegedly designed to fight

inflation. Rising costs to occupants have also been due to the housing shortage.

The thesis that excessive aggregate den: 2d (which in fact we have not had any

time in recent years, when measured against the demand required to sustain optimum
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economic growth and bring unemployment low enough) explains the inflation during

recent years, and particularly during 1967-1968, breaks down at all points. It is

further corroded by the special industry studies which I have made from 1952 forward,

indicating even more clearly the propensity to increase prices more rapidly during

periods of relatively high unused capacity and relatively high unemployment than

during periods of relatively less unused capacity and relatively less unemployment.

Frequently it is argued that the inflation has been of the cost-push variety,

occasioned by wage costs per man-hour rising faster than productivity. But this

position is completely torpedoed by the empirical evidence.

During 1960-1968, in the total private nonfarm economy, measured appropriately

in constant dollars, Iroductivity rose at an average annual rate of 3.1 percent,

while hourly wages and salaries rose at an average annual rate of 2.9 percent. It

is even more revealing to break this period into two parts. During 1960-1966,

productivity rose at an average annual rate of 3.4 percent, while wages and salaries

rose at an average annual rate of only 2.7 percent. This was a period when the

average annual rate of real economic growth was 5.1 percent. But during 1966-1968,

when the average annual rate of real economic growth declined to 3.7 percent, product-

ivity rose at an average annual rate of only 2.2 percent, and wages and salaries at

an average annual rate of 3.2 percent.

The trends in manufacturing tell the sane story, only more so. During 1960-

1968, the figures were 3.2 percent for productivity, and 2.2 percent for wages and

salaries. During 1960-1966, the figures were 3.7 percent for productivity, and

1.9 percent for wages and salaries. During 1966-1968, the figures were 1.7 percent

for productivity, and 2.9 percent for wages and salaries.

This leads to the implication that the relative trends during 1966-1968 exerted

cost-push inflation, and thus explained the rapidly accelerating inflationary trends.
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I cannot accept the position that the relative trends in wages and salaries and

productivity during 1966-1968 justified in any sense the accelerated price inflation

during this period, particularly in view of profit margins and aggregate profits.

Consumption, supported so substantially by wages, had certainly not been excessive,

but rather has been deficient, during the past 2 years, by economic equilibrium

tests.

But let us assume for the moment -- contrary to my own view -- that the relative

trends in wages and salaries and productivity during 1966-1968 "caused" or even

"Justified" the accelerated price inflaticn. In that event, this happened, not

because the rate of advance in real wages and salaries was too high in terms of any

equilibrium model for reasonably full use of our potentials, but rather because the

rate of productivity growth dropped abysmally. And this happened precisely because

of the abysmal decline in the real rate of economic growth coupled with the election

(desirable in itself) to translate this into less efficient utilization of the

employed labor force rather than into more overt unemployment. Of course, such in-

efficient utilization is a form of concealed unemployment.

Under these circumstances, how wrong and upsidedown it is to try to stop this

kind of cost-push inflation by further repressive measures, designed to reduce still

further a seriously inadequate rate of real economic growth.

Further, m basic position is that policies designed effectively to achieve

a stable and optimum economic growth would in the long run yield less net price

inflation than result from erratic ups and downs in the real economy, rapidly

changing labor and business expectations, and general uncertainty. The evidence to

date on this seems fairly clear. But even if the evidence were less conclusive or

more arguable on rational grounds, we should choose the certain benefits of steady

and optimum economic growth and minimal unemployment, instead of committing our-
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selves to a theory as to the cause of inflation which cannot be squared with what

has been happening.

The entirely erroneous proposition that tight money and rising interest rates

serve admirably to help contain inflation is essentially allied with the erroneous

idea (discussed above) that policies inimical to optimum economic growth and conducive

to excessive unemployment help to contain inflation. Consequently, the analysis

which I present immediately below is essentially similar in method to that which I

used in discussing the inflationary problem generally.

As shown by my Chart 19, during the period 1955-1968 viewed as a whole, the

average annual growth in the nonfederally held money supply was only 2.5 percent, and

the average annual real growth rate in total national production was at the deficient

rate of 3.8 percent. I believe that there was a strong relationship between the

deficient growth in the money supply and the inadequate economic performance, but I

will not elaborate upon this particular point, especially because I believe that too

much weight has been attached to monetary policy in the aggregate in this particular

connection. Theoretically, and perhaps practically also, a more or less rapid

growth in the money supply might affect the level of prices considerably, but should

not affect the real trends in production and employment if economic equilibrium were

maintained in the fundamental allocation of resource and In income distribution,

which can be achieed either at a more or less rapid growth in the nonfederally held

money supply.

Nonetheless, what I have just said does not apply to extreme cases. It seems

perfectly clear that the extremely low growth rate in the money supply during 1955-

1957, and again during 1958-1960, was intimately associated with the recession of

1957-1958 and the minirecession in late 1960 ind early 1961. It also seems abundant-

ly clear that the extraordinarily low growth rate in the money supply during 1955-
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1966 was an important factor in initiating the extremely low real economic growth

rate during 1956-1967 and the unsatisfactory average annual rate during 1966-1968.

The relatively more rapid rate of growth in the money supply during 1957-1958 and

during 1960-1961, and again during 1962-1965, appears to have been conducive to more

favorable trends in the real rate of economic growth. The rapid expansion of the

money supply during 1966-196U seem clearly to have helped prevent the very serious

deterioration rate of economic growth during 1966-1967 from being continued over a

longer period of tim. On net balance, in a long-tem perspective, it seem quite

clear that the monetary policy has been much too tight, and that a relatively liberal

monetary policy is highly conducive to satisfactory economic growth.

More seriously, the monetary policy has worked powerfully against economic

equilibrium, because it has helped to reallocate resources in directions bearing

no relationship to economic equilibrium, and in many cases quite destructive of it.

The tightening of the money supply has had practically no effect upon the relatively

excessive investment booms in plant and equipment, because those indulging in these

booms are not greatly affected either by general shortages of credit or by rising

interest costs; they finance mainly out of retained earnings and out of the price

structure. On the other hand, a better rate of economic expansion in other important

sectors, or, more generally, a relatively larger ultimate demand composed of both

private consumption and public demand, would have been much more conducive to economic

equilibrium at steady and optimum growth, and these developments have been very harsh-

ly impeded by both right money and rising interest rates.

Most important of all, in the context of the argument that tight money and

rising interest rates restrain inflation, let us look at the empirical evidence.

The extraordinarily contraction in the growth" rate of the money supply during 1955-

1957, while it impacted severely upon the real rate of economic growth, was accom-
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panied by a 3.5 percent average annual rise in consumer prices from 1956 to 1957.

The greatly expanded growth rate in the money supply during 1957-1958 was accompanied

by a reduction in the rate of consumer price inflation to 2.8 percent. During

1958-1961, there was throughout an inverse or negative correlation between the trends

in the money supply and the rate of consumer price inflation. During 1962-1965, a

sustained and relatively rapid expansion of the money supply was accompanied by

remarkable price stability. During 1955-1966, a very sharp contraction in the rate

of growth of the money supply was accompanied by a very rapid acceleration of the

rate of price inflation. During 1966-1967, the money supply expanded about three

times as fast as during 1966-1967, but the rate of consumer price inflation was

slightly lower. During 1967-1968, the rate of expansion of the money supply vas

the same as during 1966-1967, but the rate of consumer price inflation was tremend-

ously higher.

Viewing these relative trends in an adequate time perspective, it appears to

be clear that exqessive restraints upon the growth of the money supply worked toe'.wd

sore price inflation in the long-run for practically the same reasons that excessiv

restraints upon real economic growth and employment expansion worked in the long run

toward more net price inflation.

Beyond all this, the almost unbelievably erratic changes in the rate of growth

of the money supply over the years represents an attempt at "fine tuning" which is

utterly impractical, and really indicative of a wayward and thoughtless long-range

moetary policy, and general economic policy as well.
Relevance of foregoing discussion to housing and other real estate investment

The foregoing discussion of the problem of inflation is critically relevant, as

I have suggested above, to those portions of the pending Bill which deal with

housing and related aspects of real estate ia ustment. If the purpose of the Bill

(or in any event, its consequences, as I shall show) is to curb certain aspects of
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housing and related real estate investment in the desire to curb Inflation, the

remedy is horribly out of' line with the purpone, for reasons I have already stated.

shortages in housing and in related or supportive real estate investment mintftetly

exert a strongly inflationary impact upon the costs borne by those who live. InI

houses, whether they buy or rent. The excessive idleneus of plant and manpower

today, and the larger excesses which I believe are inevitable in future unless the

rate of real economic growth is accelerated, are inflationary for reasons which I

have already stated. The corrosive effects of inadequate housing upon human

beings and their productivit7 is inflationary.

But even if we needed to rentr'.iii the overall rate or economic growthll i

order to impede inflation -- which I do not believe for reasons already stated --

that would be nn reason for distorting the econtomie equilibrium further, neglect-

ilg all human social considerations ,/di rect ing repressive efforts against tht, rescue

and renemal of our urban areas which depend fundamentally, and by common consent,

upon enormous acceleration of housing and related o'r supportive aspects of real
the

estate Investment. If we did In fact need to repress, beyond/efrects of current

measures, the current overall levels of economic activity, we should by all means

cut back even further on some lines or expendable or excessive activity than the

current ill proposes to do. We should correspondingly redirect vastly more of

our economic activity toward the great priorities which I have just mentioned. Ibis

further fortifies it arguments set forth above, in ravor of changes in many provisions

if the current 1ill .It illustrates the Inseparable relationship between these provisions

and the housing and real estate provisions, and thus Justifies my extensive treatrw t

of these other provisions. I ntw turn to specific analysis of those provisions of

the Bill which bear upon housing and relate , tpectn of real estate investment.
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The Hole' af Iiheu ii And CO a.LOt I ('onotrurt ion In Thy lj.t ion, ijxo..
Oentrni comments onl relevant portions of' the current 1ll.

There is no proposition more tenvernly accepted thanj the proposition thint, even

In terms of human and tiocittd intereato alone, our I I domentie problem in the. rescue

,ed restoration of our urban: arets. Toward thi; end, the Con.ress, even .:z ,tr

ilow, hat, legislnted the. objective of -- nlthouph it ha, not appropriated the

fnds for -- many billions of dollars on an cumntil bauis, looking at decade or ti'

3head. Broadly lwpaking, these efforts are directed toward nuttaining an annual

volume or home con"t.reaetion in tile neirhboro'! o'r considerably more than twice the

current level.

In recognition of' this. there is a general belief that the current Bill no now

written does not include housing in tht repressive or restrictive changes in the

tux law relating to other nUipets of real e',tatf. investment. This is incorrect.

As I shall show in detall, various provin1oie of the Hill would be extremely hurt-

ful to housing itself. They would thus ruw, directly counter to the well-nipht

universal view as to the nature of housing needs, rind even counter to some mr the

aoswt important pr,'!r,iaw of the e'ongresn and the Fxeemtive Branch.

Even if what I have just said about the provision or thi, Bill with respect

to housing were incorrect -- and they are correct -- in attempt to classify

various types of housing,maintaining current tax benefits for some tyges but with-

drtiving it for others, or maintaining these benefits for new construction but with-

Jrmwini, it from housing after transfer, is utterly unrealistic. The entire housing

market and supply (with perhaps some exceptions tt the top of the luxury market)

is t seamless web. ConttlucLiun of' almost anly type of housing adds to tile supply

and reduces tile shortages. Construction of any type of housing helps to meet the

areat problem of houinples contribution t-. niedei economic growth and employment

in future. Construction of housing for middle-income proups exerts same upward
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shifting of housing use, and thereby reduces the pressures upon occupancy of un-

satisfactory housing, as well as esi.1oratir somewhat the need for the construction

of lou-cost, lou-rent housing, which involves the largest public costs.

In addition, it is most unrealistic and damaging to draw a sharp dividing line

between housing and other form of commercial construction or investment in roal

estate, leading to greatly differential treatment of the tvo, as the Bill in its

present form does. Cities are not made up of houses alone. Urban deterioration

is not limited to housing. Commity facilities, stores, 4u, rters for the

occupancy of those rendering professional services, and even some aspects of in-

dustrial construction in urban areas, are intimately connected uith the solution

of the housing problem. They are intimately connected with employment opportunity.

any of these facilities and services are incorporated in the same structures s

the housing units.

Moreover, if we are to develop the large-scale ventures which are essential to

successful urban renewal, we need Increasingly, and on an enormous scale, to promote

the entry of large-scale enterprisermwho combine housing ventures with the other

types of ventures which I have mentioned. It would thus be giving with one hand

and 4 straying with the fter hand, if tax legislation were enacted which left the

housing aspects of current tax legislation where it now is (which the current

Bill does not even do), but draws In the reins sharply on these other types of

ventures.

Similarly, there is little or no meritin the argument that, if real estate

investment other then housing is further curbed, there vill be more investment

funds available for housing, and especially lou-cost low-rent housing. In the

first place, as I have already indicated, t ., funds now going into these other

aspects of real estate investment are too small, not too large, and this even works
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gainst adequate housing development and url an renewal. In the second place, even

if funds were turned away from these nonhousing form of investment, they would

not po In large measure into howing, and certainly not into low-rent lew-cost housing,

the stimulation of which is advanced as .ain reason for turning funds away from

these other forms of investment. Practically all of the funds going into lw-rent

low-cost houaing are underwritten almost completely in one form or another by the

Government, in small part by direct subsidies, and predominantly by effective guaran-

tees of the private capital flying into such undertakings. It is therefore chasing

a vhil-o'-the-wisp to hope that the further curbing of these other form of investment

vould be of measurable significance for lw-rent l0w-cost housing. To any extent that it
might be
feasible to transfer investment funds now going into other purposes into housing in

general, or especially into lw-rent l0w-cost housing, the sensible approach, as I

:ave proposed earlier in iW testimony, is to make the curbs on those types of invest-

ment which are now expendible or excessive even more stringent than they are in the

Bill as nov drawn. I predict that, if the ill is enacted in its present form,

% large portion of the funds now flowina into real estate investment other than hous-

Ing will (a) flow into form of investment of far lower priority than either of these

two types, or (b) stagnate, thus contributing to more idle manpower and other product-

*ve resources.

To indicate the magnitudes at stake, I have estimated in a number of studies,

sme of which have previously come to the attention of this Comittee, that closo to

half of the total employment problem which will be generated by technological dis-

;lacement in soe industries, and ty population growth, during thb decade ahead can

be solved within the ambit of adequate orograts of urban renewal, focusing sharply

to be sure upon housing, but necessarily inc!.Jtng these other types of related or

supportive ventures. Aspects of the basis of these conclusions are indicated on a
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Marts 3. 4,. 22. and 23, already discussed.

I am an fully aware as otb.-re that some of those who have enoaaed in real

estate investment have taken indefensible advantage of the existing tax lava, to

the effect that their tax payments have be.n excessively reduced, or even reduced

to zero. I desire, as much an anybody else, to remedy these evils, and commend

the purpose of the House and of this Committee to do .lust that. But in sober

realism, we must now throw out the baby with the, bath. All wpects of national

tax policy mist look at the whole picture, and must recognize that any specialized

or ad hoe tax policy which in "liber:i'" enough to accomplish its basic purpose

will pillow enough room to permit a small percentage of those in the relevant

line of endeavor to pet avay with excenses. Indeed, even tightening up of tax

policy along the lines set forth in the current Hill would probably still leave

room for some of the powerful, skillful, and well-ndvised to get away with more

thnn they should, even while these provisions would cripple or destroy hundreds

of thousands of essential and useful enterprisers in housing and related aspects

of real estate development who are not getting avay with anything.

This does not mean that I do not favor appropriate measures directed

against those who are getting away with more than they should. I certainly do.

The most constructive and useful measure in this direction is th,. vigorous

limitation on tax deductions (MTD), which, as I have indicated above, should be

strengthened well beyond the Bill in its current form.

ate 'ritieally deficient rotte or activity

ii housing and related real estate investment

I now turn to more specific factual illustrations bearing upon what is

happening to housing and related aspects of commercial construction. Pirst of

all, or Chart 20 calls the attention of this Committee to the alarming decline

in housing starts during 1969. The annual rate, seasonally adjusted, has
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declined month by month from 1,845 thousand units in January to 1,316 thousand

units in June, a staggering decline of about 28,8 percent. This drop is continuing,

and the end is not yet. Under these circumstances, I cannot understand why pro-

posed legislation should now toke the risk, even if it did not import the

certainty, of augwn~i'ig this alarming downward movement by removing existing

tau incentives. These incentives, in the view of all knowledgeable people, have

certainly been stimulative on net balance, even if the stimulation has involved

gone irtpropcr cots as mrainst enormously larger net advantages. Even those not

certain that the proposed changes in the Bill would be as damaring as I and

other knowledgeable people appraise them to be, it seems to me entirely unwise

to introduce into the housing picture any elements of uncertainty at this time,

or in the near future.

If we should take this unfortunate gogIrat how :ould Ve etle Wthin listing
distance of more than two million housing
starts per year, redress the current conditions and trends within our urban areas,

remove the slums within which liw at least one-sixth of our people, or alleviate

the excessive housing costs being borne by so many other millions of our people,

ue in large measure though not entirely to the inadequate growth in the housing

supply?

My Chart 21 serves two purposes. It depicts on a long-range basis the role

of housing and commercial construction combined in the national economy, and also

Jepicts the ominous relative decline since 1955. In 1955, these tvo elements

of investment (investment In housing and investment in comercial construction)

came to 6.11 percent of ONP. Even this was lower than the 7.13 percent reached

in 1950. But by 1968, with declines in most years since 1955, the ratio was

only 4.35 percent. It was only 1.39 percent in the second quarter of 1969.

Measured as a percentage of total private domestic investment, the ratio of

investment in housing and comercial construction to the total was 40.8 percent
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in 1954, and 39.4 percent in 1958. In 1968, it was only 29.8 percent, and de-

creased further to 29.0 percent in the second quarter of 1969.

W Chart 22 approaches the same problem from another perspective. It shovs

that, during 1961-1968, measured in 1967 dollars, the average annual rate of growth

in our Gross National Product was 5.2 percent; in personal consumption expenditures,

4.9 percent; in private domestic investment, 6.2 percent; and in Government pur-

chase of goods and services, 6.0 percent. Aain broadly speaking, I think that

this represented a reasonably good balance in the long-run, except that the private

domestic investment sector did not include nearly enough housing and related real

estate investment. Instead, it included far too much investment, relatively

speaking, in producers' durable equipment and new plant and equipment. (These separate
categories overlap considerably, but are not identical). The average
annual rate of growth in producers' durable equipment was 9.9 percent; in new plant

and equipment expenditures, 7.5 percent; in commercial structures 4.9 percent; and

in nonfarm residential structures only 0.5 percent. The relatively excessive

rates of advance in the first two categories was due to excesses during subperiods

of very strong and advancing prosperity. This contributed greatly to inflationary

pressures, and then to severe cut-backs from time to tit* which impacted adversely

upon the overall econout.. These excesses were very substantially due to excessive

tax cuts and concessions for these two categories, and also to excessive rrice-

profits trends in many key industries. In vivid contrast, the growth rate in

commercial structures relative to need lagged, and the growth rate in nonfarm resi-

dential structures was lamentably low. This does much to explain one of our top

domestic problems, urban deterioration. Our cities are becoming obsolescent be-

cause they are not being renewed, and these two types of activity are at the heart

of such renewal.

By this pragatic test, it appears clear that the housing and related categories,

so inseparably connected with urban life, have had incentives which have been de-

ficient rather than excessive. I am not overlyP impressed with theoretical or

mathematical displays that some tax concessions or other benefits are
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either too large or too small, or with spectacular showings that somebody may
(although this should be appropriately remedied),

be etting away"vith something /or with tenuous attempts to delineate cows -add

effects with precision. It remains an irrefutable datum that we have been moving

dwgerously too slowly in the residential and construction areas which I have

identified. And because adverse changes in the rules of the gam always produce

unsettling effects which cannot be exaotUY measured -- not only economic and

financial, but also psychological -- I reach the conclusion that it would be

revise now to tamper adversely vith the tax treatment of these two vital sectors.

The Congress recently approved, during a Democratic Administration, a tremendous

long-range housing and urban renewal program, at great cost to the Government.

It appears that this program has also been approved by the current Republican

Administration, or at the very least by the HUD Administrator. Why, then, should

ye retard with one hand what we are attempting to stimulate with the other?

b. Immense needs of the future

These conclusions are reinforced by looking to the future. If Chart 23

depicts balanced growth rate goals for important sectors of the econoIm. Aside

from matters of detail, these goals are consistent with those put forward by

mny other private and public research organizations, and are explicit in the

approved program of the Government itself. Projected from 1967 to 1977, the

indicated goals are an average annual rate of growth of 5.3 percent in (NP, and

fairly similar rates of growth for the main components thereof. Considerably
OP

lower/goals would not appreciably affect the relationships, which are the real

significance of the exercise. Compatible with these major-component projections,

the average annual rate of growth projected is 6.5 percent for total fixed

investment; 4.1 percent for producers' durfbt, equipment, 5.9 percent for
hipher-thai-Mr

commercial structures; and 11.2 percent for residential structures. The /
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rate of growth for commercial structures, and the extraordinarily high rate of

growth for residential structures, are designed to compensate for the lag in

these two areas during the past years under review, to make the relative growth

rates in these two sectors compatible and mutually reinforcing, and to fulfill

objectives for urban renewal almost universally shared. They are, for example,

entirely consistent with recent housing and urban renewal legislation, and in

fact are derived largely therefrom.

It must be perfectly clear, combining pragmatic examination of these goals

fbr the future with a pragmatic examination of the record during the past eight

years, that we now cannot afford to inject into urban renewal any factors which

would be repressive rather than stimulative, and induce uncertainty instead of

legitimate confidence.

Relevant aspects 4f the Federal revenues and expenditure picture
and expenditure

Let us now turn to the Government revenue/side of the problem. W Chart 24

shows the value of depreciation and depletion, in dollar terms, as expressed in

corporate income tax rates. In 1966 -- and the choice of any other year would

yield practically the same results -- the total value of depreciation and deple-

tion allowances so expressed was 43.1 billion dollars. Of this value, 45.7

percent related to manufacturing; 22.5 percent to transportation, communication,

and electrical, gas, and sanitary services; 7.9 percent to wholesale trade;

7.2 percent to the service industries; and only 5.8 percent or 2.5 billion

dollars to real estate. Taking into account also that these data relate to all

depreciation and depletion, and not merely to that portion affected by special

concessions or allowances, it must be manifest that the absolute and relative

size of any recoupments the Government might attempt through tampering with

depreciation allowances in the case of real estate might be making a mountain
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additional revenues,

out of a mole hill. In any event, it would yield very little/ relative to the

positive arguments which I have set forth against taking this risk.

It is also revealing to look at the picture with respect to the dollar

value of Federal subsidy programs, as distinguished from tax concessions in one

form or another. W Chart 25 does this. For the fiscal years 1964-1969 inclusive,

the average annual cost of the specified key subsidy programs of the Federal

Government came to 6.7 billion dollars. Of these, 57.7 percent vent to agri-

culture; 12.7 percent to health, education, welfare, and labor; 10.5 percent to

air transportation; 8.9 percent to maritime; 7.3 percent to nonspecified categories;

and only 2.9 percent to housing. In the fiscal year 1969, with the total subsidy

figu it estimated at 8.2 billion dollars, only 6.8 percent vent to housing. Even

in this year, the allocation to housing was strikingly small. And yet, its

elevation from the five-year average of 2.9 percent to 6.8 percent demonstrates

in itself the great effort being made to move forward more rapidly in this

critical area. It thus negates the advisability of taking one step forward and

another step backward by any distinctly adverse action in this sector.

The role of housing and related real estate in total fixed investment

My Chart 26 is designed to portray the immense importance of investment in

residential and comercial structures, relative to total fixed investment. This

facilitates contrast between these magnitudes and the tiny share of tax and

subsidy benefits received by the )houbimgtand real.estWV eategries, as already

portrayed. In 1961, residential apd cone;cial structures preempted 1.9 percent

of total fixed investment. By 1968, this had dropped to 31.1 percent, another

dramatic illustration of a gravely deteriorating situation. The goals for 1977,

to which I have already referred in another ,. direction, contemplate that

re.lident&hl uid comerelal structures should preempt an estimated 1.0 percent of
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total fixed investment, coming up close to the 1961 ratio, but running very far

above the critically depressed 1968 ratio. Looking at these ratios in conjunction

with my earlier data reveals (1) how disparately little Federal help these types

of activities have been receiving, by way of tax and subsidy assistance, relative

to their magnitude and vital importance, and (2) the baaic goals set are incom-

patible with adverse treatment of housing and real estate at this time.

The lowly financial rewards to real estate

Chart 27 should dispose of any erroneous notion that the real estate
broken

industry is "in clover", and should help to dispel the idea that the Aiesire to

take action against the relatively few who have been getting away with tax-

avoidance excesses should be translated into new tux -Action which would hurt und

penalize the industry as a whole, as it labors already under the tremendous

burden of rising interest costs and other disadvantages which I have already

depicted, and finds itself unable to rise to the challenge of vitally needed

expansion of activity. In 1965 (latest year available) net income per the

Internal Revenue Code, measured as a percentage of net worth, was only 3.5 percent

for real estate, the lowest of the eight specific categories shown on the chart.

It was 8.2 percent for all industry. It was h.h percent even in agriculture,

6.0 percent in finance and insurance, 8.2 percent in trade, and 10.3 percent in

manufacturing. Net income as stated on books of account, as a percentage of net

worth, was 4.9 percent in the case of real estate, again the lowest among the

eight categories. It'was 10.0 percent for all industry, 8.3 percent in finance

and insurance, 9.6 percent in trade, and 11.7 percent in manufacturing.

Another vital factor shown on the chart is the ratio of long-term debt to

total assets. This indicates the almost unique extent to which real estate has

been affected adversely by tight money and rising interest-rates. This ratio was
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hO.4 percent in real estate, contrasted with 12.2 percent for all industry. It

was only 2.9 percent in finance and insurance, 10.8 percent in trade, and 13.7

percent in manufacturing.

The impact of rising interest rates

There is one remaining point which I desire to call to the attention of the

Coittee, involving another tremendous liability under which the home building

sector has suffered. V$ Chart 28 shows that, comparing the average for 1952 with

December 1968, the mortgage yield on new FHA-insured homes rose froqt. 4.29
(it is much higher now).

percent to 7.13 percent, an advance of 66.2 percent/ To be sure, as shown on the

chart, other types of bond yields and interest rates have risen far more. None-

t.-ass, as we all know, the home building industry has been hurt far more

seriously by tight money and rising interest rates than almost any other sector.

his is because the Government, as well as business in general, finances only a

ot.l 1  proportion of its outlays with borrowed money, while the home building

industry nnd hor.t ovn.t-rs, -:: ost by deI'initioli to Jubt. tl:: reverst. The dverse

impact of rising interest rates upon urban commercial construction is also very

great.

It is in f ct :. 1rosc urdIrstt'terent to say this: Tih incre-.sed cc-ts i:.posed

upon the home buildings industry and upon home ownership by rising interest rates

have been much greater than the net value of benefits conferred in the form of

Federal tax concessions and subsidies. This is another example, and a most

serious one, of national policies moving in opposite directions simultaneously.

I have very recently made the following estimate: From 1952 through 1968,

the average interest rates on all 1- family nonfarm home mortgages (not the

interest rates on new loans, which rose more than twice as much) rose h3.-7 percent.

During 1953-1968 as a whole, this imposed an additional interest burden of 17..
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billion dollars, compared with what interest costs would have been if they had

remained at the 1952 level. Even if interest costs are soon stabilized or some-

what reduced, these costs will continue to spiral upward until the interest rates

on new borrowings are no higher than the average interest rates on existing loans.

And this will not come to pass in the foreseeable future. As I have already

indicated, the toll imposed upon housing and other real estate investment by

rising interest rates exceeds many, many times the benefits conferred upon these

lines of endeavor by all tax concesalons to them in their current forn.

Summary of- housing and real estate portions of testimony:

relevance of LTD

In summary of this phase of nW discussion, our urban areas are in deep nnd

increasing trouble. They must be resuscitated and renewed. Investment in

residential and commercial structures, on a vastly expanded scale, is ,a.ential

to these purposes. Although the Federal Government has ".SCrted t.t hiih priority of

these purposes, it has not made manifest that high priority in the relative t. z.nd

sLb:AiJly hit;, wiich it 1..:: _YLt%.d: to roiuvr.ti .1 Ud commercial investment.

On the revenue side, any recoupment which the Federal Government might

achieve through even less favorable treatment of these sectors would be a mere

bagatelle, compared with the potentials for recouping revenues in other ways.

Further- such action would deal a further blow to sectors which imperatively

requires even mere encouragement than thy have been receiving.

In saying this, I stress again that I am entirely in favor of rigorously

limiting total allowable tax deductions (LTD), so that none of those in housing

and other real estate or elsewhere shall continue to avoid their decent tax

responsibilities. But as I have said, the proper way to get at this problem i.

through LTD, not by placing further ad hoc curbs upon nationwide endeavors which

need additional stimulation.
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It should be noted, in this connection, that the current Bill vithdrams

accelerated depreciation from some industries and not from others, presumably

on the ground that some industries should be further restrained and that others --

such as trucking and airlines -- should not be so restrained. But insofar as

this withdrawal of accelerated depreciation is designed to get at individuals

or business entities which are "getting away with something", it is manifest

that such practices may exist in various industries, regardless of whether or

not they are deemed to be in need of further stimulation or further restraint.

ibis in itself indicates that the withdrawal of accelerated depreciation is t

blunderbuss and in fact erroneous tool for getting at those who are "getting

away with something", in that it disregards the larger question of the condition

of the industry affected thereby, and whether such industry needs further stimu-

lation or further restraint. And if the withdrawal of some current tax benefits

from housing and other real estate investment is predicated upon the notion that

they should have imposed upon them further restraints, while other industries

should not, this notion can find no' support in actual economic, financial, or

public poliy considerations. Nor can it be reconciled with the mandate of our

great national priorities.

I therefore respectfully submit that it would not be desirable to reduce

on net balance the help and encouragement which housing und other aspects

of real estate investment are receiving from the Federal Government. The

generally laudable purpose to close what are some loopholes:in this sector

should not be permitted to carry the day, in view of the far more important

damage and dangers which would flow from any such course of action. LTD,

strengthened even beyond the provisions of the Bill in its present form, is the

proper approach to this generally laudable purpose.
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Detailed Discussions Of Specific Provisions Of The Bill
Relating To Housing And Nonresidential Construction

The larger issues
I now com to my analysis and conclusions vith respect to those provisions of

the current Bill which bear directly and specifically upon housing and nonresidential

construction.

But before proceeding with this phase, I want to warn against the tendency of

some of those involved in these matters to bog down in what I regard as overly tech-

nical discussions of details, bordering at times upon the captious. These specific

provisions of the Bill, technical though they are, present profoundly important

issues of general economic, financial, and social policy. I therefore express m

profound conviction that the types of materials which I have thus far presented in

this testimony go beyond and rise above the technical details, and constitute

definitive reasons for not going ahead with the provisions of the current Bill relat-

ing to housing and nonresidential construction.

Putting this in anothr way, no mere permutations of these technical provisions

can, in q view, take the place of reconsideration of the fundamental premises of

policy upon which these provisions rest -- premises which I believe to be demonstrably

mistaken. To the extent that there is large merit in what I have thus far sub-

mitted throughout this testimony, the problem of correction of the detailed provisions

of the Bill relating to housing and nonresidential construction is not a matter of

detail. These corrections cannot be effectuated through mere refinements, compromise,

or hair-splitting.

Another basic reason why I do not went to get too much into the technicalities

is that this Committee has been and will be benefited greatly by the technical dis-

cussions of many other witnesses. Some of 4hese witnesses may be more conversant

with these technical aspects than I am, and most of these witnesses may not deal as
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extensively as I do vith the larger issues toward vhich or testimony is primarily

addressed.

Nonetheless, I feel it incumbent on me to proceed with some, or even considerable,

discussion of the detailed and technical provisions of the Bill relating to housing

and nonresidential construction. But even in the course of such discussion, for

purposes of clarification and completeness, I will again discuss sow of the larger

issues, and I hope that this will not prove too repetitive of what I have said

earlier in my testimony.

Provisions of the Bill directly affecting both housing

and nonresidential construction

The current Bill makes no change in the presently alloed double declining

balance method for depreciation of ne housing, and this has created the impression

in some quarters that the Bill does not affect investment In housing at all. Nothing

could be farther from the facts. The current Bill contains a number of provisions

that are directly injurious to both housing and nonresidential construction. These

are listed briefly.

Used buildings (sec. 521). -- For all used buildings acquired after July 2.,

1969, the nev owner would be required to use straight line depreciation instead of

the presently allowable 150 percent declining balance method.

Recapture (sec. 521). -- For all buildings sold after July 24, 1969, the excess

of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation, as taken by the original

owner, is to be taxed as ordinary income (to the extent of the gain occurring upon

sale).

LTP and allocation of deductions (sec. 301, 302). -- For individuals, the excess

of actual depreciation claimed on all real property over the straight-line method

is considered a tax preference. Ulder LTP, tax preferences must be included in
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gross income to the extent that they exceed 50 percent of economic income. Under

the allocation of deductions rule (ADR), deductions are disallowed In the proportion

allocable to untaxed preference Items of economic income. This provision is

especially onerous because it requires that excess depreciation be calculated

property by property, and in each year.

Limitation on interest deductions (see. 221). -- Except where interest is in-

curred in consumption or in a trade or business, the current Bill limits individual

interest deductions to investment income plus 25,000 dollars. Since rental of real

property on a net lease jasis is explicitly denied the treatment accorded a trade

or business, ovners of real property whidhthey lease on a net basis would be denied

interest deductions they can nov obtain.

There are some who believe the limitation on interest deductions could be used

to disallow interest on a construction loan. Others disagree, feeling that the

construction of building is a trade or business, not an investment. Be that as

it may, the uncertainties in this respect add another disincentive factor which might

be serious.

Additional preference item proposed by the Treasury Department. -- Treasury

Assistant Secretary Cohen, in his statement before the Comittee on September 4,

proposed that a new tax preference item affecting real estate be included both In

LTP and ADR. The new preference is the excess of interest, taxes, and rentals paid

over receipts (if mny) during construction.

Adverse effects of provisions affecting both housing

and nonresidential construction

The issue of allowable types of depreciation is central to all provisions of

the current ill affecting housing (and other. real estate investment), except for
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the limitation on interest deductions. And even vith this provision, as with the

new tax preference items proposed by the Treasury, the tax luasus are similar to

those raised by the tax treatment of depreciation deductions.

The tax effect of accelerated depreciation is to postpone ordinary taxable in-

come from the early years of a project's life, when depreciation deductions are

higher than they vould be otherwise, to the later years, when these deductions are

lower. (Immediate deduction of interest and other expenses, in years vhen reported

income from the Investment project is not large enough to cover them, has a similar

effect of postponing taxable income.) Postponing taxable income of course post-

pones taxes, so the effect of accelerated depreciation is an interest-free loan as

against straight-line depreciation. Accelerated depreciation is thus more favorable

than straight-line depreciation.

But this does not mean that accelerated depreciation is an inequitable tax con-

cession, even in the narrow sense where equity depends solely upon having taxable

income equal currently realized economic income. Equity in this narrov sense depends

upon having allowable depreciation deductions equal the actual decline in the

economic value of a property, and determining the actual decline is a very difficult

question of fact.

Assuming for the moment (although I seriously challenge) that some of those

who have studied the problem are right in their finding that the actual economic

or value depreciation of office buildings, and even of some other real property, is

less rapid than straight-line, the primary consequence of allowing accelerated

depreciation (under this assumption or finding) is that the postponed ordinary

taxable income can be taken at a later date as a capital gain, taxed at favorable

rates, instead of as taxable future ordinary Income. This is done by selling the

property, at some later date, at a price which capitalizes the ordinary income
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expected to accrue after that date. The current Bill i apparently designed to

correct this alleged inequity (In the narrow sense of equity) of the present tax

laws. But if the finding is incorrect (which I think to be the case), if the

decline in economic value actually does occur at the rate of accelerated depreci-

ation, then the capitalized value of postponed ordinary income only offsets what

vould otherwise appear on an investor's tax return as a capital loss.

In any event, the assuptions and findings which I deem to be so hihly question-

able (and certainly not supported by adequate empirical testing), have no direct

bearing upon the various provisions of the nurrent Bill which affect housing. The

most important of the provisions affecting housing are the elimination of accelerated

depreciation for purchasers of used buildings, and the recapture provision (sec. 521).

These provisions deny the houring investor most of the advantages of the double

declining balance method for depreciating new buildings, even though those who

have made the findings with which I disagree do not purport to show that accelerated

depreciation is inequitably rapid for housing.

The effect of these two provisions on an investor in new housing is double-

barrelled, because in two ways it Lakes the tax treatment of investment in new

housing much less favorable than the tax treatment of other investments. First, any

time this investor vanto to sell his buildinR, the price ivll be depressed because

the bWer cannot take advoatatc of even 150 percent declining balance depreciation.

Second, if the original investor does sell anyvay, the Bill requires that any

capital gains, up to the excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation, be

taxei as ordinary income. This meant that only the postponement of ordinary tax-

able income, but never its conversion to capital gains, will be possible under the

new lw. This change might conceivably be Aesirable if it could be shown con-

clusively that accelerated depreciation as to housing and other real estate invest-
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sent is always excessive, and that true economic income were being converted into

capital gains. But to W knowledge there has been no such shoving as to housing,

nor do I believe that such shoving can be made. Further, it 1o probable in mas

cues that the gan being "recaptured" was never ordinary income in the first place,

but rather a Vise speculation on the value of a particular capital asset.

I have stated earlier in my testimony that some tightening of the tax treatment

of capital gain. is desirable, and this conclusion alht seen to contradict what I

as saying here about recapture. However, it is important to note that the recapture

provisions of the current Bill apply only to investments in housing and other real

estate, not to capital gains generally. This is why I find these recapture prov-

isions so unwarrmted, at a time when housing and other real estate investment should

be stimulated relative to other kinds of investment, not depressed.

The combined effect of recapture and of straight-line depreciation for all

acquisitions of used buildings is to make Investment in residential construction

such less liquid than it is presently. Since housing generally has such a long

life, any decrease in liquidity is apt to depress severely investment in housing,

and this is patently undesirable. It is recognized that rapid turnover is a

problem, and that present phasing out of recapture may be viewed by some as in-

adequate to prevent unduly rapid turnover. In that case, full recapture of excess

depreciation could be extended to five years, vith the recaptured percentage of the

excess depreciation declining by one percent per month for 100 months thereafter.

Recapture and straight-line depreciation for used buildings are not the only

provisions adverse to housing. The limitation on tax preferences (see. 301),

the allocation of deductions (see. 302), and the limitation on interest deductions

(see. 221) also affect.housing (and other re-i estate investment) adversely.
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LP prevents investors in housing from taking the full benefit of accelerated

depreciation, where the amounts involved (when combined with any other tax prefer-

ences the taxpayer may have) exceed 50 percent of economic income. ADO requires

that investors in housing (and other real estate) allocate some of their deductions

to the excess of accelerated depreciation over straipht-line depreciation, leaving

lesser amounts to be deducted from income subject to taxation, and this too reduces

the benefits that can be obtained from accelerated depreciation. Although these

provisions would make investment in housing less attractive to most investor,, I

believe, as I have explained, that they are the proper way to prevent gross abuse

of the tax stilali favoring investment in housing. However, I do not agree with

the Treasury that interest and taxes paid during construction of real property

improvements should be included at this time as a tax preference. VIr reason Is

that the use of this practice has received much less scrutiny than the use of

accelerated depreciation, and it is not clear at this time that treatment of these

interest and tax costs as a preference item Is justified. It should also be noted
proposal

that the Treasury / discriminates against housing and other real property, in that

other kinds of property are not subject to similar tax treatment.

Although I do favor LP and ADR, as I have explained, I want to emphasize that

their application to housing (and other real estate investment) will have an adverse

effect. For this reason it is even more important that the other provisions of

the Bill damaging to housing not be adopted.

Retroactive features of the Bill,

and. som other technical problems

Before leaving the subject of housing, I should like to point out some retro-

active featuresof the Bill in its current fsrm, and also comment on one other
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technical problem.

(1) he following section. of the Bill apply retroactively, in that they deny

certain tax concessions on commitments made before the Bill was reported. This

occurs because the income or deduction accrues after the Bill is effective, and Uus

is covered by its terms.

(a) See. 221, limitation on interest deduction. The problem here is long-ter

net leases entered into before the Hill was reported. Interest deductions

by the lessor may be limited, even though the investor has a long-term

commitment. Also, the lessor is not making unreasonably high after-tax

returns over the life of the project -- the effect of tax concessions,at

least in significant part, ia passed on to the lessee in the form of

lover rental prices than would otherwise obtain:

(b) See. 301 and 302, LTP and allocation of deductions. Accelerated depreci-

ation of real property is a tax preference for purposes of LTP and alloca-

tion of deductions. Even where a transaction has been committed before

the Bill was reported, the transfctor loses some benefit from accelerated

depreciation. The allocation of deductions is most serious, because it

hurts all amounts of accelerated depreciation. The LTP only hurts if the

taxpaper has excess depreciation amounts greater than his other income,*

(c) Sec. 521, recapture of accelerated depreciation. Persons who invested

in real estate before the Bill was reported may have done so only in

expectation of converting some income to future capital gains, and they have

offered lover rentals in anticipation of this tax advantage. The rental

commitments continue, but the tax advantage is gone.

(2) The allocation of deductions to untaxed excess depreciation would not

operate fairly. A taxpayer taking accelerated depreciation only postpones taxable
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income (and perhaps converts later to capital gains, but not as see. 521 is nov

written). However, deductions disallowed are lost forever. Therefore, deductions

disallowed on account of excess real estate depreciation should be added back to

basis cost for purposes of later determining capital gain. (This treatment would

correspond to the treatment of that part of excess depreciation vbi& is itself dis-

allowed under LTP).

Provisions of the Bill directly affecting

nonresidential construction and their effects

In addition to all the provisions adversely affecting both housing and other

real estate investment, there is one very important provision in the current Bill

vhichapplies only to nonresidential construction. This provision, in sec. 521,

vould limit the use of accelerated depreciation by the original owner of new non-

residential structures to the 150 percent declining balance method, instead of the

presently allowed double declining balance method. The 150 percent method is

substantially slower than the 200 percent (double declining balance) method,

and it therefore reduces very substantially the incentives for investment in non-

residential construction.

The reason given for treating housing and nonresidential construction differ-

ently Is that "Congress O s7 expressed its desire to stimulate construction in low-

and middle-income housing to eliminate the shortage in this area" (Ways and Means

Report No. 91-413, Part 1, p. 166). However, as I have developed in detail earlier

in eV testimony, it is entirely unrealistic to posit that better housing in a better

environment can be achieved by stimulating residential construction alone. Proper

comumity development requires the blending and integration of housing, appurten-

ant comity facilities, and commercial structures. Without the latter, develop-

ers ma be unable to open up new areas for housing, because no one wants to live
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vhere there are no stores, amusements, or other attractions. This is especially

true of low-income persons, because they are known to be much less mobile than

persons with higher incomes (the two-car family can live where it pleases; the one-

car or no-car family cannot).

Within the cities, it is especially desirable to encourage the development of

comercial structures, because such buildings increase the tax base and provide the

cities with sorely needed revenues. These revenues are obtained without placing

additional tax burdens cn urban residents, and they may thus help to stem or reverse

thw flow of middle-incomne families avay from the cities, allowing a better mixture

of income groups in ell residential loci.

It should be clecr, therefore, that there is no sound basis for limiting the

tax advantages of the double declining balance method only to new housing, because

proper and full development of the nation's housing requires a correlative stimulus

.,onretdential construction.

The need for favorable tax treatment of new nonresidential construction can

also be developed from a more general approach, comparing cmercial construction

with other sectors of the economy (commercial construction is the largest component

of nonresidential, nonfarm buildings, and it is the one on which the Bill in its

current form concentrates). As my earlier discussion indicates (see again Charts

22 and 23), investment in both housing and commercial structures has been growing

much less rapidly than other forms of investment, although sound national economic

and social policy required that both of these sectors grow much more rapidly than

they have been growing, and also more rapidly than IP and other major components

thereof.

The deficiency in the pace of housing .,vestment is clearly much greater than

in the pace of investment in commercial structures, but that is no reason for remov-
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ing tax advantages from the latter. The present tax advantages for commercial con-

struction are inadequate in terms of our national needs, and they should be strength-

ened rather than weakened. In this connection, it should be observed that the

current Bill places as great an additional burden on investment in nonresidential

real estate as it does on investment in producers' durables. The repeal of the

investment tax credit, the only provision directly affecting investment in producer

durables, is expected to yield 3.3 billion dollars in 1979, when fully effective

(projections based on current volume of activity -- see H.R. Report 91-113, Pt. 1,

p. 16). This is only 5.6 percent of the 1968 investment in this category. In

contrast, the reduction in accelerated depreciation on new nonresidential buildings

alone is expected to yield 960 million dollars, or 5.1 percent of the 1968 invest-

ment in such buildings, and the other tax provisions affecting real estate will

certainly increase substantially the tax effect on new construction in this field,

although the Committee Pepurt does not give revenue estimates in sufficient detail

to determine these effects exactly.

The immediately preceding discourse implicitly assumes that there Is merit in

the proposition that commercial buildings (if not housing) depreciate (in an economic

or value sense) less rapidly that straight line. For reasons already stated,

this proposition he nowhere to . knowledge been vindicated, nor do I agree with

it. A recent study by Taubman and Rsche,* made available to the U.S. Treasury,

may well have attained some influence in directions contrary to those I recommend.

W analysis of this study, shoving its shortcomings, Is attached as Appendix Two.

The foregoing indicates that the current tax treatment of all real estate invest-

* P. Taubman and 8.1. Rasche, "Economic and Tax Depreciation of Office Buildings"
(University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Department
of Economics, Discussion Paper No.111, January 1969).
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ment, both housing and nonresidential, is desirable on the general grounds of public

economic poli~y. However, the current Bill io directed more narrowly to the

question of tax equity, and it in important that the tax equity arguments be faced

on their own ground. even though I feel that these grounds are not the best grounds

for resolving the basic is3uts of our national needs for accelerated investment in

these sectors.

Suitable considerations

It must be emphasized that tax concessions to the real estate industry do not

"',rich" real estate investors generally, as shown on my earlier Chart 27. Thus, the

current tax concessions available to real estate enable lower rents then would other-

vise obtain, and stimulate construction, but they do not provide real estate invest-

orr generally vith inordinate gains. This indicates that the equity issue may be

somewhat specious: investors in real estate generally are. no better off after

pging their allegedd) reduced taxes than other investors paying (allegedly) higher

taxes.

The question of equity is thus transformed into a question of resource alloca-

tion -- is it proper that real estate continue to receive the economic stimulus

they now receive from current tax provisions? I feel that the materials I have

incorporated in this testimony provide an affirmative answer to this question.

Additional considerations

The increasing burden of State and local property taxes weighs most heavily

upon residential and commercial construction, and indeed upon the owners and renters

of such properties, including average business people and, most importantly, families

of lov and lower-middle income. Federal tix concessions for real estate thus serve

in part to redress the balance, not disturb it (and they are also a way for the
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Federal Government to ease the plight of the States and localities).

Second, as already discussed, high interest rates are more burdensome to housing

and other aspects of real estate investment than to other industries, because these

endeavors are much more dependent upon external financing (rather than retained

earnings) and upon debt financing (see again Chart 27). These high interest rates,

however, are not necessarily a true measure of either the scarcity or the value of

capital for investment, but rather they are contrived by Government policy. It is

therefore extremely appropriate that tax concessions to real estate be used to off-

set some of the distortions caused by artificially high interest rates.

Third, most other fbrms of investment will retain the advantages of shortened

guideline lives and accelerated depreciation, and similar treatment of real estate

is again a balancing force rather than a disturbing one.

Consideration of these three factors is an application of what is called the

theory of second-best. As a general principle, subsidy for one industry leads to

inefficient allocation of resources; but this principle applies only when there are

no taxes or subsidies for any other industries. Viewed against the background of

an established tax structur6, containing many different types of taxes imposed by

many different jurisdictions, the simple rule that subsidies cause inefficiency can

no longer be applied (if it has any large validity in principle). Given the

present tax structure, it seems clear that continued Federal income tax concessions

for real estate are appropriate. Of course, major changes in other parts of the

structure might be desirable, and it might then become desirable also to modify the

tax treatment of housing and other aspects of real estate investment, but that is

not acontrolling factor at this time.

Another broad class of reasons for applying only with caution the general rule

that subsidies, including those in the form of tax conoahsions, are inefficient is
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the incidence of external economies and diseconomies. External factors exist

vhich cause the private signals of market prices b register only partially and

inaccurately the values of everyone in the econonW. Where this happens, collective

action to redirect market incentives is appropriate, and special concessions become

necessary. The whole field of housing, urban development, and land use is a classic

example of external effects, and there are many economists vho argue that such con-

cessions for real estate development are in fact necessary for economic efficiency,

not inimical to it.

Finally, in a perbd of inflation, the Federal tax structure (and income taxes

generally) isposesan especially heavy burden on investors holding assets with

relatively long lives. The problem is the tax treatment of depreciation allowances,

vhich supposedly enable a taxpayer, in determininp his income, to deduct from his

revenues the amounts that are only a recovery of his initial capital costs. Tax-

ation is based upon the principle that a dollar is a dollar, whenever it is received

or paid, and the owner of property can only obtain depreciation allowances equal to

his original dollar cost, even though some of the depreciation is taken many years

after the cost was incurred. This means that, in a period of general inflation,

the depreciation dollars deducted from revenue, vhich are supposed to constitute

recovery of cost, are worth less (in purchasing power) than those used to construct

or acquire the property. The result is that the taxpayer must pay income taxes

on funds whose receipt is necessary Just to maintain the value (in goods) of his

investment (see Table 1).

The first column of the table shows vhat would happen in some arbitary future

year t, on the assumption that there is no change in the general price level.

Revenues, costs and taxes are listed, and i i this hypothetical example there is

a cash flow (depreciation plus income after tax) equal to 15 percent of the assumed
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Table 1

Effect of Inflation on Income and Taxation
of Owners of Depreciable Property

Year zero

Price index
Initial cost of property

Year t

100
$500,000

Assumed price level 100
Revenues $180,000
Operating and maintenance cost 120,000
Gross return to capital 60,000
Depreciation allowed 30,000
Taxable income 30,000
Income tax 15,000
Income after tax 15,000
Cash flow after tax 45,000
Current value of property 300,000
Cash flow as percentage

of current value 15.0

Note: All data are artificially constructed

200
$360.tlOo
240,000
120,000
30,000
90,000
5,000

45,000
75,000

600,000

12.5

for this example.

value of the property in that year. This cash flow represents both the recovery

of the investor's cost and his income from the investment.

The second column of the table shows what would happen on the assumption that

the price level in year t were double that in year zero, owing to inflation during

the intervening period. Revenues, current costs, and the current value of the

property are double what they would be with the price index at 100. Allowable

depreciation, however, is not doubled, so that taxable income and thus income taxes

are more than doubled. (in this example, income tax is tripled). The result is

that cash flow is less than doubled, and cash flow is therefore a smaller percentae

of the property's value than it would be in the absence of inflation.

The third column shows how a doubling of the depreciation allowance (in pro-

I

300

120,000
60,00O
60,000
30,000
30,000
90,000

600,000

15.0
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portion to the amount of inflation) would exactly compensate for the effect of

inflation, reducing income taxes to twice the amount that would be collected in the

absence of inflation, and thus restoring cash flow to the same percentage of current

value as would be obtained if no inflation had occurred.

I do not contend that depreciation, for tax purposes, be calculated on a basis

other than recovery in current dollars of initial cost -- any change would make

administration of the tax laws very much more difficult. However, it should be

observed that office buildings have longer lives than most other assets, so the

effects described here have a greater impact on them than on, say, investment in

producer durables. For this reason one should perhaps make other adjustments in

the handling of depreciation for long-lived assets, and shorter Fideline lives plus

accelerated depreciation seem appropriate.
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COSTS OF DEFICIENT ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Chart 3

GOALS FOR THE USECONOMY,1972 B 1977
PROJECTED FROM LEVELS IN 1968
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Chart 4

GOALS FOR A FEDERAL BUDGET 1972 AND 1977,
GEARED TO ECONOMIC GROWTH 8 PRIORITY NEEDS
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
US. ECONOMY 1961-1968
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Chart6

ALLOCATION OF TAX CUTS, 1962-1965:
INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION PURPOSES
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Chat?

ESTIMATED DIVISION OF PROPOSED TAX CUTS
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SHARE OF FAMILIES IN TOTAL FAMILY INCOME
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Chart 11

ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONALTAX CUTS
EXCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS
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(21.1 mllio reurnsj$0.41 billion t cul) (12.1 millioretrsIo $1.09bilout I"cut)

32.8%
~~18.8% .9

PeCt1963 Percent of Penlof 1963 Pucen of

Total Ta Returns Total Tot Cut Total To, Returns Total To Cut
$5,000- $10,000 Income $10,000- $20,000 Income

(23.2 million returns; $4.52 billion ta cut) (6. million retursi $2.69 billion te cut)
35.1% 40.9% J /2.4%

10.4%M

Percntof 1963 Percentof Percntof 1963 Percentof

Total Tot Returns TotaI To Cut Total TO, Returns Total Tot Cut

$20,000-$50,000 Income $50,000 And Over Income
(.0 million retans $1.41 billion to, cut) (0.2million returns; $0.92 billion tn cut)

12.%3% 0.3
Percent of I Percentof Psontaf 1963 Percent of

Tol Tax Returns Total To Cut TotaolTa Return Totcl To Cut

$10,000 And Over Income $20,000 And Over Income
(7.9 million retw;$5.02 billion t cut) (.2 million rtlurnsi $2.33 billion tax cl )45.5%

1.9%

i*Vwd"3 pera of P#Wdl96 PIMeof
Total To Retm Told Tax Cut Total Tot Returns Total T Cut

Estimated 1963 Total Tan Retwrns-64.3 Million
Estimated 1963 Tox-$47.4 llil; Propsed Taa-$36A Billion; Proepoed Tax Cut-l Billion

J/All 1963 reurne taxablee and nontaxable). CEP estimates based on Treasury Dem. data.
a/Tax cuts as of 1965 (when pln would become fully effective) s proposed in Pldent's
1963 To Meossge and Treasury Dept. data as of Feb.6,'63,opplied to 1963 Inoame structure.
..fAdjusted groeincome levels as of 1963,estimate by CEPon bslsoaf Treory Iopt.dato.
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ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
INCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Distribution Of Total Tax ReturnsLAnd Of Total Tai Cuts2-
Among Various Income Groups1'

Under $3,000 Income $3,000- $5.000 Income
(21.1 million returns; $1' 56 billion tlo cot) (12.1miae retwns; $1.16 billion tax cut)

32.8%

j l .%18.8% 13.5%

Pcet of Permt of PeCont of Part of
Total Returns Total To, Cut Total Returns Total Ta Cut

$5,000-$IO6000 Income $ I0,000- $20,000 Income
(232 million returns; $3.80billion l cut) (6.1millionreturns; $1.94 bill tutcut)

~22.3%

10.4% 
f

reil of Percent of Percent of Peret Of
Total Returns Total Tot Cut Total Returns Total Tot Cut

$20,000- $ 50,000 Income $50,000 And Over income
(.0 million returns; $Q82 billion tot cut) (0.2 million returns; $039 billion tou cut)

9.4%
1.6% 9 0.3% 4.5%

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
Total Returns Total Tot Cut Total Returns Total To Cut

10,000 And Over Income $20,000 And Over Income
millionin return; $3.15 billion fez cut) (l.2millioe returns; $1.21 billion tot cut)

36.2%
12.3% 13.9%

Porcentof Percent of Percent of
Total Returns Total Tat Cut Total Returns Total Tot Cut

Estimated 1963 Total Tat Raturns-64.3 Million
Estimated 1963 Tox-$4?.4 Billion. Proposed Toa-$38.?Billion, Prop d ToxCut-$8.7 Billion.

J/All 1963 returns tablee and nontaxable). CEP estimates based on Tmoury Dept. data.
r/Tox cuts as of 1965 (when plan would become fully effective) a proposed in President's

1963 Te Meagsoe and Treasury Dept. data as of Feb. 6, 1963.Opplied to 1963 Income
structure. Effect @9 capital gains revision excluded.

-]Adjusted grogs Income levels as of 1963, estimated by CEP on basis of Treasury Dept. data.
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ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
EXCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Percent Tax Cut And Percent Gain In After-Tax Income
Married Couple With Two Children At Various Income Levels!/

$3,000 Income
(To RC eFrom o% I 1%
After.Trn Incnte UpFrm$24)

200%

Percent Peceadeala
TanWi Alter-Toslacomu

$ 5000 Income
(Tea RoetdeFreem 4%t1e 6.7%
After-Tn Incc pFrom$4,5S0

l54,.664

20.0%

PeIoat Prceatealeo
Tax Cut Nt-T Income

$7,500 Income
(Tm Rle CtFrmL% to .68%
Alter-Ts icome Up From$s6e23

los6,e37)

24.4%

3.2%

Peret Pero Gols In
Tm Cot Af r-Tr come

$10,000 Income $15,000 Income $25,Q00 Income
ITO& Rote Cut Fro 137% to0 % (T Rots Cut From 16.6%1t13.5% (Ta Rate OA From 2LS%to 16.9%
Ale-TIacmeUpFrom$88 Afler-Tea lacomeUpFrom$12,514 Alter-T IncorUpFroi$19,A62

to$e,932! to$ .,0?9) 1tS20,?701

22.2%

3.5%/ 3.7% 5.5%

Pereww Perceoilaia n Percent Prcelatoin l Percent PermtuainIn
TaCel Nter-Tmlncome Toim t Aftr-T: lacme TemCvt Alter-Torlocome

$ 50,000 Income
(Tot Roe Cot FNmW.% 254%

Alter-Tot limeUp from$34,024
b1$3lo3I)

20.6%

$ 00000 Income
Ton Rote Cut From 44.7%to353%

Alter-Tm Ilcome Up From$55,276
to$64,300)

$200,000 Income
(Tm Role Cul From 57.6%lo 44.4%
AlAer-TA Income Up From $ 84,776

to $111,104) 31.1%

S i20.2% . 12.6%

Percot Pere aloisl Prcest PercednGasl
TeaCot After-lIlaocme To Ci After-Tm Income
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J/Adjusted gross Inome levels.
Note Prseno aM proposed tax based on assumption of 10 percent deductions for taxes,interest,
contributions, medical coreeo.Proposed tx based on the Proldent's proposal,
and Tsumr Dpt dato, as of Feb.6,'63.
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ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
INCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS
Percent Tax Cut And Percit Gain In After-Tax Income

Married Couple With Two Children At Various Income Levels

$1l000Incoe
(ToRteCt2From2 0% to0
Mtn-Tot Income Up From $2,40

0% to$3,0ool

2.0%

PeWrusa Psrceat1el TouCt Mtr-Toukncome

$5,000 Income
ITo Rote Cot From 8.4% j05.6%
AfM-Te, Iw so Up From $4,500

1 3.1%

Peent Pecnltols
TuCt A ,r-Thecome

$7,500 Income
(To, Rate Co From 11.7% to. 6%;
After-To loome Up Fm "3

to$6,837)

Percet PWcenk
TouCet AfW-TolxMome

$10,000 Income $15,000 Income $25,000 Income
(TogRoltCotFromlS3.?%Io.?% (Tot RoteCutFroml6.6%to13.8%' (TotRateCut From21.3%to$84%;
Atter-Toulm Up From$8,628 After-Tot Icomo UjpFrm $12,514 After-Tot lwemeUpFrom $19,662

t $8,932) fo$12,9g4) to $20,395)

222% 22 2%16 5%/ 13.4%

3.5%M//, 3.3% 3.6%

Percent PerwoGfln Percet PeWceonb PeIMu PurmiG6n
ToiCut Aftir-Thoceme ToeCut Aflt-Todacome TuOCut Aftlr-Thullome

$50,000 Income $100,000 Income $200,000 Income
(ToRoteCutFrom32.0to27.?%- (To Rate Cut From44.7%1o385%; (To% Role Cu From 5.6% 1o45%
Nter-Toecome Up From $34,024 AfW-ToIacomeUpFrom$55,26 Ater-Toa Imwo Up From S4,776

to 36,163) b$61,450) to $104,928)

23.6%
8175%

13 4% 13.0% .2%

Perce Pecboloink Perced Perceat 6orhi Pre werclnin
T0ot Atler-Tehom TuuCu Aft-Tolcome To&Cil Atler-Toulncome
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I/Adjstdgasiemo e eWel. I
Note: Present tot bosedonoumption of 0pecel deduction for toxes, interest, contribute,
medicol core, ot Proposed tot bosed on the President' proposal, and Treasury Dept.
data, asof Feb.6,'63.
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TAX RETURNS'-
AND OF PROPOSED TAX CUTS"

AMONG VARIOUS INCOME GROUPS"
Excluding of fects of reforms i Including effect of reforms

INCOME UNDER $4000

Tax Retwns VaCut
House Bill

Tax Cut.
Treot Prop.

INCOME $3W)O-$00

Tax Retuns Tax Cut. Tax CUt.
House Bill Treo Prop.

INCOME $S000-$O.O000 INCOME $I0,0-$2W0,0O

33.9% 34.2% 34.4%
30.7% 29.4% 84

59% 25.2%

Tbx Returns Ta Cut Tax Cut, Tax Returns Tax Cut Tax Cut,
House Bill Treat Prop. House Bill Trlos. Prop.

INCOME $20.000-$506000

16.1%
13.4

2J3% 1 3

Tax Returns Ta Cut, Tax Cut.
HoeBill Treal Prop.

INCOME OVER $50,000

172%
13.4% 1[]

0.4 H -08% 1-
Tax Returns Tax Cut Tbx Cut.

House Bill Trios Prop.

4111966 individual income tax returns (latest year Gvilable)-: Treasury Dept., Internal Revenue Service,
Statistics of Income.
IH.R 13270 ond Treasury Proposal of Sepmber 4,1969. Basic data from statement of Treasury Secretary

Kennedy and Assistant Secetary Cohen.
Adjusted gross income classes.
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HOUSE BILL., PERCENTAGE
IN INCOME AFTER
r Exludlng elfc of efarm

TAX CUT AND PERCENTAGE INCREASE
TAX. VARIOUS INCOME GROUPS

SaWurc Bimsi - from ItW of Noan as or -Id ea Cammitis, oceonIn H.R. 13270
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TREASURY PROPOSAL, PERCENTAGE TAX CUT AND PERCENTAGE
IN INCOME AFTER TAX, VARIOUS INCOME GROUPS

E Excluding effect of reforms I Including effect of reforms
PERCENTAGE TAX CUT!

8.1% 6.2%

602 56.5%

! 15.2% 13.5%

hm

IwuwJ,0

NOW0-
tanon

8.1% 7.0%m irn 6.5% 6.0% 6.1% 5.6%

$o0.000

7.6%
ri '__0.4

GuAll85000- slo.m
$0.00- sX000"S20AW0 50.000

J/Adjusted gross income closs.
Source basic daa from Statemet of Treasury Assistant Secretory Cohen. September 4.1969
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INCREASE
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RELATIVE TRENDS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH
UNEMPLOYMENT PRICES,1952-1968'

U
-1 Consumer Prices Whoems Prices Industrial Prices

M2%2 % 35%

11% rn 1i % 20%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1960 1960-1968 1966-1968
Average Annual Rates of Chonge

*I ] CION , OY I T

Toa National Production in Constant Dollars. Average Annual Rotes of Choqnge
IndustriM Prduction.Avwrage Annual Rotes of Chonge
unrioployrmentas Percent of Civilian Labor Force.Annual Averoges"

I %

160%
4% 51% I4%f49

43% liii ±L f

-3m%

1952-1965 1955-1958 1956-1958 1956-1960 1960-1968 1966-1968

j/pnlefnv 9,e data.
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*Tb onuol av a es( diftentioled from tthe on routes of chongetore bosd an fulf-ime officially
po wte mlOy measured o9ainst te off iuolly reputed Civilian Labor Force.

ourme: Os of Labr, O.et of Commerce, a Federal Reen" System.



Chart Io

COMPARATIVE TRENDS IN GNP PRICES, AND
NON-FEDERALLY HELD MONEY SUPPLY, 1955-1968',

ANNUAL GROWTH IN GNPi
(1.f. m 1967 doIIors)L..

up UP up us u, up
65% 65% 5'% 66% 65%P . minnW

Up U,311%%
up ? t/ uo 1 25%
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05$- 55 5u- fflf- Ml l I60- 1141- 462- 063- I4- 065- 366- 11?-1no m 1I5? l115 0 IN 1 I6 d6 16 16 In6 will
IOno

4 1%

. . . ANNUAL TRENDS,CPI.

U,
42%

upj5% I t

20%

10% upw

1%1

on5- 5- 15- 0511 - WO- INI- Of- 1163" 114 - f l- * T-
on I6 11WI

Iwo")
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oi: Eco m c elport of WOW Prooidont
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mart 20

PRIVATE NON-FARM HOUSING STARTS. 1969
(Thouands of units. soesnally adjusted at annual rates)

L845
.664 6,567 L548 1.495 .441

1,314

-Aly

Jon. Fe~b. Mar. Ap)r. May June July

Source: Council of Economic Ad*iA, Economic hdicators
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ROLE OF HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY1947-1969

(New Construction as Percentage of Major Economic Aggregates)
AS PERCENT OF GNPI

X141&a 5 s 25 7 9 5 " m58w 3 L3 A45 4 3 4

'UW ff ---- 1 _ - In [a2 3'm5S U 5254,8

'94? 4, %9 , 50 '51 'S1 '53 '54 '55 '56 '5? IN IN to 161 '62 ''4 5 '56 V5 %8 10 20

Source: Ot. of CoQnmce, Office of Suelmes Economics, Survey of Cumet Buuines
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH RATES, 1961-1968
967 Dollars

Averae Annual Rota of ChMnge

GNP

5.2%

PRODUCERS
PRODUCERS

DURABLE EQUIPMENT

9.9%

PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURES

4.9%

Ia

NEW PLANT
& EQUIPMENT

EXPENDITURES

7.5%

PRIVATE
DOMESTIC

INVE MENT'-/

6.2%

COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES

4.9%

GOVERNMENT
PURCHASES OF

GOODS & SERVICES

60%

NONFARM
RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTUmrE

0.5%

-/Gmru I w tmmtnlt udlng nt fomin 10.
3_/Total reeldential Otructureo4O.4%.

Bosk Data: Dep of Commorco.Offic of Bof tnem Ecamwrnc
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Chart 23

BALANCED GOALS FOR THE ECONOM'v 1967-1977
1967 Dollors

Averoge Annual Rates of Growth

Source: Leon K Keiwerlmg boacolly omewsnt vith oter puiC and priVate studies
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Chart 2

% DISTRIBUTION OF NET FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
FOR SUBSIDY PROGRAMSFY 1964-1969

(Millions of Currnt DollouIn Porenheses)

($61707)
100%

29
U.---

1964-1969
(Aiwl Avwoge)

________ I 4-

($6,843)
100%

1WREA

1967

Smm.c D.9 of Comn*C@
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100%
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1965

($5.610)
100%

1111111 
1 

.

1966

($8,206)
100%

($7.032)
100%

916 34
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Chart 2,

TOTAL FIXED INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES

AND/INVESTMENT IN RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES
Billions of 1967 Dollars

(Ratio to Total Fixed Invwstm in Parntheses)

TOTAL FIXED
INVESTMENT

?9(6

1961 ACTUAL
COMMERCIAL

STRUCTURES

(7.2)
5.7

RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES

(34.1)
27.6

1968 ACTUAL -I

TOTAL FIXED COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
INVESTMENT STRUCTURES!- STRUCTURES

115.6 (24.6)
28.4

1(6.5)

7.0

1977 GOAL
TOTAL FIXED COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
INVESTMENT STRUCTURES STRUCTURES

(34.0)
20&.4 71.0

(5.9)
12.4

Boe967; 1966 not ovolloble.
Sosic Onto: Deptof Commerce, Office of Bsiness Economics
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RATES OF RETURN B OTHER FINANCIAL RATIOS
ALL CORPORATIONS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES1965 '

NET INCOME&PER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET WORTH-V

9.9

6.9 60

All MwW$Kirig Camitnin
1114111s Uhlihfhs*

4.A 3.5.IWi ~ sf

/Latet year available.
Ne incom offter Federal Income to.
lStockholder equity.

4/Including transportation.

Source: Treasury Dept., Internal Revenue Service. Statistics of Income, 1965 Corporation Income Tax Returns
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BOND YIELDS B INTEREST RATES. 1952- DEC. 1968
(% Incrwo, 1952-Dec. 1968 In Parenthews)

LONG-TERM
U.S. GOVT. BONDS

(165.7)
5.66

1mmIImr Mr.. liwi

HIGH GRADE
MUNICIPAL BONDS

2.19

(105.9)
4.51

1952 DEC. IMs

PRIME COMMERCIAL
PAPER. 4-6 MONTHS

(153.2)

2.33

TRIPLE A
MUNICIPAL BONDS

2.96

(108.8)
6.18

1952 DEG. Ives

SHORT-TERM BANK
LOANS TO BUSINESS

F.H.A. NEW HOME
MORTGAGE YIELDS

(66.2)
7 li

Sourc: Tmsmwe DNo., Federol Reinrm, F H A.
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APPENDIX ON

Membership of Realty Corie

ALBERT B. ASHFORTH & CO.
New York, N.Y.

BEENSON REALTY COMPANY
New York, N.Y.

BESSEMR SECURITIES CORPORATION
New York, N.Y.

BOISE CASCADE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORP.
Washingtoa, DC.

CAROL MANAGEMET CORP.
New York, N.Y.

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
New York, N.Y.

CHISHOL4 REALTY, INC.
New York, N.Y.

ARTHUR G. OHEN
New York, N.Y.

COLLINS, TUTE & CO., INC.
New York, N.Y.

THE ORORGF COMFORT CO., INC.
New York, N.Y.

CROSS & BROWN CO.
ow York, N.Y.

CROWH RE:.LTY ASSOCIATES
Chicago, ,Illinois

DILLIN AM"CORP.
Honolulu, Hawaii-

BENJAHIN DUHL
Uw York, N.Y.

THE DLRST ORGANIZATION
Mew York, N.Y.

EISTMAI DILLON UNION SECURITIES & CO., INC.
!k-w York, N..Y.

IE

ttee On Taxation

FISHER BROTHERS MANAWMDIT CO.
New York, N.Y.

GALBREATH-RUFFIN REALTY CO., INC.
New York, N.Y.

GOLDMAN, SACHS & 00.
New York, N.Y.

GULF & WESTERN REALTY CORPORATION
New York, N.Y.

MEI64ZY-SPEAR, INC.
New York, N.Y.

HILTON HOTELS
Beverly Hills, California

IRVING TRUST COMPANY
Nev York, N.Y.

KIDDER PEABODY REALTY CORPORATION
New York, N.Y.

LAZARD FRERES & CO.
New York, N.Y.

LEHMAN BROTHERS
flw York, N.Y.

WEB, RHOADES & CO.
New York, N.Y.

LOEW S THEATRES, INC.
New York, N.Y.

JOHN P. McGRATH & SOL . 'ATLAS
Brooklyn, N.Y.

H.J. & M. MINSKOFF REALTY CORP.
New York, N.Y.

MORGAN CUARANTY TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK
New York, N.Y.

Li'ext page is i(a17
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RAY X4D D. WASHER COMANY
Dallas, Texas

OESTREICHER REALTY CORP.
New York, N.Y.

PEARCE, MAYER & GREE
Rev York, N.Y.

ROOEFEER CENTEI: INC.
Nev York, N.Y.

POSE AWSOCIA78
NeW York, N.Y.

ARThU RUBOPF & CO.
Chicqo, Illinois

PEW SHARP & CO., INC.
new York, N.Y.

HARRY 0. SILVERSTEIN & SONS
Nev York, N.Y.

SWIG, WEILER & ARNOW
San Prancisco, California

TISHAN REALTY
New York, N.Y.

& COISTRUCTION CO., INC.

URI9 BUILDING CORPORATION
Nev York, N.Y.

JOSEPH S. VOHL
New York, N.Y.

WOOD, STRUMIERE & WINTHROP
New York, N.Y.

WILLIAM ZItERNMAN
Nev York, N.Y.

Affiliate: NATIONAL APARTMENT ASSOCIATION
.EtVshington, D.C.
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APPENDIX TWO

7he Taubman-Rasche Study

Taubman and Auiche define economic depreciation as the decline in the market

value of the property. They then measure depreciation from a cross section of

buildings, and their analysis therefore excludes the effect of changes in the general

price level: for data from any one calendar year, general inflation affects equally

the rentals and expenses for buildings of all ages. Since the present discounted

value (PDV) profile is calculated from this cross section, its shape (but not its

height) is unaffected by the general price level. (Of course, the successive PDV

profile calculated from data of different years will be different in height because

of inflation.

The failure of Taubman and Rasche to consider the effect of inflation is the

first maocr defect in their study. As I explained in the body of n testimony,

th*c Federal tax system causes inflation to have its most adverse effect on invest-

ments with relatively long lives, such as housing and nonresidential construction.

Since the Taubman-Rasche study makes no allowance for this important effect of the

Federal tax system, the study is at best of severely limited usefulness in guiding

tax policy.

A second objection to the Taubman-Pasche study is that PDV is calculated

according to a theoretical formula, and there is no reference to the actual move-

ments of prices for used buildings of different ages. This formula makes no

q1--r for rick or uncertainty, and it is not clear hov the formula values relate

to the actual prices of used office buildings.

On a highly technical level, there are a number of very disturbing elements in

the Taubman-Rasche study. A general observation is that the authors do not present
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an accurate or complete description of their technique, and it Is thus very difficult

to offer constructive criticism -- all one can do is pose queries. Part of the

problem is that I have been unable to obtain access to the authors' data in the time

available, but I do feel that the authors would have added to the understanding of

their study if they had made available a better description of their data base.

Nonetheless, these points are in order:

(1) Hov does the sample of buildings change? Obviously newly built buildings

are added, but are existing buildings ever remcved, except when they are demolished?

(2) By looking only at existing buildings to calculate average rental rates,

the authors introduce a bias. Those buildings whose rentals decline fastest should

tenJ to be removed earliest, so that the cases where depreciation has been most

rapid are not included in the sample. (Imagine taking a lifetime earnings profile

by looking at a cross section of earn.ena by age, including only persons actually

working. The effects of age discrimination in eployment and retirement would be

suppressed. )

(3) The PDV profile depends very much on the shape of the rental curve given

by the formula
3

N' a + b(agej)
a

However, the authors do not tell the statistical properties of the regression fit

obtained from this equation, nor do they say whether they tried any other formulas,

or vhat kind of fit other formulas might have given.

(4) The calculation of average age within groups introduces both uncertainty

and bias. The uncertainty intrudes because the population of buildings from which

age is calculated is not the same as the sample (which includes only some office

buildings). The bias occurs because the n.hore assume, in calculating average

age, that buildings are removed only exactly at the end of 10, 25, or 40 years, or
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after 60 years. In fact, the percentage of buildings still standing should decline

gradually with age, and younger building cohorts in each age group should receive

greater weight than older ones. Use of a flat amount of involuntary removal within

each group biases the average age upward, and this understates the decline in average

rentals with age. The result is to understate the rate of depreciation.

(5) 7b calculate removal date, the authors require estimates of land values (per

square foot of office space). Whence these estimates (and what is their quality)?

(6) The authors neglect the effect of increases in building size, which causes

(ceteris Daribus) land cost per-square foot of newly built office space to decrease

over time. However, this effect is not present for an existing structure, whose

size is fixed until the building is replaced. Failure to take account of this

difference introduces an upward bias in the calculation of office building lives.

(7) The data are troublesome, especially when the rental rates for 0 to l0

year-old buildings are less than for 11 to 25-year-old buildings (1956 and 1957,

in Table 3a). The authors explain that these years coincide with peak building

construction and depressed rental rates for new buildings. However,. this explana-

tion is inadequate. The break in the time series is for the 11 to 25-year-old

buildings (which rose in price), not for the new ones; and the operating costs

(Table 3b) for the 11 to 25-year-olds also jumped in the same two years, leaving

gross margins roughly constant. his suggests something else, like first appearance

of 1945-1947 buildings in this group, plus shift o,' the 1930-1932 buildings to the

next age group. If such shifts are so important, then perhaps the use of fixed

age groups, with buildings moving through the groups, is questionable.

These seven points should indicate the basis of ua grave doubts about the

quality of the empirical work in the Taubman 4.asche study. This is especially so
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because all of the biues identified lead Taubman and Rasche to find longer life-

times and les rapid depreciation than is actually present. These biases, plus

the two general objections stated at the beginning of this appendix, are wl reasons

for not accepting the analysis of Taubman and Rasche as controlling in the present

situation.
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Senate omitted" on Finance
on

31. 13270 and other tax reform
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1. The oinod ilaOc of the tax reform proposals contained In

Ro. 13270 and t, U ,,,relou# n ions ill

strike a stat n blow at our onst ion industry by:
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grossly inequitable and a disservice to farmers

and ranchers.

3. Les equity money will be available for real estate projects

because H.R. 13270 contains the following provisions which

would reduce the ability to obtain a competitive profits

a. The use of accelerated depreciation is restricted.

b. Available remaining excess depreciation is subjected to

the Limited Tax Preference.

a. All excess depreciation allowed would be taxed at

ordinary income rates at time of sale,

d. Capital gains rates would be increased.

e. Hobby loss limitations are reduced and extended to

apply to any enterprise with a presumption that, regard.

les of the nature of the enterprise, there is no

expectation of realizing a profit where such losses

occur in three of a five-year period.

f. Deductions for interest on funds borrowed for a newly

defined category of investment Lncome, including rent

under a net lease, would be Uited.

4. In all, eight provisions of the bill, and one omeaLon, are

deterrents to retaliation of the urban and rural development

Soale the nation established in 1968.
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S. AddLtonaully, the provisions of S.ee 221 oould Impose a

heavy tax--vbich ws totally unforsen-on mortpp banking

firus hdich already pay full corporate rates.

*fi
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Testimony
Robert 3. Pease, Vice President

Mortgage bankers Association of America
before the

Senate Comittee on Finance
September 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert H. Pease. I am Senior Vice
President of the Mortgage banking fits of Draper and Kramer in
Chicago# Illinois and Vice President of the Mortgage Bankers
Association of America. With me this morning are Mr. Graham
orthup, Director of Governmental Relations for the Mortgage

Banker Association andMr. H. Cecil Kilpatrick, the Association's
tax counsel. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before this
Committee to express our views on HeRo 13270 and other proposed
tax reforms. To understand our interest in this legislation, it
may be well for me to speak a moment explaining who our Asso-
ciation represents and what our mekers do.

The Mortgage Bankers Association of America (WA), now in
its fifty-fifth year, consists of more than two thousand members
dedicated to the originating, marketing, servicing, and holding
of real estate mortgage loan investments. These mainly includes

Mortgage bankers who engage directly in the origination,
financing, selling, and servicing of real estate mortgage
loans for others,

Investing institutions that acquire mortgage loans from
mortgage bankers, including life insurance companies, comner-
cial banks, mutual savings banks, savings and loan asso-
ciations, fire and casualty insurance companies, investment
funds,poension funds, and similar institutions.

At the end of 1960, mortgage company members of the Asso-
ciation were servicing approximately $69 billion of mortgages.
Of this# $52 billion consisted of mortgages on single-family
properties, somewhat more than 20 percent of all outstanding home
mortgage debt.

As originators of home mortgage loans, mortgage bankers
have been major supporters of the Federal government's mortgage
programs. However, mortgage bankers' interests extend into all
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fields of mortgage finances residentiAl, comercial, industrial,
agricultural, and institutional. In recent years, mortgage
banker members of the Association have accounted for nearly one-
fourth of the net increase in the outstanding dollar amount of
mortgages on apartments and other types of inoome-producing
property.

As real estate investors we have perhaps been closer to.
and therefore more concerned with, urban problems than have
many others. We have lived with the developing problem, seen
them grow, and seen them culminate in riots and disorders. We
know only too well the vital role an adequate supply of mortgage
funds can play in alleviating urban pressures and redevelopintj
our urban and rural areas. Through the years, Congress has
sought to assure funds through direct grants as well as through
a proliferation of other measures most of which failed because
the magnitude of the demand exceeded available Federal resources.
During 1967 and 1968 the Senate Banking and Currency Comittee
and a series of Presidential Coemissions engaged in comprehensive
reviews of previous programs. In the housing bill of 1968,new
goals were established and now directions ordered for our urban
development efforts. Reliance on federal resources was minimised.
The new programs sought to tap the wealth of our private sector
by encouraging its maximum participation in urban investments.
Because this legislation contemplated maximum results with a
minimum cost to the Federal government, it was wholeheartedly
welcomed by the Congress and the nation. Hope was rekindled in
millions that we might now move ahead in our urban efforts un-
hampered by the limitations of federal appropriations and red
tape but encouraged by Federal guidance and Federal tax in-
centives. H.R. 13270, if enacted in its present form, will dash
those hopes.

HR. 13270 WOULD RZ1C3 Int AVALABILITY O ZORT.GA MONEY

We are concerned about the impact of HoR. 13270 on the
overall availability of mortgage funds and the possible dis-
tortions that its enactment could have on the use of those funds
which are available. Thus, our concern is two-fold. The pro-
posed tax reforms may unnecessarily discourage the flow of funds
for mortgages and encourage the use of these funds in other
fields. They may also distort the employment of the mortgage
funds remaining by over-encouraging some forms of real estate
improvements, such as residential, to the detriment of well-
balanced development including necessary comercial.
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p.KR. 13270 is Infationary

Boause as early as 1965 we reoognized the threat which
inflation posed to an adequate continuing flow of mortgage funds,
the Mortgage Bankers Association since 1965 has urged fiscal and
monetary policies to restrain inflation. We continue firm in
our belief that unless inflation is controlled there is no hone
for an adeauate aunolv of funds or any retreat from the record
hiah interest rates which now prevail. If we can depend upon the
Treasury's projections which have been made for HR. 13270,
we must conclude that its thrust is inflationary. The responsi-
bility rests with the Congress to strike the appropriate balance
between the proposed reduction of incentives for industrial in-
vestments and the proposed reductions in individual income tax,
but we urge the Committees careful reconsideration of the
revenue projections and the proposed tax reductions to the end
that the risk of further inflation will be eliminated.

We have attached for inclusion in the record the September
issue of 2M C tal good geviw of the Machinery and Allied
Products Institute entitled "affects of Inflation on Lenders and
Borrowers." This article points out most dramatically the effects
of taxes and inflation on the returns that are realized on fixed
long-term obligations. for example, it notes that the true
economic return to a lender in the 20% tax bracket on a loan made
at 8 during a period when the rate of inflation equals 5% would
only be 1.33%. Put another way, it shows that under the same
circumstances if the lender wished to realize a true 5% return
on a loan, it would be necessary to charge the borrower 12.61% of
interest. Such rates on mortgages would be illegal in many
states and offend the public conscience anywhere. It is obvious
why mortgages are unattractive investments in periods of in-
flation.

Though it may be trite to say so, inflation is the cruelest
tax of all. It is no service to the voter to hand him a tax
reduction in one hand and take it back in inflation. If in-
flation is allowed to continue, mortgage funds will continue in
short supply and then only at a high cost.

Incentives for Thrift Institutigns #o t in bartmaa
PBedud

Proposed tax revisions can also affect the flow of mortgage
funds if they remove incentives for financial institutions to
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invest In mortgages. Various proposals have boon offered for
changes in the tax treatment of mutual savings banks, savings
and loan associations andcomercial banks. Sections 441 and
442 of 3.3o 13270 modify the existing provisions regarding
deductions for additions to reserves and requirements respecting
the percentage of asets which must be invested in residential
mortgages to be eligible for such deductions. Yhe Treasury has
suggestedinstead .an across the board deduction of 5% of gross
interest inome derived from mortgages for all banking institu-
tions, subject to certain limitations. Mortgage bankers pay
regular corporate tax rates and are not directly affected by
these proposals. Over, the testimony of the affected
institutions,* to whom we customarily sell mortgages, discloses
that either orocosal wil have an advere effect on the flow oL

rtaa funds at a most aritical time.

The official housing goals for the next decade are well
known. Less well publicized are the various studies that have
been made on the outlook for mortgage funds during the next
decade. These studies, made prior to any suggestions for re-
duced tax Incentives for mortgage investment, range in their
conclusions from predictions of tightness to emphatic warnings
of critical shortgages. None of these studies projects a surplus
of credit.

Therefore, we urge the committee to give the most serious
and careful study to these proposals. Commercial banks and
mutual thrift institutions were created for different purposes
and continue to carry out basically different roles in our
qqonomy. It is not as important to achieve tax equality between
them as to assure their continued ability and desire, to carry
out their historic functions. Reducing the incentives to invest
in mortgages for institutions which have traditionally been
primary sources of mortgage funds is not desirable at this time.

N national Association of Mutual Savings Sankstleptember 15,1969.
National League of Insured Savings Associations, September 15,

1969.
United States Savings and Loan agueO, September 15, 199.
Council of Mutual Savings Institutions, Sptebr 15, 1969.
All before Senate Comittee on Fnenc during hearings on

H.R. 13270.
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Ng Tx is Levied on the Privately Oned federal Land Banks

In this regard the Mortgage bankers Association urges that
you enact legislation to subject the Federal Land banks to a
fair tax. few realise that these institutions were granted
complete exemption from all taxation when created in 1916 and
continue to enjoy this tax-free status despite the fact that
they have bon wholly privately owned since 1954-and that they
compete directly, forcefully and effectively with private tax-
paying lenders. Allowing the federal Land Sanks to continue
wholly free frou Federal, State, and local taxes is a glaring
example of legislative oversight which sorely needs correction
if we truly seek equity in taxation. A study of this question is
attached with the request it be included for the record. We
also attach a copy of 3.R. 9242 as suggested legislative language
to end this unfair tax exemption.

Basically we are concerned that HJ7A0 will aonstriat
the availability of srtae funds because it is inflationary,
because it makes mortgages less attractive as an investment for
financial institutions and because, by failing to impose a fair
tax on the Federal Land Banks, it drives other lenders from the
Agricultural loan field.

i38n 3MZ1SR CAPITAL WILL a Ay I.LM IOR 3 U ATE

The bill will also have a serious impact on our efforts to
stimulate equity investment in real estate. The existing pro-
visions of law regarding real estate depreciation and capital
gains have proved to be effective incentives for equity invest-
ment in all forms of real estate development. At this point
we think it matters very little that they may not have originally
been enacted tot this purpose. We have all heard of the tre-
mendous tasks facing us it we are to create a suitable living
environment in our nation. Creating such an environment is not
solely a question of building housing-and certainly not solely
a matter of low-and moderate-inoomo housing. There must also
be factories# warehouses, stores, churches, schools, gas stations,
highways, sever and water system and all of the other improve-
ments and services which go to make up the living environment.
This will require tremendous investments of savingsand unless
those investments can be generated from the private sectorthe
burden will fall increasingly on government. Despite any im-
pressions to the contrary, real estate ventures involve a high
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element of risk. Many go broke. Very Clearly, private Capital
will be dren into investments which provide the largest after
tax profits. bristing tax incentives are essential to continue
to draw private capital into housing and commercial properties.

now, you may ask, would a project sponsor obtain what he
considers an adequate profit in the absence of tax incentives?
The only answer we know is that he would have to increase the
direct return from the project by increased charges to the
occupant or occupants. But look at what has happened, for in-
stance, in the urban apartment market. Land costs have sky-
rocketed. materials , labor, mortgage money and all the other
components of construction have climbed sharply. The result is
that even with the present tax incentives, it is virtually im-
possible to construct now apartments that low income families can
afford. In many of the higher cost are you cannot build for
the middle income people--which means people earning up to
010,000.

Let m give you an example. About four years ago our firm
built an apartment building with monthly rents that averaged
approximately $53 per room. We owned some additional land
adjoining this project and we recently considered building an-
other building adjacent to the existing apartment project. As
we already owned the land, the increase in land value did not
really affect our decision. We figured current construction
costs of the new building, ascertained our new interest cost
and gave up the project. We would have had to rent the new
building for $75 per room. We felt this was too risky. Uven
with accelerated depreciation, we were unwilling to build the
apartment.

If existing tax incentives were removed, it would be noces-
sary to increase rents even further, which would inevitably
result in construction being undertaken only for the most
affluent. Lacking a demand from affluent tenants, no con-
struation would be done and available capital would flow to
other fields.

Income properties erected for business occupancy contain
an even higher element of risk. Particularly is this true of
those designed to serve the small businessman. Neighborhood
merchants, the "am and papa" stores# throughout the nation
have long protested that urban renewal is putting them out of
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business because they Cannot afford the rents in the new spaco
made available after old stores are torn down. Without tax
incentives their rents would be even higher.

H.R. 13270 would allow accelerated depreciation only for
new residential structures. Under this condition equity capital
for business structures would be non-existent, except of course
for the larger more oreditt-orthy corporation.

We do not concur with the administration positions as ex-
pressed by Assistant Secretary Cohen in his appearance before
you on September 4th (Sec. 25),that the proposed changes in
real estate depreciation and capital gains are either appropriate
or are consistent with the achievement of our housing goals/ nor
are we *concerned with the continued heavy reliance upon tax
incentives" as a maens of achieving those goals. May we remind
this Committee that for several years the housing and home fi-
nance industries, the Department of Dousing and Urban Development,
and the Congress itself have concerned themselves with questions
about tax incentives to further stimulate urban development. Any
number of bills are introduced each year proposing new incentives.
In 1967 the senate Banking and Currency Committee asked us in-
formally for suggestions for any needed new incentives. Other
Senate omittees have held hearings on bills for this purpose,
specifically those introduced by the late Senator Robert Kennedy.
After much study, it was concluded that existing incentives
would suffice itf a broader range of investors were encouraged
to use them. Consequently, Congress passed a bill last year
authorizing the creation of a National Corporation for Sousing
Partnerships to spread the word and attract now investors.
Notwithstanding the Treasury's concern, the Congress has acted--
it wants these tax incentives utilized.

Limited Tax Preferencea

Why then do we now seek to eliminate most tax incentives
and reduce the others? the answer is,very simply, because a
smokescreen of 154 wealthy non-taxpaying citizens has been
thrown up to cloud the voters' view of this picture. Surely
these wealthy people should pay a fair share of taxes* The
Limited Tax Preference, which we strongly support, would assure
that they would. Limited Tax Preference as originally proposed-
that is, including income other than that sheltered by depreci-
ation--should be enacted. To do so would be fair and equitable.
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These 154 people represent only one percent of the taxpayers
in the $200,000 and over tax bracket, and we should not eliminate
badly needed tax Incentives in a hasty effort to respond to
public indignation about them.

The Administration urges enactment of some of these proposed
reforms in order to maintain the level of Federal revenue for
some future unspecified plan of federal Revenue Sharing. We
submit that the present incentives are an effective means of
acoomplishing that objective. For example, assume we create a
property valued at $1, 250,000. Further assume the land is worth
$250,000 so the depreciable improvements are valued at $1,000,000.
Using the double declining balance method, first year depreciation
would be $40,000. This moans the U. 8. Treasury would lose
$20,000 of revenue that it night have received if depreciation
is limited to straight line. We say *might have received*
because it is our experience that many of these projects would
not be built without the present tax incentives. Tax authorities
tell us that local real, estate taxes average 2% of value, which
seans this project would generate $25,000 of income for the
local community the first year. further, the Federal revenue
loss would diminish each year while the local revenue would
probably increase, or at worst remain stable. In other words,
the Federal tax incentives for real estate investment directly
benefit local a9Mnitiss in an ,Munt which "exodg the Federgl

Avenue Io&LD b revenue sharing plan is in operation now.

Let me cite a few examples of how this has worked in my
home town of Chicago.

Ten years ago, the area from 31st to 28th Street and South
Parkway in Chicago was one of the worst sections of the city.
Few if any taxes were being paid. most of the buildings were
in virtual shambles. It was one of the worst slums in the city.
Today this area is one of the fine residential sections of the
city with a waiting list for apartments in each of the five
multi-story buildings that were built there. this is the site
of a project known as Prairie Shores. There are 1700 apartments
the occupancy Ii 80 percent white, 20 percent non-white and we
have not had a vacancy for as long as I can remember. When this
project was built, the risks connected with it were very great,
and it was extremely difficult to induce people to put equity
into the deal. I can assure you that one brick ould never have
been laid on another without accelerated depreciation.

The benefits to the city of Chicago from this project are
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almost incalculable. Michael Reese Hospital, which is one of the
city's finest institutions was considering moving they have
stayed. Virtually no real estate taxes were being paid on the
property. In the last 10 years, regular tax bills have been
paid. The entire area hs been completely transformed into a
community with new housing and new values.

Just a few blocks south of Prairie Shores is the develop-
ment known as South Commons. It is located in and around 29th
Street and Michigan Avenue. It is composed of low-and moderate-
income housing projects insured under sections 220 and 221(d)(3)
of the National Housing Act. The total investment in this pro-
ject will be approximately $20 million. Parts of it have already
been built, and construction is proceeding on the balance. I
talked with the firm of Baird and Warner, which is the managing
partner for the group that runs this development. They said
that it would never have been built without accelerated depreci-
ation nor would it have been built without Prairie Shores which
was in turn built because of accelerated depreciation.

Sandburg Village is a relocation housing project built
under Section 220 of the National Housing Act containing approx-
imately 2600 apartments at north Avenue and LaSall* Street in an
urban renewal area of Chicago. This project was developed by
Dovenmuehle, Inc. I talked to Mr. auenger, the President, and
he told me that without accelerated depreciation this project
would never have been started nor the subsequent addition made.
Again, this type of development has changed the entire community.
It has brought real estate taxes to the municipality both from
the specific project and from the other improvements that have
been made because of the change in the neighborhood.

No are most anxious to impress upon you the fact that
benefits of accelerated depreciation are very large both to a
community and to the general real estate market. These benefits
are difficult to measure in dollars but they are siseable. I
have cited to you three specific examples of areas in Chicago
which benefited from real estate development made possible be-
cause of accelerated depreciation. The changes brought about
by the investment in these projects have completely reversed the
real estate market that existed in these areas. Equally im-
portant, they have completely reversed the real estate tax base,
which was almost totally zero, and have made these areas major
real estate taxpayers. The building of these projects has
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brought other investments into the community, and these in turn
have further added their benefits to the areas. We strongly
urge you to think of accelerated depreciation as a vehicle for
the upgrading of our communities, the building of billions of
dollars of new real estate improvements, and the creation of
values in our country which are indispensable both for housing
people and for buttressing our ecomony.

gU ITAL ,¢LIINS

It is important to understand that accelerated depreciation
and capital gains treatment must be viewed as one when discussing
incentives for real estate investment. Allowing excess depreci-
ation but recapturing all excess depreciation at ordinary income
tax levels at time of sale merely delays the tax. The incentive
is not in delaying the tax but in increasing the likelihood of
return of the investment. If the investment is to be meaningful,
there must be an opportunity to retain the gain. Under Section
521 of HR. 13270 the present recapture formula (Sec.1250)
would be eliminated. We urge this not be done. We do, however,
concur that a modification providing for full recapture of the
excess in the event of a sale during the first five years with
1% allowed for each month the property is held thereafter would
be acceptable. This would permit the investor who holds a
property 13 years and 4 months before selling to pay only the
capital gains rate on the amount received over the depreciation
value.

Surely, if Limited Tax Preference is enacted and the capital
gains recapture formula recast in this fashion, accelerated real
estate depreciation can no longer be abused to escape the pay-
ment of income tax. Additionally, H. R. 13270 proposes an in-
crease in the capital gains rate.

Section 213 Hobby Losses

Section 213 of H.R. 13270 broadens the so called "Hobby
Loss" provisions by deleting the reference to "individuals"
and substituting "taxpayers." Thus, it seems that Section 270
would henceforth apply to corporations. FVrthermore, Section
270 has been broadened in its application so that it would now
appear. to include real estate transactions. While this may never
have been intended, it could have serious repercussions in the
real estate field, and we urge that it be amended so that it
will not apply.
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Under a number of the Federal Housing Administration's
multi-family housing programs, maximum loans can be as high
as $12,500,000. Obviously multimillion dollar projects are a
long time in the construction periods two years is not unusual,
and it ordinarily takes from 12 to 24 additional months to reach
a break-even occupancy level. In other words, there can be
three or four years of heavy losses in every large project even
though no excess depreciation is used. If Section 213 of
H.R. 13270 is enactedit would mean that every project sponsor
would face the task of negotiating with the Internal Revenue
Service to overcome the presumption that there had been no ex-
pectation of realizing a profit. To create such an impediment
to investment is totally unreasonable.

Section 221 of H.R. 13270 would limit interest deductions
for funds borrowed for investment purposes. It would also
broaden the present definition of investment income to include
certain forms of rental income.

This represents still another deterrent to investment in
real estate and would be particularly harmful to those forms
of real estate such as shopping centers customarily occupied
on a not lease arrangement. In its present form we consider
this Section vague and ambiguous. Assistant Secretary Cohen
has stated in his testimony that it fails to correct the problem
to which it was addressed and has recommended against its
enactment. We concur in his view, for this provision would
cause serious disruptions for mortgage bankers on two counts.

Mortgage lenders selling loans to the Federal National
Mortgage Association (FPMA) are required to purchase FMA stock
in a specified amount for each loan delivered. In order to
retain the servicing on these loans (for which a servicing fee
is paid) the seller is prohibited from selling this stock.
The stock is therefore effectively restricted. Mortgage bankers
sell large quantities of home loans to PUMA. So much in fact,
that many find a very high percentage of their capital and sur-
plus tied up in this stock and, to obtain working capital, have
had to borrow funds pledging the stock as security. It is clear
enough to us that such borrowings are for business purposes--
for our business is making and servicing loans--but we find the
language of H.Ro 13270 far from clear in its definition of the
difference between "investment" and "business" purposes. At
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least one recent court decision (Leslie, et al v. Commissioner,
CCA-2, 69-2 USTO P 9540) further clouds the distinction. Should
Section 221 be enacted, it seems clear that our presently allow-
able interest deductions would be challenged--and very likely
denied. We foresee years of litigation before a clear decision
is'reached.

We are certain that this result was not contemplated when
the language of Section 221 was drafted. Mortgage bankers have
never to our knowledge been accused by anyone of paying less
than their fair share of taxes. The stockholding requirement
was authorized by the Congress to expedite the rapid transition
of 1UMA from Federal to private ownership. To deny the industry
the deduction of interest on funds borrowed to offset the burden
of holding this stock is not only grossly unfair but would serve
effectively to thwart Congress' own expressed desires.

We oppose the enactment of Section 221 not only because of
the impact on our business but because

1. It would seriously impede the needed construction of
shopping centers and other business structures under normal
and customary financing arrangements. (It should be noted
that construction may take a year or more. Section 221 is
not clear but is subject to the construction that all in-
terest paid or accrued during that period would be disallowed
as a deduction.)

2. It is based on a completely fallacious assumption that
the purpose of the borrowing is to acquire property to be
sold at capital gains rates later, rather than to produce
rental income.

3. To equate the case of one who borrows money to buy low
yield stocks, and who therefore is a purely passive investor,
with one who borrows to buy or build rental property which
will bring in a good yield to justify the investment, is
unsound. Therefore we urge that Section 221 not be enacted.

Conclusion
We hope to make one point above all others perfectly clear.

The combined impact of the tax reform proposals contained in
H.R. 13270 and the Treasury Deoartment recommendrtions will
strike a devaltatina blow at our construction industry. We are
absolutely convinced that the House of Representatives was not
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aware of all the implications of the various individual pro-
posals in H.Re 13270 and had very little understanding of the
effect which they would have on real estate investment when
considered in their totality. May we just review these in
closing?

A. Mortgage funds will be less plentiful because:

1. The legislation is inflationary
2. savings and thrift institutions' incentives to

invest in mortgages are diminished.
3. The privately owned Federal Land Banks remain

wholly tax exempt, driving tax paying lenders
from competing for agricultural loans. This
tax exemption is grossly inequitable and a dis-
service to farmers and ranchers.

B. Equity capital is discouraged from the real estate
field because$

1. Excess depreciation is denied or reduced.
2. Available remaining excess depreciation is sub-

jected to Limited Tax Preference.
3. All excess depreciation allowed would be taxed

at ordinary income rates at time of sale.
4. Capital gains rates would be increased.
S. Hobby loss limitations are reduced and extended

to apply to any enterprise with a presumption
that, regardless of the nature of the enterprise,
there is no expectation of realizing a profit
where such losses occur in three years of a five
year period. Deductions for interest on funds
borrowed for a more broadly defined category of
investment income would be limited.

We urge the Committee to consider the combined impact of
these various proposals on real estate investment. Although
it is right and proper for all citizens to pay a fair share of
tax, we should not forget, under the pressure of public indig-
nation over the few who have avoided income taxation, that this
nation has developed to its position of world leadership because
of a strong and vibrant economy solidly based on the profit
notice. The very citizens who are momentarily indignant enjoy
the highest standard of living in the world. because we have en-
couraged venture capital. To solve our major domestic problems
we must continue to encourage massive investments in real estate
development over the next decade.
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EFFECTS OF INFLATION ON LENDERS AND BORROWERS

There has been a good deal of comment of late
about "astronomical" Interest rates. While it has been
generally recognized that they are In part a response
to the prevailing inflationary anticipations (borrowing
is made more atf-. tive by the prospect of repayment
in cheaper dollars, lending Less attractive by the pros-
pect of receiving such dollars), there has been to)
little discussion of the degree to which they actually
reflect and conform to these anticipations. Will the
present level of rates maintain real lender returns and
borrower costs at the level that would obtain without
Inflation?

This question is obviously unanswerable as stated,
since It turns on an unknown: the amount of inflation
anticipated. No doubt this varies widely 'from one
forecaster to another, but the real question is how
much is being discounted by the market. This would
have to be Inferred from the difference between the
present Interest-rate level and the one that would
obtain In the absence of inflationary expectations.
Since the latter is indeterminate (history does not
disclose alternatives), the Inference would be dubious,
if not entirely useless.

It Is possible, however, to explore the Impact of
inflation on lender returns and borrower costs by
means of hypothetical cases, and to draw some infer-
ences for the present situation. This we propose to do.
We shall first work through a simple, round.number
example and then give the results for a reasonable
range of assumptions.

Example

Suppose a loan of $1,000 with Interest at 10 per.
cent payable annually is made by an investor in the

40-percent Income-tax bracket. Suppose further that
the Inflation rate is 5 percent per annum. At the end
of the year, he harvests $100 In Interest, of which the
Treasury takes $40, leaving $60 after tax. In view
of the 5.percent Inflation rate, however, It requires
$1,050 at the end of the year to equal in real terms
the $1,000 Invested at the beginning. This means that
he has to reinvest $50 of his after-tax interest receipts
to maintain the Integrity of his principal, leaving only
$10 of real Income. But even this is in year-end
dollars, which are smaller than the dollars of Invest-
ment. In terms of the latter, he has $9.52, and a true
rate of return of 0.95 percent..This from a lending
rate of 10 percentl '

Now look at the same transaction from the side of
the borrower. Having borrowed the equivalent of
1,050 year-end dollars, but owing only $1,000, he
has In elect had a reduction of real indebtedness
by 50 such dollars, and a transfer to equity of that
amount. vubtracting this gain from the $100 year-end
interest payment, he has a net cost of $50, equivalent
to $47.62 In the dollars borrowed, a rate, therefore,
of 4.76 percent.

Tax Aspects

The spread between the real return to the lender
after allowance for the erosion of principal from In.
flation (0.95 percent) and the real coal to the borrower
after allowance for the pin to equity from the same
cause (4.76 percent) is due, of course, to the differ-
ence In the tax treatment of the two sides. Interest
receipts are taxable, interest payments deductible.'
For a noniaxal, lender, the return would equal the
borrower's cost.

' The result Is Independent of the duration of the loan, as may be confirmed by convertins the lifetin flow of after-tax receipts
Into the dollars of investment and solving for the implicit retum.

I Because of their deductibility, the borrower's cot Is independent of his tas status. See The Cost of Borrowed Captat,"
Revitw No. 7fi, June 1969.
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There Is an obvious anomaly here In the treatment
of inflation effects. The $50 that the lender must set
aside at year-end to offset the los of his real principal
b taxed as income. On the other hand, the $50 Aidn
to equity from the reduction of the borrower's real
liability is untaxed (deductible as a cost). Clearly this
Is topsy-turvy. The loser pays and the gainer gts off
free.

If the burden were reversed, the lender being granted
deductibility for his capital loss and the borrower taxed
on his pin, the picture would be rather different.
Assuming, for example, a 40-percent tax rate on both
sides, the lender's real return would be 2.86 percent
instead of 0.95.' The borrower's real cost, on the other
hand, would be 6.67 percent against 4.76.1 But since
the effect of inflation is ignored for tax purposes, this
calculation is of course purely academic.

Lender's Real Return Over
a Range of Cases

The foregoing example assumes a single inflation
rate, a single Interest rate, and a single tax rate. Similar
calculations for a range of rates are shown below.

Lender's Real Returns for Various Inflation, Lending,
and Tax Rates

To
Sate

IPeftal

Mie"" Itlte

3 Pe~e0

Leae laete
(rercewl

SPercoal

Leedig lote
(rceml

1 10 j 6 S t0

0 2.91 4.65 6.60
t0 U7S 3.30 4.15
30 1.17 2.52 3.55
40 0.5 1.U5 2I91
so 0.00 0.97 1.94
60 -0.11 0.19 0.97
70 -1.17 -0.50 0.00

'Assuumes interest paid annually.

0.95
-0.19
-076

-1.32
-1.90
-2.46
-3.05

2.06
1.33
0.57

-0.19
-0.95
-1.71
-2A1

406
2.116
1,90

0.95
0.00

-09
-. 90

A quick glance at this table suffices to show the
effect of even moderate Inflation rates on the real
returns of lenders subject to Income tax. With a 3.
percent Inflation, a lender in the 30-percent tax bracket
gets a real after-tax return of only 3.88 percent from
a 10-percent loan rate. With a 5-percent Inflation, he
gets 1.90 percent. If his tax bracket is 50 percent, his
returns are 1.94 percent and zero, respectively. The
double tax-and-Inflation bite is obviously devastating.

It may be Interesting to show these results in a
different form. Instead of solving for the real after.
tax returns from various combinations of factors, sup.
pose we solve for the lending rates required to yield
specified returns. These appear in the next table.

Lending Rotes Required To Yield Specified Real After-Tax
Returns With Various Inflation and Tax Rates'

Ten
let.Pr teol

WieIen lote

3 Percem

l4qwed tool letwa
Ipemt)

3 4 5

0 6.09 7.12 0.1
to 7.61 6.90 10.19
30 6.70 10.17 1164
40 10.11 11.67 13J0
SO 12.18 14.24 16.30
60 15.23 17.60 20.20
70 20.30 23.73 27.17

"Assumes interest paid annually.

S Pecent

laqarod tool aeten
(rerceell

$ 4 5

IS
10.19
11.64
113.5
16.30
20.36
27.17

9.20
11.50
13.14
15.33
16.40
23.00
$0.67

10.21
12,1
14.64
17.00
20.50
25.63
34.17

Here the picture is, if anything, even more striking.
To get a real after-tax return of 5 percent, a lender
In the 30-percent tax bracket needs a loan rate of
11.64 percent with a 3-percent Inflation and 14.64
percent with a 5-percent inflation. If his tax bracket
is 50 percent, he needs 16.30 and 20.50, respectively.
Even for a real return of only 3 percent, he needs
loan rates of 8.70 and 11.64 percent if he is In the
30-percent tax bracket and 12.18 and 16.30 percent
if he Is in the 50-percent bracket.

'The knders tax would be $20. leaving $80 after tar. Subtractin$ $50 for capital erosion. we have $30 (year-end), equivalent
1o $28.6 in the dollars of investment.

' With $50 of the borrower's interest payment laxable. he would pay $120 ( 100 to the lender. 20 to the Tresury). Subtraction
of the $50 capital pin leaves $70 (yta-end). of which the investment-dollar equivalent i. $66.7.
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Cost to Borrower

As indicated earlier, the real cost of debt to the
borrower is reduced by the shrinkage of his obligation
through inflation. It is the excess of the interest pay.
ment over this shrinkage.

Since interest cost Is deductible, hence independent
of the borrower's tax rate, this eliminates one of the
variables that must be taken account of on the lender's
side, leaving only the inflation and lending rates. If
we assume the same values for these rates as before,
we get the following:

kfrower's Real Cos for Various Inflation and
Lending Rotes

teedbg
1Me,

t00uei)

a
a

10

bww""g low

3 eam 5 Fate"

2.92
4.16

0

0.95
2.86
4.76

As we indicated earlier, the reduction of the bor-
rowers real cost by inflation is less drastic than the
reduction of the lender's real return. Thus, for example,
a 5-percent inflation reduces the cost of a 10-percent
loan to 4.76 percent, while reducing the real after-tax
return to 1.90 percent for a lender In the 30-percent
tax bracket and to zero for one in the 50-percent
bracket.

The Present Situation

If we take the present inflation rate as 5 percent
(recent figures make it even higher), it is evident
that current lending rates leave most creditors with
net losses In real terms. An 8-percent bond returns
less than nothing net to a taxpayer In the 40-percent
bracket, as does a 6-percent savings and loan account
to one in the 20-percent band. A first-bracket (14-
percent) taxpayer is substantially in the red on a 5-
percent certificate of deposit; so too, of course, is a
nontaxable lender on a 4-percent passbook account.

The Department of Commerce reports "total net
public and private debt" of $1,569 billion at the end
of 1968. At a 5-percent Inflation rate, the shrinkage
in the real value of this body of obligations is nearly
$80 billion a year. When we consider that the bulk

of them bear interest rates well below the current level,
this annual erosion is almost certainly in excess of the
collective after-tax interest yield to the ultimate bene-
ficiaries (the Individuals who benefit either directly or
as claimants against financial intermediaries).

It is evident from our earlier table on lending rates
required to yield specified real after-tax returns that
with a 5-percent inflation and present tax rates there
is little possibility of getting a significant real return
even from the "astronomical" Interest rates now pre-
vailing on new loans. Even if the inflation rate were
cut to 3 percent, a modest return would still require
higher-than-present rate levels for most lenders and
institutional creditors.

Here is the "euthanasia of the renter" with a venge-
ance. The stagnationists who espoused this phrase
were thinking of a decline of Interest rates toward
zero; the euthanasia now in process Is occurring at
the highest levels In memory. Inflation is accomplish.
ing what "economic maturity" never did.

The question naturally arises why Individuals persist
In lending funds either directly or to financial inter-
mediaries at rates that yield negative real after-tax
returns. The answer is complex. Many do not fully
realize the extent to which their capital Is being eroded.
Others who understand are at a loss to know what to
do about It. Smaller savers particularly are accustomed
to accumulate cpital in dollar form-life insurance,
time deposits, savings and loan shares, savings bonds,
etc. While they may acquire a house and consumer
durables for their own use, or invest in their own
business, Impersonal inflation hedcs such as common
stocks and income real estate are often outside their
experience, and even when not are likely to be un-
suitable to the purpose for which the dollar assets are
held. Whatever the reasons.-ignorance, habit, con-
venience, security-attachment to such assets is not
easily dislodged.

It is an interesting speculation how a long-continued
inflation at the present rate would affect this behavior
pattern. What would it do to the structure of the capital
market? How would It affect financial intermediaries?
To what extent would creditor-protection devices be
applied, such as price-level escalation, equity partici-
pation, etc.? These and similar questions are easier to
ask than to answer. In any case they are beyond the
scope of this essay. It Is t. be hoped, certainly, that
inflation will be brought under control before they are
answered by events.
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THE FEDERAL LAND BANX SYSTEM AND TAX EXEMPTION

When the Federal Land Bank System was created in 1916, it

was granted exemption from all taxation. At that time the com-

position of the agricultural economy and the character of the

financial institutions which served it were vastly different from

what they are today. In the fifty-three years since, these

conditions have changed, but, to the best of our ability to

determine it, the appropriateness of the tax exemption has never

been reconsidered. We believe the exemption should be repealed.

Changes in the AxrLcultural Economy

The total number of farms in the United States has been

declining, almost without interruption, since the time the

Federal Land Bank System was created. According to the 1920

Census, there were over 6.5 million farms in the country with an

average size of 148 acres. By 1940, this number had declined

to about 6.4 million, and between that year and 1959, it dropped

nearly 36 per cent to 4.1 million, while average acreage rose

from 167 to 288. In the ten years since then, the number of
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farms has slipped to about 3.0 million and the average acreage

has risen to about 380. J/
Although the amount of cropland has been declining, the

reduction in harvested acreage has not been as great as the

above figures might suggest. What has been happening, as these

data indicate, is that smaller farms have been disappearing as

economic and technological changes dictate larger units.

Harvested acreage declined only 7 per cent between 1920 and

1959 to a total of 458 million acres. It is estimated to have

dropped another 20 million acres between 1959 and 1961. "Esti-

mates indicate that ( if trends in yields since 1950 continue) the

food and fiber needs of a population that may be 45 per cent

higher by 1980 could be met with 407 million acres of cropland

compared with 458 million acres in 1959." ./

Statistics on numbers of farms of various sizes confirm the

fact that the remaining farms are growing larger. Between 1940

and 1959, the number of farms of 100 acres or less declined 52

per cent from about 3.6 million to 1.7 million. In this same

period, the number of farms of 260 acres or more increased from

Department of Comerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the United States, 1968, p. 594.

/ The Yearbook of ARriculture--A Place to Live, 1963, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, p.63.
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724,000 (.7 million) to 808,000(.8 million). There was a 35

per cent increase in the number of farms of 1,000 acres or more

while the number of farms in all size categories under 260 acres

showed a decline. _/

The changing farm economy and the sharply expanded opportun-

ities for employment in the cities have brought a dramatic

decline in farm population. In the short span of 17 years

between 1950 and 1967, farm population dropped 53 per cent from

23,048,000 to 10,817,000. Between 1920 and 1967, farm population

declined from 30.1 per cent of total U.S. population to 5.5 per

cent. In 1966 alone, farm population dropped another 6 per cent

in number and its share of total population shrank to 5.9 per

cent. A/

Despite these declines in the number of acres harvested, in

the number of farms, and in farm population, agricultural pro-

duction has not declined. According to the Federal Land Banks,

"...manhours worked in farming have dropped 60 per cent during

the past quarter century--yet total farm output rose 63 per

/ Census, op. cit., p. 596

Department of Commerce, Department of Agriculture, Current
Population Report, Farm Population, Series Census-ERS P-
27, No. 39, May, 1969.
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cent, dramatically emphasizing the substitution of capital for

labor." I/ Fifty years ago, one farm worker produced food and

fiber for eight people. Today, he can produce enough for 37.

Put another way, one hour of farm labor yields more than five

times as much food and other crops as it did a half-century

ago. A/

Furthermore, even with the decreasing numbers of farms,

more farms have sales of $25,000 and over than was true in 1950,

the first year in which such data were collected. (No infla-

tionary factor is involved here, since the index of farm prices

received has actually decreased in the period.) Between that

year and 1964, the number with sales of this magnitude has more

than tripled, from about 103,000 to 337,000, and the proportion

of this group to all farms has riser from 2 per cent to 11 per

cent. At the same time, the number with sales of under $2,500

has dwindled from 1.6 million to about 350,000 and their pro-

portion from 30 per cent to 11 per cent. (See Table A.)

Crucial in this context is the trend away from the indivi-

dually owned farm, of whatever size, toward a more complex,

. Advertising supplement to Aercan MAU, op. cit., p. 2.

Ibid., p. 1.
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corporate structure. The step-by-step liberalization of the

eligibility requirements of the Federal Land Banks to include

corporate borrowers (see the discussion on pages 6 and 7) speaks

as eloquently as would any data on this subject, were they

available.
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Changes in the Federal Land Bank System and in ito Area of
fteration

Furthermore, while the economy it served was in transition,

the Federal Land Bank System itself has been undergoing change--

in aim, in organization, and in market served.

While the reasons for creating a special credit structure

for farm finance are not explicitly stated in the statute

creating the Federal Land Bank System, the Farm Credit Administra-

tion has, over a long period, offered this definition of purpose:

"This System was created by Congress to meet a

definite economic need for a permanent and dependable

source of sound farm mortgage credit at reasonable rates

and on terms especially adapted to the particular require-

ments of farmers. It was expected that this farmer-

owned credit system designed specifically to provide

long-term, low-interest loans on an amortized basis

would serve as a pace-setter In solving many of the

problems that existed in farm mortgage credit." .7/
At the inception of the System in 1917, the aim appears to

have been to provide the farm comunity--especially the owners

7 Federal Land Bank System and How it Ooerates, Farm Credit
Administration, Washington, 1965, p.5. Practically identical
passages have appeared in earlier editions of the same doc-
ument.
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of family-size farms--with specialized credit facilities

particularly suited to agricultural as contrasted with commercial

or industrial requirements. It may be assumed that Congress,

in enacting the original legislation, considered the question

of taxation of the Federal Land Banks and exempted them in the

light of then existing conditions. We doubt, however, that

Congress at that time could have foreseen the importance of this

exemption--in terms of either competitive advantage or loss of

revenue--since taxes at that time did not approach present

levels. We find no evidence that Congress, in the years since

then, has ever reconsidered this exemption.

But while the tax status has not been altered, there has

been considerable broadening of the limits within which the

Federal Land Banks can make loans. Take, for example, the mxi-

mum loan amount, which in 1916 was set at $10,000. In 1923, the

limit was raised to $25,000, though it was required that "pre-

ference...be given to applications of $10,000 and under." The

limit was raised to $50,000 and $100,000 in 1933 and 1949,

respectively. In 1955, the maximum was raised to $200,000, and

the limit on loans made without prior approval by the Farm Credit

Administration was raised from- $25,000 to $100,000. In 1959,

the ceiling was lifted altogether though FCA approval still had

to be obtained on loans of over $100,000.
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The result has been a steady expansion of lending activity

in the upper ends of the loan range. As Table I shows, 77 per

cent of the total amount of Federal Land Dank loans in 1968

(the latest year for which data was available) was for amounts

of $20,000 or more. Only 15 per cent was in this category in

1960.

The averse size of loan also reveals this trend. From a

1947-49 figure of $4,610, average loan size rose to *21,320-o

or 362 per cent--in 1965. The average loan rize for all lenders,

of course, also advanced sharply in this period, under the in-

fluence of inflationary trends in the economy generally and of

the increasingly larger capital requirements of agriculture,

in particular, as its technology advanced and as farm size grew.

It is significant, however, that the increase for the Federal

Land Banks has been greater than that for all types of lenders

and greater than that for any other single group of lenders

except insurance companies, which it just matched. Indeed, at

least since 1945, the average size of the Federal Land Banks'

loan has exceeded that for any other group, except the insurance

companies. (See Chart I.)

For example, a Federal Land Bank loan recently made in

Alabama was in the amount of $5.4 million.

Further encouraging the expansion of Federal Land Bank
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lending activity has been the progressive broadening of the de-

finition of eligible borrowers. In the original legislation,

this covered only those engaged in, or shortly to become

engaged in, the cultivation of the farm to be mortgaged. In

1933, persons who derived the principal part of their income

from farming operations were made eligible. Two years later,

"person" was redefined to include corporations engaged in rais-

ing livestock. There was, however, the qualification that

"... no loan *.. be made to a corporation (A) unless all of the

stock of the corporation is owned by individuals themselves

personally eftgaged in the raising of livestock on the land to be

mortgaged, except in the case where the Lend Bank Comissioner

permits the loan if at least 75 per centum in value and number

of shares of the corporation is owned by individuals personally

so engaged and (B) unless the owners of at least 75 per centum

assume personal liability for the loan." kI

In 1961, the restrictions on loans to corporate borrowers

were relaxed to state: "... but no loan shall be made to a

corporation unless the principal part of its income is derived

from farming operations and unless owners of stock in the cor-

poration assume personal liability for the loan to the extent

A. 12 U. S. C. 1934 ed., Supp. V. 771 (sixth).
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required under rules and regulations prescribed by the Farm

Credit Administration." 91

In 1966 and again in 1967, the Federal Land Banks have

requested authority to eliminate the statutory loan maximums,

the maximum loan which can be made without FCA approval, and

the requirements for the assumption of personal liability by

stockholders of corporate borrowers.

Greatly liberalizing the scope of Federal Land Bank lending,

the Farm Credit Act of 1955 authorized loans for "general agri-

cultural purposes and other requirements of the owner of the

land morttased." (Emphasis supplied.) In the original 1916

statute, it was provided that loans could be made for the

following purposes and no other:

1. To purchase land for agricultural purposes.

2. To purchase equipment, fertilizer, and livestock

for proper and reasonable operation of the

mortgaged farm.

3. To provide buildings and for the improvement of

farm land.

9/ 12 U. S. C. 1958 ed., Supp. V. 771 (sixth).
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4. To liquidate indebtedness existing at the time

of the organization of the first Land Bank Associ-

ation in the county or indebtedness subsequently

incurred for the above purposes.

With the 1955 amendment, the purpose of Federal Land Bank

operations was. consequently, completely altered. From an organ-

ization designed to finance farming operations solely, this

newly independent system became one authorized to accept farm

assets as security for loans to meet any financial requirement

of the land owner.

The Federal Land Banks have undergone a series of organiza-

tional changes the most importance of which was made in 1953.

The Farm Credit Act of that year established the Farm Credit

Administration as an independent agency separate from the

Department of Agricultural and put the Federal Land Banks on

the road to private operation. Since 1947, all federal funds

have been out of the System. Thereafter under private owner-

ship and, from 1955, authorized to engage in a broad range of

lending business, the Fedefal Land Banks have moved ahead in

the best free enterprise tradition to capture as much business

as their unusual competitive advantages make possible.

The steadily growing volume of Federal Land Bank loans--

in terms of both number and dollar amount--is shown in Tables
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1I and II-A.

Paralleling this growth has been an expansion in the share

of the Federal Land Banks of the total agricultural mortgage

loan market--an expansion accomplished, as it must be, largely

at the expense of tax-paying lenders. As may be seen in Table

I, the percentage of total mortgage lending by Federal Land

Banks has grown from 12.3 per cent in 1950 to 24.0 per cent in

1965. In the same period, consequently, the share of

individuals in this market has been halved--from nearly 30 per

cent to 16 per cent--while farm lending by banks and trust com-

panies has declined from 29 per cent to 20 per cent of the total.

Available data indicate that Federal Land Bank lending,

far from beinj confined to, or even concentrated in, the weaker

sector of the farm loan market, is widely distributed among all

classes of farmers.

Given the Federal Land Banks' stated aims and given the

fact that their tax exemption and their favored position as a

borrower permit them to charge an interest rate lower Vhan that

generally available from institutional lenders, it might be ex-

pected that their lending would be disproportionately heavier

in the lower end of the range, or, at most, would be distri-

buted among the various classes of farms in a rough equivalence

to their proportions among total farm. But this is not the
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case. A study by the Federal Reserve Board, based on data from

the Census Bureau's 1960 Sample Survey of Agriculture, provides

the data shown In Tables III and IV. While 10 per cent of all

farms had 1960 sales of 020,000 and more, 17 per cent of the

farm operators with Federal Land Bank loans were in this cate-

gory. At the other end of the economic classification, 26 per

cent of all farms had sales of between $50 and #50,000, but

only 20 per cent of Federal Land Bank borrowers were in this

group. (See Table II.)

The average value of land and buildings operated by

farmers with major real estate debt In 1960 was about $50%200;

land and buildings of Federal Land Bank borrowers had an aver-

age value of close to $55,900. (See Table IV.)

Aramelnts for Taxation

Mortgage bankers feel that the Federal Land Banks should bo

paying taxes. The Federal Land Banks are, in fact, private

enterprise organizations just as surely as any mutually owned

enterprise. Even were they not, there are precedents in the

Federal National Mortgage Association and the Federal Reserve

System for a payment in lieu of taxes or a remittance of profits

to the Treasury.

A puzzltng aspect of this question lies in the fact that

their sister institutions, the Production Credit Associations
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and the Banks for Cooperatives, are taxed; that proposals for

rural electric and telephone banks contemplate that they will

be taxed following the retirement of federal capital; and

that most people seem surprised to learn that the Federal

Land Banks are not taxed. To our knowledge the question of the

tax status of the Federal Land Banks was not discussed when

the legislation was enacted nor has it been raised in sub-

sequent Congressional hearings.

On the other hand, the tax status of other governmental--

or quasi-governmental--corporations has been repeatedly dis-

cussed. From hearings and legislation there emerges a con-

sensus that such corporations should be taxed--or, as a mini-

mum, that their tax status should be reviewed--when federal

funds are repaid. The failure to provide for either taxation

or review in the case of the Federal LAnd Banks is, we believe,

a legislative oversight which should be remedied. Moreover,

the exemption imposes an unfair competitive burden on the

tax-paying enterprises which also serve the agricultural market.

We conclude that the circumstances which led Congress to grant

exemption to the Federal Land Banks have changed, that their

operations have changed, and that their tax-exempt status is

now a proper subject for reconsideration.
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'tABLE-o

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS,
BY SIZE OF LOAN, SEIZCTED YEARS, 1960-1968

1960

21.9.

23.3

11.2

18.2

10.2

15.2

100.0

1961

20.4

22.3

11.8

16.7

10.6

18.2

100.0

_.1964

2.2

5.6

5.0

13.1

10.6

63.5

100.0

1965

1.41.

4.3

3.7

10.3

9.9

70.4

100.0

1966 1967 1968

0.9, 0.91 0.8.

2.6 2.4 2.3

2.4 3.1 2.2

8.6 8.5 8.1

8.8 9.3 9.3

7*? 75.8 77.3

100.0 100.01 100.0

Note: See Table LA for greater detail for 1964 and 1965, and a
distribution for those years of n er of loans by size,
which is not available for the earlLer years.

Source: Unpublished data of the Farm Credit Administration based
on a dependable sample.
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Size ofloan _

$ 5,000
and lower

$ 5,000 to
$8,000

$ 8,000 to
010,000

$10,000 to
*15,000

$15,000 to
$20,000

$20,000 and
over

TOTAL,
all loans
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS, BY SIZE OF LOAN, 1964 a 1968

Size of Numbr....... Amount Number --'I
loan 1964 1965 1964 3I 1Z6 9 ii6
$ 5,000 and

lower

* 5,000 to
$8,000

*8,000 to
#io05000

$10,000 to
15,000

$15,000 to
$20,000

$20,000 to
$25,000

$25,000 to
#35,000

#35,000 to
$50,000

#50,000 or
more

TOTAL,
all loans

11.4%

16.6

10.6

20.5

11.8

7.6

9.5

6.3

5.7

100.0%

8.3%

15.0

9.2

18.9

13.0

9.9

10.0

6.6

9.1

100.0

2.2%.

5.6

5.0

13.1

10.6

8.8

14.4

13.5

26.8

100.0%

1.4%

4.3

3.7

10.3

9.9

9.7

12.8

12.2

35,7

100.0%.

6,7

10.8

7.2

18.9

13,9

9.9

12.6

9.4

10.6

100.0%

6.8

9.6

8.8

17.7

13,7

10.3

12.1

10.0

11.0

100.10

6.3

10,1

7,1

18.

15.1

9.'

11,6

12,1,,

100.C

Source: Unpublished data of Farm
dependable sample.

Credit Administration based on a
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July 31, 1969

TABLE II

DOLLAR AMOUW OF FARM MORTGAGES MADE OR RECORDED, BY TYPE OF LENDER
SELECTED YER, 1920 - 1967

Life In- and
Federal surance Trust Miscel- Total,
Land corn- coma Indivi- laneous all

Year Banks vanies . .. nies duals - lenders lenders

llar amount

1920 0 67,000 *386,800 $ 663,200 *2,142,800 $ 366,200 $3,625,800
1930 47,100 173,700 355,200 618,200 170,600 1,364,600
1940 63,900 145,600 219,800 225,600 117,400 772,500
1950 203,100 348,000 471,600 491,800 140,800 1,655,900
1955 482,700 507,000 582,000 565,900 264,200 2,401,900
1960 520,2).3 413,337 541,022 612,481 482,682 2,569,735
1965 1,237,876 964,080 1,036,524 811,594 1,108,046 5,158,120
1966 1,344,610 909,341 1,055,992 934,882 1,195,341 5,440,166
1967 1,266,533 695,625 1,036,109 860,318 1,216,460 5,075,045

_Percentgae distribution

1920 1.9 10.7/ 18.3/, 59.11 10.1, 100.0/
1930 3.5 12.7 26.0 45.3 12.5 100.0
1940 8.3 18.8 28.5 29.2 15.2 100.0
1950 12.3 21.0 28.5 29.7 8.5 100.0
1955 20.1 21.1 24.2 23.6 11.0 100.0
1960 20.2 16.1 21.1 23.8 18.8 100.0
1965 24.0 18.7 20.1 15.7 21.5 100.0
1966 24.7 16.7 19.4 17.2 22.0 100.0
1967 25.0 13.7 20.4 17.0 24.0 100.0

Source: Farm Credit Administration, Research and Information
Division
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TABLE I1 - A

NUMBER OF FARM MORTGAGES MADE OR
SELECTED YEARS,

RECORDED, BY TYPE OF LENDER
1940-1967

Life and
Federal insur- trust Hiscel- Total
Land once coM- come Indivi- laneous all

Year Banks anies panies duals.. lenders lenders

1940 26,258 25,285 110,083 135,037 28,674 325,337
1950 42,820 35,649 126,012 115,805 32,069 352,355
1955 60,490 34,082 114,048 86,586 41,825 337,030
1960 43,090 18,476 85,141 62,176 57,456 266,339
1965 58,050 24,011 92,895 47,453 82,378 304,787
1966 53,643 19,062 84,164 46,160 74,870 277,907
1967 48,189 13,485 79,116 40,446 70,480 251,716

Percentage distribution

1940 8.1% 7.7% 33.8% 41.5% 8.8% 100.0%
1950 12.2 10.1 35.8 32.9 9.1 100.0
1955 17.9 10.1 33.8 25.7 12.4 100.0
1960 16.2 6.9 32.0 23.3 21.5 100.0
1965 19.0 7.9 30.5 15.6 27.0 100.0
1966 19.3 6.9 30.3 16.6 26.9 100.0
1967 19.1 5.4 31.4 16.1 28.0 100.0

Source: Farm Credit Administration,
Division.

Research and Information
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ALL FARM OPERATORS AND FAM OPERTORS WITH FEDERAL LAND BAW
IvTJO REAL ESTATE DEBT, BY ECONMUC CLASS CW FARM, 1960

Number Per cent Per cent
economic class (x thou- of all of omeor-

Af fam landa) farms ial , farms

A fl farm operators

T o _, all farm 3,247 1w 0% -

aono wimercial farms 986 30.4I
Camerial farms, total 2,261 69.6 100.0%

Class 1 105 3.2' 4.6
class 11 228 7.0 20.1
Class 111 490 15.1 21.7
class IV 90 18.2 26.1

class V 541 16.7 23.9
class VI 3D7 9.5 13.6

Oerators vth Federal tnd Bank loans

Total, all farms 254 I00.0%

-Nonmoercial farms 48 18.9

Cierolal farms, total 206 81.1 100.0%
Classes I and 11 43 16.9 2D.9
Classes III and IV 113 44.5 54.9
classes V and.VI 50 19.7 24.2

-Definitions: Economic class of farm by value of farm products sold
I - $40,000 and over;
n . $20,000 to $9,999;
III $10,000 to $19,999;
IV $5,000 to $9,999;
V - $2,500 to $4,999;
VI w $S0to $2,499.

Nonomrcial farms are in general those vith sales of $2,499 or less.

8ouroe FARMA DEBT, Data from the 1960 Sample Survey of Agriculture; Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1964. Table 1,
pae 3; Table 31, page 119.
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TABLE IV

AVERAGE VALUE OF LAND AND BUILDINGS OPERATED,
BY ECONOMIC ClASS OF FARM, FOR SELECTED OPERATORS, 1960

All operators Federal
Economic with major Land
class real estate Bank
of farm debt borrowers

Commercial farms, total $ 61,796 $ 64,166

Classes I and II 163,049 155,629
Classes III and IV 45,156 47,848
Classes V and VI 19,378 22,193

Noncounercial farms 15,961 20,250

All farms 50,187 55,866

Note: See Table III for
of farms.

definitions of economic classes

Sources: FARM DEBT (Federal Reserve Board report),
1960, Table 1, page 7; Table 31, page 119.
Some weighted averages constructed by MtB.
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TABLE A

NUMBER OF FARMS BY VALUE OF PRODUCTS SOLD, 1950, 1959, AND 1964

1959 P1964
Type of §0Per 19§Per amPer
farm Numer cent- - Number --cent Number cent

All Farms 59379,250 100.01 3,708,022 100.0% 3,157,864 100.01

Commercial farms

Total 3,706,412 68.9 2,416,045 65.2 2,165,727 68.6
Sales of:
$25,000
or more 103,231 1.9 260,121 7.0 336,826 10.7

$10,00 to
$24,999 381,151 7.1 535,552 14.4 532,079 16.8

$ 5,000 to
$ 9,999 721,211 13.4 653,533 17.6 504,625 16.0

$ 2,500 to
$ 4,999 882,302 16.4 617,819 16.7 443,928 14.1

$ 2,499 or
under 1,618,417 30.1 349,020 9.4 348,269 11.0

Other Farms 1,672,838 31.1 1,291,977 34.8 992,137 31.4

Note: The categories used by the Census of 1950 were somewhat
different from those for the later years; combinations
were made to put the data on a conmon basis.

For definitions of various types of farms, see Table II1.

Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; U.S. Census
of -Ariculture. 1950, 1959, 1964, Volume I and II.
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91 CONGRESS
1st Session

H. R. 9242

IN THE HOUSE OF REpRES NTATIVES

March 19, 1969

Mr. Utt introduced the following bill which was referred to
the Committee on ways and Means

A DILL

To amend section 504 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

relating to the tax exemption of certain organizations.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House o! Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America ir Congress assembled,

3 That (a) section 504 of the Internal Revenue Code of

4 1954 (relating to denial of exemption of certain organiza-

5 tions) is amended by redesignating subsection (b) as

6 subsection (a) and by inserting after subsection (a) the

7 following now subsections

S "(b) FEDERAL LAD SAM AND FEDERAL LAND

9 BANK ASSOCIATIOS.-otwithstanding the provisions of

10 any other law, no Federal land bank or Federal land

11 bank association shall be exempt from the taxes imposed

12 by this subtitle on corporations."

13 (b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

14 be applicable with respect to taxable years beginning after

15 the date of enactment of this Act.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

HARRY NEWMAN, JR.

President, International Council of Shopping Centers
445 Park Avenue

Now York, New York 10022

The International Council of Shopping Centers is a trade organization of
more than 3,200 members engaged in the development and operation of shop-
ping centers and in their design, leasing, construction and financing.
Many chain and independent retail merchants now operating stores in shop-
ping centers are also members of the Council.

Our developer members have built and are operating more than 9,000 shopping
centers containing more than 195,000 retail stores in the United States alone.
As an industry, shopping centers represent a total investment of more than
$54 billion and supply employment for more than 4,500,000 persons.

Before discussing the effect of the Tax Reform Bill on our industry and our
view of the consequences for the economy, I would like to express our whole-
hearted support for the basic aim of the legislation before this committee,
namely, the elimination of tax inequities and the minimum-tax approach to
achieving it.

The main purpose of our testimony here, then, is to describe to you the
&rave implications of those provisions in the proposed Act that affect our
specialized segment of the real estate industry. In its present form, we
believe that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 will have these consequences:

1. It will accelerate the existing trend towards economic concentration of
shopping center ownership in the hands of a relatively few large financial
institutions and big corporations.

2. It will seriously curtail the construction of smaller centers, which are
an essential ingredient in the mass housing programs planned for the next
decade. Shopping center developers will not be able to build these centers
because they will have no venture capital sources to replace both private
investors and those funds normally generated through the sale of their exist-
ing centers.

3. This curtailment in turn will eliminate a sizeable number of the almost
14 million new low-skill jobs which the shopping center industry would other-
wise create by 1980.

4. The development of fewer new centers means depriving expanding and/or new
municipalities and other local government bodies of desperately needed revenues
for their operating expenses from property and sales taxes.
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5. Expansion of independent merchants, so-called mom-and-pop operations, local
chains and other dynamic tenants will be seriously curtailed and in many cases
completely halted.

6. The higher yields needed to attract venture captial as compensation for the
loss of present tax advantages will lead to increases in already spiraling rents
and thus place further inflationary pressures on the prices of consumer goods and
services.

7. In order to survive, independent developers will be virtually compelled to
merge with large corporations or be taken over by them in order to obtain the
high-risk venture capital essential to develop shopping centers.

6. By withdrawing tax inducements from private redevelopers, while preserving
subsidies of billions of dollars from 1UD, the Act will seriously discourage urban
core retail redevelopment, which, in our opinion, deserve the highest priority
in both the private and government sectors.

9. It will create serious difficulties for black business and community groups
that are now striving to develop shopping centers in the inner-city core areas
of at least 50 major cities.

10. Insofar as the real estate industry is concerned, Section 221 was presumably
aimed at the passive high-income investor. In fact under this section's definitions
and exclusions, virtually every shopping center owner who is actively operating a
center will be subject to the limit on interest deductions because practically
every shopping center in the country and its leases qualify as "net leases." This,
coupled with the Treasury's suggestion that certain business deductions during
construction be singled out for Limited Tax Preference treatment, may well drive
most individual investors and developers out of a business already made economically
marginal by a combination of tight money, record interest rates and skyrocketing
construction costs, property taxes and land prices.

iE, THEREFORE, RECOMMEND THAT PRESENT REAL ESTATE TAX INDUCEMENTS REMAIN IN EFFECT,
BUT THAT AN EQUITABLE MINIMUM TAX LAW BE ENACTED TO CORRECT THE FEW BUT GLARING
INEQUITIES AND ABUSES OF THE PAST.

September 26, 1969
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STATEMENT

HARRY NEWMAN, JR., PRESIDENT
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS

.445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: My name is Harry Newman, Jr. I am
president of the International Council of Shopping Centers, a trade organization
of more than 3,200 members engaged in the development and operation of shopping
centers and in their design, leasing, construction and financing. Many chain
and independent retail merchants now operating stores in shopping centers are
also members of the Council.

Our developer members have built and are operating more than 9,000 shopping
centers containing more than 195,000 retail stores in the United States alone.
As an industry, shopping centers represent a total investment of more than $54
billion and supply employment for more than 4,500,000 persons.

Before discussing the effect of the Tax Reform Bill on our industry and our view
of the consequences for the economy, I would like to express our wholehearted
support for the basic aim of the legislation before this committee, namely, the
elimination of tax inequities and the minimum-tax approach to achieving it.

The main purpose of our testimony here, then, is to describe to you the grave
implications of those provisions in the proposed Act that affect our specialized
segment of the real estate industry. In its 'present form, we believe that the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 will have these consequences:

1. It will accelerate the existing trend towards economic concentration of
shopping center ownership in the hands of a relatively few large financial
institutions and big corporations.

2. It will seriously curtail the construction of smaller centers, which are
an essential ingredient in the mass housing programs planned for the next decade.
Shopping center developers will not be able to build these centers because they
will have no venture capital sources to replace both private investors and those
funds normally generated through the sale of their existing centers.

3. This curtailment in turn will eliminate a sizeable number of the almost
14 million new low-skill jobs which the shopping center industry would otherwise
create by 1980.

4. The development of fewer new centers means depriving expanding and/or new
municipalities and other local government bodies of desperately needed revenues
for their operating expenses from property and sales taxes.
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5. Expansion of independent merchants, so-called mom-and-pop operations, local
chains and other dynamic tenants will be seriously curtailed and in many cases
completely halted.

6. The higher yields needed to attract venture capital as compensation for the
loss of present tax advantages will lead to increases in already spiraling rents
and thus place further inflationary pressures on the prices of consumer goods and
services.

7. In order to survive, independent developers will be virtually compelled to
merge with large corporations or be taken over by them in order to obtain the
high-risk venture capital essential to develop shopping centers.

8. By withdrawing tax inducements from private redevelopers, while preserving
subsidies of billions of dollars from HUD, the Act will seriously discourage urban
core retail redevelopments, which, in our opinion, deserve the highest priority
in both the private and government sectors.

9. It will create serious difficulties for black business and community groups
that are now striving to develop shopping centers in the inner-city core areas
of at least 50 major cities.

10. Insofar as the real estate industry is concerned, Section 221 was presumably
aimed at the passive high-income investor. In fact under this section's
definitions and exclusions, virtually every shopping center owner who is actively
operating a center will be subject to the limit on interest deductions because
practically every shopping center in the country and its leases qualify as "net
leases". This, coupled with the Treasury's suggestion that certain business
deductions during construction be singled out for Limited Tax Preference treatment,
may well drive most individual investors and developers out of a business already
made economically marginal by a combination of tight money, record interest rates
and skyrocketing construction costs, property taxes and land prices.

WE, THEREFORE, RECOMMEND THAT PRESENT REAL ESTATE TAX INDUCEMENTS REMAIN IN
EFFECT, BUT THAT AN EQUITABLE MINIMUM TAX LAW BE ENACTED TO CORRECT THE FEW BUT
GLARING INEQUITIES AND ABUSES OF THE PAST.

WHAT IS THE DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS?

Let me explain something about the nature of the development business before
elaborating on the reasons for the ten points of what may seem at first glance
to be the shopping center industry's True Bill against the Tax Reform Act.

Shopping centers have enjoyed a remarkable record of successful operation and
foreclosures are extremely rare. Because of this performance and the high
percentage of so-called AAA-credit, or major chain tenants, in each shopping
center, insurance companies and other lenders have come to regard shopping centers
as low-risk or no-risk investments.
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Once the center is finished, this is an accurate assessment. However, during the
development stages, the developer alone, or in conjunction with his equity
investor, is exposed to a variety of risks which can jeopardize his investment
and, at worst, send him into bankruptcy. These risks and unexpected costs occur
from the site selection phase to the point in time after the center is completed
and the developer Is ready to collect his long-term mortgage funds from the
permanent lender. They range from delays caused by frozen ground, snow and
rain to strikes, unexpected site conditions, zoning and title problems. They
range from mistakes by the architects and engineers to delays because of tenant
improvements or tenant bankruptcies. They range from uncontrollable cost in-
creases in construction, financing charges and real estate taxes to breakdowns
in deliveries of essential supplies and materials.

There are other hidden risks. For every center that is developed, there are
at least 12 that never see the light of day, but may have reached the zoning,
layout, or at least the acquisition-negotiation stage. Although it is an
extreme example, my company recently investigated 73 individual sites before
we found a suitable location for a chain department store. Each of these
attempts at finding a shopping center location resulted in relatively substan-
tial expenditures to say nothing of the time involved.

Once the developer has found the site, he must tie up the land on an option or
by some other means, so that he has enough time to determine the major tenant's
interest in the site. In order to stimulate interest on the part of a super-
market if it is a neighborhood center location, or a department store if it is
a regional center site, he must have layouts and economic studies prepared. He
must also work out the financial projections for the center to determine the
rentals he must get. This involves a high degree of guessing what construction
costs and interest rates will be in six months, a year, or two years depending
on the size and gestation period for the proposed center.

Assuming he gets the tenant's approval of the site, he must then lease enough
of the remaining stores to chain stores or tenants with multi-million dollar
net worth to enable him to secure a mortgage loan commitment from an insurance
company or other financial institution. At this point the developer normally
must purchase the land and this requires substantial cash, usually more than
he has available because of his investments in other centers. This explains
the importance of the equity investor to the developer's continuing activity.

Once the investor has been brought into the development picture, the developer
then has to negotiate his contract with the architect and engineers, negotiate
a contract with a general contractor, and complete his leasing negotiations for
the other vacant stores. He must coordinate the activities and responsibilities
of the architect, contractor and tenants, while making arrangements for a
construction loan based on the commitment for his permanent mortgage loan. He
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must then complete the center according to tenants' plans, move them in, and set
up the management, promotion and maintenance of the completed center. Then he can
at last "close" the permanent mortgage loan, the proceeds of which are used to
pay off the construction loan. The development process cannot be described
adequately in such brief terms, but hopefully we have conveyed to you some Idea
of the complexities, uncertainties and risks which characterize the business.

ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION

More than 90 per cent of the shopping centers in this country are developed by
individuals and small independent corporations or partnerships, who provide the
skills, manpower and part of the equity investment required for the shopping
centers they build. They are not able to develop shopping centers without
entering into partnerships with one or more investors in each center. They
need these partners to help them put up the equity investment of 10 to 25 per
cent normally required for each venture.

These equity investments range from $50,000 to several million dollars each,
depending on the size of the center, the cost of land and buildings, and the
amount of mortgage financing they can obtain. Very few developers who are
actively building new centers can afford (or have the funds necessary) to
finance their own centers without partners. Because of the high risks involved
and the relatively large amounts of venture capital needed, the investor partners
who join the developers in their projects are almost always private parties
seeking commensurately high returns on their investment. If they are denied
the inducement of tax savings, they will have little reason to invest their money
in these projects. They will put.their money in other types of investment, and
developers will have difficulty getting shopping centers built in the future.

To remain in business, developers will have to find other sources of equity
funds. They will have to turn to large corporate investors, to public financing
and to institutional investors.

What concerns me and what I think should concern your Committee is that the
Tax Reform Act will make it difficult for the independent shopping center entre-
preneur to survive and will result in the increasing domination of our industry
by large financial and/or corporate interests.

The Committee should be aware that since the 1966 monetary crisis and credit
crunch, the shopping center industry has been plagued by a shortage of mortgage
funds, record-high interest rates, accelerating construction costs, rising
property taxes and skyrocketing land prices. These inflationary pressures are
particularly serious for a high-leverage business like shopping center develop-
ment where the loan usually represents 75 per cent or more of the total project
costs. Rents have not risen at a comparable pace and profit margins consequently
have been eroded to a point where tax deductions available under the present laws
are playing an increasingly vital part in the economics of shopping center develop-
ment. t refer you to Appendix B. attached to this report, which shows that from
1965 to 1969, land prices, property taxes, construction costs and prime interest
rates rose 20 to 88 per cent. During the same period, rental income increased only
12 per cent.
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Even before the Tax Reform Act was conceived, high interest rates and other
inflationary pressures started to reshape the shopping center industry. Major
supermarket chains, discount stores and traditional department stores began to
develop their own free-standing branches, tending to eliminate the independent
developer. In addition, lending institutions began to insist on a piece of the
equity and demanded a share of minimum and/or overage rents as a prerequisite
for a mortgage loan. As a result of these and other factors, the position of
the independent developer has been increasingly threatened.

The Tax Reform Act will accelerate the trend towards the concentration of
ownership, operating control of the industry, and a virtual monopoly of most
new developments in the hands of big corporations and big institutional in-
vestors. I am not suggesting that they even want this control, but under the
changed dynamics of the industry they will be the only ones who can afford it.

FEWER SHALL CENTERS

Since their inception, shopping centers have attracted hundreds of new business
enterprises and opened opportunities for hundreds of individuals and groups to
become engaged in development as independent entrepreneurs.

This has, in fact, been the history of my own company. I am before.you now to
fight for the life of my company and hundreds of others like mine, and to retain
our ability to continue as independent entrepreneurs in a competitive, viable
economy.

Let us examine for a moment what will happen to neighborhood centers if the private
investor and independent developer are eliminated as economic factors.

In order to weigh the importance of the small center in the consumer economy,
keep in mind that out of 10,820 shopping centers operating at the end of 1968,
9,300 (almost 90 per cent) were neighborhood or community centers.

Because size is equated with financial return, institutional developers are
primarily interested in developing and owning regional centers where the retail
action is concentrated in the hands of the large retailers and national retail
chains. Smaller centers do not have the "economic glamor" and are too small
to attract the financial institution as an investor, joint venturer or developer.

With the private investor removed from the scene, who is going to develop the
literally thousands of neighborhood centers needed to service the 2,300,000 new
houses scheduled for construction every year for the next decade? Competition
will be curtailed or eliminated. Where this happens, the Act will create
captive-market conditions which encourage price exploitation and which have been
a significant factor contributing to minority unrest and riots in slum areas.
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LOSS OF JOBS

The retailing industry traditionally has provided substantial numbers of jobs
for people who rank at the lowest economic level in the community. It is
questionable if the economy will be able to absorb those individuals who may
be displaced from retailing operations, since many of them have very limited
employment skills.

Based on the estimate that 2-1/2 new full-time jobs are created for every 1,000
square feet of gross leasable area, almost 14 million jobs can be created by
the development of shopping centers in the next 11 years. The Tax Reform Act
in its present form will jeopardize a substantial number of those jobs, mostly
unskilled, the most difficult to place in other sections of the economy.

LESS TAXES FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Those shopping centers which have been built this year or will be completed by
the end of 1969 will contribute $25 million in property taxes to the communities
In which they are located.

This is especially welcome because it is premium revenue. Shopping centers, at
their expense, provide many of the services normally required from the local
municipality, for example, parking areas, sidewalks, malls, landscaping,
lighting, security, trash removal, parking lot maintenance and repair. Developers
also frequently dedicate land for streets and put in the streets, curbs, gutters
and sometimes the sewage system, fire hydrants and the water distribution system.

By 1980, in order to service the projected 30 million growth in population, the
number of shopping centers will double, adding viable local tax revenue to local
municipalities and communities.

The Tax Reform Act, if passed in its present form, could drastically reduce the
number of new centers to be built and deprive new, expanding and redevelopment
communities of critically needed tax revenues.

SMALL RETAILERS JEOPARDIZED

The private investor's willingness to risk his money in shopping center develop-
ment has been largely responsible for helping "mom-and-pop" stores convert to
franchise operations. Franchise operations have had a phenomenal growth record.
They range from fried chicken and roast beef sandwiches to auto brakes, mufflers
and bridal wear. The investor's dollar has also made economically viable the
smaller centers with their inevitable complement of barber, beauty, cleaner-type
of service shops.
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Shopping centers create small retail businesses. If shopping center development
is curtailed, there will perforce be fewer opportunities for small retailers to
go into business and to expand their operations.

INCREASED INFLATIONARY EFFECTS

At the present time, private investors like lawyers, doctors, small businessmen,
etc., who constitute the majority of shopping center equity investors, are
willing to risk their savings for an 8 or 9 per cent return coupled with tax
advantages which enable them to offset some of their ordinary income.

Reaovb these inducements, and how marketable a commodity does the shopping
center developer have?

Apart from the extensive risks involved during the developmental stage, shopping
centers have one other major drawback from an investment viewpoint--lack of
liquidity. Unlike shares on the stockmarket, a shopping center with its multiple
tenancies and other complexities, and special requirements, not the least of
which is a large cash investment, is difficult to sell. By removing the accelerated
depreciation provision and other tax advantages for second owners, the new law will
sake centers virtually impossible to sell.

It might seem that there is a simple solution to this dilemma--increase the yield
to compensate for the loss of tax advantages.

The only way to achieve this is to raise rents even further. We have already
witnessed the lag in rental increases behind the* spiraling costs of development.

In our opinion, rents cannot be increased enough to provide the additional yield
which investors in this non-liquid, high-risk field might reasonably demand,
without jeopardizing the survival of the retail merchant and placing irresistible
pressure on the retailer to try to pass on his increased occupancy cost to the
consumer in the form of higher prices.

Neither Congress nor the shopping center industry wants to penalize the consumer
and speed inflation in order to correct a few inequities in our tax structure.

MERGE OR SELL OUT FOR SURVIVAL

As cited earlier, the elimination of the private investor and the inability of
developers to attract financial institutions as investor-partners will hamstring
most independent development activities. In addition, because developers will be
unable to sell their centers under the proposed law, new projects will dry up or
atrophy. Unable to recoup their investments on existing centers and facing high
costs of land and money, developers will not be able to undertake new projects at
the very time that the demands for new retailing facilities and their own opera-
tional needs dictate that these projects be initiated.
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The ultimate effect of the provisions in their present form vll be to force
shopping center developers to incorporate, to merge with large corporations,
or to go out of business.

This trend has already become apparent as a result of prevailing economic
conditions. Suppliers of building materials, diversifying corporate giants
and insurance companies in the past two years have bought existing development
firms with experience and expertise, who were being pinched by under-financing
and the critical money shortage.

H.R. 13270 contains a number of provisions, namely Sections 411, 412, 413 and
414, specifically designed to inhibit the trend towards economic concentration
which has occurred because of the recent waves of corporate mergers and acqui-
sitions. In fact, the House Ways and Means Committee report notes that "this
trend in merger activity raises numerous significant questions, such as. its
effect on the competitive climate in the United States, and the overall effect
of this activity on the U.S. economy." The House considered this trend towards
economic concentration to be so disturbing that it deemed it advisable to
utilize the tax laws to impose a number of restraints upon such corporate
merger activities. Nevertheless, in the very same bill, the House has approved
a number of changes with respect to the tax treatment available for real estate
activities, which inevitably will lead to economic concentration within the
shopping center industry.

The evil of economic concentration within any industry is obvious. If the

ownership of shopping centers is concentrated in the hands of a relatively
small group of large landlords, the bargaining position of any prospective
tenant, large or small, will be seriously compromised.

To see how the proposed lAgislation, coupled with present economic conditions,
will encourage mergers and acquisitions, one need only look at the tract
housing industry, where the small independent developer has become an anachronism
and virtually disappeared from the scene.

SET-BACK FOR URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

Most of the successful urban redevelopment projects completed to date have
been the work of private entrepreneurs. Many shopping centers are planned as
part of the redevelopment of core areas, but developers have learned that this
type of project involves at least twice as much time and documentation as
conventional projects.

My own organization's experience is typical. We are general partners in a
redevelopment project in the downtown area of Richmond, California, which will
embrace 30 city blocks and in Its completed form consist of 1,300,000 square
feet of retail space. We have spent many thousands of dollars on legal fees,
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economic studies, plans, rendirings and brochures for prospective tenants (See
photographs). However, because the proposed project is now ringed by a pre-
dominantly black, low-income slum area, we are encountering difficulty and delays
in persuading major department stores that the entire environment will be dramati-
cally altered by the proposed development, and that the 825,000 potential customers
in the primary and secondary trading areas will insure as profitable an operation
as a white suburban community.

As developers we wanted to undertake this project because of the social benefits
to the community as well as the prospect of a sound return on our investment of
time and money.

HUD's. subsidy of the land and the city's willingness to provide a $10 million
parking structure have made the project economically viable and have given us
a substantial inducement to proceed. Relying on the tax treatment permitted
under the present law, we and our partners decided to tackle the special problems
involved in a redevelopment project of this magnitude.

It seems paradoxical that with one hand the government could create inducements
for developers to tackle such assignments and.vith the other remove equally
significant inducement.

( If H.R. 13270 is passed, we would be forced to re-examine our potential return
on investment in relation to the additional time and risks this project would
entail. Our response, I believe, is typical of others involved in urban retail
redevelopment projects.

BLACK SHOPPING CENTER DEVELOPMENT

The International Council of Shopping Centers has played an active role in
helping to train black businessmen and community groups who are now attempting
to develop shopping centers in at least 50 major cities. These centers will
help to redevelop slum areas. They will help set up new businesses. They will
create jobs for members of minority groups.

These centers need every possible financial assistance to become economically
self-sufficient. Unless they are able to avail themselves of accelerated
depreciation and other tax reductions, they will have added obstacles to overcome.

NET LEASE HAS WRONG TARGET

In the shopping center industry, Section 221 of H.R. 13270 will apparently apply
not only to the passive investor, but also to the active developer. Under the
definitions in the law, most shopping centers and their leases would qualify
as "net leases." The allowable operating expenses (as defined) rarely exceed
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15 per cent of rental income in virtually all shopping centers and/or shopping
center leases.

We cannot believe that the House intended the entire shopping center industry
to come within the scope of this provision.

Section 221 viii effectively rule out real estate for all investors except those
with substantisl amounts of liquid funds but seeking a much higher return on
investment than is nov available.

Shopping center developers are in the "trade" and/or "business" of developing
and operating shopping centers. They are not passive investors. Yet the
Limithtion on the Deduction of Interest applies to developers as if they were
passive investors and rules them out of the "trade or business." Section 221
creates other inequities as vell, which vere pointed out by the Treasury when it
recommended that Section 221 be deleted. We strongly support their stand.

CONCLUSION

The shopping center industry is already in a precarious position. Rising
interest rates appear to be only a nuisance to large corporations. For shopping
center developers, they are a disaster. A 1 per cent increase in the mortgage
loan rate, for example, reduced the yield on invested capital in one of our
recent centers by 75 per cent. Profit margins are being eroded further by run-
away construction costs, land prices and rising property taxes unrelated to
Income.

The most recent Treasury proposal to treat interest, taxes and rents paid by
a developer during the period of construction as Limited Tax Preference items
would impose yet another burden upon the developer.

This proposal together with the serious immediate repercussions and long-range
consequences of those provisions of the Tax Reform Act affecting our industry
have a cumulative effect. They may represent the breaking point for the shopping
center industry. Although the economy might conceivably survive Its demise, such
Is obviously not the purpose of either the House or the Senate.

The serious implications of such an eventuality in the form of lost jobs,
inadequate retail facilities, inflationary pressures, curtailment of tax revenue
for local government bodies, retarded urban redevelopment, and perhaps most
serious, accelerated economic concentration cannot be overlooked or underemphasized.

I wish to emphasize that we favor a minimum tax for every taxpayer. H.R. 13270,
however, excluded the oil industry from its provisions. The Treasury nov
recommends excluding interest on municipal and state bonds along with the
appreciated value of assets contributed to charity. This would be manifestly
unfair to the real estate industry and to the so-called gentleman farmer.
In our opinion, there should be a minimum tax and everyone should pay it.
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finally, there is a basic social and philosophical principle at stake in this
bill. America and its economy have been built by risk-takers, the entrepreneurs.
America has motivated men to take these risks by offering them incentives.

Our shopping center industry also has been built by risks and skills activated
by incentives. At a time when it is trying to weather the economic storms for
survival, we genuinely hope that you will recognize the Industry's contribution
to our society and not deprive it of its most crucial driving force.

I appreciate this opportunity to present our viewpoint to you and respectfully
hope that our observations may help you in your deliberations.
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APPENDIX 'A'

SHOPPING CENTER INDUSTRY STATISTICS

In the aggregate, the shopping center industry in the United States
represents an investment of approximately $33.4 billion in construction
alone. An additional $21 billIon is estimated to have been expended to
equip the retail stores in the nation's shopping centers. They currently
supply employment for an estimated 4,500,000 persons.

In the next dozen years. 1969 through 1980, shopping center construction
(if permitted to occur by the tax law, and by the cost and availability
of money) and equipment installed in shopping center stores would require
the expenditure of an estimated $180 billion (in 1968 dollars). *This
expenditure is exclusive of money spent for land.

By 1980, shopping centers, if built according to our projections, will
account for the annual employment of some 18,440,000 persons. Although
managers and department heads are highly skilled persons, a very large
proportion of retail workers are relatively unskilled and, in a large
number of cases,are marginal employees. The unskilled and marginal
employees, many of them part-timers, would in many cases find it difficult
to obtain other employment and would have to be supported by the public
treasury. Hany are employed at or close to minimum wages, adjusted for
urban or non-urban factors.

Shopping centers in the United States currently account for 42 per cent
of all retail trade, exclusive of automobiles, service stations, hay,
grain, feed, fuel, ice and lumber. By 1980, their share of the retail
market should approximate 50 per cent.

For 1968, retail sales in shopping centers in the United States were some
$87.8 billion dollars. They are projected at $94.5 billion for 1969.

The overwhelming majority of shopping centers in the United States are
small projects. Centers of less than 100,000 square feet number 6,500,
and centers running from 101,000 square feet to 200,000 square feet
number 2,800. To round out the picture, centers from 201,000 square foet
to 400,000 square feet number 1,000, and centers larger than 401,000 square
feet number 520, as of the end of 1968.

*Shopping center construction would make up some 90 per cent of total
retail store construction.
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APPENDIX 'B'

A COMPARISON OF INCREASES IN KEY ITEMS OF SHOPPING CENTER COSTS,

1. Prime Interest Rates

2. Construction Cost Index

3. Property Tax Index

4. Land Price Index

5. Shopping Center Rents

Increment
1965 1967 1969 1965-1969

4.52 5.62 8.52 88.9%

117.2

128.4

130.2

148.1

148.7

165.0

100 110 120

$ 1.83 $ 1.94 $ 2.05

26.9%

28.5%

20.02

12.02

Notes and Sources of Data:

1. U.S. Housing Foundation, August 1969

2. Construction cost index by E. H. Boeckh, Commercial and Industrial
Buildings, as reported in Survey of Current Business, U.S.
Department of Commerce (various issues)

. 0

3. Price deflator index for retail component of GNP, as reported in
Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce
(national income issue)

4. Commercial land price index (estimate by ICSC based on 52 land cost
appreciation per year)

5. Average rents in regional shopping centers per square foot of gross
leasable area -- Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers published
by Urban Land Institute
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SUMMARY OF
STATEMENT OF PHILIP N. BROWNSTEIN

ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF HOUSING PRODUCERS
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OIN FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

September 26, 1969

Housing production is totally dependent upon capital

availability. In the case of sales housing the need is primarily

for mortgage credit. While this, of course, is equally true

with respect to the production of rental housing, in the latter

case there is the added need for long term equity capital. And

this need for equity investors is what is concerning the Council

in the tax measures now being considered by the Congress.

Of particular concern to the Council is the proposed

elimination of accelerated depreciation on existing residential

property and the treatment of recaptured equity as ordinary income

to the extent that accelerated depreciation has been taken on new

residential property during the period of initial ownership.

The Council is also concerned about the depreciation formula

for commercial property. The lack of commercial facilities will

seriously hamper the development of new areas, especially those

in outlying regions and in new communities.

Since the life line of production of housing is mortgage

credit and since the major suppliers of this credit, particularly

for home financing, have been the thrift institutions, the Council

would urge that this be considered when looking at the tax

structure of these institutions.
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP N. BROWNSTEIN
ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF HOUSING PRODUCERS

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

September 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees

I appreciate the opportunity of appearing here today on

behalf of the Council of Housing Producers. The Council was

founded in February, 1968, to provide leadership in the broader

involvement by private industry with government in helping meet

the nation's housing needs. It is comprised of 15 of America's

largest housing producers.

The Council completely supports the housing goals

established in the Housing and Urban Developant Act of 1968

and intends to use all of its resources in trying to see that

*these goals are achieved. It also supports Secretary Romney's

efforts in Operation Breakthrough, and a number of members

contemplate submitting proposals for consideration. We are

hopeful this will demonstrate that relieved of some of the

existing constraints and impediments, meaningful savings in

housing construction may be achieved.

Housing, as you know, is always adversely affected

disproportionately during periods of monetary restraint. This

is now occurring, and as a consequence we are witnessing a
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substantial decline in housing starts instead of the increase

needed to begin meeting our housing goals. The rosey pronounce-

ments which accompanied the passage of the 1968 landmark legis-

lation are indeed taking on a somber hue. Starts have dropped

from an adjusted annual rate of nearly 1.9 million in January

of this year to about 1.3 million in Auwyn If the trend in the

availability of mortgage credit is not promptly reversed, it is

likely that by year end housing starts will have declined to

even considerably lower levels.

Housing production is totally dependent upon capital

availability. In the case of sales housing the need is

primarily for mortgage credit. While this, of course, is equally

true with respect to the production of rental housing, in the

latter case there is the added need for long term equity capital.

And this need for equity investors is what is concerning the

Council in the tax measures now being considered by the Congress.

The Council was gratified that the measure approved by the

House recognized the need for continuing accelerated depreciation

for new residential construction. Also, the encouragement given

to rehabilitation by permitting the amortization of such expendi-

tures over a 60 month period may stimulate activity in this

important area which has too long been neglected.

Real estate investments by their very nature lack liquidity

and carry a high degree of risk. It is fairly customary that
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during the early life of a rental project, during the so-called

rent-up period, not only is no income generated but, in fact,

the project often shows a deficit due to the excess of operating

expenses over rents received. In the case of housing projects

built under the subsidy programs of HUD and sponsored by limited

dividend groups, the return to the investor is limited 61 on the

amount of the investment. With the yield on Government securities

approaching SO and on good grade corporate bonds exceeding that

amount, it is clear that the attractiveness of HUD's limited

dividend investment programs is not the cash return. This is also

true to a large degree in conventional, non-subsidized projects.

The interest of equity investors is sparked largely by the tax

advantages which the investor receives. As a matter of fact, the

National Corporation for Housing Partnerships, created by the 1968

Housing Act to assist in the production of low and moderate

income-housing, and which is just getting underway, depends in

great measure of the tax benefits to give its investors a satis-

factory return. This was contemplated in the legislation, and it

is the basis on which the incorporators and officers have proceeded.

The major concern of the Council with regard to the legislation

under consideration is that relating to the depreciation provisions

respecting residential property and with the tax treatment provided

for recapture in the event of sale. But there are two other

-3-
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important provisions having a bearing on residential property

production which will be mentioned briefly.

First, as indicated earlier, the life line of housing

production is mortgage credit. The principal suppliers of

this credit, especially in the home financing field, have been

the thrift institutions -- savings and loan assocations and

mutual savings banks. The effect of high returns on other

investments, including government securities, has taken its

toll on these institutions as they have suffered heavy with-

drawals of savers' funds. This is being felt in the home

building industry. Financing comitments are difficult, and

at times impossible, to obtain simply because funds are lacking.

Undoubtedly these are matters which the Congress will want to

consider when looking at the tax structure of these institutions.

Mortgage investments must be encouraged -- not discouraged.

To meet the housing goals Congress established by the 1968

Housing Act -- 26 million units during the next 10 years --

capital must be attracted from other sources. The Ginny Mae

collateralized mortgaged notes hopefully will attract new credit

sources, such as pension and welfare funds, but the investment

itself still must be attractive. The entire base of investment

capital in housing must be widely broadened if these goals are

to be met.

-4-
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The second item on which we would like to touch is the

depreciation formula for commercial property. Residential and

commerical development often go hand in hand. In areas being

newly developed, adequate commercial facilities are essential

if residential construction is to proceed. If construction of

commercial facilities should become unattractive to investors,

it will seriously hamper the development of new areas, especially

in outlying areas and in connection with the undertaking of new

communities. We would urge that these considerations be given

effect in determining the tax treatment to be accorded commercial

real estate.

Of particular concern to the Council is the proposed elimi-

nation of accelerated depreciation on existing residential property

and the treatment of recaptured equity as ordinary income to the

extent that accelerated depreciation has been taken on new

residential property during the period of intial ownership.

An investor is willing to risk the capital required to

develop residential property only if the prospects for receiving

what he believes is an adequate return are reasonably good.

Inherent in the plans of many of those willing to supply the

necessary equity capital is the contemplation of accelerating

the depreciation allowance for a number of years in order to

raise the effective yield from the investment to an amount

reasonably commensurate with the risks and in keeping with the

competitive demand for investment capital, Such plans further

contemplate the sale of the property when this yield can no

-5-
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longer be obtained. This can be done because there is a ready

market of other equity investors who are looking for investments

which supplement a limited return with a tax benefit derived

through property depreciation allowances. If the depreciation

allowance is reduced and the investment accordingly is no longer

as attractive as other investment opportunities, the market on

existing projects will become quite limited. This being the

case, investors will be most reluctant to undertake new projects

knowing that when retention is no longer profitable there may be

difficulty experiencedin effecting a sale at a reasonable price.

This can have a very serious effect also on the existing

supply of rental property. If investors are unable# in effect#

to augment their yield through the allowance for depreciation,

there is only one other way to increase the yield they believe

their equity investment warrants. That would be by increasing

rentals to compensate for the return which is otherwise lost.

As a consequence, this could mean very substantial rent increases

on the hundreds of thousands of rental units in which this would

be an important factor. Very likely, the savings in tax to the

individual through tax reform measures would be totally lost

through increased rents.

The tight rental housing market with which most areas are

faced today, and indeed this is acute in some areas, very nearly

eliminates any options on the part of the tenants to seek other

-6-
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accommodations. According to Census Bureau statistics

available housing is at its lowest level since 1957 with

the vacancy rated at 5% of the supply during the second

quarter of this year for rental units and less than It for

sales housing. Rental housing availability has been

shrinking steadily from 7.7% in late 1965 and homeowner

vacancies are off from 1.4% in 1966.

Faced with rent increases which must assuredly follow

a decrease in the production of rental units, the public

must either allot a disproportionate share of their income

to shelter cost or possibly go into a substandard unit.

The scarcity of available housing actually is a major

contributing factor to inflation. Any move in the

directimof further retarding housing production by

discouraging private investment will certainly be counter

productive by worsening the housing shortgage and forcing

up rentals thus aggravating inflationary conditions.

- 7 -
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The provision in the House approved bill which would tax

as ordinary income all or most of the gain on the sale of invest-

ment property, that is the amount attributable to the benefit

derived from accelerated depreciation is equally serious. As

a matter of fact, it virtually negates the advantage ostensibly

given to the production of new residential construction by permitting

accelerated depreciation in the first instance. What it really does

is merely defer the tax payment. Not only does it require the

taxation of the accelerated depreciation at ordinary income rates,

but the bill would also make the entire amount of deferred income

payable in the year of sale. This large sum payable in one taxable

year would be a further deterrent to equity investors. Given various

investment alternatives, it is quite probable that much of the needed

capital would be channeled to other sources.

The need is for an inducement to the equity investor to risk

his capital so that we can begin a program of housing production

which will meet our Nation's needs. Housing production, as pointed

our earlier is suffering from the effects of a restrictive monetary

policy. To aggravate further this critical condition by super-

imposing tax laws which discourage the investment of equity capital

in the housing industry could well create an imbalance in the

economy of our country which will be borne by the segment of our

population who can least afford it, that is the low and moderate-

income family that must rent its shelter. We are well behind the

production schedule necessary to be maintained in order to meet

-8-"
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the 10 year housing goals. We can ill-afford additional

impediments which will not only make the goals impossible of

achievement in eliminating substandard housing, but may indeed

help to bring about even more severe housing shortages in many

areas.

-9-
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SUMMAR
OF

STATUM OF J0SPK V. SXTO
Chairmen, federal Legislative Comittee

of the National Apartment Association

September 26, 1969

The National Apartment Association recommends that I.. 13270 be
amended to retain the 1507 declining balance method of depreciation on
used apartments. The straight-line method is unrealistic in the light of
the long useful lives which the Treasury has insisted upon, lives which
do not reflect technological obsolescence. So unrealistic is the straigh
line method that denial of the 1507. method will seriously limit the resale
market, thereby discouraging the development of new multifamily projects.
The July 24t8bcutoff date has already had a serious impact 'by discouraging
investors from purchasing apart -....

Our Association rongly objects to the harsh capture provision
in the Rouse bill ch would tax all the gain on the sa as ordinary
income to the ex ant of the depreciation taken in excess o traightbline.
No attempt is a to differentiate b the short-term ho oer and the
long-term in stor; certainly this u ereco the unreasonable s of
this provis on. The Aseoci rec nds inste drthat during e first
five year of the holding seri the d preciation ten in excss f
straight-. ins be tax"s ordin y income but reafter the percent ae
of gain taxed as ordinary inc be redtico per monh Certainly one
who holds property more than 13 be enticed to have all is
gain taxed at capital gin

The limit on tax prefes (L 4 ) was o IS 41lly devised to pr ant
high income persoop& from esc p txion. A i has now been water
down, hobby fer m ec~e byt1 euse a almehod of ccou tins;

oil is exempted rrom it# b _ , from u ipal bonds i
exempted; and the Treasury a recomemj d e ion not only of any ref rence
to state and uni ipal bond 1ut also t-ppr iated value of assefe ated
to charity. Thus he pri m t get Of is r a roe out to be re 1
estate ,- the one asrea inour e omy n stand t east the cu ack
vhich wpuld inevit*1vesult fr he isi as in the H se-approv bill.

Wh e our economy grew at,# tadte %n exce of 57. the last *years

and capit investment grewa a rate o1 almost 107., sing start 8rew
at a rate only % of 1% If we do not\stimul te sing, we 1 find a
situation in ich the shot tegewill be )further ounded, in ich rents
will then be cod to rise because of tdck of supply. This 1 cause
extreme dislocat n to our economy and will produce more pe le in need of
subsidized housing, which is just the opposite of our na al goal. Our
goal should be an inc se of supply through tax ince ves, if necessary,
rather than a reduction elimination of n incentives.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH F. SEXTON, INDIANAPOLIS. II)IANA, CHAIRMAN,
FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL APARTMENT ASSOCIATION,

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE IN REGARD TO H. R. 13270,
THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

September 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Commitee...

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the privilege of appearing before you

today on behalf of the National Apartment Association, an organization of some 16,000

members involved in the ownership and management of apartments throughout the

United States.

Our general prepared testimony deals with the problems involved in our industry

today and I wish to elaborate upon this as well as upon the tax bill as approved by the

House of Representatives:

During the last 8 months, housing starts in the United States have dropped from

1,900,000 to 1,340,000 - a 35% drop. Because of this drop in production, vacancies

in apartments, especially in the low and moderate rent range, are almost nil at the

present time. Our national housing goal was set at 2.6 million units by the Housing

Act of 1968, which this Congress enacted.

The Douglas Commission on Urban Problems, the Kaiser Committee on Urban

Housing, and the Joint Economic Committee, as recently as April of this year, have

recommended that added incentives be granted the housing industry to stimulate con-

struction of single and multi-family residences. In the face of this, the pending tax

reform bill would bring a sharp reduction in starts of multi-family residential con-

struction as well as rent increases for many American families.
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This further reduction will be brought about because the returns to equity capital

will be so greatly impaired by this law as to reduce capital investment in apartments.

It would tend to flow to mortgages, bonds, and other forms of investment, which gen-

erally provide more yield without corresponding risk.

Real estate, being a non-liquid asset, is not looked upon with favor by equity

investors as a desirable form of investment. It takes the tax incentives which are

currently provided to stimulate this type of development.

The National Apartment Association recommends that H. R. 13270 be amended

to retain the 150% declining balance method of depreciation on used apartments The

straight-line method is unrealistic in the light of the long useful lives which the Treas-

ury has insisted upon. lives which do not reflect technological obsolescence. So unreal-

istic is the straight-line method, that denial of the 150% method will seriously limit

the resale market thereby discouraging the development of new multi-family projects.

The July 24th cut-off date has already had a serious impact by discouraging investors

from purchasing apartments

Our Association strongly objects to the harsh recapture provision in the Hise

bill which would tax all the gain on the sale as ordinary income to the extent of the

depreciation taken in excess of straight-line. No attempt is made to differentiate between

the short-term holder and the long term investor; certainly, this underscores the unrea-

sonableness of this provision. Our Association recommends instead that during the first

five years of the holding period the depreciation taken in excess of straight-line be taxed

as ordinary income but thereafter the percentage of gain taxed as ordinary income be

reduced 1% per month. Certainly. one who holds property more than thirteen years

should be entitled to have all his gain taxed at capital gains rates.
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We further recommend that in view of the desire of our government to stimulate

more housing, re-examination of the limited tax preference penalties on real estate be

examined.

The limit on tax preferences (LTP) was originally devised to prevent high income

persons from escapng taxation. As it has now been watered down. hobby farming may

escape it by the use of accrual method of accounting; oil is exempted from it; the bulk of

the income from municipal bonds is exempted, the Treasury has recommended elimina-

tion not only of any reference to state and municipal bonds but also the appreciated

value of assets donated to charity. Thus, the prime target of this area now turns out

to be real estatc.the one area in our economy which can stand the least the cut-hack

which would inevitably result from the provisions in the House-approved bill. While

our economy grew at a rate in excess of 5% in the last 8 years and capital investment

grew at a rate of almost 10%, housing starts grew at a rate of only 1/2 of 1%. If we

do not stimulate housing. we will find a situation in which the shortages will be further

compounded. in which rents will then be forced to rise because of lack of supply. This

will cause extreme dislocation to our economy and will produce more people in need of

subsidized housing which is just the opposite of our national goal. Our goal should be

an increase of supply through tax incentives, if necessary, rather than a reduction

through elimination of existing incentives.

Retention of existing law will hold down rental increases throughout the country

except to the reasonable extent made necessary by increases in construction costs

land costs, and interest charges without the added problem of a market which has

imbalance on the demand side which is now occurring.

It is indeed strange that real estate which had the least amount of claimed

escal in dollars and the various problem areas presented by the Treasury Department
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has received the greatest amount of penalty at a time when all segments of government

feel that housing needs the greatest incentive. We feel that your amending this legisia-

Uoe will enable us to accomplish our goal of providing adequate housing for all American

families in the years to come.

Decaue of the limitatlon of time on this presentation I respectfully request that

the balance of my statement be incorporated in the record.

The Wuti-Family Residential Real Estate industry

(a) Scope of the Industry. Multi-family residential real estate is a billion dollar

industry in the United States. As of the end of 1968 there were 68,000000 housing units

in the United States, including both multi-family and single family units. The number of

multi-family units (S or more units under one roo) added annually over the past few

years is as follows:

1966 345.700
1967 392.200
1968 548,800 (Value: $7,300,000,000)

The apartment industry employs an enormous number of construction workers,

consumes a huge amount of construction materials and employs many additional personnel

as managers and operators of apartment projects.

The apartment industry is one of the significant areas in the American economy where

the small businessman is a key factor. The typical apartment builder is a small business-

man. Past experience has demonstrated that events having an adverse effect on the apart-

ment industry (such as expensive or unavailable financing) not only have a serious effect
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n the mnm (Hiouling shortages and higher rests) and the apartment industry as a whole

bet hae a particularly serious effect on the small builder. g bAilders can ride out

ts proteins. Small m ulder ofte cannot.

(b) Typical Example of an Apartment Project. In order to illustrate the applicabllty

d tha tax provisions involved to a typical apartment project, let me set forth an example

of a typical residential project within my own experience. The figures on page S use a

hypothetical 61 mortgage such as might have been obtained 2 or 3 years ago; the figures

a pne 6 use the actual 7 1/2% mortpige committed for last summer. (Such a mortgage

toty would carry an interest rate of at least 8 1/2%.)

81 UNIT APARTMET PROJECT

land $175,000 Mortg $750,000
Building 825, Equity 250;00,
Total $1.000,000 Total $1,000.000

First Year
(Figures are rounded)

6% Mortgae
8% Constant I

Occupancy

I. Gross Annual Income $160.000 $152,000 $144,000 $128,000
2. Operating Expenses 64,000 64,000 64,000 64,000

(not including debt service)
3. Net Income (before debt service) 96,000 88,000 80,000 64,000
4. 'Interest on First Mortgage 45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000
5. Net Income (after interest deductions) 51,000 43,000 35,000 19,000
6. Depreciation (40 years, DD) 41,250 41,250 41,250 41.250
7. Taxable Income (S less 6) 9,750 1,750 (6,250) (22,250)
8. Mortgage Amortization 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
9. Cash Flow (S less 8) 36,000 28,000 20.000 4,000

10. ReLurn on Equity 14.4% 11.2% 8% 1.6%

1 Annual payments of principal and interest equal 8% of the original principal amount of
the mortgage loan.
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81 UNIT APARTMENT PROJECT

Mortgage $750,000
Equity 250,000

Total $1,000,000

First Year
(Figures are rounded)

7 1/2% Mortgage Plus 2 1/2%o of Gross*
9. 1 % Constant 4

Occupancy

100% 95%7 90-%

I. Gross Annual Income
2. Operating Expenses

(not including debt service)
3. Net Income (before debt service)
4. Interest on First Mortgage
5. Net Income (after interest deductions)
6. Depreciation (40 years, DDB)
7, Taxable Income (5 less 6)
8. Mortgage Amortization
9. Cash Flow (before mortgagee share)

10. Less: 2 1/2%gross*
11. Cash Flow
12. Return on Equity

$160,000 $132,000 $144,000 $128,000
64,000 64,000 64,000 64,000

96,000
56,250
39,750
41,250
(1,500)
12,000
27,750
4,000

23,750
9.5%

88,000
56,250
31,750
41,250
(9,500)
12,000
19,750
3,800

15,950
6.5%

80,000
56,250
23,750
41,250

(17,500)
12,000
11,750
3,600
8,150

3.3%

64,000
56,250
7,750

41,250
(33,500)

12,000
(4,250)
3,200

(7,450)
Negative

The lender receives 2 1/2% of the gross revenue as additional interest over and above
the 7 1/2%.

# Annual payments of principal and interest equal 9. 1 %of the original principal amount
of the mortgage loan.

The foregoing example illustrates a number of points which are typical of multi-family

real estate:

(1) The net return to the investor is very sensitive to changes in occupancy.

A cirop from 95o occupancy to 80% occupany reduces an 11.2% return with a 6% mortgage

to 1. 6%7 and reduces a 6. 5% return with the 7 1/2% mortgage to a cash loss of $7.450.
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Building

Total

$175,000
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(2) The net return to the investor is also very sensitive to financing changes,

shifting from a 6% to the 7 1/2% mortgage drops the return at 95% occupancy from 11.2%

to 6. 5% and at 90% occupancy from 8% to 3.3%.

(3) Variations in operating expenses can have a significant effect. For ex-

ample, 40% of the gross income has been used as the estimate of operating expenses.

I know of instances in which actual operating expenses have been higher. Furtherm4;e,

when there are vacancies, operating expenses are often even higher because of turnover

expenses such as repainting.

(4) From the time land is contracted for until cash flow begins will take a

minimum of 18 months to 2 years during which land must be acquired, the site developed,

the building constructed and rented. During that period of time, the investor gets no re-

turn on his investment and runs the highest risk that something may go wrong which may

prevent completion of the project.

(5) If the House-approved bill is enacted without change, the marginal invest-

ment (maximum 9.5% return plus some tax benefits) described in the example on p. 6

would be even less attractive, with these results: (1) rents would have to be higher on

new projects to justify such an investment and (2) many such projects would not be built,

with ti'ese further consequences: (a) an increased housing shortage, (b) higher rents on

existing projects, and (c) more tenants now in non-subsidized housing would be forced

into subsidized housing.

(c) Recent Trends. The Committee will recall the credit crunch of 1966 when it

became clear that there was a significant shortage of capital in the United States, one

result of which was that interest rates rose sharply in a trend which is continuing. This

shortage of capital continues today. The result is and has been hardship for many areas
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of American business but the heaviest burden has fallen upon the real estate industry which

has found sharply increased costs for financing when it was available and that traditional

sources of mortgage financing began allocating more funds to areas other than real estate

where they could get higher or equal returns on a shorter term basis with less risk, less

bother and less administrative expense.

When a recent Wall Street Journal article is headed oustingg Shortage is

Worst in 20 Years, Survey Finds," (3/7/69) if the tax provisions are to be modified they

should be made more favorable to real estate investment.

(d) Capital Supply. Funds for the acquisition of land and construction of apartments

come from two sources, funds lent by mortgage lenders and risk equity capital put up by

investors. The apartment industry competes with all other industries in the United States

for capital funds. When bonds of good publicly traded corporations, which are readily

marketable and salable on a day-to-day basis and which are commanding returns as high

as 7% are available, many funds which would otherwise flow into real estate mortgages

at 8% or 8 1/2% will instead flow into these corporate obligations. Similarly, when in-

vestors who might otherwise invest in real estate equities get returns of 7% - 8% on

corporate obligations and 8% on first mortgages which have substantially less risk than

equity capital, funds tend to shift away from equity investment. Without the risk capital

of the equity investor it is not possible to build apartment units. Present financial trends

in the United States have combined to cause a slow down in the flow of both mortgage funds

and risk equity capital to the apartment industry thereby holding back needed apartment

construction.

What does the risk capital equity real estate investor obtain for his investment?

To attract this capital today when he could get an 8% return on a first mortgage and a 10

or 11% return on a commercial real estate investment the equity investor in apartment
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projects is looking for a 12% or better cash return on his investment. At the same time,

it should not be overlooked that the owner of an equity interest in an apartment project

has a non-liquid asset. It is not traded on an exchange or over the counter. It may or

may not be readily salable. When things are going well, when apartments are full, when

vacancies are low, when rental Income Is adequate n relation to operating costs, when

apartments'have waiting lists, then equity interests in apartments can be sold relatively

easily. However, as any of these factors start to soften, the situation changes sharply

and in years when the operating costs have increased much more sharply than rents

have increased, when financing costs and real estate taxes have increased more than

rents have increased or when significant vacancies develop, the real estate investor

finds that his investment is either not salable or salable only at a loss. The non-liquid

nature of the investment significantly increases the risk.

Fortunately, under.the tax laws equity investors in real estate find tax benefits

which have helped to attract the risk equity capital which has made possible the construction

of the apartment units which have been built over the last several years. Given the serious

disadvantages which real estate has in raising capital as compared to other forms of capital

investment, if these rules were changed adversely to real estate it would be even more

difficult to obtain capital and fewer units would be built, with serious adverse consequences

not only to tenants seeking housing but also to the many persons employed in the construc-

tion of apartments. Some of the large corporations engaged in building apartments would

still be able to withstand these trends, but the typical small builder of apartments would

not. In our considered opinion the elimination of accelerated depreciation on new con-

struction and elimination of the 150% method on existing apartments would result In a

sharp cut back of rental housing with a serious housing shortage as well as increased

rentals as an inevitable consequence.
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The Residential Housing Supply and Taxes

(a) The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. §1601 of the Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1968 provides:

"The Congress finds that the supply of the Nation's housing
is not increasing rapidly enough to meet the national housing goal,
established in the Housing Act of 1949, of the 'realization as soon
as feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environ-
ment for every American family'. The Congress reaffirms this national
housing goal and determines that it can be substantially achieved within
the next decade by the construction or rehabilitation of twenty-six million
housing units, six million of these for low and moderate income families."

In 1968, 1, 500,000 housing units were produced and it is estimated that

1,600,000 to 1,700.000 will be produced in 1969. Accordingly, under the present

system we are already falling a 1,000,000 units a year short of the national goal for

the current period. Actual production of housing units is only approximately 60%70 of

the national goal.

Of the national goal of 2,600,000 units per year 600,000 units are to be low

and middle income housing and 2,000,000 other housing. Not only are we not achiev-

ing the goals with respect to production ol low and middle income housing but we are

far short of achieving the overall goal of total housing units. The current financial

and capital picture as indicated above is such that the outlook does not look good for

the future in terms of expanding the units produced. even if the present tax rules are

left the way they have been for 15 years. We believe that when other Federal laws

are being designed to encourage housing production, it would be unsound public policy

to change the tax rules to make real estate investment less attractive.

(b) National Commission on Urban Problems (Douglas Commission). The National

Commission on Urban Problems, chaired by former Senator Paul Douglas, has made an

extensive study of urban problems including housing. One of its statutory assignments
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was a study of "tax policies with respect to their effect on land and property cost and on

incentives to build housing and make improvements in existing structures."

Federal taxation as it relates to housing is discussed in Chapter 7, "Federal

Income Taxation and Urban Housing" which is contained in Part IV of the Report, Invest-

ment Structure, Finance and Taxation.

The Commission concluded (p. 7-10):

"(1) That special tax preferences should not be relied upon as
the sole or even the primary instrument to deal with urban housing
problems;

(2) That, however, some changes in Federal income tax laws
and regulations should be made as soon as possible; and

(3) That there should be vigorous official exploration of certain
other potentially significant changes that might improve the tax climate
for urban housing."

The Commission also stated (p. 7-10):

... [o~ur special concern here is with the effect of present
arrangements upon incentives for investment in housing, and it seems
clear (1) That existing tax provisions have been 'institutionalized' into
a complex set of economic relationships that involve a large volume
of investment as well as the provision of rental housing for about
one-third of all American families; and (2) That any 'loophole-closing'
efforts, if applied only or more strenuously to this than to other com-
petitive investment fields, would probably curtail the flow of resources
and managerial efforts into this area ....

The Commission made three recommendations (Report. part IV. Investment

Structure, Finance, and Taxation, chapter 7, "Federal Income Taxation and Urban

Housing", pp. 7-20- 7-22):

1. The Commission recommends that the President direct the Treasury

Department to make an intensive analysis and submit explicit findings and

recommendations concerning tax law changes best suited to provide materially

more favorable treatment for investment in new residential construction (in-

cluding major rehabilitation) than for other forms of real estate investment.
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2. The Commission recommends that the Internal Revenue Code be

amended to provide specific incentives for adequate maintenance and reha-

bilitation of rental residential property by allowing, within appropriate limits,

for especially generous tax treatment of investor-owners' expenditures for

these purposes with respect to structures of more than some specified age,

such as 30 or 40 years.

3. The Commission recommends prompt revision of the Federal income

tax laws to provide increased incentives for investment in low- and moderate-

income housing, relative to other real estate investment, where such housing

is governmentally subsidized and involves a legal limit upon the allowable

return on investors' equity capital. Specifically, we propose that the Internal

Revenue Code be amended to provide especially favorable treatment (whether

through preferential depreciation allowances or through investment credits)

for investments made under governmentally-aided limited-profit programs

for the construction and rehabilitation of low- and moderate-income housing.

We endorse the three recommendations of the Commission. If our national

housing goals are to be met, new incentives must be found for new residential construc-

tion. Special incentives are also appropriate for low and middle income housing. It

seems to us that the investment credit is a tested method of tax incentive through which

this incentive for low and middle income housing could be provided.

(c) The President's Committee on Urban Housing. On December 11, 1968 the

President's Committee on Urban Housing under the chairmanship of Edward F. Kaiser

submitted its final report. This Committee had submitted various reports from June

of 1967 to that date and made recommendations which became part of the Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1968.
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One of the major goals which the Committee seeks to reach is to encourage new

investment in low and middle income housing. This was one of the purposes of the National

Housing Partnership established by the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. To

reach this goal the Committee relies heavily on tax incentives.

This point can be illustrated by the Kaiser Committee's discussion of 9221(dX3)

of the National Housing Act. Under that provision a profit sponsor can be set up on a

limited dividend basis, can obtain a 90% mortgage insured by FHA, but is limited to a

net cash return of 6% on the 10% equity. The report points out that this return is so low

that it would not be at all attractive to investors without the Federal income tax benefits

under existing law. Furthermore, even with the current tax benefits under existing law

the yield is made substantially more disadvantageous by the existing provisions taxing

gain on sale (as long term capital gain except to the extent of ordinary income arising

from the recapture of depreciation rules of §1250). Table 2-6 shows yield in relation to

tax bracket, disregarding tax on sale. Table 2-7 shows how the yield is reduced because

of the tax on gain on sale.

(See Page 14 for Tables 2-6 and 2-7)
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Kai.sr COiim itce Relvrt Page 83:

TABLE 2-6. Cumulative Average After.Tax Yield-(Including 6 Percent Cash Return and Tax Saving) on Investment
of $408,000' (221(dX3) Below Market Interest Rate Prood) for Investors in 30. 50. and 70 Percent Braket
Ignoring Tat Consequences on Sale

Yield for taxpyer Yield for topever Yield for tanpover30 percent bracket So percent bracket 70 percent bracketYears before male' -

Arnual Olse Average' Annual Die' Average' Annual W4' Avere
return A return I return I

ftcw PW oesf FW1PacI~ Percont1 $77.000 "" $128.300 . $179.600 4402 38.600 14.5 14.2 64,000 24.4 23.6 90.100 37.7 3313 49.80 13.5 66.600 21.1 83.400 2?.84 4.90 13.0 61.60 19.7 76.700 263S 44,.100 12.9 12.6 57.200 19.9 138. 70.200 27.4 24.56 39.700 12.1 49.,90 17.5 6.000 22.7 37.100 11.7 45.500 16.6 S4.000 21.18 34.600 11.3 41.400 15.8 48.200 20.3
9 32,200 10.9 37.400 15.0 42.500 19.2
10 29.900 11.3 10.5 33.500 16.8 14.4 37.000 23.2 18.211 27.600 10.2 29.,700 13.7 31.700 7.2
12 25.400 9.9 26.000 13.1 26.600 16.3
13 23,300 9.5 22.40 12.5 21.600 15.5
14 21,200 9.2 19.000 12.0 16.800 14.7
15 19.200 10.2 8.9 15.600 15.0 11.4 12.100 21.2 13.9
16 17.200 8.6 12,300 10.9 7.500 13 1
17 15.300 8.3 9.100 10.4 3.000 12.4
19 13.500 8.1 6.000 9.9 (1.400) 11.719 11!.600 7.8 2.900 9.4 AM70) I 1.0

20 9.800 9.4 7.5 (100) 13.8 8.9 (9.900) 20.0 10.3

'If reel equiV IS less than $408.000. yields would increase plus app-scable Column 9. C. or D (lW savings) in the tableProporti.onately. Assumes that return isl received annuaow. r. Ap ~ds* H*2.
and that entire equity investment must be made at the begin. 1 "Dis rposents the eveae cumulative rate of return on
ning of construction. the 1400,Ooeuity. discounted in accordance with acceptediteaMmeS oneyear Construction period and one year break financial practice.
even period. ' "Avere eesOents the avere= cumulative ate ofl r#

*'Anniil return" is the sum 0f Columns A (net cash income) turn on thi 5408.000 equity, not dicounted.

Kalwt'r (otlmltte Report Page 84:

TABLE 2-7. Effect of Tax on Sale' of 221(d)(3)BMIR Prolet on Yield'
Taxpayer in 50 Percent Tex Bracket

After ta ret of After tax rote of
return before sle' return aoer sale'

In peent in parent
Discount Average Discount Average

Sale after 2 years 24.4 23.6 3.3 3.3
Sale after 5 years 19.9 18.5 5.8 4.5
Sale after 10 years. 16.8 14.4 9.7 5.6
Sal after 15 years 15.0 11.4 10.7 4.7
Sale after 20 years 13.8 8.9 11.0 3.5

,The safe vice is assumed equivalent to tha unemortised Sea Table 3-4.
moreao amount which would be outstanding had the project Table 3-4 glds reduced by tax consequ e of %8lIitlly received 100 percent moe financing. See Apendit 3.

'Io retal oeuity is leon then same.~0. yields would Inase
i€ t~284y.
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Accordingly, the report concludes that existing tax provisions are not s'uffi-

clently beneficial to the investor to make the project sufficiently attractive and recom-

mends that either the tax to be paid on sale should be added to the sale price which FHA

can recognize in the case of a sale of a project to a cooperative condominium or non-

profit organization, or that a 3% tax credit of the total replacement cost of the project

he provided as an additional incentive or that the tax laws be amended to limit the

taxable gain on sale to the amount by which the sale price exceeds the original value

of the Iroject. that is equity plus original mortgage. This last approach would mean

that there would be no recapture, even at capital gain rates, of depreciation deductions.

In other words, the Kaiser Committee concludes that many of the existing tax rules

are an important affirmative incentive for investment in low- and middle-income

housing. hit that some of the existing tax rules discourage such investment.

(d) The Treasury Study. Under date of February 5, 1969, there was published

a three volume document of the Treasury Department entitled 'rax Reform Studies and

Propsals" (herein called Treasury Study). While it contains a large number of proposals

involving changes in many areas of the Code, no proposals are made with respect to

accelerated depreciation (or for that matter with respect to real estate) except for the

proposal with respect to Subchapter S which is discussed below. (pp. 29-30)

Treasury made extensive recommendations in 1961 and 1963 with respect to

real estate (which were rejected totally by the Congress in the 1962 Revenue Act and

were substantially rejected by the Congress in the 1964 Revenue Act). We think it is

significant that after four more years of study by Treasury, including contract studies

by economists at the University of California (Treasury Study. p. 451), Treasury made

no recommendations. Incidentally, we think the results of the study by the California

economists should be made public.
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The Treasury Study stated the impossibility of making reliable quantitative

estimates of the effect of the tax laws on construction and housing supply in the present

state of the economic art. (p. 442). It will be recalled that the Douglas Commission

expressed concern that restrictive changes in the existing institutionalized tax provisions

would curtail the flow of resources and managerial efforts into housing (see p. 11 above).

In part three of the Treasury Study from pages 438 through 458 under the

heading IX C SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TAX TREATMENT OF REAL ESTATE

there appears a good bit of material in connection with real estate taxation, but there

are no recommendations.

The Treasury Study is devoted solely to the tax effects of current law on real

estate situations and does not consider the influence of these tax factors on the housing

supply. Both the National Commission on Urban Problems (the Douglas Commission)

and the President's Committee on Urban Housing (the Kaiser Committee) considered not

only the tax provisions but the effect of the tax provisions on the housing supply. Both

of these reports recommend adding additional incentives in certain areas of housing and

do not recommend any restrictive changes in any of the existing real estate tax provisions.

We think it is highly significant that two independent studies which were concerned with

the total picture (the relationship of the tax provisions to the housing supply) and were

not concentrating solely on the tax aspects alone have come to two general conclusions

which are the same, although some of their specific proposals differ:

(1) No chatige adverse to the real estate investor should be

made in the existing rules;

(2) Additional tax incentives in certain areas of real estate

are desirable.
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The Treasury Study (pp. 451 - 458) sets forth figures with respect to (1) 14

real estate operators, (2) 19 real estate investors and (3) 17 real estate owners who sold

real estate. The figures given do not indicate that the combination of tax losses and cash

profits which resulted in many of these instances were the product of accelerated depre-

ciation rather than other factors, such as itemized deductions and the deduction for long

term capital pin. Furthermore, these figures relate to only a few taxpayers selected

by the Treasury out of the thousands of returns analyzed by its statisticians.

We believe that it would be an enormous mistake to make basic changes in the

tax provisions affecting real estate in order to take care of a situation involving a few

taxpayers. The information furnished by the Treasury Department in the Treasury

Study does not justify across-the-board changes which would adversely affect hundreds

of thousands of taxpayers.

The Treasury Study (p. 442) estimates the revenue cost of accelerated depre-

ciation for residential real estate (apparently including both 150% declining balance and

other accelerated depreciation) at $250,000,000 broken down (1) $100,000,000 for older

housing, (2) $100,000.000 for semi-luxury and luxury high rise construction and

(3) $50,000,000 for low and moderate income housing. Presumably, the second category,

although labelled "semi-luxury and luxury high rise" must also include middle income

garden apartments, since they do not fit in either of the other categories.

Existing Tax Discrimination Against Real Estate

There are two important respects in which the current tax rules discriminate

against real estate, the first involves the area of useful lives and the second relates to

the investment credit.
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Useful Lives

In 1962 when the Treasury Department published depreciation guidelines, Rev.

Proc. 62-21, 1962-2 C.B. 418, the useful lives contained therein substantially lowered

the useful lives of depreciable assets contained in Bulletin F except in the case of real

estate other than farm real estate:

Bulletin F Guidelines Change in
(Good-average Useful Lives
construction)

Apartments 40 40 No change
Farm Buildings 50 25 100% reduction
Office Buildings 40-45 45 Increase

The Treasury position was that unless there were to be lull ordinary income recapture

of real estate depreciation the useful lives would not be shortened. * We believe that it is

wrong in principle to deny real estate fair and appropriate useful lives merely because

Treasury has been unable to persuade Congress to change the tax laws in another respect

which has nothing to do with useful lives. #

Many examples can be given to illustrate the incorrectness of the guidelines lives:

for example, apartment projects built 10 or 15 years ago without swimming pools and/or

without air conditioning are today obsolescent and are unable to compete economically

with newer projects. Consider the many apartment projects built after World War II

under §608 of the National Housing Act, most of which are today obsolete.

• "Since no action was taken by the Congress to provide recapture of excess deprecia-

tion on real estate, the administrative revision of depreciation guidelines in 1962 was con-
fined, in effect, to personal property. While guideline lives were provided for buildings,
they were essentially the same as those in Bulletin F with the exception of farm buildings.'
(Treasury Study page 447)

# An administrative problem which needs to be improved is persistent re-examining
by revenue agents of useful lives and changes in useful lives just 2 or 3 years after another
agent, in an extensive examination, has adjusted useful lives. I know of a case where the
present agent is trying to increase lives from 30 to 60 years where another agent established
them just a few years ago. This has the effect of repealing double declining balance depre-
ciation by revenue agent action.
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Accelerated Depreciation

Section 167(a) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that there shall be allowed as

a depreciation deduction "a reasonable allowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear (in-

cluding a reasonable allowance for obsolescence)" of income producing property. A

substantially similar provision has been in the Code since the Revenue Act of 1913.

With respect to short-lived assets straight line depreciation often represents an

economically appropriate reasonable allowance for depreciation. In the case of long-

lived assets, such as apartment buildings, straight line depreciation would not cause a

proper reflection of annual income where the property is held for many years. In the

early years there is realistically a larger annual charge for depreciation (especially for

obsolescense) as compared to later years. Accordingly, accelerated depreciation is

appropriate for real estate. This fact has been continually recognized administratively

by the Internal Revenue Service for twenty three years.

Without benefit of specific statutory authority referring to the use of a declining

balance method of depreciation, as early as 19271 the Internal Revenue Service recog-

nized the existence of such method. Since 19464, the Internal Revenue Service has

recognized that a reasonable allowance for depreciation includes depreciation computed

on the declining balance method. In a private ruling in 1946, the Internal Revenue

Service approved 150I% declining balance depreciation for buildings.°/

* I.T. 2369. VI-2.C.B. 63 (1927)

# I.T. 3818, 1946-2 C.B. 42

o Special ruling, August 30, 1946, 4 CCH 1946 SFTR 6273
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In the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 additional accelerated depreciation was extended

by raute to new property, including blldinSs,# up to a mmamem of 200% declinilg balance.

Tbe Committee Report./ Res latlonOland a published ruliin recopie tot Is

decl•itig balance had been available under prior law.

In 1964, In response to Treasury criticism that there wasa tax abuse where tx-

payers took accelerated depreciation and then disposed of the property in a relatively

eho& time, the Congress enacted 31250 which provides recapture of all or some real

estate depreciation, varying with the holding period of the asset. 31245 provides total

recapture of depreciation for machinery and equipment, unrelated to holding period.

White machinery and equipment, real estate is (A) long-lived, not short-lived and

(B) owned to a elilnificant extent by lndividuals subject to sharply progressive income

tax rates (14 to 70% without the surcharge). Mau, the 31245 treatment which applies

to relatively short-lived asete substantially owned by corporations Is inappropriat

for real estate.

q/ "Under this method [the declining balance method] a uniform rate Is applied to
unrecovered basis of the asset. Since the balis is always reduced by prior depreciation,
the rate is applied to a constantly declining basis. The salvage value Is not deducted
from the basis prior to applying the rate, since under this method at dhe expiration of
useful life there remains an undepreclated balance which represents salvage value. The
rate to be used under this paragraph may never exceed twice the rate which would have
been used had the deduction ben computed under the method described in paragraph (1).
Under section 23(1) of the 1939 Code the declining balance method was allowed in certain
Instances but the rate was gemeraly limited to one and one-half times of the nt used
under the straillt-line method. If this method hs been used for property acquired prior
to December 31, 1953, it may continue to be used but he rate provided for in paragraph
(2) will not be presumed to be reasonable with respect to such property .... " H. Rp.
No. 1337, 34 Cong., 2d Ses. (1954), p. A48. (As is notsd, accelerated depreciation
also avoids the salvage value controversy and never results In deductions in excess of
basis, which Is general coat).

Rag. 11. 167(b)-o b)

y Rev. Rul. 57-352, 1957-2 C.B. 150

NoH. ReptN .1337, S Cong..O 2d Sess. (1954), p. 23; 'Te 200%decnin
L e method was provided by the 1954 Code for "rental housing and industrial and

commercial sliding" as well as machinery and equipment.
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The Tresury Stdy contains no Information on what the ezperiesce has been under

11250;' which ha sow bee in effect over five years.

Th term accelerated deprectation Is on used to refer to any depreciation in ex-

ces of straight line. In the Interest of clarity of thinking, two diffsrest kinds of accolor-

nind depreciation nod to be distinguished, the accelerate depoclatlo up to 150

declinin balance admilsntratively recopnsd by the Internal Revemue Sorvice for 23

yesrs as beig a resemble aliowace for depreclation and the special accelsnted

depreciation Added by statute in the Internal Rvemuo Code o 1954 for Nw property up

to 200% declining balance.

An apartment is r worth more Pyics than day it opus its door.

bersafter, U is is old and it is u to blligS in do development

of the art. rtertor atsesi Is tor iit Is , ewnIa

poolesa redded .nw of A come I. lbs - clapu s and

furnlehbgs for a ape Comlm r est in dWir few ye e of its Uf

sufferp substantially more then i;depr. Has as a ntter of 0 co . This

can he illustrated Ye.F anaa e e~ to bae die ashere;

older apartments not. -i foot doe eep ed, d~l

over the yore. Jetwhich em 0 6 cuabic fo ref rao"

w wch are beig done ve 1 or 15 cuic rofrige tore. A

person o for a aw arnt will rally to t on whi thebolar e r

capacity rd ro~rtor and a dishwosbsr. older rtespo at.& swgiicant

competitive as compared to tdo am project.

In the current econs. reciabis real pWh a bees held for many

years is oftn sold at a gain. It in Incorrect to "sum. that thinsgaia demonsetr atio o
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the depreciation was excessive. To the contrary, the pin is generally the product of

either or beth inflation of the price level and increase in the value of non-depreciable

land which is a clear capital pins.

The Treasury Study argues that present tax laws encourage frequent turnover of

properties and, therefore, cause inadequate maintenance. (pae 443) This conclusion

appears to rest on two assumptions: (1) the owner who is holding the property for a

longer period will maintain the property well; and (2) the owner who is holding the

property for a shorter period will not maintain his property well. Both assumptions are

incorrect. The ultimate test of the quality of a property is how it fares on sale in the

market place. It is precisely the owner who is going to sell who must maintain his

property; if he does not, he will either be unable to sell or he will have to take a sub-

stantial discount because of poor maintenance. It is precisely the owner who is going

to hold for a long time who can skimp on maintenance, doing only enough to keep tenants

minimally satisfied.

For these reasons we urge the Committee to amend H.R. 13270 to retain the ISO%

method for existing apartments, and to modify the harsh recapture provision in accordance

with the recommendation made on paes 1-2 of this statement.

It was for this reason that this Committee, in 1962, decided not to act on a Treasury
recommendation for full recapture of real estate depreciation ". . . Your Committee de-
cided not to apply this treatment to buildings or structural components of buildings at this
time because testimony before your Committee indicated that this treatment presents
problems where there is an appreciable rise in the value of real property attributable
to a rise in the general price level over a long period..." H. Rept. No. 1447, 87th
Cong., 2d Sees. (1962), p. 67.
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September 2b, 1969

STATEMENT CARTER L. BURGESS
NATIONAL CORPORATION FOR HCUSING PARTNERSHIPS

BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON H.R. 13270

Summary

Private investment in the development of low and
moderate income housing currently depends upon aid
provided through both the existing federal income tax
treatment of real estate and the federal housing
subsidy programs. The changes in present tax law con-
tained in H. R. 13270 will eliminate much of the incentive
for equity investment in low and moderate income housing
and substantially reduce entrepreneurial interest in this
housing.

Although the bill recognizes a distinction between
new housing and other real estate development, it jeopar-
dizes the Congress's efforts to promote the private devel-
opment of publicly assisted housing and the sale of such
housing to low and moderate income tenants and tenant-
oriented organizations.

Significantly, this comes at a time when the
nation faces its greatest housing shortage since the imme-
diate post-war years and when the demand for housing by
lower income families is particularly acute.

In the Housing Act of 1968 Congress established
the goal of the construction or rehabilitation of 26 million
housing units, including 6 million publicly assisted units,
by 1978. If Congress wishes to achieve these goals, it must
not eliminate these tax incentives -- at least until it provides
a suitable substitute. Since the existing incentives have barely
been effective, if private, rather than direct governmental action
is to produce decent low and moderate income housing in volume,
Congress should, at a minimum, create a new stimulus to develop-
ment,

It is suggested that H. R. 13270 be amended to
provide that upon the sale of a publicly assisted low or
moderate income housing project to or for the benefit of
persons of low and moderate income, the seller would recog-
nize gain for federal income tax purposes only to the extent
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that the amount realized on such sale exceeds the cost as
determined under Section 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Such action by the Committee would maintain or Increase
the continued interest of private enterprise in the develop-
ment of low and moderate income housing without any
significant lose of revenue and without disturbing the other
goals sought to be achieved by the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
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STATEMENT CARTER L. BURGESS
NATIONAL CORPORATION FOR HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS

BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON H. R. 13270

September 26, 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Carter L. Burgess. I submit this statement as Chairman

of the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships. The Corporation was

established pursuant to Title IX of the Housing and Urban Development Act

of 1968 as a method of involving American industry more substantially in the

national effort to increase the quantity and quality of housing for low and

moderate income families.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, H. R. 13270, substantially modifies

current provisions of the Internal Revenue Code related to housing production..

In these respects, the Bill Jeopardizes Congressional efforts, built upon the

combination of federal tax incentives and subsidies, to promote the private

development of low and moderate income housing and the sale of this housing

to tenants and tenant-oriented organizations. Unless an effective and suitable

substitute is adopted, the Corporation opposes the introduction of several of

these new provisions.

National Housina Needs

In the Housing Act of 1968, Congress found that its promise of a

generation ago to achieve the goal of a decent home and a suitable living

environment "...has not been fully realized for many of the nation's lower

income families." To fulfill this obligation and to meet the growing demand

for housing, the 1968 Act set a national goal for the next decade of "... the

construction or rehabilitation of twonty-six million housing units, six million

of theso for low and modornto income familios."
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In the year that has passed since the establishment of the national

goals, the production of housing, especially low and moderate income

housing, has decreased and today thq nation faces one of the greatest

housing crises in its history. Under the twin pressures of faltering pro-

duction and rising family formations, vacancy rates have declined sharply.

Mortgage money im limited and its cost is high. Savings flow away

from the traditional institutions that finance housing. Costs of land, labor

and materials keep spiraling. And, most important, the equity, or "risk"

capital, needed to generate housing production gruws scarce, especially

for publicly assisted housing. As a result, housing starts by year-end

may fall below the one million level for the first time since 1946. At current

rates of production, the nation will be more than 10,000,000 units short of the

26 million goal.

The need for more multifamily rental housing is particularly acute.

Rental housing presently accounts for more than 40% of all housing starts.

Heavy demand for this housing is already reflected in rapidly rising rents

and falling vacancy rates. In Chicago and New York City, rental vacancy

rates, for example, are currently below 1%. Given our very rapid urban

growth, and the increasing costs of land, labor and material, multifamily

rental housing will continue to gain importance in the national housing market.

Of the 20 million unassisted units Congress sought to have built or rehabilitated

by 1978, nine million are to be multifamily.

Nowhere is the shortage worse than in the area of low and moderate

income housing. Today, 20 million Americans live In substandard, overcrowded
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dwellings. In sharp contrast to the national average of 15%, the poor

pay 35% of their gross income for housing. One out of every eight American

families cannot pay the market price of housing with 20% of its income. Yet,

in 1969,the first year of the tan-year program, the Department of Housing and

Urban Development projects only 135,000 publicly assisted units will be

produced as compared to the 225,000 unit goal. Moreover, it is precisely

in this field that multifamily rental housing will play its most important role.

Of the 6 million publicly assisted new units called for over the next decade,

3,000,000 are to be privately owned, rental units.

Public Incentives for Private Production

Private investment and development has produced almost our entire

stock of multifamily rental housing. Congress has determined that in the

area of publicly assisted rental housing, the private sector should continue

to have the major production responsibility. This was made clear in the

Housing Act of 1968. To achieve the goal of 6 million now and rehabilitated

homes for low and moderate income families, Congress had a choice between

Programs built upon the existing system of private construction and

ownership, aided and regulated by the government but operated within

the context of existing real property and tax laws, or

-- Programs of direct government construction, ownership and management

The Committees of Congress agreed that the solution to the problem

of producing housing for low and moderate income families lay:

-- rlrst, in assisting the poor so they can, afford to pay the cost

of privately built dwellings, and

-- Second, in incrcasing the role of the private sector in the
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development of the housing by strengthening the capacity

of the private organizations already involved.

Thus, Congress decided to build on the system it had developed over

the years for involving private enterprise in publicly assisted housing programs

In the 1966 Act, Congress adopted programs, like Section 236, that authorize

the Department of Housing and Urban Development to make mortgage interest

subsidy payments on behalf of lower Income families living in rental housing

owned by private organizations willing to accept limited cash returns. This

program increases the individual family's ability to pay rent for privately

produced housing.

The Housing Act of 1966 also enacted new measures intended to

facilitate home ownership on the part of low and moderate income families.

The statute added several provisions to the National Housing Act permitting

the sale of existing publicly assisted rental projects to tenants on a condo-

minium basis, to tenant cooperatives, and to non-profit corporations and

associations established exclusively for the purpose of owning end operating

low and moderate income housing. This Congressional action reflects the

serious need to encourage participation by lower income families in the

management and ownership of their housing.

Congress in the 1968 Act declared that in all these new programs

as well as in all existing federal housing programs * ... there should be

the fullest utilization of the resources and capabilities of private enterprise."

Tax Incentives and the National Housing Partnership

The President's Committee on Urban Housing, a group of 16 business,

labor and community leaders under the Chairmanship of Edgar F. Kaiser,
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was commissioned to find ways of attracting the private sector into the develop.

ment of housing for low and moderate income families. The Committee recommended

the oration of the National Housing Partnership s a livatly funded, professionally

managed instrument that would provide'the equity and skills needed to produce this

housing in cooperation with local developers and investors.

The Urban Housing Committee analyzed the federal housing programs for

low and moderate income families and concluded that a combination of cash distribu-

tion and tax savings was essential to private participation in the production of this

publicly assisted rental housing. Because the federal housing proforams are designed to

keep rents low, the amount of cash distribution Ii limited by law to 6% of the owners

equity investment, if umaed. Federal laws oblige the sponsor of this housing to sign

a contract fixing rents and requiring government approval of all rent increases. In

addition, the government regulate@ the sale during the first 20 years of ownership,

making such investments highly non-liquid and allowing little opportunity for profit

from increased real estate values.

As a result of these restrictions, the Committee found that the primary

incentive for private investment in publicly assisted rental housing has been the tax

savings generated as a result of the book losses arising from accelerated depreciation.

This tax loss can be used to offset other taxable income of a corporate owner or, in

the case of a partnership, of the individual partners. The result is a savings in tax

dollars varying with the taxpayerIs individual tax rate.

The Committee on Urban Housing also reported that the current tax conse-

quencos of sale of such projects, particularly those providing for recapture of certain

depreciation under existing Section 1250, seriously diminish the attractiveness of

investment in this housing and impede efforts to facilitate purchase of projects by
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low or moderate income tenants or their organizations.

Consequently, in proposing the National Housing Partnership,

the Urban Housing Committee emphasized that "...the financial feasibility

of the proposal is based upon existing real estate practice and tax laws."

The Committees of Congress that reported the 1968 Housing Act also

expressly recognized that the existing tax treatment of real estate, including

provisions for accelerated depreciation, was essential to the financial

feasibility of the National Housing Partnership and other private businesses

organized to develop low and moderate income housing. The Report of the

Senate Banking and Currency Committee acknowledged the importance of

tax savings in attracting equity capital into housing when It authorized the

creation of the National Housing Partnership In Title IX of the Act:

"This title would authorize the creation of
federally chartered, privately funded corporations to
mobilize private Investment and the application of
business skills in the job of creating low and moderate
income housing in substantial volume. Such a corporation
in turn would form a partnership, as its vehicle for parti-
cipating in developments, projects, or undertakings for
the provision of housing primarily for families of low and
moderate income, pursuant to federal programs or other-
wise.

"The partnership arrangement makes it possible to
assure an adequate return to investors. Under exiatin
Internal Revenue Service regulations gnd rulings, partnership
losses for tax purposes flow to the individual partners. In
the case of new housing units financed on a 10-percent equity
-- 90 percent debt basis, the annual nccelernted derrgtcitlon
of the building cost results in substantial book losses during
the initial ten years after the project Is built. Assuming the
member of the partnership is In a relatively high Income tax
bracket, Jis. ghEp of the depreciation losses, Plug cash income
from nroJ(,ct operations would Provide an after-tax return on
hL Invostmentlch would compare favorably with the return
which most Induntrial firms realize on Ihr equity capital."
(Emphasis added)
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N Iion.aI Eorporation for Iflourlna Porttir.th"ji

Pursuant to Title IX, the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships

has boon established. The Corporation will act as the general partner of

the National Housing Partnership an will manage the day-to-day affairs of

the Partnership. The limited partners In the Partnership will be corporations

soaking a vehicle to invest In low and modt rate income housing.

President Johnson chose 15 Incorporators with the advice and consent

of the Senate to begin operations. President Nixon asked all of the original

Incorporators to continue their task of organizing the Corporation and to work

towards completing the initial financing.

The Incorporators have elected me Chairman of the Corporation and

and selected Ray Watt as President. Edgar Kaiser serves as Chairman of

the Incorporators.

We have organized a small group of experts from business, housing

and government to give the Corporation an immediate staff capacity. A

line of credit with 15 national banks has been arranged to meet our start-up

and organizational requirements. We are currently seeking to raise $50 million

of investment capital primarily to provide a portion of the equity needed to

build 120,000 rental units for low and moderate income families.

Working with local sponsors, the National Partnership will organize

local partnerships and invest the "risk" capital needed for these entities

to develop publicly assisted rental projects. We will also provide technical

assistance, processing aid, management training and other services to the

local partnerships.
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CQnm uences of Tax Reform Act on Production of Publicly Assisted Housing

We believe that the potential corporate and individual investors in the

National Housing Partnership and in the local partnerships we will organize,

will participate In federal housing programs only if they are able to anticipate

a reasonable afte-tax return comparable to that available from other investments.

Yields from investments in housing are comprised of two parts -- current yield

mned while the project Is being operated, and the ability to recover investment

upon sl. Since current cai flow in publicly assisted housing is limited

to six percent of equity before taxes, and since the timing and pricing of

sles, are regulated, the availability of adequate yields depends upon the

tax treatment of accelerated depreciation and sales. The Tax Reform Act of

1969, would amend the tax treatment of accelerated depreciation and of housing

sales, drastically reducing the stimulus to the production of publicly assisted

rental housing.

The Tax Reform Act would amend Soction 1250 of the Code to deny

long-term capital gain treatment on the sale of real estate to the extent of all

depreciation claimed in excess of depreciation allowable under the straight line

method. Further, in the case of individuals, the Bill would treat the difference

between the amount taken for accelerated depreciation and that allowable under

the straight line method as an Item of tax preference income." The Bill

would also allocate certain of a taxpayer's deductions to accelerated depreciation

and disallow them. The combined effect of the change in Section 1250 and

the other proposals Is to reduce the incentive to investment in publicly assisted

rental housing very seriously -- particularly for the non-corporate Investor.
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Studies undertaken for us by the accounting firm of Touche, Ross & Co.

considered the effect on after-tax yields of the changes contemplated by

H.R. 13270 in Section 1250, as well as the introduction of the limitation

on tax preferences and allocation of deductions requirement. The studios

show that after-tax yields to hypothetical individual investors in a

Section 236 project could be reduced by as much as 1/3 to 1/2. The Touche,

Ross & Co. work also demonstrates that the combined effect of amending

Section 1250 and increasing the tax rate on the capital gains could reduce

after-tax yields to a hypothetical corporate investor upon sale by as much

as 15%.

In conventional rental housing this reducUon in yields will, as others

have pointed out in detail, have the effect of increasing already high rents.

But, in publicly assisted housing, where rents and resale are regulated, where

the amounts of federal subsidies are limited end where tenants are of the most

modest means, there is no way to recoup this reduction and keep investment

reasonably attractive. The result is that private investment in such housing

will inevitably decline below its already low level. In other words, if

H.R. 13270 is passed in its present form, this nation simply will not meet

its goals for low and moderate income housing.

The Corporation does not oppose the enactment alone of the limitation

on tax preferences and allocation of deductions -- even though they have some

adverse impact on yields, particularly if sale occurs in the early years of

ownership. We do oppose the amendment of Section 1250 as proposed in

H.R. 13270 and point out that the adoption of the limitation on tax preferences
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and the allocation of deductions as well an the amendment of Section 1250

will seriously impair the development of decent homes for the poor. Unless

a suitable and effective substitute is also introduced, we would oppose

the change in Section 1250 and the adoption of the other provisions.

limitation on Tax Preferences

As indicated, the Corporation does not oppose inclusion of accelerated

depreciation in the proposed limitation on tax preferences. The Corporation

does oppose the proposal advanced by Secretary Kennedy in his testimony

of September 4 to include as an item of preference the excess of interest,

taxes and rent over receipts from unimproved real property during the period

of construction. This amendment wnuld lower yields to an individual investor

in all housing, and particularly for low and moderate income units further than

is already contemplated in H.R. 13270.

Amendment of Section 1250

Existing Section 1250 seriously diminishes the yield from investments

in publicly assisted rental housing, and discourages sale of this housing to

tenants at an early date. In both these respects, it already runs counter to

objectives specifically expressed by Congress in the 1968 Housing Act.

Yet, Section 521 of the Tax Reform Act would amend Section 1250 to provide

for the recapture at ordinary income rates of all depreciation in excess of

straight line depreciation upon the sale of the property. Such a change in

the tax law would exacerbate an already difficult situation by making the

tax consequences of sale of projects to or for the benefit of their tenants

still harder to bear.
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Consequently, we oppose Section 521 of the Bill unless

a substitute measure is adopted permitting investors to sell low and moderate

income housing to organizations of tenants on a basis that will allow them

to recover their investments after taxes. We are prepared to offer such

an alternative.

Recommendation

We suggest that the Committee implement a recommendation of the

President's Committee on Urban Housing which would establish a new tax

incentive that will directly and meaningfully enhance the production of publicly

assisted rental housing. We suggest and we are prepared to support an

additional provision in the Bill that would, in the case of an approved sale

of a qualified low and moderate income housing project, forgive all tax to

be paid on gain from the sale unless the gain exceeded the cost of the project

as determined under Section 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code. Any gain

in excess of such cost would be taxed at capital gain rates.

Under this proposal, a qualified project would be developed under the

assisted housing programs of the federal government and similar state and local

programs. A sale would be any sale of a qualified project for the benefit of indi-

viduals or families of low or moderate income in accordance with the regulations

prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. In any event, governmental control

of the price and timing of sales would insure that the economic benefit of this

provision would inure to the acquiring low and moderate income tenants.

By reducing the tax on disposition of these projects, this provision would

lower the regulated sale price of a project. The debt service requirements of the

subsequent owning group would also be reduced, permitting it to set and maintain
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low rents. Such sales might be directed to low or moderate income families on a

condominium basis, or to a cooperative formed by tenants, or to a non-profit

group created for the purpose of owfng this housing.

Following a sale to the tenants or to a tenant oriented organization,

there will be little or no loss of Treasury revenue on account of depreciation

of the project or on account of interest on the purchaser's mortgage. If the

sale is made to a non-profit organization, the organization will of course

not take any income tax deductions. If a sale is made to tenants themselves,

or to a tenant cooperative organization, no depreciation deductions will be

allowable because the use of the property by the owner is for a residence.

Interest deductions will be allowable, but tenants will be in sufficiently low

income tax brackets so that even if they do not elect the standard deduction,

the loss of revenue will be slight.

This change in the Bill could be introduced without altering the

proposed limitation on tax preferences or allocation of deductions.

The Corporation staff is prepared to discuss the details of this

suggestion with the Committee staff at any time.

Before closing, let me point out two further provisions of the Tax

Reform Act that we believe require technical clarification.

Hobby Loss

Section 270 of the Internal Revenue Code imposes limitations on

so-called "hobby losses" -- individual deductions attributable to the operation

or trade of a business that has produced deductions substantially in excess of

gross income for a period of five consecutive years. This provision currently

has no effect on the Corporation's operations.
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Section 213 of the Bill would amend Section 270 to provide that, in the

case of individuals, deductions:

"attributable to an activity shall be allowed
only to the extent of the gross income from such
activity unless such activity is carried on with
a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit."

The House Committee Report states that the purpose of this

amendment is to deny deductions in excess of gross income from an

activity:

"where taxpayers are not carrying on a business
to realize a profit, but rather are merely attempting
to utilize the losses from an operation to offset
their other income."

Whether an activity is being carried on with a reasonable expectation

of profit will be determined, according to the Committee Report "... on the

basis of all the facts and circumstances." The proposed amendment would

create a rebuttable presumption that an activity was not being carried on

with a reasonable expectation of profit if total deductions allowable with

respect to that activity exceed gross income from that activity by $25,000

in three of five consecutive years.

The proposed section might be interpreted to deny to individual investors

the right to use tax losses from housing investments to shelter income from

other sources. Although few local investors in publicly assisted rental

projects in which the Partnership participates would make investments large

enough to generate sufficient losses to bring them within the statutory

presumption, the Commissioner would be allowed to show the absence of a

profit expectation under all facts and circumstances, without regard to the

Presumption.
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It is our understanding that this new provision is not intended

to affect real estate but is directed at certain agricultural investments.

We suggest that clarifying language be added to make the section clearly

inapplicable to investment in low and moderate income housing.

Limitation on Interest Deduction

Section 221 of the Bill amends Section 163 of the Code to limit the

amount of "investment" interest that may be deducted by an individual tax-

payer in any taxable year to the sum of his net investment income and $25,000.

The House Committee Report states that "... interest on funds borrowed in

connection with a trade or business would not be affected by this limitation."

Rental housing, the Report continues, will be considered trade or business

rather than "investment" property if the sum of the deductible business expenses

of operating the property equals or exceeds 15% of rental income and the taxpayer

is not guaranteed a specified return in whole or in part against loss of income.

Though Section 236 or equivalent projects will always meet these criteria,

we suggest that the language be clarified to indicate that such projects would

not in any case be considered "investment" property and that interest on mortgage

indebtedness incurred would not be subject to the proposed limitation.

ConclusionL

The National Corporation strongly supports efforts to bring equity and

order into federal tax law. But, we do not understand how Congress could

limit the basis for our operations when the Congress itself recognized the

importance of this pattern whon authorizing Title IX only a year ago. We do

not understand how Congress could virtually assure that the national housing
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goals, which it proclaimed one year ago, will not be attained -- as this is

the inevitable consequence of acceptance of all of the provisions in the

Bill. We do not believe that fairness and social justice are achieved by

abolishing the primary means for attracting the private capital needed to

produce decent, safe and sanitary housing for low and moderate income

families.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the National

Corporation for Housing Partnerships.
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Statement Presented by

Brewster Ives

September 26# 1969

1) Proposed Section 302, Allocation of Deduc-
tions, is an unreasonable attempt to limit
allowable deductions because of source of
payment. It will cause serious financial
reverses to cooperative apartment home
ownership and result in further problems
for our beleaguered cities.

2) It should be made clear that proposed Section
221# Limitation on Interest, is not applicable
to interest on loans taken to purchase or
carry cooperative apartments and to the deduc-
tion now allowed under Section 216(a)(2), 1RC.
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STATEMENT OF

TENANT-OWNED APARTMENT ASSOCIATION# INC.

CONCERNING HR 13270

PREPARED FOR PRESENTATION AT A HEARING

OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

. WASHINGTON, D.C.

by

BREWSTER IVES

SEPTEMBER 26. 1969

I appear on behalf of the Tenant-Owned Apartment

Association, Inc. which represents 218 buildings and more than

2.200 cooperative apartment owners in the New York metropolitan

area. Our Association is devoted to the welfare of coopera-

tive projects and the furtherance of responsible home owner-

ship in urban areas. We wish to comment on Section 302, re-

lating to allocation of deductions, and Section 221, relating

to deduction of interest.

Section 302

We do not believe that the treatment provided by

Section 302 is proper. As stated in the Report of the House

Committee on Ways and Means (Part 1) (at page 82), Section

302 is intended to disallow expenses on the theory, and to
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the extent, that they may reasonably be assumed to have been

met out of tax-free income. The expenses subject to alloca-

tion are personal expenses (e.g., medical expenses, interest

and real estate taxes in respect of residences) which cannot

be considered as costs of earning tax-free income. Hence, a

partial disallowance was thought to be appropriate because

tax-free income was deemed to constitute the cash source for

the payment of these expenses. Consistently with this approach,

the disallowance of these expenses under Section 302 is roughly

in proportion to the tax-free income.

we respectfully submit that the proposed treatment is

improper for two reasons. First, it assumes that the source of

payment of the personal expenses in question is solely out of

income, and not to any extent out of capital. Since such ex-

penses are not costs of earning income, taxable or otherwise,

this assumption is without basis. However, even if it is

assumed that the source of payment is solely out of income,

this would provide no sufficient reason for disallowance of the

expenses, because the source of payment of an expense is irrele-

vant to its deductibility. indeed, if Section 302 were enacted.

it would constitute the sole example of which we are aware in

the entire Internal Revenue Code where the source of a payment

determines its allowability as a deduction. Personal expenses

-2-
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of the type allocated under Seotion 302 are not costs of earning

income and have never been so viewed or treated. Such expenses

are allowable under the Code irrespective of their personal

character. And, a$ stated above, the source of payment of an

expense has no bearing on whether or not it should be allowed.

Therefore, proposed Section 302 is without support in reason.

The disallowance of allocable personal expenses under

Section 302 is related directly to the amount of the taxpayer's

allowed "Tax Preferences". Thus, if the taxpayer has no allow-

able Tax Preferences, his personal deductions will not be allo-

cated or partly disallowed under Section 302. no policy has

been expressed in the House Report for the disallowance of per-

sonal expenses as such. Since the amount of disallowance of

deductions depends on the existence and amount of allowed Tax

Preferences Section 302 represents, in substance, only a

further attack on Tax Preferences. It is respectfully sub-

mitted that if a policy to disallow Tax Preferences is to be

effected it should be done directly and without relation to

personal expenses.

Apart from deficiencies inherent in the basic approach

of Section 302, as discussed above, its application to deduc-

tions arising from cooperative apartment ownership flies in

the face of the national concern to preserve the great cities

-3-
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of this nation in spite of their ever mounting problems

The enumeration of such problems here is unnecessary in view

of the attention which they continue to receive by Governmnt,

and in the media and literature of our times. The desirability

of halting and reversing the seemingly irresistible flight to

the suburbs of middle and high income taxpayers, one of the

greatest of the problems facing the cities, is both apparent

and urgent.

The proposed disallowance under Section 302 of expenses

otherwise allowable under section 216 of the Internal Revenue

Code, in connection with cooperative apartment ownership, would

substantially aggravate this problem by adversely affecting the

tax consequences of cooperative apartment ownership provided

under present law. Cooperative apartment tenancy occurs almost

exclusively in the cities and sUch apartments are owned •

primarily by middle and high income taxpayers. The effect of

Section 302 on existing tax deductions available to cooperative

apartment owners would result in substantially increased occu-

pancy costs. This would make city living less attractive and

stimulate further departures to suburbia. certainly the continued

presence of such residents in the cities together with that of

less affluent persons is highly desirable to maintain a proper

balance. in view of continued concern with the urban crisis,

legislation which would promote further deterioration of our cities

seems most inappropriate.

-4-
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Section 216 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

and comparable predecessor provisions have been included in

the Internal Revenue Code since 1942, over 26 years. There

can be little doubt that the price and value of cooperative

apartments in the market has been importantly affected by

available tax allowances and that the elimination thereof in

whole or in part will seriously depress such value by increas-

ing net occupancy costs. Furthermore, the pressure caused by

resulting sales of cooperative apartments would disrupt the

existence of an orderly market, further depressing values.

Moreover, it is contrary to our system of laws to enact legisla-

tion which would retroactively affect transactions concluded in

partial reliance on predictable consequences based on then

existing law.

The enactment of Section 302 will arrest the constantly

growing acceptance of the cooperative form of urban home owner-

ship. The need for providing acceptable residential accommoda-

tions for the middle and upper income segment of the urban popu-

lation to insure the survival of cities is beyond question.

Cooperative home ownership involves these groups in the future

of urban centers and helps to preserve the stability of our

cities.

"-
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uaiiou 221 -. ZBYmzwN

Under present law# individual taxpayers may deduct

interest paid or incurred during the year without limitation

on the amount of such deduction. Section 221 would limit the

deduction of investment interest to 925*000 in excess of net

investment incae and long-term capital gains,

The Report of the House Comnittee on Ways and Means

(Part 1) states (at page 72) that interest incurred for purposes

such as "a home mortgage" would not be affected by this limita-

tion. No express reference Is made. hovero with respect to

interest attributable to the ownership of a cooperative apart-

mnt, To avoid problems of statutory interpretation which

might be presented in the future, we believe it necessary to

have an expression from this Coemittee that interest incurred

on loans obtained to purchase or carry equity ownership of a

cooperative apartment or amounts deductible under Section

216(a) (2) IRC, on account of interest of a cooperative housing

corporation, will be similarly treated under this provision.

This treatment is consistent with that provided in Section 221 for

interest on loans to acquire single family residences, and repre-

sents a continuation of the policy first expressed by Cngress

in 1942 that "***tenant stockholders of a cooperative apartment

(*) in the sae position as the owner of a dwelling house so

-6-
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far as deductions for interest and taxes are concerned."

s. Rept. 1631# 77th Cong. 2d Sees. (1942)o at page 5l.

The statutory language in Section 302 of the ill

indicates that amounts deductible under Seotion 216(a)(2), ZUC#

are not intended to be affected by Section 221 of the liil.

This is supported by the fact that now separate subsections

277(c) (1) (A) (1) and 277(c) (1) (A) (vii) are respectively provided

for interest under Section 163# IRev and amounts deductible

under Section 216# IR , including amounts deductible under

section 216(a)(2), allocable to interest of a cooperative hous-

ing corporation The use of such separate provisions in the

enumeration of items subject to allocation of deductions under

Section 302 clearly indicates that the term *interest" in

section 221 was not intended by the statutory draftsmen to

describe amounts deductible under section 216(a)(2), mc.
There can be little question that interest incurred to

purchase or carry the equity in a cooperative apartment and

amounts otherwise deductible under Section 216(a)(2)0 IReC

should not bee and are not, within the intended limitation appli-

cable to investment interest under proposed Section 221. This

should be made clear by an expression to that effect by this

Comittee.

-7-
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BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Statement of William H. Doughty President of
the National Association of Real Estate

Investment Funds

SPDI4ARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

•1. Under section 452, a corporation which uses the

rapid depreciation methods (allowable under section 167(b)(2) of

the Internal Revenue Code) must, for the purpose of computing

its earnings and profits, deduct only straight-line depredation.

The result is that the stockholders may be taxed on distributions

in excess of those which would be taxed under present law.

2. The Internal Revenue Code defines the term

"corporation" as including a real estate investment trust, though

such a trust is not taxed on its real estate investment trust income

if its distributes 90% or more of such income to its shareholders.

3. On the other hand, an individual owner of real

property is allowed to use the accelerated depreciation deductions

to reduce his taxable income from the property.

4. The application of the rule of section 452 to real estate

investment trusts would frustrate the legislative intent expressed

when the special provisions for taxing their shareholders were

enacted in 1960. The expressed purpose atthat time was to secure

for the trust beneficiaries the same type of tax treatment they

would receive if they held the real estate directly, by permitting pool-

ing arrangements by small investors, in order that they might secure

the benefits normally available only to those of larger resources.
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5. To preserve and continue the purposes thus expressed

for the enactment of the real estate investment trust provisions,

the above mentioned rule as to the determination of a corporation's

earnings and profits available for dividend purposes should not

apply to the shareholders of such trusts.
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BWORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCe

OF THE

UNITED STATES SENATE

Statement of William H. Doughty President of
the National Association of Reai Estate

In. vtment Funds

I am William H. Doughty, president of the National

Association of Real Estate Investment Funds, president of Chinnock &

Doughty, Chicago, and trustee of Bradley Real Estate Trust and of

Chicago Real Estate Trustees. NAR3IF was founded in..September,

1960, with the following aims and purposes:

To broaden public understanding of the im-
portance and value of real estate investment
trusts to the American economy and the invest-
Ing public,

To promote the purposes and effectiveness of
these trusts by any means consistent with the
public interest,

To provide a national medium for the ex-
change of ideas and information regarding the
establishment and efficient and proper operation
of such trusts,

To cooperate with and appear before govern-
mental departments, agencies, and committees
on matters affecting the industry,

To provide a national association of represen-
tatives of real estate investment trusts and of
individuals who have a business or professional
interest in such trusts,

To establish suitable liaison and cooperate
with local, regional and national groups of other
associations.

Members abide by a rigid code of ethics adopted by

the Association.
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Thirty-eight leading trusts, of both the equity and

mortgage types, are members of the Association. These trusts account

for the major portion of the total assets of the industry and have

in excess of 65,890 shareholders who have pooled their funds for

real estate investment. An additional group of 75 firms directly

associated with the industry are also members of NAREIP.

Mr purpose in king to appear before you is to call

attention to what we believe was an inadvertent error or oversight

in the drafting of section 452 of the House bill.

Under that section, a corporation which uses the rapid

methods of depreciation (allowable under section 167(b)(2) of the

Internal Revenue Code) must, for the purpose of computing its

earnings and profits, deduct only straight-line depreciation. That

is to say that, where a corporation computes its taxable income by

using accelerated depreciation, its shareholders may be taxed on

distributions in excess of those which would be taxed under

present law.

On the other hand, an individual who owns such property

would be allowed the accelerated method of depreciation to reduce his

taxable income from the property.

It is the use of the term "corporation" in this section

of the bill that causes us justifiable concern. That term is

defined in the Internal Revenue Code in a way which includes

real estate investment trusts, which we respectfully assert

should not have the same rule applied to them, since this would in-

volve a complete reversal of the policy announced by the Ways and
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Means Committee in reporting out H. R. 12559, which passed the House

on June 29, 1960, and was added by the Senate as an amendment to

H. R. 10960. H. R. 10960 was enacted as Public Law 86-779, 74
state. 998, approved September 14, 1960, which added sections

856-858 to the Internal Revenue Code.

The report of the Ways and Means Committee on the

substantive provisions of H. R. 12559 which have now become law

was House Report No. 2020, 86th Congress, 2d session. The reasons

for the enactment, set forth in that report, were as follows:

"The omission of the corporate income tax in the
case of distributed earnings, which present law
provides for regulated investment companies, secures
for investors in these companies essentially the same
tax treatment as they would have received if they had
invested directly in the operating companies. H.R.
12559 extends this same type of tax treatment to real
estate investment trusts specializing in investments in
real estate equities and mortgages as distinct from
the stock and security holdings of regulated invest-
ment companies. Thus this secures for the trust
beneficiaries the same tyDe of tax treatment
they would receive if they held the real estate
equities and mortgages directly and, therefore,
equates their treatment with that accorded investors
in regulated investment companies." (Fophasis
supplied.)

The Committee report further stated that this tax treatment

is desirable, since this investment method constitutes "pooling

arrangements whereby small investors can secure advantages

normally available only to those with larger resources" which

advantages include "the spreading of the risk of loss by the

greater diversification of investment * * *; the opportunity to

secure the benefits of expert investment counsel; and the means of

collectively financing projects which the investor could not
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undertake singly." The intent that real estate investment trusts

should be a vehicle for public and not concentrated investment in

real estate Is further evidenced by the requirements in section 856
of the Code, that there be at least 100 owners of shares in order

for the conduit tax treatment to apply.
That report further stated that "the real estate invest.

sent trust taxable income (i.e., income determined after allowable

deductions, Including depreciation) will be taxable to the bene-

ficiaries as ordinary income."

Section 452 of the pending bill clearly would frustrate

the stated purpose of the real estate investment trust provisions

to "secure for the trust beneficiaries the same type of tax

treatment they would receive If they held the real estate

equities * * * directly."

It should be pointed out, that as a part of the price

for securing this conduit tax treatment for the shareholders of

real estate investment trusts, which would otherwise be taxable

as corporate income, the trusts are denied the following benefits

of ordinary business corporations:

1. The trust may not hold any property primarily
for sale to customers in the ordinary course of Its
trade or business.

2. At least 75% of the value of the trust's assets
must be represented by real estate assets, cash and
cash items, and Government securities.

3. Not more than 25% of the value of the trust's
total assets may be represented by other securities;
not more than 5% of such value may be represented
by securities of a single issuer; and the Trut may
not own more than 10% of the outstanding voting
securities of such an issuer.
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4. The deduction for dividends received, allowable
to other corporations under section 243, is not allowed
in computing the real estate Investment trust income.

5. The net operating loss carryovers and carrybacks,
allowed to corporations by section 172, are not allowed
to real estate investment trusts.

These restrictions were imposed, in the words of the

ways and Means Committee's report, in order to "draw a sharp line

between passive investments and the active operation of business."

To preserve and continue the purposes thus expressed for

the enactment of sections 856-858 of the Code, it is requested

that section 452 of H. R. 13270 be amended by adding thereto a

paragraph reading as follows, or its equivalent in purpose and

effect:

"(3) The provisions of paragraphs (1) and
(2) shall not apply to real estate investment
trusts, as defined in section 856."
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CAPITAL CONCEPTS CORPORATION
Suit t30. .mag lg0 CO / w'St SOwAvAM / LOS ANGtoUS. CAIFORMA *0014 / (113 473.0001. I3S 070'0333

September 15, 1969

Senate Finance Committee
2227 Now Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

It is my considered opinion that it would be a mistake to eliminate

accelerated depreciation as proposed in the Tax Reform Bill as

reported out of the House Of Representatives.

As you are well aware, the present real estate market is in a state

of extreme depression. It is very difficult to purchase investment

quality real estate and even more difficult to sell investment real

estate at a price sufficient to yield a reasonable return on the initial

investment. The price of real estate is a function of the economic

return that it generates. A substantial portion of the return generated

by real estate through the present time has been the tax benefits created

by the interest and depreciation deduction allowed to the owner of the

real estate.

Our firm specialises in purchasing, for our clients, investment quality

real estate. By the end of 1969 our real estate holdings will exceed

fifty million dollars. In many cases we will purchase apartment houses

where the cash return is quite low but where the tax benefits to the

investor are substantial and the potential for appreciation, we feel,
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Senate Finance Committee
Page Two
September 15, 1969

is great.

If there were no substantial tax benefits to be gained by owning real

estate we would have three courses of action open to us.

1. Pay considerably less money for the real estate, which

would result in a higher cash yield to the investor.

2. Pay the same price for the real estate but raise the rents

substantially after the purchase.

3. Find another suitable investment vehicle other than real

estate.

It is my opinion that the effect of the reduced tax savings will be a

substantial across the board increase in rents to raise the return to

real estate investors so that the need for residential units can be met.

The argument is made that accelerated depreciation is continued to bc

allowed to original owners of apartment houses. That in itself is not

satisfactory because firms such as ours only buy existing structures.

The initial builders must be able to anticipate a profit on sale or they

will not build the building even through the builder may receive the

tax benefits.

There are two reasons for this.

1. As you know the tax benefits to the original builder, under
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Senate Finance Committee
Page Three
September 15, 1969

the new law, will be illusory because of the recapture

provisions.

2. There will be no market to re-sell the property because

the second buyers will not receive any tax benefits.

It is my opinion that the economy is a self adjusting device that adjusts

for tax benefits. In other words, an investor expects a 15% yield on his

invested dollars. He is willing to take part of his yield in tax benefits

if they are available. If they are not available then he must have a

greater cash yield to off-set the lost tax benefits. The net result of

this is that if you remove the tax benefits from real estate the yield

on real estate will have to rise which will cause increased rents and

greater inflation.

Very truly yours,

CAPITAL CONCEPTS CORP A.)RN

' rence M. Schulner
President

LMS:mtb
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S T A T E M E N T

to

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON THE SUBJECT OF H.R. 13270

THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

purpose of statement.

The purpose of this statement is to bring to the

attention of the Senate Finance Committee what appears to be

an omission in section 521 of H.R. 13270 as passed by the

House of Representatives, and to propose an amendment that

would cure that omission.

Section 521 would add a new subsection (j) to

section 167 of the Code, limiting depreciation deductions

in the case of real property. Paragraph (4) of section 167(j)

would limit the allowance for depreciation "in the case of

section 1250 property acquired after July 24, 1969."

[Emphasis added).

The word "acquired" might easily be read to include

acquisitions, after July 24, 1969, by way of tax-free transfers

under sections 332, 351, 368 and 721 of the Code, although

this does not appear to have been intended.
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Proposed amendment.

In order to make it clear that such acquisitions

are not to be considered under section 167(j)(4), a sentence

should be added at the end of paragraph (4), substantially

identical to the last sentence of section 167(J)(3), as

follows:

"Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, rules similar to the rules
provided in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and (13)
of section 48(h) shall be applied for purposes
of this paragraph."

Since the same sentence would thus be duplicated

in paragraphs (3) and (4), the Committee might consider it

better form to delete the sentence from paragraph (3) and to

create a new paragraph (5) as follows:

"Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, rules similar to the rules
provided in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and (13)
of section 48(h) shall be applied for purposes
of paragraphs (3) and (4)."

Discussion.

As indicated above, it does not appear that the

House intended that section 167(j)(4) should apply to acquisi-

tions in which the transferor's basis is carried over to the

transferee.

-
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Section 521(f) of H.R. 13270, amending section

381(c)(6) of the Code, provides an exception from section

167(j) for acquisitions after July 24, 1969 in transactions

covered by section 381(a) -- namely, liquidations under

section 332 and certain reorganizations under section 368.

This is accomplished by treating the transferee in those

transactions as the transferor would have been treated had

he retained the property. Section 381(c)(6), however, would

not apply to transactions involving partnerships and other

noncorporate transferees.

A similar problem arises in paragraph (3) of pro-

posed new section 167(j), dealing with depreciation on newly

constructed property, but there the House specifically pro-

vided an exception for all of the foregoing acquisitions. It

directed (in the last sentence of paragraph (3)) that "rules

similar to the rules provided in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and

(13) of section 48(h) shall be applied. . . ." Section 48(h)

of the Code, dealing with suspension of the investment credit,

provides (in subsection (h)(9)) for treating certain transferees

as the transferors would have been treated. The provision covers

transactions "as a result of which the basis of the property

-3-
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in the hands of the transferee is determined by reference

to its basis in the hands of the transferor by reason of

the application of section 332, 351, 361, 371(a), 374(a),

721, or 731."

These provisions in new section 167(j)(3) and

amended section 381(c)(6) evince an intention on the part

of the House to provide a carryover of status for property

acquired after July 24, 1969 in certain types of transactions.

No cogent reason exists for not affording that carryover of

status to noncorporate acquisitions under new section 167(j)(4).

If the legislative intention was not clearly de-

fined during passage of the Bill by the House, then it is

submitted that such carryover of status should be provided

and that precedent exists in several areas under the Code.

The purpose of section 167(j)(4) as stated in the

Report of the Comittee on Ways and Means (H. Rept. Ho. 91-413

(Part I) page 167) is to "eliminate the repeated sale and

resale of property for the purpose of tax minimization."

This tax minimization may be accomplished under present law

by the purchase of property in a transaction In which the

transferee obtains a step-up in basis, which then becomes

-4-
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subject to depreciation deductions in the hands of the trans-

feree. However, an acquisition which results in a carryover

of basis to the transferee does not lend itself to this abuse.

Such acquisitions could be provided for by applying the rules

of section 48(h)(9), perhaps being further limited to section

48(h)(9)(A)(ii). The rules of section 48(h)(10) and (13)

involve situations which similarly do not appear to fall with-

in the abuse sought to be curtailed. (The rules of section

48(h)(5) do not actually apply, but have been included above

to be consistent with the language of proposed new section

167(j)(3) in H.R. 13270). Therefore, the proposed amendment

would be consistent with the House's stated purpose of prevent-

ing unwarranted tax minimization.

In addition to section 48(h)(9) referred to above,

which deals with the investment credit, a similar rule was

adopted in section 167(i)(1) of the Code when that section was

amended in 1967 to reinstate certain depreciation methods that

had been temporarily suspended along with the investment credit.

Section 167(i) is entitled "Limitation in Case of Property

Constructed or Acquired During the Suspension Period."

-5-
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Similarly, when section 1245 was enacted in 1962

and again when section 1250 was enacted in 1964, exceptions

were provided "if the basis of property in the hands of a

transferee is determined by reference to its basis in the

hands of the transferor by reason of the application of

section 332, 351, 361, 371(a), 374(a), 721, or 731 . . "

I.R.C. 111245(b)(3), 1250(d)(3).

Summary,

The suggested amendment is intended to provide for

a carryover of status from the transferor to the transferee

in certain acquisitions under proposed new section 167(j)(4).

The omission of such a provision appears to have been uninten-

tional in light of proposed new section 167(J)(3) and amended

381(c)(6), both of which would provide for such a carryover

of status in similar acquisitions. The proposed amendment

would be consistent with existing precedents and with the

stated purpose of the House Committee on Ways and Means to

prevent unwarranted tax minimization.

Sidney I. Roberts
Roberts & Holland

September 16, 1969
New York, New York
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STATEMENT FOR THE SENATE .1 (NANCE COM41TTI
WITH REGARD TO SECTIONS 451 AND 452 OF THE TAX RI 'ORM BILL

BY MR. ERNEST L. GROVE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHTEF FINT.ACIAL-AND_ CCJhTfir OFFICER OF NORTHEAST IfLTIFS

(Northeast Utilities is a utility holding company system
operating in Connecticut and western Massachusetts. Its prin-
cipal operating subsidiaries are The Connecticut Light and
Power Company, The Hartford Electric Light Company, Western
Massachusetts Electric Company, and The Holyoke Water Power
Company.)

Northeast Utilities believes that Section 451 of the

Tax Reform Bill is inappropriate tax legislation. First, we

feel it is wrong to make regulatory accounting procedures

determinative of income tax deductions. This Bill would deny

the benefits of accelerated depreciation to those public utilities

regulated by commissions which adopt the "flow through" method

of accounting. Under this Bill, a utility companyts deduction

for depreciation, which is the largest single deduction most

utilities have, would be controlled by accounting policies adopted

by the regulatory commission. We believe that to permit policies

and procedures of regulatory commissions to determine tax effects

is a questionable precedent for the Congress to adopt.

Second, the requirements in Section 451(a)(2) and (3)

of the House Bill for the actual use of flow through in establish-

ing cost of service on and prior to July 22, 1969, in order to

utilize flow through are too rigid and inflexible. They fail to

recognize those situations where a regulated utility which was

using accelerated depreciation had taken positive and concrete steps
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to chr-nge from normalization to flow through prior to such date

but where such change had not yet been authorized or implemented.

As an example of the difficulties and anomalies that

this section of the Bill in its present form will create, may I

cite the situation in Massachusetts with respect to our subsidiary,

the Western Massachusetts Electric Company. This Company has been

utilizing an accelerated depreciation method on its tax returns.

However, for rate-making purposes, it has been obliged by the

Massachusetts Regulatory Commission to "normalize," that is, to

charge the tax reduction as a current tax expense and reflect it

in its rates to its customerL. Since May 1969, the Massachusetts

Departmcit of Public Utilities has had under formal consideration

and advisement a change in the accounting method required of

regulated public utilities from "normalization" to the "flow through"

method. At a hearing before the Department in May of this year,

Western Massachusetts Electric Company pledged to reduce its rates

to its customers by an annual amount of at least $1,700,000 if the

Department would permit the use of the flow-through method. Before

the Department had had opportunity to act, the House passed the

present Bill. Now Section 451 will prevent this rate reduction

which the Company is desirous of making since a "flow through"

accounting order in Massachusetts would automatically result in

the denial under this Bill of the use of accelerated depreciation

to the Western Massachusetts Electric Company.
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We respectft'ly suggest that Section 451 be modified

to provide for situations where the regulated public utility hs,

on or before July 22, 1969, taken steps to obtain authorization

to adopt flow-through accounting. This would be only equitable

since the proposed tax legislation was not the i:ducemr.nt for

proposing the accounting change.

With respec., to Section 452 of the Tax Reform Bill, we

would urge that if the Congrose feels corrective action is required

in this area, then the situation should be approached with a phase-

out method, as President Nixon originally propose J, rather than

with an absolute cut-off for tax years b-,:inning after June 30,

1972, as Section 452 is presently writt.n. The effect of the

absolute cut-off date woulO mean that Northeast Utilities, for

example, might have a return of capital divide-.J of, say, 60 percent "

in 1972 which would abruptly become fully taxable in 1973. We

believe this would have a serious detrimental effect on the market

price of our common shares. Also, it should be pointed out, a

phase-out method would increase Treasury revenues in the interim

years.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HOMER A. BLACK
ON BEHALF OF

UNITED STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 451, TITLE F, h. R. 13270

TREATMENT OF ACCELERATED TAX DEPRECIATION
IN REGULATED INDUSTRY

BEFORE COMMITTEE 0A4 FINANCE
OF

U. S. SENATE

SEPTEMBER 26, 1969
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF DR. HOMER A. BLACK
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 451 OF TITLE F OF H. R. 13270
RELATIVE TO TREATMENT OF ACCELERATED TAX DEPRECIATION

IN REGULATED INDUSTRY

Purpooe of Statement

The purpose of Section 451 of H. R. 13270 is to assure that
the original Congressional intent of the accelerated depreciation
provision In Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code is carried out.
According to Committee reports, the faster tax write-off Is intended
to aid growing businesses in financing expansion end modernization
by increasing available working capital.

Enactment of this proposed legislation, Section 451, is vitally
important to the 2,000 Independent telephone companies because
accelerated tax depreciation can provide them about 10 percent of
the funds they need annually -- $140 million of the $1.4 billion
total -- to finance investment in new plant and equipment.

The Congressional Intent of Section 167 of the Internal Revenue
Code has been realized for non-regulated businesses, which have
obtained substantial amounts of new capital by using accelerated
depreciation for tax purposes. Regulated utilities are increasingly
being denied by flow-through accounting or imputed flow through
the use of funds which they obtain from accelerated tax depreciation.

One result of this trend to flow-through is to deny regulated
companies money needed in financing the new plant and equipment
necessary to meet the accelerating demand for telephone services.
Other results are the inequitable distribution of the benefits of
accelerated tax depreciation between current and future customers,
and the potential loss to the Federal Treasury of $1.5 billion annually
in tax revenues.

Consideration by House Ways and Means Committee

The House Ways and Means Committee studied comprehensively
the consequences of present practices under the accelerated tax
depreciation provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. As a result,
the Committee drafted Section 451 of the Bill now being considered
so as to assure that the tax depreciation provisions will more
effectively accomplish their intended working capital purposes.
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Advantages of section 451

Enactment of Section 451 is desirable because:

(1) It eliminates the $1.5 billion potential loss of Federal
revenues expected If the current trend to flow through is
continued.

(2) It requires no change in tax depreciation practices that
will disrupt the existing rate structures of regulated
utilities.

(3) It does not impair the authority of regulatory agencies
to regulate the rates or accounting practices of utilities.

(4) It enables utility companies, with the consent of their
regulatory authorities, to use funds from accelerated tax
depreciation to finance new plant and equipment, just
as non-regulated companies are now doing.

(5) It assures a more equitable distribution of the benefits of
accelerated tax depreciation between present and future
utility customers.

(6) It limits the extent to which regulated companies become
dependent on continuation of accelerated tax depreciation
measures, and protects the usefulness of these measures
in promoting necessary economic development.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee:

This statement is submitted at the request of the United States

Independent Telephone Association to express support and emphasize

the importance of Section 451 of H. R. 13270 to the Independent

(non-Bell) segment of the telephone industry.

I am Professor and Chairman of Accounting at Florida State

University. I hold a Ph.D. degree in Business Administration from

the University of Michigan and am a Certified Public Accountant. I

am the author of Accountina Research Study No. 9, Interperiod

Allocation of Corporate Income Taxes, " published in 1966 by the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. This study was

the basis on which the Accounting Principles Board issued its opinion

requiring normalization.

On March 26, 1969, I testified before the House Ways and

Means Committee in support of proposed legislation designed to

insure that the Congressional intent in providing for accelerated tax

depreciation was carried out.

There are approximately 2,000 Independent telephone

companies which serve more than one-half the geographical area of

the nation, primarily in the smaller communities - the suburban and

rural areas. The Independent telephone companies had 18 million

telephones in service in 1968, representing a plant investment of
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almost $10 billion. For the past 10 years customer demand for the

services of the Independents has grown at an average rate of 10.7

percent a year. This is almost double the rate of increase of the

Gross National Product.

Last year the Independents were investing new capital at an

annual rate of $1.4 billion to improve their services and to expand

their plants and facilities. By 1970 the industry will have 20.8

million telephones in service, representing a total plant investment

of $12.5 billion and consumer demand of $2.8 billion per year.

Depreciation is the largest single expense item of the

Independent telephone industry. It amounts to approximately

$425 million per year, which is 24 percent of the industry's total

operating expenses and taxes. It is estimated that about 10 percent

of the funds annually needed by the Independent telephone companies

for plant investment might be derived from industry-wide use of

accelerated tax depreciation. Because of the amounts involved,

the enactment of the provisions of Section 451 of H. R. 13270 is

most important.

The Problem

The following circumstances underlie the urgent need for'

Section 451 in the legislation adopted by the House:
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Section 167 was enacted to provide working caDital

When Congress passed Section 167 of the Internal Revenue

Code in 1954, the Committee reports stated that "the faster tax

write-off would increase available working capital and materially

aid growing businesses in the financing of their expansion."

(H. Report 1337 and S. Report 1622). The House report recognized

that "the changes made by your committee's bill affect the timing

and not the ultimate amount of depreciation deductions with respect

to a property."

The intent of Congress has been achieved
for non-regaulated businesses

Non-regulated businesses have increased their cash flow

and thereby obtained the use of capital through adoption of acceler-

ated tax depreciation In either of two ways:

(1) They have used accelerated depreciation for

both book and tax purposes, or

(2) They have used accelerated depreciation for

tax purposes, and straight-line depreciation

for book purposes, and have normalized.

NoMalization Is an accounting procedure required by the

accounting profession and the Securities and Exchange Commission

for non-regulated industry. Under this procedure the amount of the
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taxes deferred by using accelerated tax depreciation is placed in a

reserve for future payment. Thus, it is clearly recognized that

accelerated tax depreciation results in a deferral of tax payment,

not in a cost saving.

Regulated businesses have been
subjected to different treatment

Under rules established by regulatory agencies, utilities are

generally required to use straight-line depreciation for book purposes.

Although utilities using accelerated depreciation for tax purposes were

initially permitted to normalize the deferred taxes, many are now

being required to "flow through". Under "flow through" the funds

provided by lower current tax payments resulting from the use of

accelerated tax depreciation are erroneously treated as additions to

net earnings after taxes, rather than correctly as a temporary source

of working capital.

Recent developments stress the need
for remedial legislation

(a) Action of regulatory bodies

In recent years, both Federal and state regulatory agencies

have increasingly been adopting flow-through treatment. Some

agencies that initially authorized normalization have reversed their

policy and are requiring flow through. Thus, contrary to the intent
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of Congress, utilities are increasingly being denied the right to use

working capital obtained through the use of accelerated tax

depreciation benefitting consumers over a period of years.

Federal tax revenues that were intended by Congress for

business investment are being diverted instead to subsidize only

present utility consumers. Furthermore, in recent months some

agencies have required utility companies to compute their earnings

as if they had used accelerated tax depreciation, and to flow through

to consumers the imputed tax benefits even though the companies

had actually been using straight-line depreciation for tax purposes.

The increasing requirement of flow-through, and imputed

flow-through, is of particular concern to the Independent telephone

companies because it places them at a competitive disadvantage.

They must compete with non-regulated industry to raise large

amounts of capital, under current high interest rates, in order to

provide the larger quantity and higher quality of services demanded

by their customers.

(b) Loss of Federal tax revenues

The Treasury Department advised the Ways and Means

Committee that "If utility commissions generally proceed to treat

companies as though they had adopted accelerated depreciation
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and require this amount to be flowed through, the total impact on

(Federal) revenues, over the next few years, could build up to an

annual loss of $1. 5 billion."

Corn.prehensive Consideration by the
Ways and Means Committee

The Ways and Means Committee devoted most of two days

to hearing testimony from and questioning 15 witnesses on the problems

created by methods presently required in accounting for accelerated

tax depreciation. These witnesses included representatives from

four Federal regulatory agencies; a state public service commission;

a national public accounting firm; and electric, gas and telephone

companies; as well as economists and an investment banker. In

addition, statements were filed by 14 others representing utilities,

consumers and regulators.

The testimony developed in detail the points of view of

regulatory agencies, regulated utilities and others who are vitally

concerned about the uneconomic and inequitable results of present

practices under the existing provisions of Section 167 of the Internal

Revenue Code.

Summary of Section 451. Subtitle F of H. R. 13270

In drafting Section 451, the Ways and Means Committee

reaffirmed that the use of accelerated tax depreciation results in a
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"deferral" of Federal income tax payments and not a "saving" of

taxes. As drafted, the Section assures that accelerated tax depreci-

ation provisions of the Internal Revenue Code will more effectively

accomplish their intended purpose and prevent the unintended drain

on Federal revenues.

The Section applies to property used in the furnishing of

electrical energy; water; sewage disposal services; gas through a

local distributing system; telephone services (excluding ComSAT);

and transportation of gas, oil, or petroleum products by pipelines,

if rates for these services are regulated by a utilities commission.

As to all such property constructed or acquired up to

January 1, 1970, the following rules apply:

(1) If straight-line depreciation is presently used

for tax purposes, then no other method is

permitted;

(2) If accelerated depreciation is used for tax

purposes, with "normalization", the utility

must continue to do so unless it changes to

straight-line: and

(3) If accelerated tax depreciation is used with

flow-through no change is made.
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As to new property (after December 31, 1969), the provisions

are:

(1) If the taxpayer presently uses accelerated tax

depreciation and flow-through, no change is

made.

(2) In all other cases accelerated tax depreciation

may be used only if the utility taxpayer

normalizes the deferred income taxes.

The Section will permit any necessary changes in the -methods

used by taxpaying utilities, and authorized by regulatory commissions,

in implementing the public policy to be made in an orderly waye without

hardship to the utility consumer, the utility enterprise, or the Federal

Treasury.

Reasons for Adobtino Section 451

(1) Section 451 will eliminate the potential $1.5 billion

annual loss of Treasury tax revenue that is expected

to result from continuation of the current regulatory

trend to require utilities to use accelerated tax

depreciation with flow through. Section 451 will

prevent adverse tax revenue effects with respect

to existing property by prohibiting:
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a. A company which now uses straight-line tax

depreciation from switching to accelerated tax

depreciation.

b. A company which now uses accelerated tax

depreciation, and normalizes, from switching

to flow through.

Adverse tax revenue effects will also be prevented

by allowing only those taxpayers who are now using

flow through to do so on property added after 1969.

Even those companies may normalize if they receive

regulatory approval.

(2) Section 451 requires no change in the existing use of tax

depreciation methods by utilities that will disrupt the

rate structures prescribed by regulatory agencies.

Section 451 does not infringe upon the present

authority of regulatory aaencles to regulate the rates

or accounting practices of utilities under their Juris-

diction. The authority of regulatory agencies to

exclude a normalization reserve from the rate base

in the same manner that depreciation reserves are

excluded remains unaffected. By such exclusion

the consumer receives the benefits of the use of the

money. Thus, Section 451 amends the tax law

merely to insure that the original intent of Congress

is achieved.
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(3) Section 451 enables the original purpose of

Congress - to Provide working caqital for all

industries - to be accomplished for regulated

firms as it is now beino accomplished by

non-reaulated firms. When the regulatory agency

permits normalization accounting, a regulated

company may use accelerated depreciation for

tax purposes and thereby obtain the use of work-

ing capital as intended by Section 167 of the

Internal Revenue Code.

(4) Section 451 assures a more equitable distribution

of the benefits of accelerated tax depreciation

between present and future customers of those

utilities which normalize.

All customers benefit when a company normalizes

because the company's cost of capital is reduced.

(5) Section 451 protects the usefulness of an important

measure of Federal tax and fiscal policy - accelerated

tax depreciation - in promoting necessary economic

development. By limiting the use of flow-through

for the future, this Section reduces the extent to
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which utility companies become dependent on

continuation of these measures. If utility

companies generally adopt the use of flow

through, Congress would find it difficult to

reduce or repeal tax provisions for accelerated

depreciation regardless of the national policy

requirement for such a change.

Conclusion

I wholeheartedly endorse the enactment of Section 451 as

a means of accomplishing the original intent of Congress, reflected

by Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code, in an effective, equit-

able, and orderly manner. This Section substantially avoids the

increasing drain on Federal revenues from existing practices, avoids

infringing on the prerogatives of the regulatory agencies, and benefits

utility customers and utility companies.
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Summary

Section 451 of H.R. 13270 would have the effect of classifying
oil pipelines, alone of all forms of transportation regulated by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, as public utilities with guaranteed
rates of return and "freezing" them in the methods of depreciation
they are now using. With respect to the new pipeline companies
which each year enter the ranks of the industry, section 451 would
compel them to use straight line depreciation only. The Association
of Oil Pipe Lines (AOPL), which is composed of substantially all of
the oil pipelines regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
believes that such a classification is incorrect and improper for
three principal reasons. First, the oil pipelines are not monopo-
listic utilities with guaranteed rates of return. They are in law
and in fact true common carriers subject to strong competition from
the water carriers (barge lines), the motor carriers and the rail-
roads, the remaining forms of transportation regulated by the ICC.
Second, all of the forms of transportation which compete with the
oil pipelines have been excluded from section 451, and to leave oil
pipelines subject to that section, contrary to the recommendations
of the ICC, would result in a serious tax discrimination against them
and in favor of their competitors. Third, the oil pipelines do not
create for the Treasury Department a revenue loss problem from "flow
through."

For these reasons, which have been set forth in detail in the
following statement, AOPL urges the Committee on Finance to amend
section 451 to exclude oil pipelines therefrom. This can be done by
deleting from section 451, at lines 8 and 9, on page 268 of the bill,
the words ", oil (including shale oil), or petroleum products."

1. Oil pipelines are in law and in fact true common carriers
and there is "freedom of entry" into the oil pipeline
transportation field.

The oil pipeline companies are in law and in fact true comon
carriers. Insofar as the legal situation is concerned, they are,
like the railroads, subject to Part I of the Interstate Commerce
Act and thus come under the economic regulatory jurisdiction of the
ICC although no certificate of public convenience and necessity or
operating permit from the Commission is needed to enter the coamnon
carrier oil pipeline business. Pipelines are required to file
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tariffs covering their transportation of petroleum and petroleum
products and strictly abide by those tariffs in all instances;
their rates and charges to shippers must be just and reasonable;
the transportation of petroleum and petroleum products must be per-
formed under just and reasonable regulations and practices and no
pipeline may grant unreasonable preference to any shipper or unduly
discriminate among shippers in any way in connection with its ser-
vices; transportation must be furnished to all shippers upon reason-
able request therefor and reasonable through rates and services with
other pipelines must be established; pipelines may not pool traffic,
services or earnings except with the approval of the Commission, and
all pipelines must keep their accounts and records in conformity
with the Uniform System of Accounts for Pipelines prescribed by the
ICC.

Oil pipelines serve simply as common carriers for all petroleum
shippers who offer crude oil or petroleum products to them for trans-
portation in accordance with the tariffs which the pipelines have on
file with the ICC. The oil pipelines do not buy or sell petroleum
or petroleum products and they do not own the petroleum or petroleum
products which they transport. In this important respect they differ
completely from the gas transmission lines. They also differ impor-
tantly from the electric, water and telephone companies since they do
not sell products or services to the general public but only provide
a mode of transportation to producers and refiners of petroleum.

Since, as stated above, a certificate of public convenience and
necessity or operating permit is no required to enter the common
carrier oil pipeline business, there is freedom of entry into this
mode of transportation. Studies made by AOPL indicate that fourteen
new oil pipeline companies have begun operations during the five and
one-half year period since January 1, 1964. Clearly, therefore,
transportation of oil by pipeline is not a monopolistic industry.

2. The common carrier oil pipelines are in direct competition
with the inland water carriers (barge lines), the motor
carriers and the railroads and should be treated in the same
way as these competitors are treated with regard to permit-
ted methods of tax depreciation.

This Association annually compiles data showing the relative
tonnage of petroleum and petroleum products carried in domestic
transportation by the pipelines, the water carriers (barge lines),
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the motor carriers and the railroads. For 1967, the latest year for
which data are available, and which is a typical year, the oil pipe-
lines carried 45.64 of the total tons of crude petroleum and petro-
leum products carried in domestic transportation by the four modes
specified. The motor carriers were second with 29.13%, the water
carriers third with 23.507. and the railroads fourth with 1.73%. It
can be truly said that competition from motor carriers and water car-
riers is significant since together these two modes carry more ton-
nage than the oil pipelines. While the pipelines are the principal
mode of transportation of crude petroleum, the water carriers carry
18.79% of this commodity and the motor carriers carry 7.37%. With
regard to petroleum products carried in domestic transportation, the
oil pipelines carry 29.25% of the total tonnage, far short of the
41.87 carried by the motor carriers and only slightly more than the
26.26% transported by the water carriers.

These figures point up the correctness of the reference to
"the existence of strong competitive forces" among the ICC regulated
carriers referred to at the bottom of page 2 of the letter of April
15, 1969, to the Ways and Means Committee from the Chairman of the
ICC (copy attached). It would be obviously unfair to permit, as sec-
tion 451 contemplates, the water carriers, the motor carriers and the
railroads to continue to have the right to select the method of depre-
ciation most advantageous to them and to prevent the oil pipelines
from exercising this choice.

3. Sublecting oil pipelines to the provisions of proposed sec-
tion 451 would be contrary to the recommendations of the ICC.

The April 15, 1969, letter to the Ways and Means Committee from
the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to which
reference was made above, urges that all modes of transportation
regulated by the ICC be treated alike insofar as methods of tax
depreciation are concerned. The letter refers to the strong competi-
tion which exists among the modes of transportation regulated by the
ICC and the fact that (bottom of page 3 and page 4) "The interplay of
competitive forces keeps the rate structure in a constant state of
change" and that "in many cases where the Commission has permitted
increases in the rates of a particular mode to take effect, competi-
tion from other regulated modes or unregulated transportation has
subsequently forced reduction in these rates to prevent undue diver-
sion of traffic to a competing mode or carrier."
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The obvious conclusion from this letter is that all modes of
transportation regulated by the ICC -- the railroads, the motor
carriers, the water carriers and the oil pipelines -- should be
treated alike with regard to such an important tax consideration
as methods of depreciation.

This even-handed treatment for all modes of transportation
regulated by the ICC is in accord with the National Transportation
Policy set forth in the Interstate Commerce Act, which, in part,
provides:

"It is hereby declared to be the national trans-
portation policy of the Congress to provide for fair
and impartial regulation of all modes of transporta-
tion subject to the provisions of this Act, so admin-
istered as to recognize and preserve the inherent
advantages of each; * * '

In connection with the review by the Committee on Finance of the
scope of section 451, AOPL strongly recommends that the Committee
consult with the ICC and determine its views with regard to the
desirability of including oil pipelines under that section.

4. Unlike the rate procedures of the Federal Power Commission
and the Federal Communications Commission. the ICC rate
procedures do not and cannot result in prescribing levels
of earnings for the carriers which it regulates and thus
the oil pipelines do not have a guaranteed rate of return.

To classify the oil pipeline transportation industry in the same
category for treatment of accelerated depreciation as the gas, tele-
phone, water and electric utility industries appears to involve a
moral (and perhaps a legal) wrong, plus an economic monstrosity.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's processes in handling oil
pipeline tariff rates are not in any way similar to the processes
whereby the FPC, the FCC and state regulatory agencies establish and
set rates for gas, electric, water and telephone utilities. Under
normal rate procedures, these latter agencies make a determination
of the rate level necessary to fix corporate net income at a per-
mitted rate of return on an agreed rate base.
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The ICC does not and cannot prescribe earnings for oil pipe-
lines, barge lines, railroads and motor carriers as do the agencies
that regulate true utilities since the ICC regulated carriers do not
have monopolistic characteristics. The interplay of competitive
forces assures that the rate structure will be in a constant state
of change.

Distinguishing between oil pipelines and their transportation
competitors by putting oil pipelines in a true utility category, in
which they do not belong, was probably due to a misunderstanding by
the Ways and Means Committee of the nature of oil pipeline transpor-
tation, and the Coamnittee on Finance is urged to review carefully the
attached letter from the ICC, particularly the following portion
(comencing on page 4):

"In this regard, we should point out that in many cases
where the Commission has permitted increases in the rates
of a particular mode to take effect, competition from
other regulated modes or unregulated transportation has
subsequently forced reductions in these rates to prevent
undue diversion of traffic to a competing mode or carrier."

This observation is particularly pertinent to oil pipelines since one
of our principal competitors, the water carriers, enjoy freedom from
rate regulation by the ICC in their transportation of petroleum and
petroleum products.

5. The oil pipelines do not create for the Treasury Department
a revenue loss problem from flow through.

Since oil pipeline rates are regulated more by competition than
by regulatory agency determination, the rate level is not affected
by flow through. There have been few rate cases before the ICC affect-
ing oil pipelines. Most of these cases involved only point to point
rates and none involved flow through.

The problems that Treasury faces in loss of revenue through flow
through of accelerated depreciation centers around the growing
practice of regulatory agencies of forcing flow through to residential
customers using gas, electricity, water and telephone services. It
should be recognized that the customers of the oil pipelines are the
corporate producers and refiners who buy and ship crude oil to
refinery centers and in turn ship refined products to jobbers. If any
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flow through should occur from oil pipeline accelerated depreciation,
it would go directly to other corporate taxpayers and, by reducing
their operating costs, it would increase their Federal income taxes.

6. Conclusion.

In view of the foregoing, AOPL urges the Committee on Finance to
amend section 451 to exclude oil pipelines from the classification of
public utilities subject to that section. From the viewpoint of
even-handed justice and to prevent the tax discrimination which would
result against oil pipelines as compared with their competitors, the
oil pipelines should be treated similarly to the motor carriers, the
water carriers and the railroads with respect to this important tax
provision.

Asj. D. Durand
General Counsel
Association of Oil Pipe Lines
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3ntusate Cmevce Cunuiui s
nUingtm, O.C. 20423

April 15, 1969
l OP TH IIISD4MN

Honorable Wilbur D. Mis
Chairman
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Mills:

In the course of my testimony before the Committee on March 25, 1969,

you and other members of the Committee requested that I provide certain ad-

ditional information for the record regarding several aspects of the tax expenses

incurred by carriers subject to the Commission's jurisdiction and our treatment

of such expenses. The information requested is set forth below.

On pages 4210-12 of the hearing transcript, Congressman Burke requested

information concerning (I) what taxes, if any, were owed to the Federal Government

by the New Haven Railroad and by whom were they assumed; and (2) whether the

Commission in its recent approval of Penn Central's request to Increase fares

reached its decision on the basis of the operation of the New Haven Railroad prior

to takeover or if it was based on the anticipated revenue this year in view of the

abandonment of 91 trains and other things before the Commission.

As to the first question, the New Haven Railroad had the following current

tax liabilities due the United States Government at the time Its operations werp

taken over by the Penn Central: $83,266 representing Federal income taxes of
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leased lines and $1,021,435 payroll taxes. Under the agreement Penn Central

acquired certain current assets and assumed certain current liabilities, in-

cluding $45,661 of the Federal income taxes and the $1,021,435 payroll taxes.

The New H~aven Railroad is to pay Penn Central in cash the excess of the liabilities

over assetic. We have been advised that the taxes In question were paid by Penn

Central in january 1969. The remaining $37,604 of income taxes is still a liabil-

ity of the New Haven.

We are unable to provide any information on the second question since the

passenger fare increase proposed and put into effect by Penn Central was not

applicable to passenger service performed over lines of the New Haven.

On pag 4248 of the hearing transcript, you requested the views of the

Commission with respect to effect on industries subject to our jurisdiction if

Congress were to repeal the present provisions of the tax laws dealing with accel-

erated depreciation or were to otherwise deprive such industries "of anything other

than stright line [depreciation]?"

As indicated in my testimony before the Committee, the regulatory problems

with respect to maximum rates and earnings of regulated surface transportation

carriers are not as significant for the Commission as they are for other agencies

engaged in regulating other public utilities. This is largely due to the existence of

strong competitive forces, both within the regulated portion of the industry and

without, in the form of unregulated for-hire and private carriage. These strong

-2-
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competitive pressures generally serve to keep rates from exceeding a reasonable

maximum level, thus minimizing the necessity for the Commission to prescribe

a maximum rate level or otherwise intervene in the ratemaking process to the

same extent required in the case of the regulation of Industries with monopolistic

characteristics. Because of these competitive forces, we do not believe that the

denial of accelerated depreciation to regulated industries, as suggested by the

Federal Power Commission (Testimony of Chairman White, Tr. p. 4131). would

be in the best interests of the carriers subject to our jurisdiction or to the growth

and development of an economically, sound transportation system. In essence, it

is our understanding that the position of the Federal Power Commission is premised

on the concept that if additional stimulation is required for the attraction of capital

in a regulated industry, it is the responsibility of the appropriate regulatory agency

to approve or to prescribe a level of rates sufficient to attract such capital rather

than having such capital attracted through Incentives in the tax laws. Put differently.

the burden of attracting new capital into the regulated industry should fall upon the

ratepayer rather than the taxpaying public as a whole. (Testimony of Chairman White,

Tr. p. 4123).

While the principle described above can be logically applied to industries

having the monopolistic characteristics of those subject to regulation by the Federal

Power Commission, this principle could not be applied with any precision in the

regulated surface transportation industry where the interplay of competitive forces

.3-
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keeps the rate structure in a constant ate of chance. In this regard, we should

point out that in many cases where the Commission has permitted increases in

the rates of a particular mode to take effect, competition from other regulated

modes or unregulated transportation has subsequently forced reductions in these

rates to prevent undue diversion of traffic to a competing mode or carrier. As

long as the transportation ratepayer has this wide choice of options among

carriers, the suggestion of the Federal Power Commission could not be meaning-

fully applied to regulated surface transportation carriers. Given these circum-

stances, depriving regulated transportation carriers of the use of any method of

depreciation, other than the "straight-line method" would result in undesirable

effects on the carriers. It would decrease net income of carriers by the amount

of additional taxes they would have to pay; assuming operations are profitable.

TIis would reduce the amount of cash available for investment in new property,

particularly needed freight cars, maintenance of plant and dividends, among other

things. To replenish the cash used to pay additional taxes, it would seem that

carriers would have no alternative but to seek relief through requests for increased

rates, which, for the reasons mentioned above, might not accomplish the intended

effect. Additionally, the immediate resultant decrease in net earnings and cash

flow could affvat the carriers' credit position and their ability to provide adequate

service to the shipping public.
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As long as Congress sees fit to provide liberal depreciation methods for

tax purposes and the investment tax credit for Industry in general, we feel the

surface transportation industry should not be deprived of such benefits.

I hope you and the other members of the Committee will find this informa-

tion helpful.

Sincerely.

/s/ Virginia Mae Brown

VIRGINIA MAE BROWN
Chairman

.5 "
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SUIIAR OF WRITTEN STATENT

or

F'WRIDA GAS TRANSMISSION COMPANY.

September 24, 1969

HR 13270, Section 451, bases the ability of a public utility
to use accelerated depreciation in the future upon the filing of its
Federal income tax return on or before July 22, 1969. The filing of
the tax returrgs an inappropriate event to detemine this question.
The significant events to which thee-fut=use of accelerated depreci-
stion should be related are -r() thereor pg of income tax
expense on the regulat ooks of account or (ii) tfliLling of rates
with the appropriat dainistrative agency, as of the rlslyant date
selected for suc extermination.

In e case of Florida Gas Ttansisajon Companyp the ternalRevenue Ser ce granted .the Ceqlny an extensioief tim to Sept er 15,

1969 for f ing its tax r0urn fOr 1968, the first tax return of t e
Coapny ich uses accplerated dpreciation. Ac9rdingly, this ret n
was not iled until Agust 25, 1469. Ilowever.-In August 1968, the
pany had filed rates with the Feept-fmt -coes ion 'in reliance up
the use and flowthroughiOg aceletated depreciation on all property \
acquired subsequent to 1967. ftjpdaates, wh'&ch have beenin effect
since Pebruary 16, 1969, vere/ d upbn a cos of/ervicewhich ncludi
Federal income taexpensed a evel approxima- e *1.6 m lion a year
below what it wi l 664.qnless 6tl Coa y i s periled to us# acceleratdepreciation for,,tax pu~qe 1~g 9~ ~ Iy]K ..

Several alternativer auendmentsf torlm 3270 are suggested at
the end of the Written Stateimnt. .

Vice Prsident Ar
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WRITTEN STATEMENT

OP

FLORIDA GAS TRANSMISSION COMPANY

Subject: HR 13270, Section 451

In its bill to reform the income tax laws, the House of Representatives
has proposed certain amendments to Section 167 of the Internal Revenue
Code which would restrict the right of a public utility to use accel-
erated depreciation. Section 451 of House Bill 13270 would require the
use of straight-line depreciation on public utility property unless a
different method had been used on such property for the latest taxable
year for which a return was filed on or before July 22, 1969.

In the case of Florida Gas Transmission Company, the proposed require-
ment of the House Bill that the applicable return be filed on or before
July 22, 1969 would have what undoubtedly is an inadvertent result. On
June 26, 1969, the Internal Revenue Service granted the Company an exten-
sion of time until September 15, 1969 to file its income tax return for
calendar year 1968. Thus the Company's 1968 tax return, which will be
the first to use accelerated depreciation, was not filed until August 25,
1969. Nevertheless, in August 1968, the Company irrevocably committed
itself to the use of accelerated depreciation, with respect to property
acquired subsequent to December 31, 1967, by filing rates with the Federal
Power Commission in reliance upon the use and flowthrough of accelerated
depreciation. These rates have been in effect since February 16, 1969,
and will not realize a fair return for the Company without the use and
flowthrough of accelerated depreciation on property acquired in 1968 and
1969 (amounting to approximately $90,000,000 of a total plant of approxi-
mately $350,000,000). Nevertheless, because for the year 1967 (the
latest taxable year for which a tax return was filed on or before July 22,
1969) the Company used solely a straight-line method of depreciation, the
Company would be required by the House Bill to remain on straight-line
depreciation for all years subsequent to 1968. For the year 1968, however,
the Company would be entitled to take accelerated depreciation since the
Bill does not apply with respect to taxable years ending before July 23,
1969.

We submit that the crucial determination with respect to its method of
depreciation for tax purposes is made by a public utility when it files
rates based upon the use and flowthrough of accelerated depreciation and
so calculates the income tax expense recorded in its regulated books of
account. Once rates have become effective in reliance upon the use and
flowthrough of accelerated depreciation for tax purposes, the utility,
in effect, has irrevocably committed itself to this method of depreciation
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so long as those rates remain in effect. Accordingly, the tax reform
bill should base the relevant date for determining the future use of
accelerated depreciation upon the recordation of income tax expenses in
the regulated books of account or the filing of rates with the appro-
priate administrative agency, instead of or in addition to the date
its Federal income tax return was filed.

The following evidences the fact that Florida Gas Transmission Company
had decided to take accelerated depreciation during 1968, a year prior
to the June 22, 1969 cut-off date presently in the House Bill. On
June 17, 1968, the prepared direct testimony of Mr. W. J. Boven, Presi-
dent and Chief Executive Officer of the Company, was filed with the
Federal Power Coaission and was formally introduced into evidence on
July 18, 1968 at Volume No. 47, page 5923, in rate proceedings RP68-1
and RP66-4. r. Bowen stated that:

"If we are to achieve the rate objectives I have outlined,
that is, to produce rates as low as or lower than the 17.9,
21.9 and 57.0 cents per 1IBTu rates which we are collecting
prior to the in-service date of the CP65-393 facilities
exclusive of the surtax and to do so without seriously
impairing the Company's financial integrity and competitive
position, there is but one course open to us. We must
accept the risks inherent in reducing our current revenues
by deferring to a later period a part of our tax costs with
the concomitant lowering of our financial debt coverages.
We must elect to take liberalized depreciation on the CP65-
393 facilities and on future plant additions. Therefore, I
have asked our people to prepare the testimony and exhibits
for the new rate filing on this basis and to request the
necessary authorization to reflect "flow through" accounting
on those facilities."

On August 1, 1968, the Company made the new rate filing based upon the
use of accelerated depreciation with respect to all property acquired
subsequent to 1967. The relevant exhibits filed with the Federal Power
Commission demonstrating this election are attached hereto as Schedule A.
Since August 1, 1968, the Company uniformly has used accelerated depreci-
ation with respect to property acquired subsequent to December 31, 1967
in calculating the income tax expense recorded in its regulated books of
account. Since the rates filed on August 1, 1968 were based upon a cost
of service which resulted from utilizing accelerated depreciation, thus
flowing through the tax reductions to the customers in the form of lower
rates, the rates would not provide the Company a fair return if depreci-
ation based upon a straight-line method is required in determining taxable
income for 1969 and subsequent years.

The rates filed on August 1, 1968 were allowed by the Federal Power
Commission to become effective on February 16, 1969 and have remained

-2-
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in effect until the present time. A rate increase to reflect the
unavailability of accelerated depreciation could be delayed by the
administrative process for up to nine months after the decision to
file the increased rates. From February 16, 1969 until new rates are
permitted to become effective, the Company would have suffered a non-
recoverable loss of approximately $1,600,000 annually because of its
reliance upon the use and flowthrough of accelerated depreciation as
described above.

As further evidence that the Company had elected to take accelerated
depreciation during 1968, we attach hereto the following:.,

1. Annual Report to stockholders of Florida Gas
Company for the year 1968. Note (3) to the
Notes to Financial Statements at page 21 states
that:

"Concurrent with the completion in 1968 of
its 192,000 CF per day expansion, Florida
Gas Transmission Company elected to claim
liberalized depreciation for Federal income
tax purposes on new facilities and to flow
through the tax reductions to ratepayers,
following an accounting method approved by
the Federal Power Commission. Since there
was a concurrent rate reduction, this change
in accounting had no appreciable effect on
net income for 1968."

In its report on page 22 of the Annual Report, Arthur
Andersen & Co. states that the accounting principles:

to.. other than for the flow-through of the
tax reductions from using liberalized depreci-
ation as described in Note 3, were applied on
a consistent basis during the two years 1967
and 196-P."

2. Prospectus, dated April 10, 1969, with respect to the
sale of Florida Gas Company's 5-3/4% Convertible Sub-
ordinated Debentures due April 1, 1989 wherein Florida
Gas Company and Arthur Andersen & Co. make similar
representations on pages 8, 14, 29, and 35 to those
made in the Annual Report of Florida Gas Company.

3. Form 10-K, dated April 30, 1969, filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission, containing statements identical
to those in the Annual Report of Florida Gas Company.

TFhrn'nt- re.-n r., to -% ...ik~ Pa~rt 4' "Im 014i~n1'l. of th
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In addition, on December 13, 1968, the Company filed its Amended Declara-
tion of Estimated Income Tax for 1968 on the basis of depreciating its
properties acquired subsequent to December 31, 1967 at accelerated rates
for tax purposes. Also, registration statements filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission in May 1969, with respect to the Florida Gas Com-
pany Employees Savings Plan and the Florida Gas Company Qualified Stock
Option Plan, contain statements with respect to accelerated depreciation
similar to those contained in the Annual Report of Florida Gas Company.

For the above reasons, Florida Gas Transmission Company requests that
subsection 167(k)(1)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code, as proposed to
be amended by Section 451(a) of House Bill 13270, be amended in one of
the following manners:

I. Delete subsection (1)(A) and substitute the following:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer used a method other
than the straight-line method in the calcula-
tion of income tax expense recorded in his
regulated books of account for his latest
monthly accounting period ending on or before
July 22, 1969."

2. Delete subsection (1)(a) and substitute the following:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer Ul for his latest
taxable year for which a return was filed on
or before July 22, 1969, used a method other
than the straight-line method, or (ii) was.
on July 22. 1969. collecting rates pursuant
to rate schedules filed with a state or federal
agency established by using a cost of service
which included tax expense computed by using
a method other than the straight-line method
and used a method other than the straight-line
method in his Federal income tax return for
his latest taxable year ending on or before
July 22, 1969." (Changes underlined.)

3. Delete subsection (1)(A) and substitute the following:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer U for his latest
taxable year for which a return was filed on

- 4-
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or before July 22, 1969, used a method other
than the straight-line method, or () had
filed. on or before July 22. 1969. rate
schedules with a state or federal agency
wherein rates were established by using a
cost of service which included tax expense
computed by using a method other than the
:;traight-line method and used a method other
than the straight-line method in his Federal
income tax return for his latest taxable year
ending on or before July 22, 1969." (Changes
underlined.)

4. Delete the date "July 22, 1969" and substitute the date
"September 15, 1969" therefor.

5. Delete the words "for which a return was filed" and insert
in lieu thereof the word "ending" so that subsection (1)(A)
would read as follows:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer for his latest taxable
year ending on or before July 22, 1969, used
a method other than the straight-line method,
and".

6. Delete the word "filed" and insert in lieu thereof the words
"initially due" so that subsection (1)(A) would read as
follows:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer for his latest taxable
year for which a return was initially due on
or before July 22, 1969, used a method other
than the straight-line method, and".

7. After the words "for which a return was filed on or before
July 22, 1969" add "or on or before a subsequent date if a
valid extension to file at such later date had been granted
on or before July 22, 1969", so that subsection (1)(A) would
read as follows:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with
respect to property of the same kind as such
property) the taxpayer for his latest taxable
year for which a return was filed on or before
July 22, 1969, or on or before a subsequent date
if a valid extension to file at such later date
had been granted on or before July 22, 1969,
used a method other than the straight-line
method, and".

S5-
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STATEMENT OF THE
EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

TO THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON H.R. 13270

September 9, 1969

SUMMARY SHEET

1. We urge the elimination of an existing inequity in our tax structure
and an increase in the Federal revenue by requiring presently tax-exempt
electric power systems to pay Federal taxes equivalent to those now paid by
tax-paying systems.

Since taxes are an operating expense of electric utility systems
and since their rates must be fixed to cover all such expenses, the customers
of government-owned and government-financed power systems, which do not now
pay any Federal income taxes, escape the tax contributions which customers
of the investor-owned systems are required to pay. We urge that this ine-
quality and inequity in the discriminatory treatment of one group of citizens as
against another should be eliminated.

2. We urge that Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code be amended
to except from interest exemption all bonds issued to acquire facilities used
in the business of furnishing electric energy or in any other comparable busi-
ness functions.

The furnishing of electric energy to the public is a proprietary
or business function as is evidenced by the fact that approximately 78% of all
electric customers in the United States are served by investor-owned com-
panies. When Congress, in 1959, authorized TVA to issue revenue bonds to
finance its electric power business, Congress expressly provided that the
interest on such bonds would not be exempt from the Federal income tax.
There is no valid reason why the obligations of a State or any political sub-
division of a State, issued to finance the business of supplying electric energy,
should be exempt from Federal income tax.

3. We urge that the Congress authorize State and local taxing author-
ities to impose on Federal power systems, on a non-discriminatory basis, the
s-ime State and local taxes as are levied on comparable investor-owned systems.
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STATEMENT OF THE
EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

TO THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON H. R. 13270

September 9, 1969

This statement is subn,.tted by the Edison Electric Institute, which

is the national trade association of the investor-owned electric power com-

panies. Its 181 member companies serve approximately 78% of all electric

customers in the United States.

The statement of the Edison Electric Institute at this time 21 covers

a proposal to eliminate an existing inequity in our tax structure and to in-

crease the Federal revenue by requiring presently tax-exempt electric power

systems to pay Federal taxes equivalent to those now paid by tax-paying

systems and, otherwise, to achieve a greater degree of equality in the taxes

imposed on electric power systems.

_1/In testifying before this Committee on the transition provisions of
the investment credit repeal, included in H. R. 12290, the Institute
urged deletion of the so-called phase-out in Section 49(d) which is
in direct conflict with, and largely nullifies, a basic premise of the
transition provisions -- i. e., to deal fairly with the taxpayer who
entered into commitments on or before April 18, 1969 in reasonable
reliance on the availability of the investment credit. We also urged
clarification of the definition of a "certified pollution control facility",
in Section 168(d) (1), to make it clear beyond question that such
portion of a high stack at a generating station as is constructed solely
for air pollution abatement may qualify for accelerated amortization.
This testimony appears in Hearings Before the Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., on H. R. 12290, July 15,
1969, at pp. 404-415. In accordance with the direction of the Committee
we are not repeating this testimony at this time; our views on these
points have in no way changed and we request they be taken into account
by the Committee in its consideration of H. R. 13270.
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Discussion

There has been increasing emphasis on tax reform proposals for the

elimination of existing tax inequities and the equal treatment of taxpayers

similarly situated.

The imposition of disparate tax burdens on similar businesses repre.

sents a major area in which there is substantial tax inequity and discriminatory

treatment.

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on

February 24 of this year, Mr. Mortimer Caplin emphasized this point and

stated:

"The tax immunity of exempt organization businesses produces
substantial losses of federal revenues. Even more serious, however,
is the fundamental problem of unfair competition. The businesses
with which the exempt organization competes must pay taxes on
their earnings. The exempt organization, on the other hand, can
make a variety of effective uses of the additional funds which it
derives from its exemption. It may cut its prices below those which
are economically feasible for its competitors. It may reinvest its
tax savings in capital improvement and expansion programs...
It is, in sum, permitted to wage business competition with a major
and often decisive advantage over other businesses." (Hearings on
Tax Reform Before the House Committee on Ways and Means,
91st Cong., Ist Seas., pp. 968-9.)

The elimination of such tax inequities may have the additional salutary

effect of broadening the tax base and increasing the Federal revenue in a

significant amount.

In the broad field of tax inequity between similar businesses, one of

the most flagrant instances of unequal tax treatment is in the electric power

business.
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Since taxes are an operating expense of electric utility systems and

since their rates must be fixed to cover all such expenses, the end result is

that customers of the tax-exempt power systems escape the tax contribution

which customers of the non-exempt systems are required to pay.

The Edison Electric Institute urges that this inequality and inequity

in the discriminatory treatment of one group of citizens as against another

should be eliminated by requiring tax-exempt power systems to pay a Federal

tax equivalent to the Federal taxes paid by the non-exempt systems.

The electric utility industry in the United States is comprised of the

investor-owned systems which serve about 78% of all customers and the

government-owned or government-financed systems which serve the other

2Z%.

Investor-owned electric systems are, of course, subject to the

Federal income tax and pay State and local taxes which, in most cases, are

higher than those paid by other businesses.

The government-owned and government-financed systems pay no

Federal income tax whatever and their State and local taxes, or payments in

lieu of taxes, are a great deal lower than those paid by investor-owned

systems.

Total taxes of the investor-owned electric utilities for 1968 are

estimated at $3, 484, 000, 000, of which $1, 763, 000, 000 are for Federal

tax. These total taxes represent 2206 of operating revenues.

By way of contrast, total taxes of government-owned and government-

financed power systems are estimated for 1968 at approximately $130, 000, 000,
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representing about 3-1/2% of their electric revenues, not one cent of which

was paid in Federal income taxes.

In other words, the government-owned and government-financed

power systems -. which represent about one-quarter of the total industry --

accounted for only about one-thirtieth of the total tax bill of the industry and

made no payment whatever of Federal income taxes or the equivalent.

As indicated in the attached Table it has been estimated that, in

1967, the Federal, State and local governments lost over $900, 000, 000 in

taxes as a result of the preferential tax treatment of government power

systems; and that the total tax revenue lost by preferential treatment, in the

period 1953 through 1967, is over $10 billion.

If government-owned and government-financed power systems were

required to pay Federal taxes equivalent to the Federal income taxes imposed

on investor-owned companies, on the basis, for example, of an equivalent

ratio to plant investment, it is estimated that such Federal taxes would have

amounted to over $500 million in 1966, and for the last 10 years to over

$4 billion.

There arc four western European countries which have both investor-

owned and government-owned power systems. It is interesting to note that,

in those countries, an obvious effort has already been made to minimize the

difference in the tax burdens imposed on the different segments of the

industry and the disparity in taxes, as between investor-owned electric

companies and government agencies, is far less than that in the United

States. The tax burden on investor-owned systems in the United States in
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1966, computed an a percentage of gross revenue, was about 7 times the tax

burden of government-owned and government-financed systems. In 1965

(the latest year for which figures are available) the comparable factor in

Finland was 2.25; in Germany, 1.2; in Norway, 1. 25; and in Sweden, 1. 76.

It is particularly important to emphasize again that, in the electric

utility business, taxes are an operating expense which must be included in

rates so that the tax inequity is, in fact, carried over to a highly disparate

treatment of the individual customers of the investor-owned utilities, on

the on hand, and those of the government-owned aud government-financed

power systems oj .. rthsr.
It Submitted that it is obvibusly unfib for the 78% of the electric

custoniirs in the country, whoawe served by the inveor-owned power sys-

temS, to pay almost-? thnes as much in their rates to co'or tax costs as is

paid bX the 2 served bk the sovernment-owned and soverhnnt-financed

systems ...... i * ,"

_/ The P vince of Abta, Canada, has recently faced up to is problem.
To pu cuti' ersof *vestor-owned utilities on an equal foo ng with those
of the ax-exe t rnment-oned systems, It has author zed payment
from i~e Treasuly to the custpmers of investor-owned utilit so of $9 million.
This amount represents something over 95% of the Federal d Provincial
income taxes paid by the investor-owned fitties in the ye in question.

This is, of-course, another approach to achieving tax equ ity in the treat-
ment of one group of citizens as against anot)h. The E son Electric'
Institute believe!,. however, that, having d4i regard to e need for the taxrevenue, the nore appropriate approacthA this count is to require the
takexempt pow 8r systems -- and their customers - to bear an equivalent
tax. burden to that now imposed on the investor-ow d power systems --
and thbol customers$

N. j
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Unless something is done to eliminate this inequity, the tax die-

parity among users of electricity will continue year after year and will

become even greater. As the favored government -owned and government-

financed power systems continue to expand, they will grow at the expense of

all the country's taxpayers and further emphasize the unfair discrimination.

Where two group of America's electric customers, distinguishable only by

the source of electricity, bear highly unequal tax burdens, tax inequality

exists which deserves the attention of this Committee and the Congress.

Proposed Solutions

I. A start in the direction of achieving tax equality among power

suppliers, and increasing the Federal revenue, can be made by imposing a

tax on the activities of government-owned said government-financed power

systems in generating, transmitting or distributing electric energy. Such

tax should be at a specified rate, applied to a bass measured by gross plant

investment or by electric revenues, which rate should be comparable to the

ratio of Federal income taxes paid by investor-owned systems to their plant

investment or electric revenues. Federal agencies, such as the Federal

Power Commission, now have all the necessary statistics to derive the

required figures.

Such a tax should be imposed on cooperative systems without regard

to whether they allocate their profits or so-called "margins" to their members

or patrons. In the light of the emphasis oan the non-profit character of the

electric power cooperatives, it may be of some interest to note that the
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"not margin@" of electric power cooperatives in l968 -- i. e., the amount

avadable after deducting all expenses, taxes and interest charges - amounted

to uver $139 million -- on which not one cent of Federal taxes was paid by

either the cooperatives or their customers.

2. There are a large number of State, municipal and other local

goentuital power systems. Interest on their obligations issued to finance

such power systems is exempt under Section 103(a) of the internall Revenue

Code. Recently, certain of these governmental agencies have financed

electric power operations through the issuance of industrial development

bonds - generally for the purpose of furnishing electric energy to large

industrial customers. Exemption of the interest on such bonds is claimed

under Section 103(c).

The furnishing of electric energy to the public is not a governmental

function, but is rather a proprietary or business function, as evidenced by

the fact that approximately 7B% of all electric customers in the United States

are served by investor-owned companies. It is significant that, when Congress,

in 1959, authorized the Tennessee Valley Authority to issue revenue bonds to

finance the electric power business of TVA, it expressly provided that the

interest on such bonds would not be exempt from the Federal income tax.

There is no valid reason why any other governmental agency should be per-

mitted to use tax-exempt bonds to finance facilities used in the business of

supplying electric energy.

Secion 103 should be amended to except from interest exemption

all bonds issued to acquire facilities used in the business of furnishing

electric energy or in any other comparable business functions.
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1. A further ottap which, in our view, ought tu be taken to redu':e

gisitnKg tax nequAlIty 41110119 similar businesses i Itor the Cuogress t0
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Oiw.ald b e retiuired to mai :e cunaparable tonltrilititios tit taxes' too ths' re-

quired ADL imi' esttior-twnIt'd power systemss -" and their acusttltaers. We urge

Ih.it wau%, w114,1 0.1l, tOf the (a.eta of tax reform beiun studied it the ellnlli.atitul

.%f tax diaparit', am .g 'milar businesses, It is tlie to .Aito 00illl41C "-"

.it IviIst retitt tC the tax It.equlies whuatl exist its tie vital cl.ctri ttilat'

Iluftslit rN .

Sut. *It actita would al. thieve Ihe highly alial a ry ollj.-tlives lot (I

eltitiaati1g1 -or redluing an exl11itK inequity between customers tit tile

Intac'iar-owlied '.el nlet., .n tel tone hand, and tastumerm of the goverltaialet-

41WIaett Aid Kuverlaacut-finaaataed segment, .ni% the other; (Z) reducing the

dib~.irity ini tax treatment between similar businesses; .d (3) broadening

lite tax haue Anld ilicreaiaarg the Federal revenue in A. significant amount.
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AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

lo asooAwO Naw YogiS NV Y 0007

40114 Clow a IfI|S0

September 24, 1969

Ilonorable Russell D. long
Chairman
committee on Finance
United .tales Senate
Washington, I). C. Z0SIO

)ear Mr. Chairman

This statement is respecllully submitted on behalf of the
Bell Telephone System in favor of the public utility tax depe-
ciation provisions as set forth in Section 461 of MR. 13Z?0.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means
accompanying H.R. 13170 discusses the background and need
for legislation &long the line of proposed Section 41, and I will
limit my comments to a summary of the highlights of this back-
ground as it affects A. T. & " and its operating telephone
companies.

Briefly stated, we are convinced that the proposal is in
the best interests of our customers and the Federal Treasury.
We believe this hill, which directly involves a matter of tax
policy, has been well designed to accomplish its purposes and
does not infringe on regulatory authority.

We are vitally interested in these provisions because, as
a capital.intensive industry, the Bell System companies must
invest -- and recover through depreciation -- large amounts for
the replacement, modernisation and expansion of communications
plant to meet public demand for service. The Bell System
construction program this year calls for expenditures of about
$S.7 billion, with every indication that the need in 1970 will
be greater.
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Proposed Ketorm Provides Working Capital
in Ac-rd with (Cainreaonal Intent

Sr'tion 401 to II. 1. I 3270 t a reform mrasure %hih will
assure that the original purpsi.r ti( Ciongress. when at authorizri
accelerated tax depretw oto ian 1914, will be carriedt out substan-
tially for the regulated sector tit the rc'an..osy as it ts beang
fulfilled an the unregulated sector.

The 'lenarel purpos.r of congresss an 19S4, %hen at initially
authorized arceierated! tax depreciation under Section l1,11 of the
Internal Revenue Code, %as to mike workingg capital available to
all Anerican inihustry .. regulated as well as unregulated - to
encourage nmoirrnazataon and expansion o)f andustral capa iaty.
lhas purpose was clearly slated an the Congressaonal reports,
including that of the Senate Finance Comitsattee, accoempanyang the
original rnactnmnt of Srttion 1b. 1

In the case of non-regulated industry. the accelerated tax
deprecaaton provisions of Section 16$ operate as Congress intended
and produce working capital for these industries in one of two
ways. First a non-regulated company may use accelerated depre-
ciataon not only for tax purposes but also (or book purposes and to
reflect the effect in its earnings. When this as done, tax payments
are lower, cash flow is increased and outside capital requirements
are thereby reduced. Another way a non-rellulated company can
obtain working capital is to use straaght-lne depreciation for book
purposes, accelerated depreciation for tax purposes and reflect the
reduction in current tax payalento in a reserve to allocate tax
.-osta properly over the life of the property. This procedure as
known as "normalazation" anl is rweaired by the accounting
profession and the Securattes and Exchange (ommsson (or all non-
regulated 'ndustries when faster depreraaton is used (or tax
purposes than lor book purposes.

For a significant number of regulated public utilities,
however, the accelerated tax depreciation provisions of Section 167
have not bre, accomplishing their purpose. Since regulatory

I. S. Rep. No. 162t. p. 26. See also If. Rep. No,. 1317. p. 24
1Id Cong. Ind Seas. I
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A,,,reiss ions generally require utilitars t) use itrailhlatlinr
,lepreciatimn lor book purposes, only he ,,e unu methld arw ondiaaaeaea
abov ti available to public utilities that wish to tabtiin working
sapilal in this manner. llu%%rvrr, many regulatory agernirs tll
not permit the 'nurmalsation' prl~reure which, as inuiclate'd
above. is required by the aecounting profession asi the S.K.:.
in the cas. of non-regulatried industry. lather. they require the
utilities under their jurisdiction to use an exception to this
pro,-edure. known as *flow -through' . tnule r 'now-through' the
,ash flow generated by acteierated tax derlirr, nation can he used to
subsilisr raies charged to currnt utility customer. rather than
te, create a reserve ea working eailal. When this eat urs. tihe
cash oww infratred by the use (f acrererated tax eirpreciation
clairs not generate a source of capital that Cungregs intended to
provide inder Section l07.

Any short-teri benelit te urrent utility tustonerso (rom
flow-through' is at the expense of future utility -onsumers antl

impairs the iiaian-ial position eot utilities by burdening them with
large amounts oi| unprovield.tor costs. F'or thesr reasons, Bell
System tompanac .. even though they have hail pressing anil
increasing needs for large amounts of capital to provide the
comnuntcatsions needs of the country and have wAants-l to obtain
capital by using ac'celeratedl tax dlepreciation -- have to ilate.
used (or tax purposes the same straight-line delpreciation method
prescribed by the F.C.C. for book and rai.makling purposes.

In a time (f rapidly e'spandling national nerI for utility
services, accompanied Ly ,inpirecettented driands for utility
investment capital. Section 49,l ilt l . ITO will afford all
porersent ssaight-linr anHl pirrsera! nei'rmaliaiiig etlitics the ,'a,
opportunity as ricnrrgulated industry to obtain working c capital
from the use o'f accelerated tax eleprecialtun, thus enabling thoeo'
utilities to compete cn the same terms a. non-relfulated industry
in the capitol markets.

Utility Consumeto IM-(nefit

Section 01l of II. 170 alsos servrs tu assure an the
case of present straight-line utilities t. hus, including Bell
System companies -. anal also in the case of presele, normalitng
companies. that the lull benefit's of accelerated tax 6tpreciation
will Igo to customerai lth present and future.
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There ts a widespread belief that utility consumers are
better off under flow-throulh than under nornhialiion. The fact
is. however, that the difference between flow-throulh and normalita.
lion. so far as utility rate payers are concerned. is simply which
particular utility customers get the benefit and when. Flow.through
treats the entire reduction in current tax payments as available to
reduce rates to today's customers. But it has been demonstrated
that utility revenue requirements -- and thus rates charged utility
customers -- become greater after a period of time under flow.
through than they would be under normalization. Flow-throulh. in
sum, lives a windfall benefit to today's customers it the detriment
of tomorrow's customers.

With normalization, on the other hand. there is a savings
in capital cosls to utility consumers because they do not have to
pay interest or other ,harges for these capital funds used in
providing utility service. Moreover. reduced demand on the money
markets may tend to lower the costs of the remaining external
financing requirements. L,,Jer Section 451, regulatory agencies
would have full authority to see tat the normalisetion reserve is
used as cost-free capital, and that the lull benefit of this cost-free
capital is givesi to utility customers. If the Bell System companies
could normalise, they have made it clear they would use the
reserve for the benefit of customers, passing savings in capital
cost on to custunsers over the entire period the working capital is
used in their behalf. No Bell System customer would be called on
to pay higher charges because the cash flow from accelerated
depreciation had been used to subsidire rates of earlier customers.
all Bell System rate payers would rece-ive an increasing benefit as
the coat of capital is reduced.

Federal Tax Revenues Are Protected
-- Against Unintended Loss

Section 41 of I.R. 1)270, in addition, will tend to increase
Federal tax revenue levels. The Report of the Ways and Means
Committee estimates these increased tax revenue levels annually at
$60 million in 1970. $260 million in 1974, and $310 million in 1979.

These increased tax revenue amounts derive directly from
the lcit of -"flow.through" on utility Federal income tax payments.
The result of flow-through- in general, as pointed out by the
hIouse Report, is to double the Government's revenue rduction in
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the 1ary life of plant when measured against that which is
contemiplated to result directly from $ranting accelerated tax
depreciation allowances to industry. Normalization, largely,
avoids this doubling effect.

As mentioned above, Bell System companies to date have
used the strailht-line depreciation method for Federal income tax
purposes. However, regulatory and other pressures have reached
the point where the bell System no longer has any practical
chuice but to adopt accelerated tax depreciation. Moreover. some
regulators are imputing acelerated tax depreciation with flow.
through" on companies even though the companies are in fact using
straight line tax depreciation. If legislation applying to present
straight-line companies along the line of Section 41 oif 11,1. I270
were nut to be enacted, and Bell System companies were forced
As they inevitably would be by regulatory pressures - to adopt
accelerated tax depreciation with 'flow-through", the reduction in
their tax payments for 1970 would be about $Il0 million. (assuming
atcelerated tax depreciation is taken only on plant placed in service
after December 31, 19b9), or some $SS million greater than the
estimated reduction in their tax payments under normalization for
1970. If legislation along the lines of Section 4SI of II.R. 13270
'overing present straight line utilities were enacted into law. the
bell System companies would expect to take accelerated tax
depreciation on plant added in 1970 and F .. sequent years with
normalization".

In our view the provisions of Section 4SI of H. K. 13270 are
in the public interest, -nd i urge that they receive the Committee's
favorable consideration

Respectfully yours,

A. L. Stott
Vice President and Comptroller
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